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Abstract 
Stephen John Xavier Baysted 
From Le Cri de la Nature to Pygmalion: A Study of Jean-Jacques Rousseau's Philosophy of 
Music and Aesthetic and Reform of Opera 
The thesis sets Rousseau's philosophy of music and aesthetic of opera against the wider 
philosophical backcloth of eighteenth-century France and in contraposition to the more scopic 
music-theoredcal backdrop, of which Rameau's writings are taken as a paradigm. 
The first half of the thesis contends that the philosophy of music is fashioned upon a trinary 
model which mirrors the philosophy of nature and history. The first sector is an ideal, 
hypothetical state; the second (the 'fall) is the moment when the ideal state is ruptured, when 
societal and cultural institutions - and history - commence; the third, is the 'actual state', the 
culmination of the process of history. It is argued that relativism is at work between the second 
and third sectors and Rousseau assigns a rigorous system of value to the process of history and all 
points along it, the process itself, taken as a whole, is seen as a degenerative slide away from near- 
perfection to imperfection. 
7111c second half of the thesis explores the ramifications of the trinary model and the effect the 
degenerative process has upon the voice, music and opera. The voice is considered the unique 
phenomenon that connects all sectors of the trinary structure: though objectified and endowed 
with an ontology, it is not immune to the degenerative process. At the fall-state, the voice begins 
to rupture and two entities - melody and language - gradually emerge. Over time, melody and 
speech are forced further apart until neither bears much resemblance to the other. With the 
invention of harmony, melody degenerates: harmony begins to overshadow melody, until in the 
eighteenth century - consummated in the music and theoretical postulations of Rameau - melody 
is subjugated and subsumed entirely within the harmonic domain of musical production. The 
impact upon opera is more complex and the concluding chapters explore the radical and largely 
ygmalion (1762) is considered reform-driven aesthetic of opera. Roussea&s final dramatic work P 
not simply as an outcome of this aesthetic, but as an embodiment of the philosophy of music 
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Introduction: 
Jean-Jacques etoit ne pour la musique. ' 
jean-Jacques Rousseau was bom on 28 June, 1712 in a town house on the Grand Rue in what is 
now Geneva's Vielle-Ville? Rousseau was the son of a watchmaker, and although he would 
later become an apprentice engraver, he was, nevertheless, ultimately destined for a very 
different mitier. For jean-Jacques, his calling was to be music, the one activity in his life that 
would cause him the most anguish and the greatest personal torment, and yet it was an activity 
from which he was simply unable to desist. As he would put it a little over three years before his 
death, and looking retrospectively across what was, by the standards of any epoch, a remarkable 
life, Rousseau declared of himself that 'Jean-Jacques 6toit n6 pour la musiquc. " Music was an art 
form for which, he claimed, he had begun to feel great affinity in his childhood and the only one 
to which he would remain constant throughout his fife. " 
This constancy is reflected not only in the extraordinary diversity of writings that either intersect 
with, develop, or expound musical themes and issues, but is also manifest in the significant, 
formative events that would punctuate and determine the course of his life as philosopher, 
political theorist, novelist, and pamphleteer. Amongst these events we may list the failure of his 
Projet concemant des nouveaux jignespour la musique (1742); the musical revelation in Venice (1743); 
the ignominious treatrnent of his first opera, Ixs Muses Galantes, at the hands of his idol jean- 
Philippe Rameau (1743); the iMbicle concerning his alterations for Rameau and Voltaires IXs 
Fetes de Rambr (1745); the drafting of the music articles for Diderot and D'Alemberes Engc*&e 
(1749); the rampant success of his opera comique Le Devin dm Village (1753); the rancorous 
events of the QuetrIle des Boffjons (1752-54), and the remorseless musico-ontological polemic with 
Rameau that ensued (1753-58); the penning of PjSma, 6on whilst in exile (1762); and the 
Rousseau, 'Second Dialogue, Romssemjug dejean-jarlms, in (Euvrrs dejean-jacques Romsseam, 20 vols. tom. 17, (Paris: Tenre et 
Ledoux, 1819), p. 525. lean-Jacques was bom for music. My translation. All subsequent translations are by the present 
author unless otherwise stated. All subsequent references to this edition of Rousseau's complete works will read as follows: 
the tide of the individual work, followed by Oexm, followed by the volume number (indicated as, for example, 0 1) and lastly 
the relevant page number(s). 
2 For a detailed survey of Rousseau's early life and formative years in Geneva see Maurice Cranston, jean-jacque-c The e=6 ife and 
xvrk offtax-jacqmes Romsseam 1712-1754, (Ilarmondsworth: Penguin: 1987), pp. 13-29 or Olivier Marty, Rousseiw de Aenfana j 
j2oyaraxteAw, (Paris: NouveUes Editions Dibresse, 1975), pp. 9-27. 
3 Rousseau, -Second Dialogue, p. 525. 
4 Rousseau, Confemim, tmnsL byj. M Cohen, a lumondswordL Penguin Classics, 1953), P. M. 
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completion of the Dicfionnairr de Mmjique for publication in order to put bread on his table 
(1764). Music was so central to his Efe that, in fact, it was not until the publication of his 
Discours sur I ýri gine et ksfondements de 17nii , 
kalitiparmi les bommes (1754) at the age of forty-thrce, that 
jean-Jacques Rousseau became, in the eyes of the public, a Pbilosopbe in the fiffi sense of the 
term, and ceased to be merely Rousseau the musician. ' And what is more, it was not until 1782, 
when the first edition of his Oeums was published posthumously by De Peyrou, that Rousseau's 
philosophical and political works became widely read. 
That such a great political and social philosopher, one who is as G6rard Genette puts it, 'un des 
plus grands penseurs de la langue Franqaise' or who, as Eric Weil suggests, '... provoqua la 
,7 seule rivolution de toute Mistoire de la philosophie depuis Platon, should have consecrated so 
much of his energy and passion to the advocacy and exposition of music theory, musical 
aesthetics, operatic reform and compositional activity may seem unusuaL particularly in the light 
of the incessant 'professionalisation' or specialisation of the discipline and sub-disciplines of 
philosophy during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. For Rousseau, however, such 
pluralism was the key to understanding the human condition - it was a manifestation of strength 
and a positive force in his work, rather than a systemic failing. Unlike Kant or Hegel, Rousseau 
did not contemplate such artistic activity in an abstract theoretical vacuum; ' he would instead 
engage with it directly and on a practical level, even if subsequent generations might not, as a 
result, consider him to be a philosopher in the modem sense of the term. ' Whilst such a rich 
and diverse oemm should then be cherished and valued in itself and on its own merits, such 
pluralistic activity does nonetheless pose especial problems for the scholar, and indeed 
engenders seemingly indomitable questions: T a-t-il un seul Rousseau? Peut-on, du moins, 
construire une unit6 a partir de Rousseau? "O Evidently such questions strike at the very heart of 
5 Jacques Roger (ed. ), RomsseauýDiscourrsurl'orkinoetksfotidementsdelimigailipamiksbommes, (Paris- Flanunarion, 1971), p. 5. 
6 G&-afd Genette, 'Cover note, in Genette and Todorov (eds. ) Pensie de Rousseau, (Paris: SeA 1994) 'one of the greatest thinkers 
in the French language. 
7 Eric Wcil, 'Rousseau et sapolitique'in Op. 0k. p-17, '... provoked the only revolution in the history of philosophy since Plato! 
8 As Roger Scruton, Kant, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983), p. 5 notes: 111is [Kanes] aversion to music other than military 
marches was indeed notorious, as was his total indifference to the visual arts - he possessed only one engraving, a portrait of 
Rousseau, given to him by a friend! 
9 Cf. Bertrand Russell, Hisloy ef Western P&bsqfi, 5, O"don: Routledge, 1991), p. 660 and Anthony Flew, lxhvd; uzýox to Wooem 
, 
Per o cc, Mosafiby. - Ideas andAr&wentfivm Plao to Pofi . 0, ndon: Thames & Huds 1989). 
IOEric Weil, 'Rousseau et sa Politique, p. 9, Is there one single Rousseau ? Can we at least trace a unified line of thinidng from his 
work? 
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any critical enterprise concerned with the exegesis of Rousseau's work or indeed any single 
aspect of it, for it is an oemm which is by its very nature monumental, heterogeneous and, at 
times, startlingly neotetic. " The principal challenge of any study of Rousseau's writings is 
therefore to reflect, and indeed respect, such diversity; this must be its guiding tenet. 
Rousseau's highly significant contribution to the history of ideas - and indeed to the unfolding 
of history itself" - is widely accepted and rarely interrogated, but his contribution to the 
history of music theory and compositional praxis has often been ignored or'at best relegated 
to a secondary order; Rousseau has been frequently labelled a peripheral figure in that history, 
one whose role in the development of musical ideas and operatic reform is uncertain and even 
eccentric, perhaps marginally significant, but never pivotal. The reticence and timorousness 
exercised by Rousseau scholars from non-musicological disciplines in the treatment of, and 
engagement with, such issues has understandably not helped to underpin or further his 
reputation in this respect, and the dearth of systematic and critical studies of his musical 
writings might suggest to the impartial observer that his work is not really worthy of such 
focussed attention at all. It is ironic then, that the most notorious of all his musical writings 
should be the one that is, at once, the most misunderstood and misrepresented: for it is true to 
say that, more than any other work, the Leurr sur la Mujique Franfoise (1753)" has had a 
profound, inveterate and overbearingly deleterious effect upon the perception of jean-Jacques 
Rousseau as a credible music theorist, aesthetician, composer of opera and as a philosopher of 
music. " 
H jean Starobinsk4jean-jacqA(erRomsseam. -LaTranipmnceetlObstack, (Paris: Gallimard, 1971), 'avant propos', comments that 'Si 
diverse que solt cette ceuvre, nous croyons qu'elle peut &re parcourue et reconnue par un regard qui nen refuserait aucun 
aspect: efle est assez riche pouf nous sugg6rer elle-mýme les thimes et les motifs qui nous pennettront de la saisir 1 la fois 
dans la dispersion de ses tendances et dans luniti de ses intentions! 
12 For an interesting perspective of Rousseau's influence upon the French Revolution see Jonathan Israel, Ra&a1En, 6&h1Mment 
Philasoply and the making of mo&mitr 1650-1750, (Oxford- Oxford University Press, 2001), pp. 714-720. For a discussion of the 
influence of Rousseau's ConfrafSoddupon 'pre-revolutionary' events see, Durand Echevera, `Ile Pre-Revolutionary Influence 
of Rousseau's Contra Sodal, jemmal of dv Hislojy of Ideas, 33 (1972) 
13 The Lefirr was written in 1752, and published in two editions - both printed in Paris in November 1753 - although only the 
Awrdssexent differs moderately. 
14 Undoubtedly the primary reason for the Lefir? s reputation and the impact it has had upon the perception of Rousseau is its 
decisive role in what is known as the _Ommlle 
des Bouffoas (1752-54) -a fiercely contested and vitriolic pamphlet war between 
partisans of French opera and supporters of Italian opera buffa. As one of many hundreds of pamphlets, articles and 
prospectuses which circulated around the fashionable Parisian Salons, its immediate significance did not reside in the minutiae 
of its argumentation, but in the apparent effrontery of its conclusion. And the I ifftr certainly caused affront Rousseau was 
burnt in effigy outside the Op&a by the members of the orchestra, and, as he describes in the Confievions (p. 358), at Court 'they 
were [ ... I ded4g between the Bastille and 
banishment! It is, however, of vital importance to regard the tenor of the Lear 
(and especially its conclusion) as a consequence of its fanction; as Denise Launay (La_Querelk des Bomffo= Toder des PaxpbkA. 3 
Vols. (Paris: 1973) p_XVII) rcmarks, it opens the second phase of the _Omerrlk 
der BomV o It is s hat ir c that Rousseau . 
ff ns. ornew oni 
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The 1xitre's notoriety stems primarily from its acrimonious and acerbic conclusion that '... les 
Franýois n'ont point de musique et n'en peuvent avoir, ou que si jamais ils ont une, ce sera 
tant pis pour eux. "' This epigrammatic parting-shot has often been cited in order to underpin 
Manichean analyses of the Quenlle des Bouffons polemic and has precipitated a number of 
misconceived and distorted assessments of the nature and gravity of Rousseau's operatic 
critique in general. "' In what was by far and away the most inflammatory salvo launched at 
the Coin du Roi" during the two years in which the Ouetrlle raged, the Lair delivered a 
significant body-blow to the Opira, its principal proponent - jean-Philippe Rameau - and, by 
proxy, the monarchy and the establishment; Rousseau's gladiatorial posturing in the Leffir and 
in the closing phase of the 49uerrlle merely reinforces the received image of the rebellious 
citizen of Geneva and the reactionary Rameau, horns locked, in the 'intestine shock and 
furious close of civil butchery. " It is most unfortunate then, that the apparent truculence and 
effrontery of the conclusion - so often lifted out of its legitimate context - has overshadowed 
the significance of the Dearr as an evolutionary staging-post in the development of his musical 
aesthetic; has served, paradoxically, to eclipse the very pertinence of the closing proclamation 
itself, and has done immeasurable damage to Rousseau's 'musical' reputation. "' 
himself resisted being drawn into the quarrel for as long as he possibly could, because as he suggests in the Leaws 
'Avertissement, "cette esp&e de guerre ne me convenait pas en aucun sense' instead he held back publication of the L&M for 
well over a year -a year during which he was putting the finishing touches to his op6ra cornique of 1752 Le Detin dm Village 
and drafting the cornerstone of a more ambitious long-term project - the Second Disceur. T (1754) - that would culminate in the 
unpublished Esrd surffit&he des Langues. In the present work it is neither pertinent nor possible to examine the events of the 
, 
Querellt des Bojvffons in any detail, but there are many works that focus on the polemical exchanges during the two years in which 
the. QmerrIle raged. For a general overview, see Alfred Oliver, Emyckpaedistr as eyijiks oforwic, (New York. Columbia University 
Press, 1947); for a more recent and indeed up-to-date account see Cynthia Verba, MAdc and the French Enightenment. 
Recotutruedes of a Diak , gme, 
(Oxford. - OUP, 1993); for specific detail on the exchanges between Rousseau and Rameau, see Eve 
Kisch, 'Rameau and Rousseau, Made and Letters, 2,22, (1941), and Chides B Paul, Wusic and Ideology. Rameau, Rousseau 
and 1789't Journaloffhe H&og qfIdeas, 32, (1971), pp. 375-398; the pamphlets have been produced in an annotated 3 volume 
edition by Denise Launay, La. Querr& des Bouffoxs. ý Todes des Powphlets., 3 Vols., (Pads: 1973); for in interesting political 
perspective of the _Omerrlle 
des BoAffoar see Servando Sacaluga, 'Diderot, Rousseau et la Querelle musicale de 1752 nouvelle mise 
au poine, Mew Stm&es, 10, (1968), pp. 134-173. 
Is Rousseau, Lear sur la Mmique Franfoise. In CE#ms, t 11, pp. 318-319. '... that the French have no music and cannot have any, or 
that if they ever have, it will be so much the worse for thern. ' 
16 CE Norman Demuth, French 0, perrI4rDezvkpwen1to lheRevelmfion, (New York. The Artemis Press, 1963), p. 190. Enoughhas 
been said and written about Rousseau's musical theories. Some authorities claim him to be a musical genius, others relegate 
him to the ranks of the inefficient, cock-sure amateurs who have always abounded in artistic circles. At the most he may be 
said to have caused a stir in musical affairs, but nothing more. Ile later history of French Opera proves this? In some Post- 
War historiography such as Nod Boyer's, La Guem des Bomfens et k Afwiqmr Fravfdje 1752-54, (Paris: 1945) and Bernard 
Champigneulle's, Lýjge c4udque de la Mmsiqme Franfdse, (Paris. 1946), the dosing sentiments of the Lefirr sur la Almique Franfoiye 
have been seen to have had far reaching political implications (stretching of course to the French Revolution) and Rousseau 
portrayed as a fipre merely out to damage French music and, by extension, French culture. 
17 The Ting's comer! 11iis appellation was used to denote the partisans of French opera who would congregate underneath the 
King's box at the Paris Qbirz, those who supported Italian opera assembled under the Queen's box, hence Gýhr de la Rdne. 
Is I Henry IV, 11 
19 Indeed, Catherine Kintzler, 'Introduction' in Rousseau, Leffir sur la AWqme Franfvise, (Paris: GF Flammarion, 1993), p. 131 
suggests that, 'Au deU de la. violence pol6mique qui la traverse et suscite ... [elle] annonce le noyau th6orique de la pens6e 
musicale et esth6tique de Rousseau! 
6 
In TheAestbefics ofMujic, Roger Scruton's recent and ostensibly comprehensive survey of the 
history of philosophical and aesthetic reflection upon music, jean-Jacques Rousseau is 
despatched within twelve lines of dismissive and perfunctory prose. , Portrayed as a 
'great, if 
erratic'2' thinker at the very margins of that long and important history, Rousseau is swept, as 
it were, into a small prefatory corner of the work and his considerable corpus of writings on 
music is thus adjudged to 'provide no philosophy of the subject. "' Beyond the immediate 
desire, and indeed necessity, to take up Scruton's gauntlet and mount a vigorous challenge to 
such a conclusion, tl-ýs thesis must also seek to expose the erroneous nature of the assertion 
that Rousseau was an erratic thinker. Not only, then, will this thesis argue that Rousseau's 
writings on music constitute a well-grounded, internally consistent and reasonably complete 
philosophical system, it will also demonstrate that Rousseau's thinking on the subject - 
encompassing some forty years of his troubled life - is both systemadc'and displays a 
remarkable degree of unity and coherence. 
The question persists, however, why Scruton would reach such conclusions? One can 
speculate - and only trust - that his primary motivation stems from the fact that Rousseau did 
not bequeath a singular, unified or comprehensive work that overtly sets out a philosophy or 
aesthetics of music; there is no equivalent to a Critique ofjud, ý, ement or a Poetics in his Owns 
Com plRes. In fact, quite the opposite is the case: reflection upon the mechanics of music, 
opera, communication, perception and meaning is littered across nearly three decades' worth 
of novels, critique, political and social doctrine; the philosophy of music is thus embedded, 
'intertextually' and at times inextricably, within political , and philosophical 
discourse, 
encyclopaedic entries, fictional drama and autobiographical narrative. Even in those texts 
which many scholars have classified as musically significant or as being preoccupied with 
musicalissues - notably, and somewhat paradigmatically, the posthumously published Essai 
sur 110rigine des Langues - musical subject matter may not always appear to be their predominant 
or even primary concern. As Jacques Derrida remarks: 
20 Roger Scruton, DeAeslhefics qfAWc, (Oxford: OUP, 1997), preface, p. vR. 
21 INd, p. ViiL 
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Si Pon veut bien adtnettre que la destinee de la musique soit la pr6occupation 
maleure de PEssai, il faut expliquer que les chapitres qui la concernent occupent 
a peine le tiers de Pouvrage. 22 
We might, as a result, be tempted to conclude that a fully developed philosophy of music does 
not exist in any phenomenal or material form; that its status as a discrete object is misplaced, 
and thus its synthesis and objectification in a work such as this is unwarranted. Yet at the 
same time we would be forced to concede that its hallmark permeates every stratum of 
Rousseau's oeuvir. What should we make of this paradox? The essence of the problem is, I 
suggest, one of focus and analytical strategy. If we attempt to engage with, or indeed 
conceive of, the philosophy of music immanently and 'ontologically', as if it were an 
integrated, independent, autarkic object, we shall encounter inconsistency and contradiction at 
almost every turn, for such an approach would always already require that this 'object' be 
isolated, forcibly extracted as it were, from its original locus and discursive context. Consider 
once more the status of the Essai sur 110ý, S*, ine des Lanýgues. Could we really sanction an exegetic 
manoeuvre that disregards two thirds of the text because it is not expressly concerned with 
musical issues? Clearly not. 
The precise nature and form of this object is fragmentary and dispersed: it is as if there were, 
in each of Rousseau's texts a page, a paragraph or a phrase torn from this 'object' of musical 
doctrine. To engage with or interpret these fragments does not simply involve assemblage and 
synthesis, because in whichever order we choose to piece together the individual pages, 
paragraphs and locutions we will always be left with an artificial entity; we would merely have 
created a counterfeit composite structure formed of discursive material dissociated from its 
original and legitimate context. Moreover, such a re-constructive enterprise would be 
epistemologically unsound for it presupposes, apriori, an intrinsic order, logic and coherence 
across the 'totality' of Rousseau's 'musical oeuvre' - whatever such a phrase might actually 
mean in practice. These are attributes which, as many commentators have taken delight in 
pointing out, are simply not present in, nor borne out by, the texts themselves. As a result we 
must consider whether the very absence of a unified text or texts containing, or purporting to 
, 
#e, (P : ui 22 Jacques Derrida, Do la Grammatok aris Min t, 1967), p-279: 'If we maintain that the destiny of music is the major 
preoccupation of the Eud, we need to explain why those chapters concerned with music alone occupy but one third of the 
entire work-' 
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embody, Rousseau's philosophy of music suggests that Rousseau did not conceive of it in that 
manner at all. In other words, no such object exists because Rousseau did not construct such 
an object, nor did see any purpose in doing so. . 
What becomes apparent from a critical reading of writings such as the Essai, the educational 
novel Emile (1762), the Discours sur les Sdences et les AtYs (1749) and the Dircours sur 110tine de 
17nýgaliti (1754) that for Rousseau, music, art, literature - in fact, human communication in all 
its forms - are inextricably intertwined with and indeed functionally contingent upon societal, 
historical and political systems, mechanisms and institutions. They are never contemplated in 
terms other than through their connection with society, with the quotidian interaction and 
relationships of human beings; they are conceived as cogwheels in the internal mechanism of 
society. But, even more, for Rousseau they are also products of that society and are part of its 
structural fabric; they are what defines and differentiates one society from the next, one nation 
from its neighbour. Music, indeed on one level, is a simple index denoting the presence of 
society, for it only comes into being at the moment when man is forced out of his 'original' 
state into his social state; when he becomes citizen. But music also acts as a barometer of the 
degree of sophistication and civilisation of that society: for Rousseau it points directly to the 
extent to which the historical and 'socialising' process has impinged upon the 'natural' 
character of its citizens. This historical process, and the society that it engenders, exerts a 
corrupting influence upon men who are naturally virtuous. Music is thus implicated directly in 
the social and political history of mankind, and cannot be separ4ted from it. Iý 
As a consequence my approach in this work will be inclusive, pluralist; I will seek not to isolate 
or extract, but to uncover and expose, to trace and to illuminate, whilst, wherever possible, 
preserving the prevailing contextual backcloth intact. -I will seek to explore the relationship 
between Rousseau's thinking upon music and all other domains with which that thinking 
immediately interfaces, implicates and influences. - My primary structural task then will be to 
investigate the conceptual unifying framework - the glue that binds the thinking upon musical 
issues to that on language, politics, sociology, and anthropology. This framework will manifest 
itself in Rousseau's writings as nothing less than an all-encompassing philosophy of nature 
and history. This means in practice that, rather than the musical texts necessarily displaying 
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unity in a self-referential or self-reflexive manner, unity in Rousseau's oeuvre is present on an 
intertextual level. The 'musical fragments' are bound together by virtue of their relationship 
with the all-governing philosophies of nature and history. 
At the time of writing, the venerable New Grow Didionaty of Mujic and Musidans has recently 
appeared as an interactive, internet-based work, and has been the subject of extensive revision, 
up-dating and refashioning. ' The Dictionag contains an excellent article on Rousseau, penned 
by Catherine Kintzler, but it is one which nevertheless highlights the dearth of secondary 
material that engages directly both with Rousseau's writings on music and with his 
compositional Output. Of the fifty-one sources that are listed in Kintzler's bibliography, just 
seven are books; none of them attempts to deal with his philosophy or aesthetics of music as 
their primary focus; few if any examine his operatic output; only nineteen have been written 
within the last twenty years, and still fewer - only eight - are published in English. It is, then, 
surprising and somewhat disappointing that in the eight years since Robert Wokler 
commented that, 'despite a rapidly growing number of treatments of particular themes within 
and around his philosophy of music, there is still ... room for a major study of Rousseau's 
ideas on music as a whole, "' such a study has yet to appear in any language. 
The immediate objective of the present work is, then, to offer the English-language reader a 
comprehensive analysis of Rousseau's philosophy of music, paying particular attention to his 
theory of communication and the aesthetic and reform of opera that it engenders. This 
objective will require us to engage with a broad range of Rousseau's writings, many of them 
dealing directly with musical subject matter but also many others not concerned with the 
elaboration of music theory or aesthetics at all. My approach to the exposition of Rousseau's 
philosophy of music has been systematic and broadly chronological, and with each chapter the 
focus tightens, zooming-in to an ever greater level of detail. This structure, and the content 
of each chapter, mirrors the evolutionary development of Rousseau's thinking on music. 
23'nie New GmtvDiaonxy qfMwicandMwidans can be accessed online at bttp-//ww%-,,. grovemusic. com 
24 Robert Wokler, Rojuseam, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), p. 123. 
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We begin, in the first chapter, with an assessment of the theoretical writings of jean-Philippe 
Rameau. This will provide us with the ý requisite music-theoretical and musico-ontological 
context against which we shall be able trace, in the second part of the chapter, the emergence, 
in embryonic form, of Rousseau's conception of music and opera. In Chapter Two, we move 
away from music-theoretical issues and turn our attention to fundamental philosophical and 
socio-political ones. We will examine the formation and structural characteristics of 
Rousseau's trinary model of the philosophy of nature and history, and focus extensively upon 
the most important concept which grows out of them: the Ideal State of Nature. In Chapter 
Three, the focus shifts back towards musical issues, and we will explore how Rousseau 
fashions his theory of communication in the light of this trinary model, and we will also begin 
to see its implications for music theory and compositional praxis. In Chapter Four, we zoom- 
in on the detail of Rousseau's conception of musical material itself - in particular on melody, 
harmony and the concept of musical expression - and the aesthetic and reform of opera that 
such a conception renders necessary. And finally, in Chapter Five, we examine the 
culmination of Rousseau's operatic aesthetic and the reforms it engenders through a study of 
his final dramatic work: the 'Scýne Lyrique', Pygmalion. This study will also show how his 
philosophy of music achieves closure, infiltrates the work and comes full circle in the words 




Rameau and Rousseau: The 'Artiste-Philosophe' and his Zel#-'- Partisate: 
Conflicting visions of the musical universe 
The pritnary objective of the first part of this chapter is to contextualise much of the work 
that will be undertaken later on in the thesis. Its aim is to familiarise the reader with the 
general music-theoretical and musico-ontological thrust and complexion of jean-Philippe 
Rameau7s writings on music. This will establish a framework within which we will be able to 
examine and contrast, in the second part of the chapter, the emergent ideas of Rousseau, both 
in counterpoint to Rameau's established theories, and also as an independent coýpus of ideas 
that, in embryonic form at least, begin to prefigure a philosophy and aesthetic of music. In 
later chapters, this will serve as a foundation in order to establish and articulate differences 
and points of contact. But more importantly, as many of Rousseau's music-theoretical 
publications are conceived as a critical response to a position taken (and expressed) by 
Rameau - and during the 1750s and 1760s the opposite is also true of Rameau's work - it is 
only proper that we lay some of the foundation stones that will facilitate the elaboration of 
more detailed work in subsequent chapters, especially in out discussions in Chapter 4. 
The approach I have taken to the evaluation of Ramcauls theoretical writings, although at 
times robustly critical, does not seek to discredit the man nor denigrate his extremely 
significant contribution to the discipline of music theory. Rather, my immcdiýte desire in this 
chapter is to offer a pragmatic overview of the range and character of his w ork and, in doing 
so, to temper at least one perhaps inflated contemporary view of Ramcau as a 'colossus' of 
enlightenment science -a view initially helped on its way in no small part by his 
contemporary, and soon to become antagonist, jean le Rond d'Alembert. ' It is, of course, 
neither possible nor practicable in the context of a work such as this to explore Rameau's 
theoretical writings - or their impact upon the subsequent history of music theory - in 
anything approaching the depth or detail they clearly merit; however, there are many excellent 
I CE DAlembert, 'Discours priliminaire des 6ditem', Eagikpidit vol I. pp. xxxfi-iii IA musique est peut4tre de tous ces arts 
celui qui a fait depuis quime ans Ic plus dc progris parmi nous. Grices aux travaux dun Onic mile, hardi & f6cond [ .... I je 
saisis avec empressement loccasion de ca6brer cet artiste phRosophe, dans un discours destin6 prindpalement i I'aoge des 
grands I lommes. ' 
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and recently published studies that already admirably perform such a taský As a consequence, 
the aim here is to provide the teader with a conspectus of the evolution, ideological 
orientation and ultimate destination of Rameau's ideas as they develop, for although Rousseau 
would rail vehemently against the implications of many of them, they do form, at once, the 
veritable music-theoretical backdrop to his philosophy of music, as well as the animating 
impulse for many of his critical writings that we will be examining in this thesis. 
ythagorean Monochord 1.1. Agnate Concepts: The Basse Fondanwntak and the P 
In 1722 Jean-Philippe Rameau's inaugural theoretical work, the Traid de Marmonie, was 
published. 3 lbough often convoluted, peppered with stylistic anomalies and somewhat 
disorganised, ' the Traili was extraordinarily well-received in scientific circles and acclaimed, 
almost universally, by musicians and men of letters alike. In fact, such was its impact, and so 
far reaching its music-theoretical implications, that both the concept and the codification of 
tonality were profoundly altered thereafter. ' As betokened by its complete title, the guiding 
ideology of the TraiMis unrepentantly reductionist, and its ultimate objective was to present 
the reader with a rationalist and scientific explanation of the nature of musical material, and its 
relationship with contemporary musical praxis. By revealing a putative 'natural' principle - the 
generative Basse Fondamentale which 'produces' music through the agency of harmonic 
extrapolation - the Traid seeks to determine the nature of music's internal organisation and its 
2 For a very concise and digestible survey seejoan Ferris, The Evolution of Rameau's Ilarmoniclbeories: jommdofAfmdcTheoq, 
3 (1959), p. 231-255; for more detail and analysis see lbomas Christensen, Raweam and MAýdcd Thom& in the EnS, , 
ýhlexment 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993). For a short but detailed comparative reading of Rameau's writings alongside 
those of Rousseau and d'Alembert see Cynthia Verba, MAtdc and the Frmch EnSghtexment The reconstw6on of a &ak&we, (Oxfof&- 
Oxford University Press, 1993), pp. 51-7Z More detail on the debate between Rameau and d'Alembert can be found in j 
Barnard, Tameau's Controversy with dAlembere, Jowwl ofAfxdc Theogf, 24-25, (1980-1). An excellent survey of Rameau's 
philosophical predilections can be found in Charles Paul, Jcan-Phifippe Rameau: The Musician as Philosophe: Pmceedng-r ofAbo 
Ame&m PUbse phicalSode-0,114, (1970). Rameau's theoretical writings are available in translation: Compkte Theorr&al Wfifings, 
ed.. 
' 
Erwin RjacobL 6 Vols, (Rome- American Institute of Musicology, 1967-72) and an excellent translation, by Philip Gossett, 
of the TraN de lTlarmonie with accompanying notes is also available in: Trra6se on Hxmo? y, (New York: Dover, 1971). Cuthbert 
Girdlestoric's otherwise fine biography lacks any discussion or analysis of Rameau's theoretical writings themselves, although it 
does contain some useful discussion of his relationship with Rousseau, Diderot and dAlembert and other contemporaries. 
3 Its full tide is Trdti dr Namode ti&dte J serjtrihqýes admmlf (Treatise on Harmony reduced to Periving from] its [fundamental] 
natural principles). 
4 As Philip Gossett notes in the introduction to his translation (p. xxii-xxih): The prose is awkward and difficult ... sentences are 
poorly constructed, and it is not unusual to find seven or eight independent ideas strung together with conjunctions! 
, gUmment, p. 1 Slbomas 
Christensen, RweamandMmdcalTbojvght in the EmS, 
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broader position within a mechanically ordered (and to borrow Hubert Butterfield's apposite 
metaphor) 'clockwork universe. " 
Whilst Rameau's objective itself was certainly not original, for the Trail! has rather more than 
just a ring of Descartes' Com uil m pendium Musicae about it and b ds upon uch of Gioseffe 
Zarlino's earlier work, ' it was the way in which he set about accomplishing it that made the 
work both distinctive and appealing. As James Tenney concludes, 'what distinguishes Rameau 
from his predecessors, is his effort to create a complete theoretical system on the basis of little 
more than ... [a] single concept. 
a Tenney is, of course, not incorrect to suggest that Rameau's 
thinking revolves around one or two basic precepts, yet if the Traid does constitute a complete 
theoretical systernper se - and I am not entirely convinced that it does - then it is one that is 
ostensibly more concerned with the revelation and explication of principles than it is with 
anything else. This oft-quoted syllogism, and the ensuing justification for it taken from the 
preface to the work, is the reason for my hesitation. For Ramcau is clearly not so interested in 
elaborating a system as such; rather, the primary quest is to uncover a principle through the 
application of mathematical operations. In my view, the methodological mechanism that 
elicits the principle is almost as important as the results it yields: 
music is a science which should have definite rules; these rules should be 
drawn from an evident principle; and this principle cannot really be known to 
us without the aid of mathematics. Notwithstanding all the experience I have 
acquired in music from being associated with it for so long, " I must confess 
that only with the aid of mathematics did my ideas become clear and did light 
. replace a certain obscurity of which I was unaware before. lbough I did not know how to distinguish the principle from the rules, the principle soon 
offered itself to me in a manner convincing in its simplicity. It is not 
enough to feel the effects of a science or an arL One must also conceptualise 
these effects in order to tender them intelligible. That is the end to which I 
have principally applied myself in the body of this work... 'o 
6 11. Butterfield, The Ori 
.& ofAleders 
Sdence, (London: G. Bell, 1949), p. 7-8 exemplifies the Cartesian conception of the way in 
which the universe was, or rather had been, designed, constructed and set in motion by a prime mover - the divine 
watchmaker. 
7 Gioseffe Zadino, Irfitu#o)i amonicbe, (Venice: 1589). To some extent, particularly in the domain of the taxonomy of harmonic 
inversions, Rameau is, of course, tacitly critical of Zarlino's work 
8 James Tenney, A Moog of Comonana and Dissonante, (New York: Excelsior, 1988), p. 6 8 
9 Rameau was already thirty-nine when the Trdfiwas published. 
10 Rameau, Trra&e on Hatmoty, transL Phillip Gossett, (New York. Dover, 1971), pxxxv 
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I would suggest, therefore, that the Traiti constitutes less of a system than it might at first 
appear and rather more of an exposition of a philosophical and methodological agenda and its 
objectives: Rameau clearly desired his work to be identified - both in terms of its content and 
its method - with the Cartesian legacy. As a result, the Traili is replete with all the 
characteristic rhetorical devices that would suggest to its audience that it was an integral part 
of that prevailing scientific discourse. Joan Ferris puts across this idea rather neatly, remarking 
that Rameau '... is more interested in discovering the trutb than in building a system. "' And it 
is in this sense - and at this moment - that he is a thoroughbred Cartesian. 12 - 
The conceptual centrepiece of the Traid de Mamonie is the theory of the Basse Fondamentale. 13 
It is identified first of all as the 'Harmonic Centre' and is illustrated in Book Two of the Traili 
under the rubric: qbe Nature and Properties of Chords': 
The source of harmony does not subsist merely in the perfect chord or in the 
seventh chord formed from it. More precisely, it subsists in the lowest sound 
of these two chords, which is, so to speak, the harmonic centre [Centrr 
Harmoniqme] to which all other sounds should be related. This is one of the 
reasons why we believed it necessary to base our system on the division of a 
string. Ibis string, which gives the lowest sound, is the source of all those 
sounds which arise from its division, just as the unit to which it was compared, 
is the source of all numbers. 
It is not enough to perceive that all chords and their various properties 
originate in the perfect chord and the seventh chord. We must notice, 
furthermore, that all the properties of these chords depend completely on this 
harmonic centre and on its progression. Ile intervals of which these chords 
are constructed are such only with respect to this centre, and the centre then 
uses these intervals for its own progression, which in turn detern-dnes the 
order and progression of the first two chords. The intervals'Used are the third, 
the fifth and the seventh: other intervals used are either inversions... 
duplications... or alterations. Everything is derived from the first three 
intervals, from which all the fundamental chords are formed, and everything is 
related solely to our harmonic centre. "' 
II Ferris, Rameam j Hamonie Deoder, p. 233. (my italics). 
12 Sweeney-Tumer in Tbr Soxomw Bodr Alvik, EnfigUmment and Deconsftchos, Ilesis (PhD), Edinburgh University, 1994. p. 34 
assessing Rameau's theoretical oeuvrr as a whole concludes that Rameau is '... not so easily classified as a total empiricist; his 
theory hinges on a dual articulation of Lockean experience and Cartesian rcmrL' Indeed, it is this contradiction that would 
later trouble d'Alembert 
13 The reader will note that the Trdti is divided into four 'books. the first is concerned exclusively with 'theory; the second, a 
mixture of theory and practice; and the final two solely given over to the art of composition and the art of accompaniment 
14 Rameau, Trva6se, pp. 141-141 
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The significance of this notion is, essentially, that for the first time the 'perfect' chord was 
being conceptualised not as the juxtaposition or combination of independent intervals (a 
major third plus a minor third), but as an acoustic object -a harmonic unit contained within a 
string (cordegrave) one octave lower than the intervals ate sounded themselves. The genesis of 
this idea is immediately recognisable and Rameau does his level best to validate and underpin 
this concept by emphasising its agnatic relationship - and therefore implicating it - with its 
progenitor, the Pythagorean monochord. Rameau claims that it is possible to demonstrate 
how each harmonic entity, more particularly the major triad, can be generated by the division 
and subdivision of a fundamental root or cordegrave. In other words, Rameau considers a 
chord as an object dependent upon a given centir hamonique for its existence and indeed 
classification: it is the harmonic centre, Rameau claims, that contains and generates the very 
chord itself. " 
There was, however, a logical problem with this postulation, for the Cenirr Harmoniqye did not 
systematically appear as the note one octave lower than the root of any given chord, and, as a 
consequence, did not precisely square with the first aliquot division of the monochord either. 
Whilst root position chords conform to the postulate, chords in first and second inversion 
proved much more difficult to account for. Rameau's novel and epoch-making solution was 
to conceptualise non-root position chords as inversions of root position chords. Rameau thus 
contends that, in practice, the major triad and its inversions contain identical pitch material, 
and that, by consequence, they must share a common root or foundation; in the case of C 
major and its first and second inversions, the common root is, of course, C: 
just as there are only three accordant numbers (as Descartes says), there are 
also only three principal consonances, the fifth and the two thirds; from these, 
the fourth and the two sixths arise .... For the first three numbers, 2,3, and 5, let us substitute in addition to 5 the composites 4 and 6, so that the fifth is 
divided into two thirds as it should be. The major perfect chord is formed 
from the three numbers 4: 5: 6. If we raise 4 to its octave, we shall have 5: 6: 8; 
this forms the chords called the sixth chord, because the sixth is heard 
between the two extreme sounds. If we then raise 5 to its octave, we shall 
have 6: 8: 10; this forms another chord called the six-four chord, because the 
sixth and the fourth are heard between the two upper sounds and the lowest 
Is It is important to note Rameau's definition of a chof&- that it may not exceed the range of an octavc; that the fifth is the basis 
of A chords; that either of the two thids may determine the construction of the chord. This is also what Rameau dubs the 
'rule of the octaveý 
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sound (to which all intervals ... should be compared). If we then raised 6 to its octave, we should have 8: 10: 12, which is in the same proportion as 4: 5: 6. 
Thus we cannot push this transposition of the lowest sound to its octave any 
further; for the perfect chord, made up of only three different sounds, can 
therefore produce in this manner only three different chords, of which it is the 
first and fundamental. " 
What Rameau effects next, in conceptual terms, is exceedingly clever: he inverts the 
relationship between the pitch material and its root by demonstrating how the root or 
foundation generates the pitch material itself The root is, then, analogous to the monochord, 
and the resultant pitch material the equivalent of its aliquots. We should observe at this 
juncture that Rameau's tour deforre resides both in his novel presentation and treatment of 
Pythagorean monochord theory, and in the way in which its agnatic relationship to the Basse 
Fondamentale is conceived. 
The function of the Basse Fondamentale is to codify, and provide justification for, the 
organisation and trajectory of harmonic entities within a given passage of music. It is, of 
course, an abstract concept in the sense that it exists only by implication and is discovered 
only by inference, and has very little to do with the pragmatic Basso Confinuo harmonics that 
may or may not underpin and accompany a given melody. " To cipher the Basse Fondamentale 
of a given piece, one must of course first reorder those chords that are not in root position 
and, once this simple task is accomplished, the Basse Fondamentale can be identified by tracing 
the bass line that underpins the progression of chords. Where the continuo and the Basse 
Fondamentale diverge, Ramcau considers the former as a non-essential melo& by-product of the 
piece and the latter as its true barmonic foundation and support: this is an important statement 
of aesthetic and theoretical principle and one which, as we will see in Chapter 4, Rousseau 
would vigorously dispute. But more than this, when applied to the characteristic harmonic 
vocabulary of the day, the trajectory of the Basse Fondamentale could be shown to have very 
interesting properties - generally it would move in intervals of tbirds, sixths, fifths and fourths 
rather than in stepwise motion: 
16 Rameau, Trea6m, p. 40. 
17 For example, the actual bass note of the first inversion of C major is of course E and it would normally be figured with a 6, but 
the Bass* Fond4wentak of this same chord would be C an octave and one third lower than the 'actuar lowest note of the chord. 
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Ile intervals of which these chords are constructed are such only with respect 
to this centre, and the centre then uses these same intervals for its own 
progression, which in turn determines the order and progression of the first 
two chords. " 
1bus on another, more profound and embedded, plane, the logic of the Basse Fondamentale 
seemed to further substantiate its consanguinity with the Pythagorean monochord. It is little 
wonder, then, that Rameau felt that the basis for his assumptions and postulations was both 
mathematically and musically sound. And it was from these principles, and the mathernatic 
operations that underpinned them, that Rameau would begin, over the next decade, to 
extrapolate an entire music-theoretical system that encompassed the very building blocks of 
music - triads and their inversions - and, by extension, tonic-dominant hierarchical organisation, 
in fact, tonality itself. 
However in 1722, as Rameau was preparing the Traiti for publication, he could not have been 
aware of a series of scientific studies that had the potential to destabilise the very premises upon 
which his embryonic system had been elaborated. In the long term, the findings of these studies 
would serve to further support and entrench Rameau's convictions, but in the short term, it 
would take him the best part of a decade to fiffly come to terms with them. One such study, 
Joseph Sauveur's Sjsfimeglnirale des intervalks ef des sons et son appkcafion d toms les ysfimes et d tous les 
instmments de mujique (presented to the Acadernie des Sciences in 1701) demonstrated that when a 
sonorous body (Coips Sonorr) is set in motion and vibrates, a small, but highly significant, 
segment of the harmonic series (the first four partials) is emitted. "' The emitted sound contains 
the physical equivalent of the primary aliquot divisions of the monochord, and by extrapolation 
could provide a rational explanation both for the phenomena of consonance and dissonance, 
and for the prevalence of tonic-dominant hierarchy and mode. 1hus, it appeared to be the Co, -ps 
Sonore rather than'the Basse Fondamentak that represented the single, progcnitorial and governing 
principle of musical structure that he had been searching for, in Joan Ferris's terms, the Cotps 
Rameau, Drafist, p. 141. In fact these were taken as veritable rules of composition, For example, in Rousseau's article 'Basse 
fondamentale' for the Engc1#,? pi&* (t. 2 pp. 119-120) we see these conditions dearly articulated: '... la basse fondamentale ne peut 
jamais marcher clue dune de ces trois mani&es: 1, monter ou descendre de ticrce on de sixte; 2, de quarte ou de quinte; 3, 
monter diatonigucment an moyen de la dissonance qui forme la liaison, ou par licence sur un accord parfait. Toute autre 
marche de la basse fondamentale est mauvaise. ' 
19 Octave, twelfth, fifteenth, seventeenth. Ile harmonic series is of course emitted more or less in its entirety, though when 
Sauveur's findings were presented the upper partials were not measurable; Sauveur did report, however, that it was possible to 
detect the 128th harmonic. 
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Sonorr represented 'the truth' for Ramcau. This is, of course, not to suggest that the Traitipcr se 
was flawed in any methodological sense, but to put it simply that its most conspicuous 
shortcoming was that its fundamental premises were now outdated and at least one step 
removed from the actual physical and rational fundamental principle that he had been pursuing. 
Perhaps this is the reason why, in chapter one of the Traili, Rameau concedes: 
Music is the science of sounds; therefore sound is the principal subject of 
music. Music is generally divided into harmony and melody, but we shall show 
in the following that the latter is merely a part of the former and that a 
knowledge of harmony is sufficient for a complete understanding of all the 
properties of music. We shall leave the task of defining sound to physics. 2' 
It was not until Rameau encountered Le Nre Louis-Bertrand Castel that the penny was to 
drop. 21 Castel drafted a review of the Traili shortly after it had been published and made a 
simple remark that, lbomas Christensen suggests, 
... must have immediately caught Rameau's attention. He [Castel] noted that 
the aliquot string divisions Rameau used as his principle of harmony naturally 
occur in any vibrating string. 22 
Christensen goes on to suggest that Rameau seized upon Castel's remark and, 'before the ink 
... had time to dry, '2' began to revise the Traid in the light of it. Rameau's account of these 
events is a little different. In the preface to the Now, = ý12 ýysfime de Musique Tbeotiqme (1726) ' 
Rameau refers to Nre Castel, but rather than acknowledge that it had been he who pointed 
20 [and presumably also to physicists] Rameau, Trva6se, p. 3 
21 Rousseau also became acquainted with CasteL According to the Confesiions, p. 266 they had been introduced in 1741. 
221homas Christensen, Rameam andMssicalThojýght in the En4gbIenment, P. M. Girdlestone (Rameam, p. 487) chronicles the events 
in a slightly different manner, though does not contradict Christensen. Girdlestone's is a tale of Castel's initial enthusiasm for 
Rameau's work (though with presumably the above mentioned reservation), of a 'mathematical friendship' and then profound 
disillusionment. However, Girdlestone doesn't expand upon the review, but instead comments that 'when Rameau published 
his Traill, Castel wrote an enthusiastic review and when the author settled in Paris the two met... and formed a sort of 
mathematical friendship. But as the Jesuit investigated further he waxed less enthusiastic and began to doubt the originality of 
Rameau's theories! As Girdlestone confirms, Castel rapidly reached the conclusion that Rameau's Basse Fomdwentak and 
Centry Hamonique owed much to Zarlino and Kircher, and that Rameau had been quite unfair in claiming that his theoretical 
endeavours were completely original. Rameau eventually became embroiled in a polemical exchange of letters, in the jommalde 
TnWmx, with Castel between 1735 and 1736 after their 'mathematical friendship' had soured. CE SAdie etsecandeparti der ffoux& 
co&eficessur Xýfique (Castel, August 1735); Lefiýr de AL Raweau am R. P Cask4 July 173 6; and Remarques du P. Caskljw la knýr de 
M Rimeam, September 1736. Rousseau would become involved in a debate with Castel too and he would devote Chapter XVI 
of the Eird sur Mr&ne des Languer to a critique of both CastePs Clavecin Oculaire and the assumption that sound and colour 
were analogues. 
23 Ihomas Christensen, Mweam andAluskd Thought in the Exkghtenmenf, p. 133. 
24 lbough the work is entitled Noutram Sistine de Musique lhiotiqme it is, in c ffect, a revised and reworked version of the 1722 Tn2W 
which incorporates many of Sauveur's findings. Indeed, save the CoV Sonom, there is very little to distinguish the two works in 
substance; Rameau in the preface (p. vih) states: je donne dans cet ouvrage un pricis de la Basse Foridamentale, qui doit servir 
i lidaircissement des rcgles ripandues dans le Trdli de Mxmo)ik' Philip Gossett (Trewise, p. xxi) makes the point that it was 
not until the Giniration Hvmon; qw (1737) 'that Rameau first discussed in detail the relationship between his rides [the division 
of the octave] and strictly physical phenomena [the nawre and properties of the harmonk series]. ' 
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ps Sonore, Rameau intimates the opposite: out the Pbenomine du Cor 
je A'ay pas pousse plus loin mes decouvertes dans la Ib6orie de la Musique, 
parce qu'il ne m'en a pas fallu davantage pour minstmire de ce qui regarde la 
pratique de cet art. On peut voir cepenclant conunent le R. P. Castel a saisi le 
prindpe propos6, & jusqu'oiý il pr6tend le porter, lorsqu'il s'en sert pour 21 d6montrer son Clavecin Oculaire dans le Mercure du mois du Fivrier 1726. 
Between 1722 and 1726, Rameau. had embraced and assimilated Sauveur's theory into his own 
system and in the Nouveau Sysame of 1726 he proclaims - via a protracted series of resolute 
assertions - that his new, revised, work would illuminate the true nature and origin of all 
musical structures and phenomena: 
je fais voir pour lors que la m6lodie et Pharmonie nous sont naturelles. Que la 
melodie nait de Marmonie. Que la dissonance est n6cessaire pour entretenir 
dans chaque modulation ... Que la septiýme est la seule dissonance harmonique .... Que la force de 1'expression depend beaucoup plus de la 
modulation que de la simple m6lodie. Que nous trouvons naturellement la 
basse fondamentale de tous les repos inserez dans un. chant; et que mýme, a 
raide de quelques r6flexions, nous pouvons trouver sous tous 'les chants 
possibles la meme basse fondamentale qui les a suggerez .... Que sans une 
certaine sensibilit6 qui nous est naturelle pour rharmonie, on West jamais 
parfait musicien .... Que le seul ct unique moyen de gagner promptement cette 
sensibilit6, consiste dans I'accompagnement du Clavecin ou , 
de I'Orgue. Qu'on 
a point encore trouv6 les principes de cet accompagnement; qu'on ne les 
trouvera jamais sans la connoissance de la basse fondamentale. ' 
Although Rameau does not entirely acknowledge the source of this new information, 27 the 
adoption of the 'Corps Sown, ' concept from Sauveur's Systime serves, rather fortuitously, to 
vindicate the Traites claims: the agnatic relationship of the two phenomena (Corps Sonorr, Basse 
2S Rameau, Nommam SjsAw do Madque Thioiique, Facs. of 1726 Paris Edition, (New York. Broude Bros., 1965), preface, iii: 'I have 
not pushed my discoveries in musk theory any finther because I did not have the time needed to get to grips with the practice 
of this art I lowever, we can see how RP Castel seized upon the principle proposed and where he claims to have taken it, 
when he makes use of it to demonstrate his Ocular Harpsichord in February 1726's Alenwr. ' 
26 Cf. Rameau, Noumam Sisfime, pLiface, p-vi - viiL 'I will show then that melody and harmony are natural to us. That melody is 
bom out of harmony. That dissonance is necessary to support each modulation .... That the seventh is the only 
harmonic 
dissonance ... that the strength of expression 
depends more upon modulation than on simple melody. That we naturally find 
the fundamental bass of all the held notes in a melody, and that even, with some working out, we can find under all the 
possible melodies the same fundamental bass which they suggested ... that without a certain natural feeling for harmony, we 
will never be an accomplished musician ... that the only means of acquiring this feeling consists in the accompaniment of the 
harpsichord or the organ. 11at until now we have not found the principles of this accompaniment; that we will never find 
them without knowledge of the fundamental bass. ' 
27 Indeed even some of the most recent scholarship wrongly attributes the CoV Somore to Rameau. CE Downing lbomas, A&dc 
and the Ongns ofLanguage. Theodesfiom the French ExSghfenmext, (New Yor1c Cambridge University Press, 199 5), pp. 1 05 & 117. In 
a note in the margin, Rameau does refer to thework of both Mersenne and Sauveur, and in particular to Sauvcur's Sysfime of 
1701, but only to substantiate a statement rather than to acknowledge the source of the information (cf Noumam ýysfiwe, p. 17). 
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Fondamentale) ensures their congruity; instead of the former superseding the latter as might 
have been the case, they validate and substantiate one another. In the Traiti Ramcau 
concludes that his theory demonstrates the ground in nature of the Basse Fondamentalk, in the 
Nouveau Sysfime (1726) and later in the Ginirafion Harmonique (1737), he searnlessly conflates the 
Basse Fondamentale and the Corps Sonorr and claims that, in fact, it is the Coips Sonorr which is the 
fundamental and generative 'natural' principle of which the Basse Fondamentale is a music- 
theoretical manifestation. In this next extract from the Giniration Harmonique, we can clearly 
see that Rameau has My assimilated and repackaged Sauveur's work in such a way as to 
validate his own theory of the fundamental bass and his mode of compositional practice: 
Basse fondamentale, ou son fondamental. Cest le son de la totalit6 d'un corps 
sonore [the two concepts are conflated], avcc Icqud re'sonnent naturdement 
ses parties aliquotes 1/2,1/3,1/5 et qui composent avec lui I'accord parfait, 
dont il est toujours, par cons6quent, le son le plus grave ... 28 
Ultimately, then, Sauveues theory served to further convince Rameau of the legitimacy and 
veracity of 'his' discovery; and crucially what this also meant was that he was able locate his 
theoretical writings within the prevailing discourse of established scientific research. 
Essentially, then, Rameau's theory of harmonic generation is used to codify and govern the 
compositional process; and each theoretical postulate is realised in a point of musical and 
compositional practice. 
1.1.2. Rameau's Scientific Ambition 
The success and ensuing celebrity that Rameau enjoyed in the decades leading up to the 1750s 
can be ascribed to the fact that his writings quenched a great thirst for musical knowledge, and 
in particular, knowledge inferred from scientific investigation and deduction. " What Rameau 
had managed to accomplish was, in essence, simple but extremely effective: he would claim 
28 Rameau, Gimb; don Harmonique, p. 16: 'Fundamental bass or fundamental sound. It is the sound of the totality of a sounding 
body with which naturally resonates partials 2,3 and 5 and with it makes up the perfect chord, of which it is always, as a 
consequence, the lowest sound! 
V de / whmpe du pLidr J Aj& dxsique, 29 So great was this thirst that Catherine Kintzler in jean-P&Ope Rawtmr spkxdeur et xavfta, 
(Paris: Le Sycomore, 1983), p. 35 characterises the early eighteenth century French predilection for Cartesian doctrine as a 
%irus'. 
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that he had unmasked the 'true' nature of musical organisation and the 'true' foundations of 
the compositional process; and by conceptualising and expressing conventional harmonic 
structures and tonality in the characteristic discourse of number theory and geometry, he was 
exposing the 'truth' which, he believed, lay beneath. We should not be surprised then that, in 
an age in which the belief in the universal validity of simple mathematical proportions and 
prime numbers was common ideological currency, the Traiti, the Noveam Sysfime and the 
Ginýration Harmoniqme were extolled as the most comprehensive references on music theory 
and practice available. 
But from a twenty-first century perspective, Rameau's accomplishments assume a different 
character; one might say that this was niche marketing and opportunismpar excellence. I would 
suggest, therefore, that Rameau's greatest triumph was not in the province of science, but in 
the province of music theory, and this is an important distinction to articulate and emphasise. 
Rameau cleverly adapts and repackages the precepts of a single, and widely accepted, acoustic 
phenomenon into a codified doctrine of composition and functional harmony. This -a 
veritable stroke of genius - provided amateurs of music with scientific-sounding explanations 
for what had, formerly, been largely the domain of metaphysical speculation, or as D'Alembert 
puts it: 'arbitrary rules or blind experience'? ' And so it was this stroke of genius that secured 
for Rameau a much envied reputation, for up until the publication of the Traiti Rameau was as 
anonymous a musical and theoretical figure as a provincial organist, some three hundred miles 
from the capital, could expect to be. In the decades that followed, Rameau's reputation and 
influence grew in stature until, by 1750, he had become the most revered composer and music 
theorist in France. ' As Samuel Baud-Bovy eloquently puts it- '-pas un musicien franqais qui 
30 Rameau certainly subscribed to this view as we can see from fl-ýs 'incidentar paragraph taken from the Trra6se, (Op. Ot, p. 41): 
'Notice in passine he remarks, 'how powerful the number 3 is, since the fifth, which is the or& of all chords, takes its form 
from 3. Furthermore, this number alone accounts for the quantity of accordant numbers, of primary consonances, and of 
consonant chords. ' In another instance, again from the TrdW (p. 6), Rameau makes a categorical assertion about the nature of 
consonances, stating that, 'the order of origin and perfection of these consonances is determined by the order of numbers. 
31 D'Alembert, Viscours Praiminairc' de I'Exýyck, ýVNe, (p. xxxii). Ironically, Rameau's later writings are char2cterised by 
increasingly metaphysical explanations of acoustic phenomena and their effect upon the perceiver; they become less 'scientifie 
and more'philosophical' both in tenor and content. 
32 Between 1748 and 1749, six of Ramea&s operas were performed in Paris - according to Cuthbert Girdlestone (Rameam, p. 489) 
an accomplishment which no other composer had achieved before. Robert Wolder, 'Rameau, Rousseau and the Essd sur 
/on, ýfxe der Lal Gextug ta es tha 'th gut.?, Studes on Vo&drr & the Eigbleentb (1974), p. 182s tte predominance of his works on the 
stage of the Qpira came ... to be so much envied that Mme Pompadour, who objected to his manner as much as his music, 
was able to secure that there should be no public appearance of more than two of his operas in any single year. ' 
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ne se mette ý son 6cole, qui nitudie dans ses 6crits theotiques les lois de Pharmonie classique 
, 33 
, ge, the 
Traiti requires pragmatism and stamina from the re der, and its As a theoretical ouira a 
content should essentially be considered as the music-theoretical postulations of an aspiring 
scientist. For one thing, Rameau's methodology did not involve scientific experimentation, 
but instead relied consistently upon those tried and trusted Cartesian apparatus: deduction and 
reflection. " '11iis can be clearly seen just four or so folios into the body of the work where 
Rameau chooses to lift a substantial chunk directly from the text of Descartes' Abrige'de la 
Musiqye (primarily) in order to make his point: 
Sound is to sound as string is to string. Each string contains in itself all other 
strings shorter than it, but not those which ate longer. Therefore, all high 
sounds are contained in low ones, but low ones, conversely, are not contained 
in high ones. 's 
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Rameau's employment of the deductive method, and his deliberate intertext with Descartes, 
betoken a burning desire to be regarded as scientist as well as music-theotist and composer, 
and beat witness to a slavish determination to win the favour, endorsement of and, ultimately, 
investiture within, the Acadimie des Sdences - something which he would seek until the quarrel 
with d'Alembert effectively destroyed any such aspiration. Aware,, then, that his inaugural 
work, if it were to be successK would be required to withstand the scrutiny of many eminent 
33 Samuel Baud-Bovyjean-jacquesRousseamellaMAtdque, textes recutillis etpr6sent6s par jean-jacques Eigeldinger, (Ncuch! tel: - i la. 
Bacconi6re, 1988), p. 69. 'nere was not a single French musician who did not follow his school, or who did not study the 
rules of classical harmony in his theoretical writings% Robert Wokler, 'Rameau Rousseau, ' p. 182 comments that Rameau's 
theoretical writings were 'almost as widely read by his contemporaries as his operas were attended by them. ' For his own part, 
Rousseau Cin IýMv j AL Gfimm am jVW des Remarqmes e; outies J sa kthr jw Omphale in Oeuvw, 03, pp. 377-378) comments 
somewhat wryly that Rameau's theoretical writings made a great impact upon composition and composers: Us musiciens ont 
saisi avidement la d6couverte de M. Rameau ... Les &ves se sont multipli6s avcc une rapiditi itonnante, on n'a vu de tous 
c6t6s que petits compositeurs de deux jours, la plupart sans talent, qui faisoient les docteurs au d6pens de leur maltrc ; et les 
services trýs ricls, trýs grandes et trýs solides que M Rameau a rendu i la musique, ont en temps ameni cet inconv&-ýent, que 
la France s'est trouv6e inond6e de mauvaise musique et de mauvais musiciens, parce que chacun croyant connearc toutes; les 
finesses dc rart dis quA en a su les il6mccits, tous se sont mil6s de faire Marmonie, avant que Ioreille et rexp6iience Icuf 
eussent 2ppris i discerner la bonne. ' 
34 Gossett, Tira&e, p. xxii suggests that '... Rameau attempts to make music a deductive science, based on natural postulates, in 
much the same way that Newton approaches the physical sciences in his Ptihdýia' 
35 RameaU, TrealiSe, p. 5 
36 Rameau would not only cite significant chunks of Descartes' work in order to reinforce his own argumentation and 
conclusions, but he would also refer to his reading and study of Descartes, as if he bad been guided by him in his quest to 
uncover the truth. As he would later put it in the Qnba6ox Harmoidqme p. 86: 'eclair6 par la m6thode dc Descartes que javais 
heureusement lue et dont javais &6 frapp6, je cornmenýai par descendre en moi--mýme... ' IUs is, evidently, a paraphrase of 
the opening gambits of the Discours sur IaMilhade. 
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scientists and mathematicians, Rameau applied lionised methodology so that his Modus operan& 
at least, would not, and effectively could not, be easily called into question. The Acadimie 
might take issue with the substance of his argumentation and his conclusions, but to take issue 
with his methodology would be tantamount to calling into question the entire basis of the 
prevailing epistemological orthodoxy. TMs lent the work the aura of scientific gravitas and 
stature that it perhaps did not entirely merit. 
Rameau's strategy would prove, in the long term at least, largely unsuccessful; his theories 
would eventually - some twenty to thirty years later - buckle under the considerable weight of 
philosophical, music-theoretical and mathematical scrutiny. 'Mere are, I would suggest, three 
important reasons for this. First, Rameau had a rather limited grasp of both the praxis and 
theoretical basis of science and indeed the status of scientific concepts. " In the Giniration 
Harmoniqme for example, Rameau throws all his weight behind a misleading theory founded 
upon the mis-observation of a scientific experiment. 38 Second, Rameau was frequently 
selective about his assimilation of other scientists' research; often he would take certain parts 
of their findings to substantiate his own assertions and expediently jettison those that would 
ysfime (1726) he claimed that the threaten to undermine them. For instance, in the Nouveau S 
,p 
irs three fundamental partials observed by Mersenne and Sauveur were present in all Cor s Sono 
and that strings only resonated with consonant overtones, despite the fact that Sauveur 
suggested that it was possible to hear many of the partials up to and including the 128"' 
harmonic. 1hird, the philosophical and ideological landscape of France was changing with 
37 CE Jonathan Bernard, Me Principle and the Elements: Rameau's Contcoversy with d'Alembert, Journal ofAludc Tbeog, 24-25, 
(1980-81), p. 41, remarks that science was an intellectual domain '... in which Rameau was especially vulnerable, for his 
opinions on the subject were of a highly speculative nature. ' 
38 Cf. Joan Ferris, 'Rameau's Harmonic Theories: p. 231-232. Ferris remarks that T-ameau seemed to discover the co-vibration of 
strings whose lengths were multiples of that of an agitating string. (INs discovery would imply similar properties in the 
resonating body, destroying utterly the concept of the fundamental as the lowest tone of a partial series. ) Ignoring these 
potential difficulties, Rameau plunges into a 'scientifie justification of the sub-dominane. Indeed, in the EssiiiwIlOrigFne des 
gues, Rousseau would take Rameau to task on this very point Rousseau's main beef is that Rameau had mis-observed these I-an 
vibrating strings and his error was, Vavoif cru les [the strings] voir vibrer dam toute leur longeur, et d! avoir mal observi les 
noeuds. ' (p. 124 footnote). 11omas Christensen, Tameau'. p. 2 goes one step fiirther than Ferris and makes a general point 
concluding that because Rameau did not 'evince any sophisticated understanding of these scientists' research: he inadvertently 
encouraged 'the widely-beld view among his contemporaries that ... [he] was something of a scientist aanqui. ' Indeed, we may 
wonder why it was that the Aca&mie never saw fit to invest Rameau. It is, of course, all too easy with the benefit of hindsight 
to be critical, and there are a number of factors which go some way to exonerate Rameau's apparent lack of scientific 
knowledge. One should not, for example, overlook the fact that Rameau had been 'geograpbically-challenged' ftom an early 
age: although Clermont-Ferrand was expanding at a great pace, culturally and intellectually speaking the capital of the 
Auvergne was isolated, parochial and light years away from the ferment and fourNlkn that was Paris. Given the limitations of 
transport, communications and distribution - and not discounting Rameau's anonymity - he could not possibly have had 
ready access to this type of material or scholarship. 
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such alacrity in the 1740s and early 1750s that Rameau soon found himself preaching a creed 
of logic, geometry and reason that owed far more to the Grand Siick than it did to the middle 
of the eighteenth. 
It is true, of course, that Rameau's theoretical writings did go a long way towards persuading 
the Acadimie that music should, once again, be regarded as a fully-fledged scientific discipline 
as well as a liberal art; and also true that the man was, for most of his life, a respected 
authority on music theory. " Indeed, as the 1749 register of the Acadimie clearly demonstrates, 
Rarneau won much praise for his work on tempered tunings - in this case his enthusiasm and 
support for equal temperament - and the legitimacy of his findings were taken on little more 
than trust: 'Rameau assures us', the register shows, 'that experience is not opposed to the 
temperament he proposes; and in this regard he has earned The riý, bt to be taken at his word. '40 
And one can quite easily see how the scientific veneer - the talk of rules, fundamental 
principles and axioms, the intertext with Descartes and the seemingly obsessive desire to 
eradicate any trace of the metaphysical from the discipline of music theory - had made it 
remarkably easy for Rameau to cut the figure of the scientist-philosopher to the uninitiated. " 
But by the middle of the 1750s, this veneer was losing its sheen, cracks were appearing and the 
assault upon Rameau's writings soon became relentless from all quarters - philosophers, 
music'theotists and scientists alike. '2 Once again the prevalence of speculation, fudged 
39 Witness d'Alembert's tribute, in 1751 in the Uscours Prdirninaire' of the Engelopi&r (p. xxxii) '-what distinguishes him 
[Rameaul most particularly, is to have reflected with much success on the theory of this same art [music]; to have found in the 
fundamental bass the principle of harmony and melody; to have reduced by this means to more certain and simpler laws, a 
science formerly devoted to arbitrary rules or dictated by blind experience! 
40 Cited in *Temperaments, ' New Grvm Die6omary ofAlmde andMaddaw, p. 669. (my italics). Ile impact of this 'work' was dearly 
great, the author claims that 'equal temperament continued to be identified with his [Rameau's] name throughout the 181h 
century in France and occasionally in Italy as weIL' However, although Rameau may take some of the credit for populatising 
the system, it must be remembered that the theoretical principles of Equal Temperament may date from as far back as the 
fifteenth century. Indeed, Gossett (Treatise. p. 164 Footnote) argues that at the time of the Trdtiltameau was not actually a 
proponent of Equal Temperament. By the time we get to the Gimbn6on Harmoxiqme (p. 1 03), however, we find Rameau urging 
fellow musicians to 'accoutumez-vous au nouveau [Equal] Temp6mment, bient6t vous ny sentirez plus rien de tout ce qui 
peut vous y d6plairc i prisent... ' I would suggest that Rameau's preference for Equal Temperament has two functional 
objectives: firs4 the case of which it can be explained and justified by his theory of harmonic generation, and indeed how 
Equal Temperament, in turn, masks many of the epistemological flaws in the theory itself, especially the problem of the major 
third; second, his background as an organist must have made him acutely aware of the difficulties of modulating brought about 
by the compromises inherent in the variety of temperaments that organs had been tuned, especially as he would go on to claim 
that the power of music results more from modulation and harmonic trajectory, d= it does from melody. 
41 OlDea, Roussram: Mmsir, Maim and Desirr, p. 6 even goes so far as to suggest that some of the Encyclop6dists had been swayed 
by Rameau's scientising rhetoric. 
42 Woldef, 'Rameau, Rousseau and the Essai aff 10riOxe des Langues', p. 1 83 argues that the late 1750s 'marks the dimax of his 
[Rameau's] fame and also points out that by this time his opens were beginning to fall from grace. Alain Cernusbiý 1, a 
WaEon', ExqAdnox, 9 (1993), p. 37, suggests that la seconde moiti6 du l&me si&de en France est Musique projet6e dans P 
assur6ment lun de ces moments oil une esthitique dominante de lop&a - celle de la Tr2g&die Lyrique ... - entre en crise- elle 25 
calculations and a predisposition to disregard ideas or research that challenged the validity of 
his own theories, served merely to undermine his reputation rather than safeguard and 
strengthen it. ' However, in spite of mounting opposition and cross-examination, Rameau 
remained remarkably buoyant and bullish throughout the 1750s and, up until his death, and he 
was unremitting in his pursuit of the 'truth'. He would frequently make extravagant claims 
about his capabilities: he announced, for example, that he alone had discovered a unique, 
certain and natural principle, and that only he deserved the tide of Tinterprete de la nature, 
si6ge unique de la v6rit6.44 
1.1.3. Rameau's Philosophical Vision 
Tracing the development of Rameau's ideas across the complete spectrum of his theoretical 
writings does not pose any particular practical challenges. Although these writings span some 
forty years of the composer's life, surprisingly few fundamental or systematic alterations, 
beyond the appropriation of the Coips Sonorr early on and the generative theory that flowed 
from it, occur in Rameau's thinking; the core theory of the Noweam Sysame remains largely 
untouched, save superficial detail and modifications of terminology, and it finds its most 
complete and accomplished expression in the Giniration Harmoniqme of 1737 . 
4' Even when one 
r6siste dc moins en moins aux diverses concurrences internationales (musiquc italienne, r6forme gluckiste); elle est de plus en 
plus en butte aux critiques th6oriques. ' A rather amusing and germane anecdote is to be found in the Mhmirri of Gr6try. 
Writing of a performance of Rameau's Dardamw in the 1750s that he attended at the Cop6ra, he suggests that Rameau's music 
seemed woefully out-dated, belonging to the GraxdSikle rather than to the middle of the eighteenth: 'I sat beside a man who 
was expiring with pleasure, I was obliged to go out because I was bored to death. Since then, I have discovered beauties in 
Rameau, but at that time I had my head full of the Italian music and its form to be able to go back all at once to the music of 
the preceding century! Cited in Strunk, Somm Reafts in AWc Hhfo! y, 2nd Edition, vol. IV, (New York Norton, 1965), p. 1 42. 
43 Perhaps the dearest illustration of the extent to which Rameau was prepared to overlook, of conveniently ignore, genuine 
scientific research when it didn't quite square with his own ideas, is provided by Tartini's discovery of the Terzo Suono' or 
'difference-tone'. The 'difference tone' or, in scientific parlance, 'Acoustical Heterodyning' arises when two sound waves of 
different frequencies are played together. If they arc loud enough, they create a third sound whose frequency is the difference 
between the fust two, but crucially is not present when either one of the two sounds are sounded individually. Rameau did his 
best to ignore the implications of Tartias work for as long as was practically possible, maintaining the charade for seven years, 
until, in 1761, he formally acknowledged it. But instead of trying to work with itý around itý of trying to subsume it within an 
area of his doctrine as a scientist would, Rameau merely disputed its accuracy for no other reason than because the 'difference- 
tone' threatened to undermine a central clement in his theory of harmonic generation. 
44 Rameau, 1, ettre de M. Rameau aux philosophes', jeumddt Trhvmx, (August 1762), pp. 2035-2036 cited in Charles R Paul, jean- 
PhAippeRameau: lbe Musician as Phiksophe, Procee&ngrofibeAmeiica#PhiksophiedSode_o, 114, (1970), p. 143 'Ibeinterprctcrof 
nature, the only seat of the truth. ' 
45 This is due, I would argue, in no small part to the ghost writing of Diderot whom Rameau engaged to write the bulk of the 
copy. Jonathan Bernard, qbc Principle and the Elements: Rameau's Controversy with d! Alembere. JoumdqfMmjic Tbeog, 24- 
25, (1980-81), p4O, suggests that one reason Diderot was chosen was to give him the %cst possible chance of winning favour 
with the Aca&ývk. ' 
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considers several of the later works, as we will do shortly, we are still able to uncover the same 
underlying precepts, the same arguments (albeit couched within a different rhetorical frame), 
and the same recurring logical problems already encountered in earlier works. ' Where change 
is discernible, it is in Rameau's mode of expression and it arises from increasingly speculative 
conclusions concerning the nature, characteristics and ontological significance of the Phinowine 
du Corps Sonorr. Already in the Dimonstration duprindpe de Marmonie of 1750 he argued that in 
music '... la nature sernble nous assigner le principe physique de ces pren-ýiires notions 
purement mathernatiques sur lesquelles roulent toutes les sciences'; 7 and in its ultimate 
incarnation, in the Code de Musique Pratique of 1762, the Coýps Sonorr mutates into the 
ideological nucleus of an all-ernbracing theory of ontology and epistemology, be would go on 
to argue there that it was the ideal form upon which all matter in the universe had been 
modelled or could be explained - including geometry, nature and science. " Rameau's creed 
became, as Catherine Kintzler neatly puts it, 'a musical pantheism"9 and he would turn, in the 
last fifteen years of his life, from music theorist and aspiring scientist, into would-bephiloso . 
phe. 
Rameau's conception of that most pristine, natural and seemingly logical of all musico- 
scientific determinist 'truths', the PhinomMe dm Corps Sonorr, becomes, during the late 1740s and 
early 1750s, increasingly distorted and obscured by a veritable infatuation with Malebranche's 
brand of Occasionalism, and by his own often irrational extrapolations. `0 During the 1750s, 
Rameauýs vocabulary alters significantly; he begins to speak less of 'mathematics' and 'science', 
and rather more about 'instince$ 'experience' and the role of the 'ear. ' Rameau also frequently 
substitutes the substantive Co; ps Sonore with that of 'nature. ' 'Me 1750s then mark an 
46 For example, the minor third and the minor triad proved, in the end, to be Rameau's nemesis; he never succeeded in finding a 
satisfactory explanation for their existence. 
47 Rameau, Dimonstrafien dm Piihqýo do Mxwonie, in CIW, pp. 1 57-158. '... nature seems to give us the physical principle of these 
purely mathematical primary notions upon which all the sciences am based! 
48 CE 'Nouvelles R6flexions sur le principc Sonore in Code de Mmsique Prafiqme (1760). p. 215 where Rameau discusses under the 
sub-heading. ýCons6quences des riflexions pr&6dentes pour lorigine des sciences! 
49 Catherine Kintzler, 'Introduction', in Romsseam's Emd sw Mrieme des Lam (Paris. gmes, oh il afiarAF de la mik&e et fimita6ox mmsicak, 
GF Flanunarion, 1993), pp. 188. 
50 As Charles Paul, lean-Philippe Rameau: The Musician as Philosophe: p. 147, has shown, Rameau seized upon the doctrine of 
Occasionalism for it seemed, at once, to corroborate both the principle of the Gips Sonorr and his overriding belief in the 
universal validity of simple mathematical proportions. The Dimow&4fiox dm Ptin* de lUxwo)ie (1750), for example, makes its 
Malebranchean influence abundantly dear, the Cor sSono p rr is here lauded as 'ce Principe unique, on&ateuf et ordonnatcuf de 
toute la musique, cette cause imm6diate de tous ses effets. Paul goes on to explain that Rameau viewed the coos sonorr as 'the 
immediate cause of creation in music, the geometrical proportions and progressions derived from that principle are its 
mathematically deten-nined natural lam and hence occasional causes, and the sensory effects subsumed under these 
mathematical expressions are the phenomena revealed to the senses of man. 
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important turning point - certainly where our present enterprise is concerned - and it is 
appropriate now to spend a little time exploring one of the major works of this decade: the 
Observations sur notre insfindpour la musique et sur sonprindpe (1754) "- before we go on, briefly, 
to examine Rameau's final theoretical work concerned with music. 
Published ten years before his death, and in many respects an antiphon to Rousseau's 
truculent -Lettir smr la musique Franfoise (1753), " the Observations ostensibly represents a 
significant departure from Cartesian methodology, and appears to locate Rameau's work 
within a different intellectual and epistemological paradigm. In the preface to the Trailide 
Mamonie (1722) we can recall the syllogism: 
music is a science which should have definite rules; these rules should be 
drawn from an evident principle; and this principle cannot really be known to 
us without the aid of mathematics. " 
But consider the opening lines of the preface to the Observationr, they seem to belong to an 
entirely different philosophical and inteHectual tradition: 
In order to ffilly enjoy the effects of music, we must be in a state of pure [self-] 
abandon; and in order to judge these effects, we must refer to the principle 
which causes them. This principle is naturr itself; it is the source of the sentiment 
which moves us in all our musical activities. We have received a gift [from 
nature] which is called insfinct let us consult it in our judgements, and see how 
its mysteries evolve in us before we make pronouncements; and if there are still 
some men who are so immodest that they dare to decide on their own 
authority, we may hope that others won't be so weak as to listen to them. 54 
Disregarding the thinly veiled attack upon both Rousseau and d'Alembert, we can clearly see 
just how far Rameau would go in order to give the impression that he had erred from the well- 
trodden Cartesian path to the truth. Gone, apparently, is the reliance upon mathematics; gone 
51 The subtitle of the work is: 'oý les moyens de reconnoitre run par I'autre conduisent i pouvoif se rendre raison avec certitude 
des diffiirents effets de cet art. ' 
S2 The Obsenwions must be understood not only as an independent work in its own right and one that belongs very much to the 
general thrust of Rameau's theoretical writings, but also as a riposte to the many salvos that were fired at him during the 
exchanges of the _0umIk 
des Boeons (1752-1754). 
53 Rameau, Treatise, p. xxxv 
S4 Rameau, Obserradow sur nam Insiihafiomr la Mvdque, transl. in Cynthia Verba, Almsic and the French Enar(. ýghtenment The reevnstruction of 
a dakgue, (Oxford; - Oxford University Press, 1993), appendices. (my emphases). 
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too are arguments for reason, and the veneration of deductive and rationalist methodology. 
'Instince is now postulated as the unique and authentic apparatus of critical judgement and the 
basis for the compositional process. However, I would suggest that we should consider 
Rameau's argumentation as the product of a rhetorical stratagem, rather than the outcome of 
any radical shift in his thinking. The employment of such substantives as 'nature', 'instinct' 
and 'sentimene was, I believe, a rhetorical device intended to lend gravity and validity to 
increasingly questioned ideas - ideas which were not just philosophicany, but scientifically, 
questionable too. Look beyond the rhetoric and a quintessentiaRy Cartesian strategy emerges: 
Rameau is stiU postulating a single, universal and all-embracing principle; and his methodology 
- advocating the opening of the mind to elemental and axiomatic phenomena - smacks of the 
introspective deductivism, of Descartes, with empiricist and phenomenological overtones 
thrown in for good measure. In the examples that I have selected to cite below, the principles 
ps Sonoir are still very much in evidence, albeit set within of the Basse Fondamentale and the Cor 
an entirely different rhetorical frame; Rameau is endeavouring to explain how his scientific 
theory of harmonic generation interfaces with the human experience of musical phenomena: 
For example, a man without musical experience ... will ordinarily, in improvising, place the first note that he sings in the middle of his vocal range, 
and then always ascend, even though his vocal range is almost equal below and 
above the first sound [namely the fifth]. And this conforms completely with 
the resonance of the sounding body, where all sounds that emanate from it are 
above that of the totality that we think we are hearing ... 55 
The Observations is liberally peppered with generalisations and experiments which cannot be 
substantiated scientifically. In the above quotation, for example, Rameau seems unwilling to 
acknowledge that such a man without musical experience who would automatically choose to 
sing a note in the middle of his vocal range has little to do with nature, or indeed the Coýps 
Sonorr, above and beyond the distinct possibility that the man may not even be capable of 
singing, his would be a purely culturally determined decision based upon his own experience 
and as such is not a valid starting point for a scientific exposition or indeed a scientific 
hypothesis. Indeed, Rousseau would seize upon this very passage, and, in his Examen de Deux 
PrindpesAvancisparM. Rameam (1755), questions Rameau's methodology as the basis for his 
55 Ram=4 Obsertwions, tr. in Cynthia Verba. AfAdc emd the French Enh, ýbtexmext, appendices. 
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conclusion: 
... non seulement cet ignorant qui compose un air n'a nufle notion de la basse fondamenWe de cet air, il est tnýrne 6galement hors d'6tat et d'ex6cutcr cette 
basse lui-m&ne, et de la reconnoitre lorsqu'un autre 1'ex6cute. Mais cette basse 
fondamentale qui lui a sugg6r6 son chant, et qui n'est ni dans son 
entendernent, ni dans son organe, ni dans sa memoire, oýt est-elle donc? M. 
Rameau pretend quun ignorant entonnera natureHement les son 
fondamentaux les plus sensibles .... Puisqu'il dit en avoir fait 1'expenence, je 
ne veux pas cn ced rejeter son autorit6. Mais quels sujcts a-t-il pris pour cette 
ipreuve? " 
Rameau continues his argument by furnishing the reader with yet another example: 
In another instance, no matter how little experience we have, we hardly fail, 
when we make a prelude of our own, ... to then play the perfect chord, 
composed of the hatmony of the sounding body, whose genre, which is major, 
is always preferred to minor .... If we ordinarily play a third first in a perfect 
chord, in ascending order, even though the sounding body only produces that 
interval two octaves higher - making it an interval of the seventeenth, and that 
is above the octave of the fifth, that is the twelfth - that is because the ear 
appreciates intervals more promptly, and the voice produces them more 
read-ily, when we naturally reduce them to their smallest degreeS. 57 
'Me problem with this assertion is self-evident: Rameau does not acknowledge that the scale or 
mode is not naturally or readily determined by the principles of harmonic generation; neither the 
aliquots of the monochord nor the partials emitted by the vibrating string produce intervals in 
such close proximity to one another, and indeed when they are reduced to within the ambit of 
an octave, they are in some instances unusable in their untempered, natural state. Rameau 
continues however, digging himself further and further into a hole from which he is, in the end, 
unable to extricate himself. - 
56 Rousseau, Ex4meor de dhwfidflqýeur awxeirparM 114weam. in Oemms, tl 1, p. 350, ' ... not only has this unknowledgable person 
who is composing an aria no conception of the Fundamental Bass of this aria, he is also not capable of executing this Bass by 
himself or to recognise it when someone else executes it Moreover, this Fundamental Bass which suggested his melody, and 
which he is not able understand, hear or imagine, where can it be found then? M. Rameau claims that an unknowledgable 
person will naturally hear the most subtle fundamental sounds .... Because he says he has proven this in an experiment, I do 
not wish to question his authority here. But what sort of subjects did he use in his experiment? Rousseau goes on to suggest 
that Rameau had rigged his experiment and had used the wrong type of subjects. In the EssdSsrMi&heder1a)! gues (Chapter 
XIV, p. 109) of which the Ex4mm is one of two w1exft, Rousseau puts the argument in a more succinct and pointed war. %L 
Rameau pritend que les dessus dune certaine simplicitE sugg&ent naturellement leurs basses, et quun homme ayant roreille 
juste et ngn-exerc& entonnera naturellement cefte basse. Cest U un pr6j* de musicien, d6menti par toute expErience. Non 
seulernent celui qui n'aura jamais entendu ni basse, ni harmonie, ne trouvera lui-mýme ni cate harmonie, ni cette basse, mais 
rnýme elles d6plairont si ont les lui fait entendre, et il aimera beaucoup mieux le simple unisson. ' 
57 Rameau, Obsemwions, tr. in Cynthia Verba, Mudr and the Fnwh En4ghtenment, appendices. 
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This would not be true, however, for someone without experience, who would 
never have heard music, or who would never have listened to it, for there is a 
difference between hearing and listening. If such a person hears a low pitch 
which is clear and distinct, and then promptly lets his voice go where it wishes 
- purely mechanically without any premeditated destination - he would 
certainly sound the fifth first, in preference to all other intervals ... we well know that the fifth is the most perfect of all the consonances. 58 
After describing the power that instinct (or 'nature) brings to bear upon harmonic trajectory, 
Rameau then cndeavours to demonstrate precisely how melodic motion is, at once, instinctive 
and dictated by the progress of harmony: 
The smaller natural degrees, which are called diatonic degrees ... are only 
suggested by the consonances to which they move, and that the successive 
intervals form. It is the consonances which always present themselves first to 
any person without experience. " 
But Rameau elects to disregard the fact that dissonance plays a substantially greater role in the 
harmonic series than does consonance; his belief in the universal validity of prime numbers 
undermines the logic of his argumentation. Nevertheless, Rameau. continues his discourse 
unfettered: 
If we wish to follow the order of these smaller degrees, without any 
preconditions, we will. always ascend by a whole step and descend by a half 
step ... For example, let us caU the original pitch mt, which represents a 
sounding body; and call. the fifth sol, which resonates with the origina]. 60 
Rameau's claim at this juncture is incorrect: the 'fifth' wMch is described, actually resonates 
with the original a 'twelfth' above. And what Rameau describes next is merely the progress of 
convention not nature: 
If we wish to depart immediately and move from ut to the next degree, then 
sol would become a new sounding body with all its harmony - consisting of its 
major third si and its fifth re. That in turn would force us to ascend by a tone 
from ut to re, and to descend by a semi-tone from ut to sL Furthermore, 
following this first rising whole tone step, we will naturally be carded to sound 
another. A half-step would only present itself through reminiscence, since two 
whole steps form a major third which resonates in the sounding body, while a 
whole step and a half-step form only a minor third which doesn't resonate in 
58 Rameau, Obserrafions, tr. in Cynthia Verba, Mmdc and fiv French ExAgRitnovent, appendices. (my emphasis) 
59 INd, appendices. 
60 Bid, appendices. 
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it. After the two whole steps, we will feel ourselves forced to sound a half step, 
which would bring us to the interval of a fourth. A third wholestep in this 
case would give a dissonance. It is precisely for this reason that it has become 
a matter of common knowledge, because it is something that we feel, that 
three consecutive whole tones are not natural. After this last half-step, 
another one would never present itself again; a whole step would prevail in 
everyone's ears, in order to arrive at the consonance of afi fth. 61 
It is easy to take issue with Rameau regarding his assertions that tonality - and by that he 
means the structure implied by tempered tuning - is both natural and instinctive; that the 
reduction of the 17'h to a so-called major Ydand the 12'h to a Vh within the octave is 'natural' 
and not driven by convention and expediency; and that a succession of three whole tones are 
4not natural'. We will, of course, note that temperaments, whether they be of the mean-tone, 
well or equal variety, bear only loose resemblance to the partials of the harmonic series, and as 
such they are artificial, culturally and aesthetically determined structures, a kind of arbitrary 
4second nature' always already born out of compromise. It is clear, then, that what Rameau 
considers the irresistible and irrepressible force of 'common knowledge' and 'instinct' must 
instead be ascribed to 'culture' and learning rather than 'nature'. Moreover the scale, triads, 
consonances and dissonances produced by the variety of prevailing temperaments that 
Rameau would have been exposed to, would be unsatisfactory and would not correspond to 
those produced by the Coýps Sonorr except nominally. Firstly, there is always already the 
stumbling block of the either the Pythagorean or the Syntonic Comma, or the lesser or greater 
dieSiS. 62 Then comes the perennial problem of the 'Pythagorean' major third which, if left 
untempered, is traditionally considered dissonant. In the same way, there would be a problem 
with the so-called minor third. 63 And there's the rub. The triad or perfect chord - the very 
lynch-pin of Rameau's system of harmonic generation and indeed of fimcdonal harmony itself 
- must, in everyday musical applications, be the product of artifice, culture and aesthetics, not 
61 lbid, appendices 
62 Taking the Pythagorean system of tuning to its logical conclusion - passing through a complete circle of fifths - we would be 
left with aC and a C7 (seven octaves above the fundamental) which were approximately 23.5 Cents out of tune giving a 
'naturar ratio of 524288: 531441 instead of the artificially 'perfece 1: 1 of Equal Temperament (the third is also too large). Ile 
Syntonic comma, on the other hand, gives an interval 21.5 cents out of tune. The discrepancies produced by the lesser and 
greater dieses; are more important: 41.1 and 62.6 cents respectively. In the MA4jwfOdgine desl4ngmer, (ed. Kintzler, p. 120) 
Rousseau seems to take Rameau to task on this point. In the context of the End, Rousseau argues that the Greeks did not 
recog; nise any other intervals than those which we know call 'perfece consonances. We will come back to this very point in 
Chapter 4. 
63Cf Richard Hoppin, Me&evalMar, (New York WW Norton& Co., 1978), pp. 187-195 
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of nature. ' We should not be surprised that d'Alembert seized upon this inherent discord in 
Rameau's theory. 
D'Alembert's critique revolves around Rameau's contention that the Cor s Sono co d be p rr ul 
used to educe the immanent elements of harmonic structure, such as the triad and consonance 
and dissonance. As we have discussed above, d'Alembert recognised that the intervals 
produced by the Coips Sonorr were not used, in musical praxis, exactly as given by nature, thus 
the Corps Sonorr by itself could not give rise to the musical system as cultural artefact, but could 
only yield up clues to its structure. " Furthermore, d'Alembert identifies three additional 
sources of contradiction and complaint: first, that none of the harmonics is actually audible in 
the fundamental alone; second, that even when the upper-partials are sounded artificially, the 
car receives no idea of any proportions to be found between them; and third, that the intervals 
produced by a fundamental string causing other strings to sound are not used, in practice, 
66 exactly as given by nature. In the Discours Priliminaire, d'Alembert, concludes that Tharmonie 
a peut-etre quelqu'autre principe inconnu, plus generale que celui de la r6sonance du corps 
sonore. 67 
Rameau was certainly unwilling, and perhaps in the end unable, to grasp the compelling logic 
of d'Alembert's critique. Rameau's unshakable conviction that these musical phenomena were 
instinctive or natural is constructed upon and, in his view, sufficiently justified by both the 
Basse Fondamentale and Corps Sonore. 
Music is natural to us; the agreeable feeling which we feel through it is due 
purely to instinct. The same instinct can affect us through several other 
sources which are related to music. That is why people who cultivate the arts 
and sciences should not be indifferent to knowing the principle behind 
instinct. This principle is now known: it exists, as we must acknowledge, in the 
harmony which results from the resonance of all sounding bodies [coýps sonores], 
such as the sound of our voice, a string, a pipe, a bell etc. 68 
64 Triadic music, particularly that performed on keyboard or fretted instruments, demands tempered tuning because the concords 
(octaves, 5d-and 31, b) are in the majority of cases disproportional in their pure, natural, forms; modulation is rendered difficult 
and the use of conventional harmony in distant keys yields unpleasant results. 
65 CC j Bamard, Rameau's Controversy with d'Alembere, PAZ 
66 Aid, p. 4Z 
67 dAlembert, Disouty PdIwindrr dr MxgcWdie, p-XVII, cited in Bid, p. 42 Perhaps harmony has some other unknown 
principle, more universal [sic] than that of the resonance of the sonorous body. ' 
68 Rameau, Obsemafiess, tr. in Cynthia Verba, AUde and the Firmch Exjrýhtenxent, appendices. 
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Rameau correctly contends that the Cor ps Sonoir is a naturally occurring acoustic phenomenon 
- an absolute, a physical phenomenon given by nature. But then logic ebbs away. To claim 
that the principle 'exists ... in the harmony which results from the resonance of all sounding 
bodies' is to acknowledge the difference between what is natural (the Cor s Sonorr), and its 
.p 
diametrical opposite, the product of artifice and culture (functional harmony, the perfect 
chord and different chord formations). It is precisely because Rameau does not acknowledge 
that the phenomena of functional harmony - the triad and the major third - are simply the 
constructs of art and convention, that the employment of the tonic-dominant structure is seen 
as both inevitable and unavoidable. 
Today, we might consider Rameau's conclusions naive and erroneous, and we would 
indubitably opt for a different approach - an approach which considers 'naturalness' illusory, a 
manifestation of associative reception or acculturation. But this is to miss the point by a 
significant margin. True to his Cartesian colours, Rameau was searching, exclusively, for a 
single principle, an all-embracing neo-platonic theory of musical 'forms' which would explain 
the mechanical properties of music sdentificalyl, not in purely metaphysical or abstract terms. 
just as Descartes' Cogito was the result of introspective deduction, Rameau too looked 
inwards, deducing on the basis of observation and some experimentation. In a philosophical 
context such as this, any idea that music was not natural to the Homme-Machine or an elemental 
component in a mechanically ordered clockwork universe would have been virtually 
unthinkable. If his extrapolations did not square precisely with what was considered 
epistemologically and scientifically possible, then so be it; the deep structure of music and the 
pbenomMe dm Corps Sonorr were proximate and congruent enough to suggest to Rameau that 
coincidence had played no part in their ontology. 
By 1754, the TraW was already thirty-two years old, the Nomveam Sjsfime and the Giniration 
Haimoniqme were looking decidedly dimoR and, following the events of the Quen1le des Bomffons 
(1752-54), Rameau's pristine reputation as composer and theorist had been indelibly tarnished. 
I would suggest, therefore, that any perceptible movement away from prototypical Cartesian 
terminology and method is not, primarily, the result of an ideological shift in Rameau's 
thinking. On the contrary, it reflects at once a conscious attempt to cloak unfashionable, 
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questionable and unsustainable arguments in contemporaneous intellectual garb, and 
Rameau's protracted struggle to reconcile the Occasionalist vision of the cosmos with a viable 
theory of music - and composition. 
Indeed, Girdlestone concludes I 
that Rameau's 
preoccupation with instinct and nature is 'partly the result of the desire to prove the instinctive 
nature of the Prindpe, partly the outcome of the attacks of the pro-Itahans ... 
" To this I 
would simply add that because Rameau could no longer sustain his theories in the scientific 
arena, he would try to open up a battle-front in the domain of philosophy. He would, 
inevitably, lock horns with Rousseau and d'Alembert. 
1.1.4. Rameau's Cosmology 
In the intervening eight years between the publication of the Obsemations and his final 
theoretical work, Rameau became embroiled in a series of polemical music-theoretical 
exchanges with Rousseau and d'Alembert. As a direct consequence of these entanglements, 
Rameau continued to reflect and speculate upon both the music-theoretical and cosmological 
significance of the Cor ps Sonoir. For the ageing composer, the Coýps Sonore was emblematic of 
a sort of Cartesian-Occasionalist vision of the universe -a paradigm of the innate logic, design 
and ultimate purpose of the cosmos. As Catherine Kintzler explains: 
... Rameau developpa une conception dans laquelle la musique devenait non 
seulement le mod6le de tous les arts, mais encore celui de toutes les sciences. 
Cet extravagant itinitaire finit dans une sorte de pantheisme musical: le corps 
sonore devait renfermer le principe de toute existence et de toute 
intelligibffit6.70 
Rameau pursued this notion to such an extreme that amongst even some of his less musically- 
informed contemporaries, doubting voices could be heard to question exactly where his 
extrapolations were leading. Pallisot, for example, likened Rameau's conclusions to those of 
Malebranche, and remarked: 
69 Girdlestone, Raweam, p. 542. 
70 1 ... Rameau developed a conception in which music became not only the model for 0 the arts, but the model of all the 
sciences. T'his far-fetched schema culminated in a sort of musical pantheism the sounding body was supposed to contain the 
principle of all existence and of all intelligibility. ' Catherine Kintzler, 'Introduction, in Roussram ý Eiwi sw 110ri , &Fne 
des Lingua, oh 
ilat, bar#de lamilo&r etfimitafien mwicale, (Paris: GF Flammarion, 1993), pp. 188-9. 
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Peut-ýtre l'enthousiasme de M. Rameau qui croyait voir dans la musique 
Porigine de toutes les sciences ressemble-t-il un peu ý celui du Kre 
Malebranche qui voyait tout en DieU? 71 
As far as d'Alembert was concerned, this 'musical pantheism' was simply wrong-headed and 
illogical. We will recall that d'Alembert had dubbed Rameau 'un genie ... [un] artiste 
philosophe, 72 in the Disrours Priliminaiie dEngc1qp0e of 175 1. But in a second, revised edition 
of his EMmens de Musique (1762), d'Alembert manifests his displeasure and impatience with 
Rameau's conclusions, giving him what Kintzler characterises as: 'une magistrale leqon 
d'6pist6mologie'. " Rameau's veritable obsession with the Corps Sonorr had, in its final term, 
spawned an uncompromising and irrational reductionist vision of both music and the universe 
in which the Coips Sonoir was the fundamental principle; his system was incompatible with the 
project of the Engelopidie and'the Baconian epistemology which had given rise to it. In 
Rameau's view, the Corps Sonotv was the blueprint upon which the great watchmaker had 
modelled his universe; it was mathematically explicable, philosophically sustainable and, most 
important for the destiny of music, borne out by the instinct of the composer and the 
musician. D'Alembert would have none of this. 
The radical extravagance of Rameau's dialectic, a vision which occasioned d'Alembert's caustic 
critique, reaches its natural conclusion - or at least its final destination - in the Code de Mujique 
Pratique (1762). The concluding chapter of Rameau's Code,. entitled Nouvelles Rifle. 5dons Sur k 
Principe Sonorr, begins: 
Le principe de tout est un; c'est une v6rite dont tous les hommes qui ont fait 
usage de la pens6e ont eu le sentiment ct dont personne n'a eu la 
connoissance. Convaincus de la n6cessit6 de ce principe universel, les premiers 
philosophes le cherch&ent dans la musique.... En effet, frapp6s de Paccord 
merveilleux qui r6sulte de I'assemblage des parties qui composent IUnivers, 
ces hommes contemplateurs; dukent n6cessairement en chercher la raison dans 
la musique.... 74 
I 
71 Cited in Girdlestone, Rawea4 p. 525, footnote 4. Terhaps the enthusiasm of M Rameau who believes he can see the origin of 
all the sciences in music, resembles that of P6re Malebranche who sees everything in God?. 
72 D'Alembert, Dircomn Pdkwixairr de May&#Se, p. xxxiiL 'a genius ... a philosophical artist! 
73 Catherine Kintzler, 'Introduction'. in RoAweam ý Essd sur POH&Ffle des Langues, oh il ofpanV &k milMe et Amilafion mudeak, p. 189, 
'a magisterial lesson in epistemology. ' For a more detailed exploration of d'Alemberes critique, see Chapter 4 of Cynthia 
Verba, Afwk and the Ftrncb Exi , 
ýhtenxext, especially pp. 63-69. 
74 Rameau, Code de Afkdqme Pratipe, Facs. ed., (New York: Broude Bros. 1 965), pp. 1 89-190, ýOne principle governs everything. 
Any thinking person will have sensed the truth of this, though no one yet has explained it Convinced that there must be a 
universal principle, the earliest philosophers turned to music in search of it ... In effect, struck by the wondrous harmony that 
results from the assembly of the constituent parts of the universe, they continued to look for the explanation in music. ' 
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Rameau contends that 'ces honunes contemplateuts' sought the explanation for existence 
itself in the medium and materials of music and moves swiftly on to the conclusion that they 
had, in their own music, taken the wrong path: 
Mais malheureusement le systemeqüadoptýrcnt ccs grands hommes, loin 
de les rapprocher de robjet de leurs recherches, ne fit que les en Cloigner 
davantage: fose assurer meine que le phinornýne du corps sonore leur fut 
absolument inconnu. 75 
Rameau continues praising the simplicity, naturalness and instinctive qualities of the Corps 
Sonore. 
Ce principe est si simple, si lumineux, I'analyse en est si naturelle, si facile, les 
produits en sont si 6tendus, si f6conds, que de quelque obscurite que le temps 
ait pa couvrir cette parde des connoissances des Anciens, et quelque 
consid6rable que puisse etre la perte de leurs Ouvrages sur la musique, il nous 
seroit infailliblement rest6 quelques vestiges de cette d6couverte dans le petit 
nombrc de leurs 6crits qui nous sont parvenus: on ne voit pas memc que les 
proportions y soient appelees, quoique la. progression triple soit l'unique fond 
sur lequcl soit 6tabli Ic systýme de Pythagore. 76 
In the Nomvelles lUflexions the Cotps Sonore is now positioned at the epicentre of everything - 
not simply music or science, but the universe and existence itself. It has become the life- 
principle, the code if you like, upon which all is designed and to which all matter can be 
reduced. Some years after Rameau's death, in May 1777, d'Alembert delivered a paper entitled 
Reflexions smr la Thlorii de la mujiqme to the Acadimie in which he was critical of Rameau's 
conclusions: 'Rameau ended', d'Alembert suggests, 'by wishing to find in musical proportions 
the whole of geometry, in the major and minor modes the two sexes of the animals, and 
finally the Trinity in the threefold resonance of the sounding body. 77 Not only then would 
Ramcau fall out with Rousseau, he succeeded in alienating one of the most eminent scientists 
7SIbid, pp. 189-190 'Unfortunately, the system that these great men adopted, far from bringing them closer to their goal, served 
only to distance them fiuthef from it. There is absolutely no doubt that they were unaware of the phenomenon of the 
sonorous body. ' 
76 Aid, p. 190, 'this principle is so simple, so deaf, the analysis of it is so natural, so imrnediate, its results so extensive, so fruitful, 
that only some accretion of time could have obscured firom view this part of their [the Ancients] knowledge, and so extensive 
the loss of their works on music, that surely there would have remained some vestige of this discovery in the small number of 
works that have come down to us: we do not even see the proportions identified, even though the PT is the foundation upon 
which Pythagoras built his system. ' 
77 Cited in Giaestone, Rameam, p. 526 (footnote). 
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of his generation, d'Alembert! ' As Christensen concludes, 
While Rameau was always testy when it came to his theory ... until the 1750s 
he had enough sense to consolidate his alliances when he went on the attack. 
In his last years, he abandoned this sensible strategy and lashed out at any and 
all who he perceived to veer from the sacred truth of the Corps Sonoir. "' 
1.1.5. Rameau's Vision of Music 
Rameau's conceptualisation of the Coýps Sonorr precipitated the thesis that music was 'natural' 
because it was other than a human construct; 'natural' because it existed outside (and hence 
before - in ontological terms) the realm of human experience, though knowledge of its 
existence could be intuited; 'natural' because it could be understood in geometrical terms and 
expressed as simple mathematical proportions; and natural because man is, of course, himself 
ps somir. But perhaps most important of all is that the cor s sono pointed, like a great .p rr a cor 
transcendental signified, to the existence of a divine watchmaker as referent who had. set the 
universe in motion using the harmonic series and its proportions as a prototype. The aesthetic 
produced by such a vision of music and its position in nature is determinedly formalist, and 
one which, as Christensen observes, 'laid the groundwork for the development of an aesthetic 
of musical autonomy that would break once and for all with the Aristotelian dictum that music 
was an imitative art. "' 
In Rameau's view, harmonic structure and the trajectory of individual harmonic units was of 
primordial importance in the musical work. And because he contended that harmonic 
structure was indicated by, and emanated from, the Cotps Sonorr, it was considered to be both 
natural and instinctive. 1bus when Rameau declares, in the Obsetvations, that 'music is natural 
to us; the agreeable feeling which we feel through it is due purely to instince, he really intends 
that harmony is natural to us, because harmony is generated by a fundamental natural 
principle, and that it is nature herself which produces these 'effects'. Harmony is natural 
because, Rameau believes, it owes its existence to a natural principle. As a result of this view, 
78 For in interesting discussion of d'Alemberes relationship with Rameau see Robert Isherwood, 'Ibe Conciliatory Partisan of 
Musical 11berty- jean Le Rond d'Alembert, 1717-1783'. in Cowart (ed), Firnch Mxdcal Thom ght 100-1800, (Ann Arbor UMI 
Research Press, 1989), pp. 95-119. 
ght in the Enightement, p. 247 79 Christensen, Rameam amdALdcal Tkom, 
, ghtenment, pl4l 80 Christensen, 
Raweam andMcdcal Thomrgbf in ihe Eni 
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Rameau relegates the role of melody in musical structure to the incidental and the 
insignificant; it is regarded - in terms of compositional priority - as a phenomenon generated, 
almost accidentally, by the trajectory of harmonic units: 
melody has no other principle than the harmony produced by the sounding 
body. The ear is so preoccupied with this principle without our realising it [it 
is instinctive], that it alone suffices for enabling us to identify immediately the 
harmonic foundation on which a given melody depends. 81 
Melody is, thus, accorded virtually no functional part to play in the expressive animus of the 
work, nor is it considered an integral part of the expressive arsenal of the composer: 
je fais voir pour lots que ... la force de 1'expression d6pend beaucoup plus de la modulation que la simple m6lodie. ' 
But therein lies a jangling contradiction. Because Rameau suggests that harmony is produced 
ps Sonore and that melody results from the passage of harmonic entities directly by the Cor 
across their prescribed and codified trajectory, he has little option but to concede that melody, 
derived indirectly from the Coos Sonorr, must also be considered natural and universal. As 
Girdlestone has argued, the presumption of universality - necessarily a product of 
determinism (and of course Occasionahsm) - became a thorn in Rameau's side and the 
patterning and distribution of, for example, Greek and Chinese modes confounded him 
because they did not seem to square in any way with the partials emitted by the Cotps Sonorr. " 
In my view, Rousseau seized on this contradiction and included examples of Greek, Chinese 
and American Indian melodies in the Didionnairr de Mujique as though he were challenging 
Rameau's contention of universality by highlighting, at once, its ethnocentricity and cultural 
foundation. 84 Rousseau argued that only the voice - rather than the aliquot divisions of a 
81 Rameau, Noumam SpMwr, Tr6face', pA 
82 Rameau, Noumam Syrfime, Tr6facc', pA 'I am going to show then that ... expressive force depends much more on modulation 
than on melody alone. ' 
83 Gifdlestonc, RameaAr, p. 525. Tbefe is much discussion of these points to be found in Rameau, Code de Mujiqme Prafiqme, Facs. 
ed., (New York. Broude Bros, 1965). See especially pp-189-193 including relevant footnotes. 
84 Rousseau suggests in the article 'mdodie' from Diktýonndrr, UZ p. 510 that he is supplying the reader with the means by which 
to judge les diverse accents musicaux des peuples. ' Rousseau delivers a telling jibe, however, by suggesting that the reader win 
find in all of these extracts 'une conformiti de modulation avec notre Musique, qui pourra faire admirer aux uns la bont6 et 
l'universalit6 de nos rýgles, et peut4tre rendre suspecte i d'autres rintelligence ou la fid&t6 de ceux qui nous ont transmis ces 
aires? Rousseau's point is clearly made, and his jibe has landed on target 
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string - could have been used to determine such scales in antiquity, and one has to admit it is 
a very convincing proposition. " 
Rameau's categorical rejection of melody as a viable vehicle for expression flew in the face of 
emerging aesthetic systems. Rameau's mechanistic vision and its implied aesthetic then should 
be seen as one which increasingly defined itself as anachronistic. Rameau had, in effect, 
banished himself to the furthest outpost of Cartesian Determinism, barricaded himself in, and 
thrown away the key. Rousseau was perhaps the first of his contemporaries to envisage the 
aesthetic and musical ramifications of these ideas, something which other Pbilosopbes had failed 
to anticipate. Finally, however, we may indeed wonder why it never occurred to Rousseau to 
point out to Rameau the elemental difference between the structure of sound and the 
structure of music, rather than merely focusing upon the representational differences between 
melody and harmony. " 
85 In chapter XVIII of the Essd sur fOri , gFne 
des Langmes, p-1 19, Rousseau pointedly notes that ýOn sait quc notrc harmonie est une 
invention gothiquc. Ceux qui pr6tendent trouver le systýmc des Grecs dans le notre se moquent de nous. I-C systýmc des 
Grec navait absolument d'harmoniquc dans notre sens que cc quA fallait pour fixer I'accord des instruments sur des 
consonances parfaites. Tous les peuples qui ont des instruments i cordes sont forces de les accorder par des consonances; 
mais ceux qui n'en ont pas ont dans leurs chants des inflexions que nous nommons fausses parcc qu'elles nentrent pas dans 
notfe syst6me , et que nous 
nc pouvons les notef. Cest cc quon a rernarqu6 sur les chants des sauvages de IAmErique, et eest 
cc quon aurait d6 remarquef aussi sur divers intervalles de la musique des Grecs, si ron eýit itu&6 cette musique aver: moins 
de pr&ention pour la notre. ' I shall return to this subject - and indeed this particular point - in chapter 4. 
86 CE Fssd, pp. 106-107 and 108-109. 
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1.2. Rousseau: from Disciple to Antagonist 
It is not clear from either the Confessions or his correspondence exactly when Rousseau first 
encountered Rameau, but it is most likely to have been early in 1742, some months following 
Rousseau's arrival in Paris in the autumn of 1741. What is clear, however, is that when the 
two eventually crossed paths, they were at completely different stages of their 'respective 
careers: at fifty-nine years of age, Rameau's star was in the ascendant and he was approaching 
the zenith of his celebrity, enjoying considerable influence in literary,, artistic and scientific 
edfirien, Rousseau, in contrast, was an extremely ambitious but unknown twenty-nine year old 
in search -of fame and fortune. " To help him on his way, Rousseau arrived in Paris with 
fifteen Louis, a copy of his Narrisse, ou I amant de lui-mime and was armed with an entirely new 
system of musical notation. " 
This new system, dubbed Ptvjet concernant des nouveaux signespour la Musique, was, in fact, little 
more than a short, expository paper - an avertissement for a project that, once completed, would 
transform the way in which music was written down, learnt and dissen-dnated. Conventional 
notation was, not to put too fine a point on it, over-complex, long-winded and imperfect. Or 
at least that was how Rousseau portrayed it: 
Cette quandt6 de lignes, de clefs, de transpositions, de dieses, dc b6mols, de 
b6carres, dc mesures simples et compos6es, dc rondes, de blanches, de noires, 
de croches, de doubles, dc triples croches, de pauses ... de soupirs, de demi- 
soupires ... donne une foulc de signes et de cornbinaisons, Xoii r6sultent deux 
inconv6nients principaux, run d'occuper un trop grand volume, et l'autre de 
surcharger la. m6moire des 6coliers. " 
87 Maurice Cranston, jean-jacqw. -The eartmift and xvrk ofJeaxJacquesRemsseam 17124754, ýHarmondsworth: Penguin, 1983), plS6. 
88 Rousseau, Confesjions, p. 266. Ile also had several letters of introduction from the Abb6 Mably. Alaurice Cranston, Op. Of., 
pp. 156-157 lists among those he first became acquainted with a certain Nre Castel -'a worldly Jesuit Priest and controversial 
philosopher. ' 
89 Rousseau, Omm, t1 1, p-4 Trojet concernant des nouveaux signes pour musiques. ' This quantity of fines, clefs, transpositions, 
sharps, flats, naturals, simple and compound time signatures, senilrcves, minims, crotchets, quavers, serniquavers, 
derniserniquavers, bar rests ... crotchet rests, quaver rests ... produce a multitude of sign and combinations which result in 
two principal drawbacks, one is to take up too much space, and the other is over burden the pupTs mind. ' Rousseau would 
stick rigidly to this view for theý rest of his days, as can be witnessed from this passage, taken from the article Notes' in the 
m6onndrr de Mmjique, t13, p. 1 5, in which the spirit of the passage is repeated almost word for word- ýOn peut en riduire les; 
d6faut i trois principaux. Le premier est dans la multitude des signes et de leurs combinaisons, qui surcharge tellement 1esprit 
et la m6moire des conunengants... '. 1his later passage of course indicates three defects, the one added is identified by 
Rousseau as the difficulty of distinguishing between different types of intervals. Rousseau goes on, in the article, to explain the 
rudiments of his system of notation as first expounded in the Dissedadon sw la Mudque Modem. Rousseau would refer - and 
actively attempt to justify - his system some thirty years later in his Ixor J Burxy and in RoAweamJmSe dejeax-jarqma. In the 
. 
L. emr J Burng, Rousseau bemoans the fact that his system was not adopted, but states, nonetheless, that he continued to make 
use of it himself with facility throughout his life. 
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That he had always experienced great difficulty in sight-reading, despite spending many years 
as a music copyist and teacher, may well account for his distaste for both conventional 
notation and the drudgery of tonic sol-fa. ' I suspect, however, that his motivation owed less 
to an impulse to overcome any lacunae in his musical competence and rather more to a desire 
to make a name for himself in Paris. Whatever lay behind the truth, Rousseau sought to 
remedy the prolixity of notation by streamlining the entire process: 
Le moyen qui rem6diera i l'un de ces inconv6nients rem6diera aussi i I'autre; 
et &s qu'on aura invente des signes 6quivalents, mais plus simPIcs et en 
moindre quantit6, ils auront par R rnýme plus de pr6cision, et pourront 
cxprimer autant de choses en moins d'espace. 9' 
Te moyen, ' as Rousseau puts it, was a system constructed upon numbers, numbers that would 
replace the myriad arbitrary symbols with which conventional music notation had become 
encumbered. Parenthetically, this passage is also extremely significant for it commences with 
Rousseau's earliest documented definition of music: 
Comme la. musiquc n'est quune enchainement de sons qui sc font entcndre ou 
tous ensemble, ou successivement, il suffit que tous ces sons aient des 
expressions relatives qui leur assignent i chacun la place qu'il doit occuper par 
rapport a un certain son fondamental Prenant UT pour ce son 
fondamental, auquel tous les autres doivent se rapporter, et I! exprimant par le 
chiffre 1, nous aurons a sa suite rexpression des sept sons naturels, ut, re, mi, 
fa, sol, la, si, par les sept chiffres, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7; de fagon que, tant que le 
chant roulera, dans r6tendue des sept sons, il suffira de les noter chacun par 
son chiffre correspondant, pour les exprimer tous sans 6quivoque. Mais quand 
il est question de sortir de cette etendue pour passer dans d'autres octaves ... 
je me sets du plus simple de tous les signes, cest-a-dire du point. ' 
90 Rousseau, Confenions, p. 175 confesses: 'I certainly must have been born for that art [music], for I began to love it my childhood, 
and it is the only one I have loved constantly throughout my life. The astonishing thing is that an art for which I was born 
should, nevertheless, have cost me so much trouble to learn, and that my progress in it has been so slow that after a lifetime's 
practice I have never managed to sing accurately at sight. ' In the 'Second Dialogue' from Romsseavjmge dejean-jacqmes, t. 17, 
p. 525, written between 1772 and 1775, Rousseau again refers to being 'born' for music jean-Jacques itoit ni pour la musique 
... ' Ile then goes on to refer 
directly to his efforts to reform musical notation and bemoans the tepid reception they received: 
'Ses Wes dans I'art et sur I'art sont f6conde, intarissable. 11 a trouvi des m6thodcs plus claires, plus commodes, plus simples 
qui facilitent, les unes la composition, les autres rex6cution, et auxquelles A ne manquc pour Etre admises que d'Etre propos6es 
par un autre quc lui' 
91 Rousseau, Oemm, tl 1, p. 4 Trojee 'The means by which we will remedy one of these drawbacks, will also remedy the other, 
and as soon as we have devised equivalent signs, albeit simpler and fewer in quantity, they will have greater precision and will 
be able to convey as much in less space. ' 
92 Rousseau, Orww, tl 1, Trojee, p. 6, 'Since music is but a series of sounds which out sounded together or in succession, it is 
enough that all these sounds haie relative expressions which are assigned to each one with regard to a given fundamental 
sound I ... I 
Taking Doh for the fundamental sound, to which all the others must be related, and expressing it by the number 
1, we will be able to express the seven natural sounds Doh, re, miý fa, soh, la, tL by the seven numbers, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7; in such 
a way that, when a melody remains within the octave range of these seven sounds, it is enough that each one is noted by its 
corresponding number to convey them all without equivocation. Men it is necessary to move to other octaves ... I use the 
simplest sign of A the dot. ' 
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He would place a point over a number to indicate that the same note an octave above was 
required, and a point below a number to indicate that the octave below was required. Tbough 
essentially simple, and indeed simpli4ring, the system was apparently powerful and practical 
enough that it could represent all the possible combinations of notes and durations in each of 
the twenty-four modes: 
Mais cet UT, qui, par la, transposition doit toujours Ctre le norn de la tonique 
dans les ton majeurs, et celui de la, m6diante dans les ton mineurs, peut, par 
cons6quent, etre pris sur chacune des douzc cordcs dc systcmc chromatiquc; ct 
pour la d6signcr, il suffira dc mcttrc a la margc Ic chiffre qui exprimcroit cette 
corde sur le clavier dans l'ordre naturel; cest-a-dire que le chiffre de la marge, 
qu'on peut appeler la, clef, d6signe la touche du clavier qui doit s'appeler UT, et 
par cons6quent hre tonique dans les tons majeurs, et m6diante dans les 
mineurs. ... La connoissance de cette clef n'est que pour les instruments; et 
ceux qui chantent nont pas besoin dy faire attention. " 
Rousseau was confident that his system had many other advantages over and above 
conventional notation: 
Cc systýme renferme, sans contredit, des avantages essentiels par-dessus la 
m6thode ordinaire ... parce clu'elle contient beaucoup moins de, signes. Parce 
que ces signes sont plus simples. Parce, que, sans autre 6tude, les caractires 
memes des notes y repr6sentent leurs intervalles et leurs rapports .... Parce 
qu'un rnýme caract&e ne peut jamais avoir du mEme norn ... Parce que les 
temps y sont mieux distinguccs que dans la musique ordinaire, et que les valeurs 
des silences et des notes sont determýin6es dune mankrc plus simple .... La 
musique cn est plus commode et plus aisee a noter, occupe moins de volume; 
toute sorte de papicr y est propre .... Enfin les compositeurs y trouveroient 
encore cet autre avantage non moins consid6rable ... [que] leur harmonic et 
leurs accords seroient connus par la seule inspection des signes, et sans ces sauts 
d'une clef a rautre. "' 
Rousseau was also convinced that it could be leamt quickly, with little effort, and could enable 
even an absolute beginner to sing at sight within seven to eight months. "' And in the event 
93 Rousseau, Oemms, tl 1, Trojee, p. 7, Tut this Do, by transposition must always be called the tonic in all major keys and the 
mediant in all the n-dnor ones, can, as a result, be taken for any one of the twelve strings of the chromatic system; and to 
denote this, one needs only to put the number in the margin which expresses this string in the natural order on the keyboard; 
that is to say, the number in the margin, which we can call the key signature, denotes the keyboard key which should be taken 
for Do, and consequently, be the tonic in all major keys and the mediant in all the minor ones ... Knowledge of this 
key 
signature is only for instruments ; and those who sing do not need to pay attention to it' 
94 Rousseau, Oemms, t1l, Trojee, p. 17-18. This system contains, indisputably, fiindamental advantages over that of the current 
method ... because it uses 
far less signs. Because these signs are simpler. Because, without finther study, the numbers 
themselves represent their intervals and relations ... Because one nurnber can only have one name ... Because time signatures 
are more clearly distinguished than in ordinary music, and the value of rests and notes are determined in a simpler manner.... 
Music is more convenient and easy to notate, takes up less space; any type of paper is suitable for it .... In short, composers 
will find another not inconsiderable advantage [that] ... their harmony and their chord progressions will be identified by 
merely looking at the signs rather than by jumping from one clef [or system] to another! 
95 Rousseau, Diumladem smr mmjiqme mdeme, p. 26-27. 
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one doubted the veracity of his claims, Rousseau confirms that he had been able to put theory 
into practice: 
To demonstrate this by experiment, I taught music free of charge to Mlle de 
Roulins ... After three months of my notation she was able to read music of 
all kinds, and even to read at sight better than I could myself anything that was 
not swarming with difficulties. This was a striking success, but did not 
become known. Anyone else would have filled the newspapers with it, but 
though I had some talent for useful inventions I never had any for turning 
them to account. 96 
Ile Projet was duly read to the Acadimie des Sdences on 22 August 1742, but received a less than 
enthusiastic reception - it was considered neither novel nor particularly practical. As 
Rousseau acknowledges, numerous attempts - without exception unsuccessful - had been 
made in the past to establish a system of notation using numbers: 
They [the panel of Acad6miciens] unearthed from somewhere a certain Father 
Souhaitti [sic], a monk who had once had the idea of expressing notes by 
numbers. This was enough to persuade them that my system was not new. [. -- -] But not only did they attribute more importance to his primitive invention than 
it deserved; they went further than that, and as soon as they tried to speak of the 
fundamental principles of my system, talked nothing but nonsense. 97 
Rousseau also complains bitterly about those who had been appointed to examine the work - 
he does not seem to doubt their character or their integrity, merely their capacity to judge 
matters of music-98 According to Rousseau, the only noteworthy critique was advanced by 
Rameau, who 'saw its weak side'the moment I explained it to him. '" 
'Your notion', he said, 'is excellent in so far as it determines the value of notes 
simply and clearly, accurately represents the intervals and always shows the 
original phrase and its doubling together, all things that common notation does 
not do. But it is bad in so far as it demands a mental process which cannot 
always keep up with the rapidity of the execution ... '100 
96 Rousseau, Confesdow, p-270- 
97 Rousseau, Cofffe. Edons., p. 268. Later in the Dirserfa6on mrlaMwiqueModerxe, pp. 1 11-112, Rousseau was to refer to Souhaitty's 
system in the most critical terms. The system in question is elaborated in jean-Jacques Souhaitty, NomwaAw &vents de chant, om 
Akag Ane soumlle qmlox afdt dam Avt de chanter, (Paris, 1677). 
98 Rousseau, Comfevionp, p. 267, qbe commission appointed to examine me consisted of NL de Mairan, NL Hellot and M. de 
Fouchr, an three certainly distinguished men. But not one of them knew enough about music to be capable of judging. my 
scheme. ' 
99 Did, p. 268. 
100 Did, p. 269 
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'His objection', Rousseau continues, 'seemed irrefutable, and I instantly admitted it; although 
it is simple and striking it is one that only great experience of the art could have lighted on. It 
is not surprising that it did not occur to any of the Acadimidens. "', Such an overt and 
seen-dngly unqualified panegyric, certainly regarding Rameau, is rare and should be registered. 
Rousseau clearly welcomed and respected Rameau's judgement and criticism, and was 
honourable enough to still acknowledge it many years later. 
lbough something of a personal set-back, the Acadimies rather tepid and unconvincing 
reception" in fact spurred Rousseau on: first to write an open letter to the Mecurr de France in 
February 1743 and then to publish, in book form and at great personal expense, a thoroughly 
overhauled version of the Pmjet, entitled Dissertation sur la Mudqme Modeme, in the summer of 
1743. 
... being entirely absorbed 
in my system of notation, I persisted in my 
endeavours to make a revolution in that art, and thus to attain a celebrity, 
which in Paris is always accompanied by a fortune if it is attained in the arts. I 
shut myself up in my room and worked for two or three months with 
indescribable ardour, at recasting the paper I had read to the Academy in the 
form of a book for the general public. 'ne trouble was to find a bookseller 
who would publish my manuscript ... Bonnefond found me the elder Quillan, 
who made an agreement with me for half profits ... I lost the cost of my 
licence and did not make a farthing on the whole edition... " 
Looking at the content of the two works side by side, the impact of the revisions is, at first 
blush, slight, for the practical flaws of the Pmjet are still in evidence; indeed most of the text of 
the Pmjet is merely subsumed, verbatim, within the new work. Ihe Dissertation itself is, of course, 
considerably - perhaps nine or ten times - longer and is illustrated with examples of the Nouveau 
ysfime in action to demonstrate its practicability. '" There is, as both the function and the S 
physical length of the work render possible, also much fleshing-out of the detail, especially 
where the theoretical core of his system is concerned. We see, for example, a comprehensive, 
astute and remarkably pragmatic, explanation and assessment of Rameau's theory of harmonic 
101 Nd, p. 269 
102 Ibid, p. 268: They decided that it was good for vocal music but bad for instrumental music... As a result of their report the 
Academy granted me a certificate packed with very fine compliments, between the lines of which anyone could read that in 
reality they considered my system neither new nor useful. ' 
103 Bid, P. 269. 
104 See Appendix Item I for an example of Rousseau's numeric transcription of the air volez, plaisirs volez, from Rameaus 
Dardaw (1739). 
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generation, a theory that Rousseau was to use as the cornerstone of the Dissertation. " Rousseau 
was, in fact, thoroughly aufait with the theoretical minutiae and implications of Rameau's work. 
But what is of more significance is that Rousseau was clearly already familiar with the lin-ýitafions 
and unsatisfactory nature of some of Rameau's theories. To be sure, in no way, shape or form, 
does the Dissertation constitute a critique of Rameau or his work, for not only does Rousseau 
make extensive use of Rameau's theories, from time to time his turn of rhetorical phrase seems 
to echo and share the sentiments of the man as well. When we go on to look at Rousseau's 
later writings, especially in Chapter 4, it will be hard to imagine that it was the same jean-Jacques 
Rousseau who had been proclaiming in the Dissertation that since music depended on numbers, it 
was only logical that it should be expressed using numbers: 
Enfin le raisonnement nous mcnc encore jusqul connoitre sensiblement que la 
musique d6pendant des nombres, elle devroit avoir le meme expression qu'eux; 
n6cessit6 qui nait pas sculement dune certaine convenance g6n6rale, mais du 
fond rnýme des principes physiques de cet art, 06 
The Dissertation remains, like its predecessor, an expository work -a 'plan g6n6ral' - though 
destined this time for a public audience rather than consumption in the rarefied ambience of 
the Acadýmie. But just to make absolutely sure that future criticism about the nature or 
presentation of this work might be deflected, he promises a volume tailored more to the 
teaching and dissemination of his Sjskme than the present one: 'Comme je destine un autre 
ouvrage au detail de ma m6thode, telle qu'eUe doit etre enseign6e aux ecoliers, on n'en 
. trouvera ici qu'un plan Onerale... "' 
For an early work, and one that is neither overtly, nor primarily, concerned with philosophical 
issues, the Dissertation is, paradoxically, remarkably useful in charting the evolution of 
Rousseau's philosophy of music - and in many ways represents the genesis of that evolution. 
Indeed, the work takes on a new significance when considered in this light, for it seems to 
'Os CC Rousseau, DissnYa6on, pp-46-54. 
106 Rousseau, Diueddion, p. 40, TinaUy reason leads us again to knowing [sensiblement] that music as depends on numbers, it 
should be expressed in the same manner; the necessity of this does not merely stem from a certain general suitability, but from 
the very physical principles of the art. ' 
107 Ibid, p. 46, 'Since I envisage another work detailing my method, such as that that should be taught to pupas, one will only find 
here a general overview of it ... ' 
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indicate that many of the elements of the philosophy of music were already being prcfigured, 
adumbrated and, one might conclude, cogitated at this juncture. These elements were not 
'philosophic' per se, but they amounted to the theoretical justification that would serve to 
strengthen epistemological and ontological argumentation in later writings. Now this is not to 
say that the Dissertation does not exhibit the influence of Rameau's work, nor that it is not one 
essentially founded upon Cartesian principles: Rousseau's debt to Rameau's Traili, Nouveau 
Sjsfime and Giniration Hamonique is ever present; and the diatonic major scale is posited as 
being naturally derived from the harmonics of Corps Sonore and, treated as a precept, forms the 
cornerstone of his notational system. But what is most surprising is that much of the critical 
ammunition Rousseau would fire at Rameau during the 1750s and 60s, ýardcularly on the 
question of temperaments and the slippery issue of the determination of the minor mode and 
minor third from the Cor in ps Sonore, is already there, albeit couched neutral and deferential 
terms. In the next extract, we see Rousseau exploiting Rameau's theory but at the same time 
demonstrating his knowledge of the epistemological problems associatcd with it: 
A 1'6gard du mode mineur, il ne nous est point indiqu6 par la nature; et comme 
nous ne trouvons aucun son qui en fasse entendre les harmoniques, nous 
pouvons concevoir qu'il n'a point de son fondamental absolu, et qu'il ne peut 
exister qu'en vertu, du rapport qu'il a avec le mode majeur dont il est 
engendre... "' 
The significance of this passage is that it articulates a marked distinction between the manner 
in which Rousseau and Rameau conceptualiscd the theory of harmonic generation and its 
consequences: Rousseau categorically rejects the idea that the minor mode and minor third are 
given by nature and affirms that they arc not suggested by the partials emitted by the CoiPs 
Sonorr, Rameau, on the other hand, would never surrender to this fact, even though it was 
pointed out many times to him - he would instead, like an adroit politician, either sidc-step 
the question or somehow fudge the answer. As we may judge from the passage written some 
twenty-five years later that I have chosen to citc below, neither Rousseau nor Rameau's 
position changed on the matter. It is worth pointing out that in this 'rendering' there is more 
108 Rousseau, Msfffa6e#, p-56, With regard to the minor mode, it is not at all indicated by nature; and as we cannot find any 
sound that produces its harmonics, we can conclude that it doesn't have an absolute fundamental sound, and that it can only 
exist by virtue of its relationship with the major mode of which it is a produce. At this point in the text Rousseau says that this 
is all very easy to show and refers the reader to both Rameau's Nommam Sysfixe and the Trdli de Mxwon; e, neither of which, of 
course, make this point explicit. 
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of a critical edge to Rousseau's tone than there is deference: 
La mode majeur cst engendr6 immc'diatement parla r6sonance du corps 
sonore qui rend la tierce majeure du son fondamentale; mais le mode ' mineur 
n'cst point donn6 par la nature, il ne se trouve que par analogie et 
renversement. Cela est vrai dans le syst6me de M. Tartini ainsi que dans celui 
de M. Rameau., Ce dernier auteur, dans ses divers ouvrages succcssifs, a 
explique cette ongine du mode mineur de diff6rents mani&es, dont aucune n'a 
content6 son interprite M. d'Alembert. 'O' 
The Dissedation then, is a bit of a potpourri: to be sure Rousseau's system is clearly framed and 
embedded within existing and established bodies of theoretical discourse and does not depart 
from them, but it is packaged in a pragmatic and indeed philosophically and theorctically 
astute manner. There is, as one might expect, no critical dimension to the work, for there was 
no reason for it: let us not forget that this was Rousseau's first published work; that he was an 
unknown in Paris; and that he had just suffered a major set-back at the hands of the Acadimie. 
The last thing he would have wanted to do was to turn a loaded weapon upon himself and 
commit intellectual suicide. 
However, this pragmatism and deference towards Rameau's theoretical writings does not 
correspond to the conventional depiction of Rousseau as rancorous antagonist of the 
septuagenarian composer. But that Rousseau would in fact draw on Rameau's theories, and 
employ them as the structural lynchpin of his new notational system is certainly not as 
remarkable as it might seem. As I have already suggested, Rameau was not only the most 
revered dramatic composer in France at that time, he was also considered the authority on 
music theory - everybody, especially Rousseau, was under his influence. 
"O As Rousseau 
recounts, he came under his spell early on: 
109 Rousseau, Node' in Didionnidir de Afmdqme, UZ P-464, The major mode is produced directly from the resonance of the 
sounding body which gives the major third from the fundamental soundý but the minor mode is not given by nature, it is only 
found through analogy and inversion. IEs is true of the systems of Tartini and Rameau. The latter author, in his series of 
diverse works, explains the origin of the minor mode in different ways, none of which has satisfied dAlembert his interpreter! 
Rousseau goes on to cite a lengthy passage from d'Alemberes Ekmexts and offers the reader an explanation why it was that 
d'Alembert was never satisfied by Rameau's argumentation. 
110 Indeed, even when Rousseau came to compile his Diaioxndre de A&dqme in the late 50s and early 60s he still used Rameau's 
theory of harmonic generation as the basis for many articles. Now that Rousseau would have Eked to have used Tartini, s 
system instead is not surprising given the events of the 1750s; but that he felt he could not is indicative of the esteem in which 
the man continued to be held in France at this time. T-e systýme de M Tartiniý quoique meMeur i mon avis [than Ramcas 
system], n6tant pas encore aussi gým&-Aement connu, et nayant pas, du moins en France, la rnýme autoriti que celui de U 
Ramcau, na pas d, 5 lui 6tre substitu6 dans un livre destin6 principalemcnt pour la nation FranVoise? (Rousseau, Di4fionnaiii de 
A&dqmr, Triface, p. 1 I). 
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While there was fighting in Italy there was singing in France. Rameau's operas 
began to excite notice, and called attention to his theoretical works, the 
obscurity of which put them out of the reach of -all but the few. I heard by 
chance of his Traiti de Mamonie, and I knew of no rest until I had acquired the 
book By another chance, I fell ill with an inflammation. The attack was short 
and sharp, but my convalescence was long, and it was months before I was fit 
to go out. During this time I ran through and devoured my Treatise. But it was 
so long, so diffuse, and so M-atrangcd that I felt it would take a considerable 
time to study and unravel it. I suspended my efforts and refreshed myself with 
music. "' 
Later, Rousseau recaUs: 
I was beginning to read music fairly well, the next thing was to learn 
composition. The difficulty was to find someone to teach me. For I did not 
expect to learn by myself, with only my Rameau for assistance, as there was no 
one in Savoy who knew anything of Harmony. 112 
Finally, Rousseau admits to having a little success with his first attempts at composition: 
I stiU did not give up studying my Rarneau. By hard work I finauy managed to 
understand it and to make a few smaH efforts at composition, the success of 
which encouraged me. 113 
So we may ask how and why, from a position where he was advocating many of Rameau's 
theories in 1742, and following his instruction as it were, Rousseau was to arrive at his much- 
vaunted position of antagonist less than a decade later. The answer is, I believe, two-fold. 
First, there was, clearly, a progressive deterioration in his personal relationship with Rameau; 
events in the 1740s convinced Rousseau that Rameau was pursuing a personal vendetta 
against him and was endeavouring to clip the wings of his fledgling career as composer before 
it had even had a chance to get off the ground. Second, Rousseau's evolving conception of 
music and nature resulted in the opening up of an epistemological schism which would widen 
and deepen in the 1750s and, in turn, contribute to Rousseau's disaffection with both the 
gldie Lyrique. aesthetic implications of the Coips Sonore and the dominant dramatic genre - Tra 
As we will see in chapters 2,3 and 4, Rameau's music would become irreconcilable with 
Rousseau's image of the Cri de la naturr and the natural, instinctive model of expression which 
it would give rise to. It is this elemental incompatibility which forms the very nucleus of 
III Rousseau, Confe. Edons, p. 17 8. 
112 Did, p. 199 
113 Ibid, p. 201. Amongst these tentative compositional expetiments, Rousseau s4es out a cantata in the Confenieffs and 
descnbes it as having beenwell-fiked' (p. 201). 
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Rousseau's operatic criticism and it underpins each critical text. Rousseau's disaffection for 
Rameau's theories did not therefore manifest itself overnight. It was, on the contrary, a 
gradual process punctuated by events, personal circumstances and great revolutions in his 
thinldng, revolutions which, at face value, seem to have-little to do with the development of 
Rousseau's musical thought, but upon closer examination prove to be decisive. The seeds of 
disaffection were sown the very instant Rousseau heard Italian music, but it was not until he 
would consider the question posed by the Acadimie de Dýon on the road to Vincennes, that he 
would behold for the first time the conceptual justification for such intuitive sentiments. But 
we should return to the narrative and chart the progress of this relationship as it deteriorates. 
1.2.1 LesMuses Galantes 
Between April and June of 1742, Rousseau was struck down by a serious inflammation of the 
lungs which, by all accounts, nearly finished him off . 
114 Rousseau recalls going to see one of 
Royer's operas on the night before he fell M, and during his convalescence he was to ruminate 
about the effectiveness of its music: "' 
Despite my bias in favour of other men's talents, which has always made me 
distrust my own, I could not help feeling that his music was feeble and lacking 
in both fire and originality. Sometimes I even dared to say to myself- 'I think I 
could do better than that. "' 
And so it was that during the height of his fever he was to put his modesty and timorousness 
to one side and, in Ills delirium, began adurnbrating music in his mind: 
At the height of my fever I composed songs, duets and choruses. I am certain 
that I composed two or three pieces, impromptu, which might have won the 
admiration of the masters if they could have heard them played. Oh if only 
one could keep a record of a feverish man's dreams, what grand and sublime 
things would sometimes be seen to result from his delirium. 1"' 
114 Did, p. 276. Cranston, Romsseau, p. 166 says that the inflammation was pneumonia. Rousseau was bed-ridden for more than a 
month. 
I's Rousseau means Joseph-Nicholas Pancrace Royer (1705-1755), who was Mabv deMmique at the Paris OpEra for two stints 
between 1730-33 and then from 1753 until his death in 1755. The opera to which Rousseau is referring, was most likely to 
have been Zdde, Rdfie de Girnade (1739), a Balkf-Himfque. There remains, however, the possibility that Rousseau was either 
confused about the year in which he saw Royer's opera performed, or that he was conflating two separate events, for Royer's 
next Ballet Hbvqme, D Pwavir de IAmour, was premiered a year later in on 23 April 1743. 
116 Rousseau, Comfesiiens. p-276- 
117 Aid, P. M. 
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When the fever finaRy abated, and when, one must assume, he was weR enough to once more 
put quill to paper, Rousseau claims that music and opera continued to occupy his thoughts: 
I decided to explore the whole matter and to try to compose an opera of my 
own, both the words and the music. .... I sketched out an heroic ballet, 
treating three different subjects in three separate acts, each in its own style of 
music. Each subject dealt with the love of a poet, and I called the opera Les 
Muses Galantes. My first act, in the grand manner, was given to Tasso; the 
second which was tender in mood, to Ovid; the third, entitled 'Anacreon', was 
intended to breathe a dithyrambic gaiety. "' 
Rousseau's work on this fledgling Ballet-Hirvi4ue was interrupted by an invitation to become 
the private secretary to M. Montaigu, the then French Ambassador to Venice. Rousseau 
arrived in Venice at the beginning of September 1743 and it was to prove a crucial 
appointment in more ways than one: not only did it enable him to move within the upper 
echelons of Venetian society, observing the aristocracy and their apparent impropriety first 
hand; he was able to frequent the opera, attending almost every evening. "' And it was on one 
such occasion that Rousseau experienced his oft-quoted 'conversion' to Italian Opera: 
I did not change my tastes in Venice ... I had brought from Paris the national 
prejudice against Italian music; but I had also received from Nature that acute 
sensibility against which prejudices are powerless. I soon contracted the 
passion which it inspires in all those born to understand it. When I listened to 
the bacarollcs I decided that I had not heard singing 'till then; and soon I was 
so crazy for the opera that I grew tired of always chattering, eating and playing 
in the boxes when all I wanted to do was to listen, and often stole away from 
company to some other part of the theatre, where I would shut myself alone in 
my own box and ... give myself up to the pleasure of enjoying it ... One day, 
at the Tcatro di San Crisostomo, I fell asleep, and far more soundly than if I 
had been in bed. The loud and brilliant arias did not wake me. But who could 
describe the delicious sensation produced in me by the delicate harmony and 
angelic singing of that song which finally did! What an awakening, what bliss, 
what ecstasy when I opened my ears and my eyes togetherl My first thought 
was that I was in paradise. '220 
118 Ibid, pp. 276-277. 
119 As Secretary to the Ambassador he had access to the Ambassadorial boxes in all five main theatres. As was customary, 
Rousseau had second choice of the seats; the Ambassador would decide on the day which performance be would like to 
attend, and Rousseau could select a performance from the remainder. 
120 Rousseau, Confujions, pp. 294-295. In the article 'Uniti de Nklodie' from the DhWonndir de MAUique (03, p. 343), Rousseau 21SO 
recaUs his experiences at the Venice Opera as performances ffill of interest from start to finish. 
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Rousseau evidently found the melodic style of the music enchanting, and it was to prove a 
revelation almost as inspirational as the one he would experience six years later on the road to 
Vincennes. 12' Rousseau remained in the employ of the Ambassador for one month shy of a 
year and finally left Venice under a rather dark and rain-laden cloud. He had fallen out with 
Montaigu in the most acrimonious of fashions, and if Montaigu did not ultimately carry out 
his threat of defenestration, he certainly did carry out his promise to lodge a formal request at 
the Senate to have Rousseau expelled from the Republic. " The request was not granted, but 
in any case Rousseau left Venice of his own volition just two weeks later. 
Upon his return to Paris in August 1744, Rousseau set about putting the finishing touches to 
his Ballet-Hiroi4me. LesMuses Galantes. Once again he installed himself in lodgings at the Hotel 
Saint-Quentin, not far from the jardin de Luxembourg -a quarfier that was 'conducive to 
peaceful work"3 and, as he recalls, it did not take him long to complete: 
In less than three months my opera was entirely finished, words and music. 
All that remained were some accompaniments and connecting parts to be 
added, hack work which profoundly bored me. 124 
Not particularly relishing the thought of tackling the 'hack-worký himself, Rousseau sought 
assistance. He approached the eighteen-year-old Franýois-Andri Philidor (1726-95) who 
initially - and one must assume rather reluctantly - agreed to complete the task in return for a 
share in any eventual profits. However, as Rousseau notes, their collaboration was short-lived 
and unfruitfuL he was forced to finish the hack-work himself, "5 
The Ballet-Hirvi4me was to prove a quintessendaUy French creation in every respect and, in that 
sense, somewhat belies the experience of Rousseau's Venetian 'conversion'. As befits the 
genre, Les Muses Galanles is a curious mixture: on the one hand, its origins can be traced back 
121 Samuel Baud-Bovy, Jean-jacqmes Rows= et la Mmiiqmr, p. 26, speculates that the singer was Rousseau himself, though it is, of 
course, impossible to substantiate this. 
122 For a detailed account of Rousseau's 'employment record! in Venice, see Cranston, Romsseam, pp. 169-192 and this should 
ideally be read alongside Rousseau's own account in the Confeidow, pp. 277-294. 
123 Rousseau, Confedons, p. 309. Rousseau was to meet his future 'cornmon-lav/ wife Iber6sc le Vasseur (they would never marry) 
at the Saint-Quentin. 
124 Bid, p. 312 
125 Aid, p. 311 '[Philidor] came twice and did some work on the Ovid act, but he could not give himself up to such an exacting 
task for a distan% and even uncertain, profit. So he never returned and I finished the job myself. ' 
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to the model established by Campra, and La Motte some forty-six years earlier with their 
Opiras-Balleti-, 12' and in terms of its form, the Ballet-H; mFque took its lead from the Opira-Ballet 
too - for unlike Trag0e Ljrique the prologue eulogising the King is dispensed with, and there 
are three contrasting acts or entdes as opposed to five. '2' On the other hand, though Opira- 
Ballet undoubtedly spawned the Ballet-Hirvi4ue, the latter, in some important respects, had 
much in common with Trqg0e LjHque. it was, as its name suggests, concerned once again with 
heroes of the past (usually of the classical age), rather than with contemporary naturalistic 
characters and settings; moreover, it placed more emphasis on pomp and splendour, and to 
achieve its effects used sophisticated stage machinery akin to that found in Trqgldies Ljiiques. 
What is clear (and on this point I concur with Baud-Bovy), Les Muses Galantes was intended to 
pay homage to his idol jean-Philippe Rameau and his Leandes Galantes (1735). 128 Indeed, over 
and above the similarity in the tide of the two works, the early performance history of the Les 
Indes Galantes adds a little weight and substance to this conclusion. The first performance was 
given in August 1735; after 28 performances an additional entrie was added in 1736 and the 
work's popularity grew and grew until 1737. Crucially, Des Indes Galantes was revived in 1743, 
the year in which Rousseau was penning his Les Muses Galantes. 
The work was completed to Rousseau's satisfaction and the next step was, obviously, to 
attempt to get the work performed, and for that he would need to venture into the world of 
the salon and coterie. Rousseau set about enlisting the support of one of the wealthiest and 
influential patrons in Paris: Alexandre-jean-joseph Le Riche de la Popliniere. 29 Rousseau had 
already been introduced to M. de la Popeliniire by his Genevan acquaintance Gaffccourt, and 
according to the Confessions, he set about trying to enlist the support of INIme de la PopEniere 
and, through her, to secure Rameau's sponsorship in order to 'make something by it. "' 
126 LEAffv ge . 
peGalantr (1697), I-esAlmses(1703), IesFites ViodVennes (1710) and I--sA s(1718). 
127 lbough this is generally the case, many Opiras-Baffets had four or sometimes five enfn44 - and even a prologue. For example, 
Rameau's I-es Indes GaAwmr (1735) originally had a prologue and three acts, and after some 28 performances, Rameau was 
persuaded to add a fourth enhit. Rameau's PkMe (1745) had a prologue and three acts. 
128 Samuel Baud-Bovy, Joan-Jacques Rousseau et la MAdque, P. 17. 
129 Donald Grout, Western Auk pp-490-1, describes de la, Poplini&e as the leading patron of musk in France and his salon as 'a 
gathering place for a motley company of aristocratsý literary men (Voltaire and Rousseau), painters (Van Loo and La Tour), 
adventurers (Casanova), and above 0 musicians! Rameau had been protected by Poplini&es patronage since 1731, and was 
Mme's music tutor of as Rousseau puts it in the Confessions (p. 312): Mme de la Poplinkre was his most humble pupil. ' 
130 Rousseau, Confesdons, p-312 
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Rousseau's strategy was only partially successful: he succeeded in having parts of the work 
performed; but incurred the wrath* of his idol Rameau who accused him of being 'a little 
plagiarist without talent or taste': 
Rameau was the sun and stars ... in that house [M. de la Popliniýre's]- 
Supposing that he would be delighted to sponsor the work of one of his 
disciples, I offered to show him my opera. He refused to look at it, saying that 
he could not read scores, he found it too tiring. Ibereupon M. de la Popliniere 
said that it could be played to him and offered to collect an orchestra for me to 
perform some selections. I desired nothing better. Rameau agreed, though he 
grumbled and went on repeating that it must be a fine work, being composed 
by one not brought up to the profession who had leamt music on his own. I 
hurriedly copied out five or six of the best pieces in parts. 'Mey gave me some 
ten instrumentalists; Albert Berard and M. de Bourbonnais were the singers. 
Rameau began after the overture to convey by extravagant praises that the 
thing could not be mine. He did not listen to a single piece without signs of 
impatience; but after an air for counter-tenor most robustly and melodiously 
sung and very brilliantly accompanied, he could contain himself no longer. He 
addressed me with a lack of manners that shocked everyone, declaring that 
part of what he had heard was by someone who was a master of the art and 
the rest by an ignoramus who did not even understand music. Adn-dttcdly my 
work was unequal and inconsistent. Sometimes it was inspired and sometimes 
very flat, as any man's must be who relies only on flashes of genius, backed by 
no mastery of the science. Rameau claimed that he could see nothing in me 
but a little plagiarist without talent or taste. 131 
From what Rousseau tells us, he felt that he had been dreadfully mistreated and was 
convinced that Rameau's petulant and impertinent outburst was the product of jealousy, ill- 
breeding and the fact that he felt his status within the la Popliniýre household was under 
threat. Rousseau is careful in the Confesjions to present the best possible case for himself in 
order that the whole affair be taken out of the 'tit-for-taearena and be seen as a one-sided 
vendetta on Rameau's part. Rousseau continues the account very much in this vein, and we 
might infer, possibly as Rousseau had intended us to do, that there was a conspiracy afoot: 
Ile musicians, and particularly the master of the house, thought otherwise. 
M. de Richelieu, who at the time saw a great a deal of Monsieur and, 
notoriously, of Madame de La Poplini&e, heard my work and wanted to hear 
it complete, intending to have it played at Court if he was pleased with it. It 
was performed by a ffill chorus and orchestra, at the King's expense, at M. de 
Bonnevars, the Master of Court Entertainments. It was conducted by 
Francoeur, and the effect was surprising. The Duke was continually cheering 
and applauding; and at the end of one chorus, in the Tasso act [Act 1], he got 
up, came to me, and shook me by the hand, and said: 'M. Rousseau, this is 
delightful music. I have never heard anything lovelier. I should Eke to 
131 Ibid, p. 312. 
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perform your work at Versailles? M. de La Popliniire, who was present said 
nothing. Rameau had been invited, but had refused to come. Mme de La 
Poplinkre gave me a very cold reception at her toilet next day and pretended 
to depreciate my work. She said that though a little glitter had dazzled M. de 
Richelieu at first, he had soon come to himself, and that she advised me not to 
build any hopes on my opera. 132 
Yet, as we shall see, Richelieu had been impressed. Many commentators claim that this rather 
unfortunate episode marks the beginning of open hostilitics between Rarneau and Rousseau 
and was the root cause of the ideological rupture. "' Indeed, it is extremely difficult not to be 
won over by Baud-Bovy's eloquent and persuasive account of tl-ýs episode, an episode from 
which, he argues, Rousseau would never recover: 
De ce coup de massue, Rousseau ne devait gu6tir jamais. I: hostilite de Rameau 
non seulement brisait sa carriere, mais cette accusation de plagiat, 
soigneusernent entretenue pat ses ennen-ýis, devait empoisonner le reste de sa 
vie. La d6ception que son idole lui a inflig6e lui fait prendre en haine 
toute la tradition qu'eUe incame. Cest pat Dieu vrai, il n'est de bonne musique 
qu'itahenne, les Bouffons lont bien fait voir. 134 
poAtesse, the account- Rousseau presents us with both in the Yet in spite of Rameau's im 
Confesjions and in a letter written to a NI. Bouchard du Plessis"' - an of which one must 
concede presents a strong and convincing case - Rousseau explains how he apparently came 
to share some of Rameau's reservations about his Ballet-Himfque in the Aveilissement to the 
work: 
Cet ouvrage est si m6diocre en son genre, et le genre en est si mauvais, que 
pour comprendre comment il m'a pu plaire, il faut sentir toutc la force dc 
Mabitude et des pr6jugýs. Nouni, &s mon enfance, dans le So* de la mujique 
132 Aid, pp. 312-313. 
133 Cf. Cranston, Romsseaw, Alfred Oliver, The Engckpikft as Cri6kr of MAcdc, (New York- Columbia University Press, 1947); 
Cynthia Verba, Afmjic and the Frrmcb Enightenmee, Norman Demuth, Frrnch Operx Ils Demkpmext to Me Repolkfion, (New York- 
The Artemis Press, 1963); Dalton Ilomas, OtigFxs ofLanpager, O'Dea, Romsseam. Afxý*, Msiox and Dedre among many others. 
134 Samuel Baud-Bovy, jea. *-jacques Rousseau, p. 70. 'Rousseau would never recover from this knockout blow. Rameau's hostility 
not only shattered his career, but the accusation of being a plagiaristý carefully maintained by his enemies, would poison the 
rest of his life. The disappointment that his idol had inflicted upon him made him hate the tradition that he represented. 
It is by the true God that there is no good music except Italian - the Bouffons had shown this. ' However, Baud-Bovy is 
correct to cmphasise the point that the charge of plagiarism would come back to haunt Rousseau. Indeed, in the Coiftesdons, 
(pp. 356-357) Rousseau describes how the suspicion of plagiarism fell upon him once more when Le Deti# dm VW4e was 
performed, but this time the insinuations came from Baron DHolbach. And once again this later accusation is discussed in 
some detail in the 'Second Dialogue' from Rouiseaujxge dejean-jacques in Oeuvirs, t. 17, pp. 520-525 (including footnotes). 
135 Rousseau, Comspondanir CoVlefe, IL pp-87-89. 'Savez-vous que mon Ballet est achevi, qu1 a fallu le fairc micuter chez Mme 
de la Popeliniire, que Rameau sy est trouvi? Que ma musique ra mis de mauvaise humeuf, qu`iI soutient queUe est trop 
bonne pour pouvoir itre dc moi; qu'en cons6quence Aa fallu me soumettfe a des ipreuves dont le succis na fait quaigrif sa 
furem, et qu'cnfin, de son W6 partisan que j'ai toujours &E, je vais me voir si l'on ny met ordre, la victime de sa brutalitV 
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Franfoise et de llespke de poesie qmi lui est propir, je prrnois le bruit pour de lbarmonie, k 
merveilleux pour Ilinflift, et des cbansons pour un opira .... Ce fut rnýme sur 1'ex6cution de quelques morceaux que j'en avois fait tep6ter chez M. de la 
Popefini&e que M. Rameau, qui les entendit, conqut contre moi cettc violentc 
haine dont il n'a cess6 dc donncr des marques jusqulSa Mort. 136 
What should we make of this? Clearly the so-called apologia is really nothing of the sort: yes, 
of course, Rousseau is visibly critical of the work, but 'm6diocre' can hardly be described as 
the harshest of sclf-deprecatory adjectives. The critical focus of the first half of this passage 
is, manifestly, on the genre itself and, by extension, the French musical tradition. Rousseau is 
arguing that he had been duped, as it were, out of habit, prejudice and experience to consider 
the genre and its character pleasing and worthy of emulation. The tables are completely 
turned in favour of Rousseau in the middle section of the passage and the attention is 
focussed entirely on the inadequacies of French opera (we will come back to this point many 
times in later chapters). And in the closing lines, Rousseau cannot resist portraying Rameau as 
the true villain of the piece, a conspirator and harbourer of grudges. As I have already 
remarked, this passage was written, at the very least, fifteen years after the event and as such is 
should not be taken as especially representative of Rousseau's frame of mind, his taste or the 
extent of his ambition at that time. Rameau was Rousseau's idol; Rousseau considered himself 
no less than a disciple - his 'z616 partisan"" - and he was, above all else, eager for his work to 
receive Rarneau's approbation. And what better way than to select a genre and compose in a 
style that echoed the work of the great man and would speak volumes for the young 
composer? For if Rousseau had written an opera in the Venetian mould, Rarneau's outburst 
would probably have been even more severe and vitriolic. Tbough, indubitably, this event was 
bitterly disappointing and deeply disheartening, it did not sound, as Baud-Bovy suggests, the 
death knell of the Genevan's career. Rousseau would recover, he would come out fighting, 
and he would also seek revenge. 138 More of this later. 
136 Rousseau, Oeuvrrs, (Paris: Ledoux & Tear6,1819), 00, p. 427. This work is so mediocre in its way, and its genre so poor, that 
to understand how it could have pleased me, one has to feel the force of habit and of prejudice. Brvqh1xq% jince my infang, on 
Firmh xxic and1he sod offioehy that it ir jAdfablefor it, I mijfook noisefor harmony, speaadefor inimst, andxoý for ... It on , gs an 
" was 
playing some pieces from it when rehearsing at NL de la Popliniife's, that Rame2u, who heard them, conceived 211 this violent 
hatred against me which he never stopped showing unfil his death. ' (My emphases). This passage must have been written 
sometime after 1761, because Rousseau chronicles the performance history of the work, including a performance 'devant NL le 
Prince de Contiin 1761. 
137 Rousseau, letter toBouchaud de Plessis'in Grr"ndancr Cot*lefr, 11, pp. 87 'devoted follower' 
138 Indeed, in the letter to ýBouchaud de Plessis! in Bid, pp. 87-89 cited above, Rousseau goes onto state defiantIT. le prens 
courage malgri cela, la fureut rnýme de mes cnnemis m'a fait connottre mes forces, sans leur jalousie j'ignorerois encore que je 
suis capable de lutter contfe eux. ' 
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Now, from what Rousseau tells us, Richelieu had been genuinely impressed by the little he had 
heard and was not, as Mme de la Poplinkre suggests, merely momentarily dazzled by it. He 
was, as this next passage articulates, still thinking along the lines of an eventual performance at 
Court: 
He Pchelieu] made flattering remarks about my talents, and seemed still 
disposed to have my piece played before the King. 'Mere is only the Tasso 
act that will not pass at Court, ' he said. 'You will have to write another. ' 
These few words were enough for me to go and shut myself in my room; and 
in three weeks I replaced the Tasso act by another on the subject of Hesiod 
inspired by a muse. "9 I found means of introducing into it some account of 
the history of my talents and of the jealousy with which Rameau had been 
pleased to honour them. This new act did not soar so high and was better 
sustained than the Tasso. The music was equally fine and the composition 
much better; and if the two other acts had been as good the whole piece might 
have been played with success. But as I was putting the finishing touches to it, 
another undertaking interrupted this one. " 
These are clearly not the words and subsequent actions of a broken man. Rousseau's project 
was once again interrupted; this time it was Richelieu who sought Rousseau's assistance: 
In the winter after the battle of Fontenoy there were many gala performances 
at Versailles, among them several operas at the 116atte des Petitcs-Ecuries. 
One of these was Voltaire's play La Princesse de Navar7r set to music by 
Rameau. The piece had just been altered and had its title changed to Les Files 
de Ramire. 14' This'change of subject demanded several alterations in the 
incidental interludes, both in the words and music; and someone had to be 
found capable of dealing with both. " 
At the time, both Rameau and Voltaire were working at fifll tilt on Le Temple de la Gloirr, " an 
OpMa-Ballet in the classic mould, and were, evidently, too busy to undertake the necessary 
alterations themselves. Rousseau stepped into the breach and walked headlong into yet 
another controversy. If the Les Muses Galantes episode opened a wound, then what was to 
follow merely rubbed salt into it. 
139 As we will see in Chapter 5, Rousseau would use an air from this act - the 'air des songes'- as the basis of the andanfiso of the 
Overture to PX=Son (1762). 
140 Rousseau, Confenions, p. 313. 
14t The work received its only performance on 22 December 1745 in the lbatre de la Grande Ecurie at Versailles. 
142 Rousseau, Confesdons, p-313. 
143 The work was performed on 27 November 1745 in the Tb6itre de la Grande Ecurie at Versailles. Indeed, it was one of four 
such works written by Rameau for the Court in that year (La Pdhosse de Nawm, PlWe and L& Fites de Poýmnit arc the others). 
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Rousseau was clearly apprehensive about taking on such a high-ptofile and potentially 
sensitive task; after all he was being asked to redraft some of Voltaire's verses and rewrite 
much of Rameau's incidental -music. - To that effect he wrote a lengthy and somewhat 
obsequious covering letter to Voltaire seeking his expostfacto permission and the approval of 
his alterations. "' And so he might, for as Cranston puts it, 'any constraint he fclt at the 
thought Of revising a score by Rameau was offset by joy at the prospect of working on a 
libretto by Voltaire, at that time still a hero in Rousseau's eyes. "" Any deference shown to 
Voltaire was not extended to Rameau; there was no letter to the elder composer and no 
permission was sought. Voltaire replied in a manner and tone that flattered Rousseau, and in 
the Confessions Rousseau chooses to reproduce this letter in its critirety. "" Rousseau completed 
the alterations quickly, but in doing so exercised great care and attention to detail: 
With M. de Voltaire's authority, and under no necessity of considering 
Ramcau, who was only out to injure me, I set to work and in two months my 
job was done. As for the verse, there was very little of it. I only tried to make 
the difference of styles imperceptible, and I had the presumption to believe 
that I had succeeded. My work on the music was longer and more laborious; 
not only had I to compose several introductory pieces, among them an 
overture, but all the recitatives devolved upon me and were extremely difficult, 
since I had to link, often by a few verses and the rapidest of modulations, 
orchestral pieces and choruses in the most different keys. For in order that 
Rameau should not accuse me of having spoilt his arias I was unwilling to alter 
or transpose any of them. The recitatives were a success. They were well 
accented, most Vigorous and, what is more, perfectly modulated. The thought 
of these two great men, with whom they were so kind as to associate me, had 
acted favourably on my genius; and I can say that in this thankless and 
inglorious task of which the public could not even be informed, I very seldom 
fell below the level of my models. "' 
This passage is most revealing- we can clearly see Rousseau's underlying animosity towards 
Rameau. This is the Rousseau of the Confenions bubbling to the surface. But what is also 
manifest is a reluctance to inflame the situation; that he chose to leave the arias untouched so 
as to avoid any further conflict with Rameau, is the mark of the Rousseau of 1745. And in 
1745, these 'two great men' - Rameau and Voltaire - were, as Rousseau puts it, not mere 
144 11 December 1745. (Comspondmet Conoletes, IL pp. 92-93). 
145 Cranston, Rousseam, p. 20Z 
146 Rousseau was genuinely surprised at Voltaire's Idndness, but after falling out with him, he would attribute it to the fact that 
Voltaire believed he was in %igh favour with the Duc dc Richelieu,. (Confevions. p314-315). 
147 Rousseau, Confemiom. p. 315. 
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'models', but idols. " The outcome of all of this is, again, rather unfortunate: Rousseau was 
not credited for his revisions, neither was he remunerated. The villain of the piece this time 
was not Rameau directly, but was Mme de La Poplink e who, during, the rehearsals, drove a er 
veritable coach and horses through Rousseau's work and demanded further changes to it: 
The opera, with the changes I had made, was rehearsed at the Grand Opera 
House. I was the only one of the three authors present. Voltaire was away, 
and Rameau did not come ... The words of the first monologue were most 
mournful. ... I had been obliged to compose music to suit it. Yet it was on 
this point that Mme de La Poplini6re founded her criticism. She protested 
with some bitterness that I had written funeral music. M dc Richelieu 
judiciously began by inquiring whose were the verses of tlýiis monologue. I 
showed him the manuscript he had sent me, which proved that they were 
Voltaire's. 'In that case', he said, 'only Voltaire is to blame. ' During the 
rehearsal everything that was n-dne was successively censured by NIme de La 
Popliniýre and defended by Richelieu. But in the end I found the opposition 
too strong, and was informed that several alterations were necessary in my 
work, about which I must consult M. Rameau. Deeply distressed about this 
verdict in place of the praises I had expected, and which were certainly due to 
me, I returned home sick at heart. Tired out and consumed by grief, I fen in, 
and for six weeks was not fit to leave my roon-L"' 
In the aftermath, it was left to Rameau to hastily pick up the pieces. He was commissioned to 
make'the necessary alterations demanded by Mme de La Popliniýre and additionally, he 
requested that Rousseau return his original overture to La Ptincesse de Navam to serve for the 
performance. It was, Rousseau suspected, Rameau's intention to play it in place of the 
Italianate one he had just composed, and as Rousseau later delighted in pointing out, he saw 
right through Rameau's ruse: 
Luckily I saw the trick and refused. As it was only five or six days till the 
performance, there was no time to compose another and mine had to be left 
in. It was in the Italian style which was something new in France at that time. 
Nevertheless it was liked, and I heard from M. de Valmalette, the King's 
chamberlain ... that the connoisseurs had been very pleased with my work and 
that the general public had not been able to distinguish it from Rameau's. But 
Rameau himself, in concert with Mme de La Popliniýre, took measures to 
prevent it being known that I had contributed to it. On the texts which are 
handed round to the audience, and on which the authors' names arc always 
given, Voltaire alone was mentioned; Rameau preferred his name to be 
suppressed rather than see it associated with mine. " 
148 Indeed, in the Confeuions, Rousseau describes how he would devour Voltaire's writings: 'Nothing that Voltaire wrote escaped 
us. The pleasure I derived firom these readings fired me with the desire of learning to write a good style-, and for trying to 
imitate the fine effects of this writer who so delighted me! (P. 205) 
149 Rousseau, Confeidons, pp-315-316. 
150 INd, p. 316. 
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If Rousseau had had any respect for Rameau before this debacle, his only sentiment now was 
bitterness; the discipleship was now at an end. Clearly he fcIt that his suspicions of conspiracy, 
following the Les Muses Galanies episode, had been entirely vindicated: Rameau aided and abetted 
by Mme de IA Poplini&e - or was it the other way around - had hatched a plot in order to 
damage his nascent career as composer. It would not be the last time that Rousseau had such 
suspicions but the outcome then would be far more serious. 
1.2.2. The Engdopidir. 'Un travail extraordinaire"s' 
During the course of the next three years, Rousseau was employed as secretary, accountant, 
cashier and music tutor to Mme Dupin and M. de Francuefl. His maturing and deepening 
friendships with Diderot, Grimm and d'Alembert, and his occasional presence at, and 
association with, the CdIerie Holbacbique, " led to an invitation to draft the majority of articles 
concerned with music and musical subject matter for Diderot and his co-cditor d'Alembert's 
nascent project: the Engc1opidie. However, Rousseau had not been their first nor preferred 
candidate for the redaction; he was, in fact, an eleventh-hour understudy entrusted with the 
'travail extraordinare' solely because Rameau would not see fit to lend his name to the 
enterprise. Rarneau's refusal no doubt dealt a significant body-blow to the editors for, 
understandably, they would have wished to capitalise upon the composer's great fame and 
unrivalled reputation as the leading music theorist in France. '53 By merely flaunting Rameau's 
Is' Rousseau, letter to Mme deWarens, 17 January 1749 in Oeuvrrr, t. 18, p. 101. 
152 Baron dHolbach (1723-1789) began throwing lavish dinners in Pads every week in 1749 after his return from the University 
of Leyden. His considerable funds supported many painters and writers, including Rousseau for a short time. 'Me Abbý 
Nforrellet, Mimohrs, 1, p. 1 28 recalls that 'as a consequence of his [the Baron's) noble use of his fortune for the good of science 
and of letters, he assembled the most striking men of French Letters, Diderotý Rousseau, Helvetius, Barthez, Venelle, Rouelle 
and his disciples, Roux, Darcet, Duclos, Saurin, Raynal, Suard, Boulanger, Marmontcl, La Condamine, It Chevallier de 
Chastelhix etc. ' Cited in Alan Kors, d TI&Oach's Coterie., An ExSý. hteamext In Parifý (New j ersey- Princeton University Press, 1976), 
p. 84. 
153 Witness, in the devastatingly sarcastic Li NeveAr de Ramew4what is in my view, at best, thinly disguised autobiography, Diderot 
had dearly not forgiven the composer for refijsing to endorse the Engr1opAiie. Indeed as Arthur Wilson has shown (Di&mt, 
New York: Oxford University Press, 1972, p. 180), though the work was not intended for publication it provided Diderot with 
a place to purge his frustration and anger. Diderot, attacking Rameau's penmanship as much as the difficult man himself, has 
his Ir scathingly remark that '[Rameau]. -has written so many unintelligible visions and apocalyptic truths on the theory of 
music, not a word of which he of anyone else has ever understood, and ... a certain number of operas in which there is 
harmony, snatches of song, disconnected ideas, dash of arms, dashings to and fro, triumphs, lances, glories, murmurs and 
victories to take your breath away, and some dance tunes which will last for ever. Having buried the Florentine master [Lully] 
he will himself be buried by the Italian virtuosi, which he foresaw. Hence his gloom, misery and surliness, for nobody, even a 
pretty woman who gets up to find a pimple on her nose, is so cross as an author threatened with outliving his famc. ' Diderot, 
Raweam'sNephew &dAkm1w-fsDrrav, transl. Leonard Tannock, (11armondsworth. Penguin Classics, 1966), p. 35-36. 
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name in the list of contributors, one can imagine how they might add prestige and 
considerable gravitas to the work. After all, in the eyes of the public, what had Rousseau 
accomplished in the domain of music theory or indeed composition up until 1749? As the 
record shows, '54 Rameau refused to endorse the project and would not collaborate in any 
capacity, leaving the editors little option but to avail themselves of the services of Rousseau. 
Rousseau's work was to be completed by the spring of 1749 leaving him less than three 
months to draft three hundred and sixty-eight entries: 
[ ... ] On me donna que trois mois pour remplir ma tache, et trois ans 
pouvoient me suffire a peine pour lire, extraire, comparer et compflcr les 
auteurs dont j'avois besoin; mais le zýle de I'anliti6 rnaveugla sur l'impossibilit6 
du succis. 156 
The constraints of what was by any stretch of the imagination a fiendishly tight deadline and 
the sheer enormity of the project meant that Rousseau's primary objective would not, nor 
. 
pidie with original scholarship. us, it was could not be to fin-nish subscribers to the Engclo lb 
to be Rousseau's remit to make established theory and practice digestible - and in the shortest 
possible time. In 1749, established theory and practice meant, of course, only one 
thing in 
France: Rameau's theory and practice. To be sure, there were alternative treatises and 
theoretical writings in print, "' but Rameau's publications were by far the most comprehensive 
and cogent, and, more significantly as we have seen, the man and his works were venerated by 
at least one of the editors. 158 
Even the most cursory of glances at the theoretically-biased Engc1opOe articles reveals that 
their content - or at least the greatest part of it - is based upon, and significantly intertexts 
154 CE Rarneau, Wponse de U Rameau i mm. les iditcurs de Mncyclop6dic sur le dernier Avertissemene in Cw*lete Thmmied 
Wfifings, (Rome. American Institute of Musicology, 1967-72), pp. 360-61. 
153 Rousseau, in common with other collaborators, was given three months to complete the articles. In the Confwions, (p. 325) 
Rousseau boasts that he was the only one to have actually completed his articles within the deadline. 
156 Rousseau, Oemffrs, t-12, p-6, q1ey only gave me three months to complete the task, whereas three years would have been 
hardly be enough to read, extract, compare and compile the works that I needed. But the zeal of friendship meant that I could 
not see that it was impossible to succeed! 
157 Rousseau, in fact, preferred Tartias system to that of Rameau's. But as Rousseau declares, it would not have been 
appropriate in a work destined for a mainly French audience. CE Rousseau, Oenw, 02, pp. 10-11, priface to Dhfionmdm de 
MadqMe. 
158 CE d'Alembert, Discours praiminaire des iditm&, ExgckfiAlie, vol 1. pp. xxxii-iii 
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with, the work of Rameau. "9 As Christensen confirms, '... all of the major ideas present in 
the Giniration Harmonique and Demonstration ... are present in Rousseau's articles. 
"60 Given 
such substantial and extensive intertexting, it is perhaps a little surprising to find that the 
Engclo p1die articles - principally those from the first four volumes - would cause such great 
offence and affront to Rameauýs sensibilities. So what were the grounds for Rameau's 
complaint? The heart of the matter was that Rameau appeared to believe that Rousseau had 
displayed a wanton disregard for the integrity of his scholarship, confusing and 
misrepresenting a large number of pivotal arguments and 'irrefutable' precepts. Wanting to 
counter Rousseau's apparent villainy by demonstrating to the public - and in particular to the 
subscribers to the Engelo pidie - each erroneous remark and misrepresentation, Ramcau 
published two ill-tempered and acicular essays: Enrmrs sur la mujiqme dans Mngclo die (17 5) pi 5 
and Suite des Emmrs sur la Musique dans IEngcIqpIdie (1756). "' Rameau's primary objective in 
this enterprise was to take Rousseau to task on virtually every aspect of the presentation and 
repackaging of his theories in each of the offending articles. 
It is all too easy to conclude from a study of these articles that Rameau's critique lacks even a 
moderate degree of circumspection, equity or judgement and that some of his criticism is 
overcooked, unwarranted and misplaced. Indeed as Christensen concludes, '... there is little 
to be found in the first volumes of the Engc1opi&e that any objective reader could interpret as 
disrespectful or critical towards his theory ... 
"62 Robert Wokler ventures somewhat further in 
defence of the Genevan, declaring that 'the highest tribute paid to Rameau came ... from the 
pen of Rousseau ... who displayed a great familiarity with Rameau's works and a generally 
deep respect for his authority as a theorist. " Wokler suggests that far from being 
counterfactual and misconceived, as Rameau would go on to claim, his articles, in fact, present 
Ramcau's theories succinctly, cogently and judiciously - something which Rameau found 
159 CC especiaUy: Accomftnement, Basse Fendmintale, Barst, Hammde, Milode, Gant. 
gbt, p. 248. 160 Tbomas Christensen, Raweam axdMacd Them 
161 Rousseau's Ex4wex dt D= PiindOeswax, *jparM R4weam is a direct response to the Erreun sw k mAuiqw dam MngcWde, 
though it was never published in his lifetime. 
162 Christensen, Rmeau andMdcdThe#gbt, p. 248. 
163 Wokler, Romsseam R4meaw., p. 184 
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impossible to accomplish without the assistance of more talented writers. "" Yet Maurice 
Cranston does not subscribe to this line of thinking at all. He draws the reader's attention to a 
remark made by Rousseau en passant in a letter to INIme dc Warcns, in which he apparently 
makes his intention abundantly clear to use the opportunity afforded him by Diderot to 'get 
my own back on people who have done me harm ... Instead of writing songs against my 
enemies, ' he continues, 'I am writing articles against them for the Engc1opidie. '"' Indeed 
Cranston's argument seems all the more persuasive when one considers the consonance 
between the letter I cited above to N1. Bouchaud du Plessis (September 1745) and the letter 
Cranston cites to Mme de Warens Ganuary 1749). Although some three-and-a-half years 
separate them, in the former, Rousseau implies that in spite of Rameau's brutality, 'la. fureur 
mýme de mes ennernis m'a fait connoitre mes forces, sans leur jalouisic jignorerois encore 
que je suis capable dc lutter contre eux. "" In the latter, Rousseau implies that he was going to 
harness this newly found 'strength' and write the articles in order to get his own back against 
those who had done him harm. 
Clearly, then, there was a little more at stake, for both men, than a simple case of the mis- 
representation of music theory, but a word of caution here is also necessary. Whilst it may be 
tempting to conclude that Rousseau's articles were written with the express intention of 
avenging Rameau's ill deeds, there are two further factors that we must not discount: first, 
many of Rousseau's articles were either supplemented by the editorial hand of d'Alembert or 
indeed pared-down by it, so what we see in the Engelo i&e articles is not always pure ,P 
unadulterated Rousseau; ` second, Rameau's pamphlets post-date both the publication of the 
first four volumes of the EngcIqbi&e and the events of the ý9merrlle des Bomffons (1752-1754 
including Rousseau's Leurr sur la Mujique Franfoise 1753), a fact that indelibly colours the tonc 
164 We will note that Diderot was engaged by Rameau -to write the copy for the Gixbn6on Hamo*u* and according to 
Girdlestone, jean-P&OPe Rameam, P. 495 also had a hand in the writing of the Demox&aWox dw Piixqýe de lHamode (1760). 
Jonathan Bernard, 'ne Principle and the elements: Rarneau's Controversy with d'Alembere, Joumd qfMusir Theog, 24-25, 
(1980-81), p4O, suggests that the reason Rameau engaged the quill of Diderot was to give him the 'best possible chance of 
winning favouf with the Aca&vk. ' 
165 Maurice Cranstonjean-jaepes, p. 222. 
166 Rousseau, letter to 13ouchaud de Plessis' in CormPndanm G)Jkte, Il. pp. 87, 'the fiuy of my enemies has made me realise my 
own strength, without their jealousy I would not yet be aware that I am capable of fighting against them. 
167 Philip Robinson, jeanjarqmes Romsrem's Dodýixe of & Ads, (Frankfint Peter Un& 1984), p. 91 speculates that d'Alemberes 
editorial interventions cast'a question mark over generalisations concerning the development of his [Rousseau's) musical views 
at that time .. .' 
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and content of their pages. My feeling is that the truth of the matter lies somewhere in 
between Cranston and Wokler's views: Rousseau's articles are neither merely Rameau 
regurgitated, nor indeed devoid of critical energy and purpose. Perusing many of those 
articles that use Rameau's work as their point of reference and departure, one can see that 
whilst there is, of course, a certain degree of acknowledgement, deference and deep familiarity 
displayed, there is also the critical distance that that deep familiarity implies and entails. This 
is, in many instances, coupled with a divergent perspective on the aesthetics of performance 
and composition, and in several places, razor-sharp critique of both Ramcau's theory and 
practice. It is indeed curious why Chistensen elects to disregard Rousseau's comments about 
Italian and French music in the same article CAccompagnement) that he cites to demonstrate 
Rousseau's complimentary attitude towards Rameau: 
Les Italiens meprisent les chiffres; la, partition tnýme leur est peu necessaire; la 
promptitude et la finesse de leur oreille y suppl6e, et ils accompagnent fort 
bien sans tout cet appareil: mais ce n'cst qui leur disposition. naturellc qu'ils 
sont redevables de cette facffit6; et les autres peuples [namely the French] qui 
ne sont pas n6s comme eux pour la musique, trouvent ... des difficult6s infinies. 168 
Rousseau next goes onto remark that, 
on ne se tromPera pas beaucoup en accompagnant par la rýgle de Poctave, si le 
compositeur a suivi l'harmonie la plus simple et la plus naturelle: mais c'est ce 
qu'on ne doit gu&e attendre de la musique d'aujourdhuL "' 
And of course the 'musiquc d'aujourd'hui' was Rameau's music; let us not forget that as many 
as six of his operas were staged in Paris during the year that Rousseau was drafting these 
articles. Rousseau then goes on to suggest that one should sometimes bend Rameau's rules of 
accompaniment for the sake of yielding more pleasing musical results: 
Quoique suivant les principes de M. Rameau il faille toucher tous les sons de 
chaque accord, il ne faut pas toujours prendre cette rýglc i la lettre. Il ya des 
accords qui seroient insupportables avec tout ce remplissage. " 
168 'Accompagnemene, Engckpi&e, 1, p. 74, 'Italians despise figuring; for them even scores are hardly necessary, the swiftness and 
the keenness of their car makes up for it, and they accompany very well without all these trappings: but it is only to their 
natural disposition that they owe this facility; and other peoples [namely the French] who are not bom for music like them, 
find ... infinite difficulties! 
169 11id, p. 74, 'one will not go far wrong in accompanying by the rule of the octave, if the composer follows the most simple and 
natural harmonT. but this is hardly what one expects of today's music. ' 
170 'Accompagricinene, En_qckpi&e, 1, p. 74, 'Although according to Rameaus principles, one must sound all of the notes in each 
chord, it is not always necessary to follow this rule to the letter. Ilere are chords that would be insupportable with all this 
filling out'. 
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Moreover, when we consider one of the key music-theoretical articles (those that meet 
p0e, 'basse fondamentale, ' we can clearly see once Rameau's theory head on) in the Engclo 
more that there were considerable differences between Rousseau and Rameau on a number of 
fronts, aesthetic and theoretical. For example, Rousseau suggests that: 
La basse fondamentale,, qui n'est faite clue pour servir de preuve a Marmonie, 
se retranche dans 1'ex6cution, et souvent cHe y feroit un fort mauvais cffet. 
EHe produiroit tout-au-moins une monotonie ttýs ennuyeuse par les retours 
fr6quents du m&ne accord 
These differences should not be surprising, for, as I suggested above, their trace was already 
there to be observed in the Dissertation sur la Musique Modeme. 
Rousseau's view on the debacle is interesting to note. In the Examen des deux Prindpes avancis 
parM. Rameam (written 1755, published posthumously), Rousseau seeks to justify his articles' 
shortcomings by laying the blame squarely upon the time-scale of the project, and makes it 
abundantly clear that he had borrowed much from the theoretical writings of Rameau in good 
faith: 
Je suis au reste fort Eloign6 de vouloir defendre mes articles de I'Encyclopedie; 
personne a la v6rit6 n'cn devrait &re plus content que M. Ramcau qui Ics 
attaque; mais personne au monde nen est plus mecontent que moi. Cependant, 
quand on sera instruit du temps oU' ils ont et6 faits, de celui que feus pour les 
faire, et de Pimpuissance oýi j'ai toujours &6 de reprendre un travail une fois finiý 
quand on saura de plus que je n'eus point la pr6somption de me proposer pour 
celui-ci; mais que ce fut, pour ainsi dire une tache impos6e par ramiti6; on lira 
peut etre avec quelque indulgence des articles que j'eus a peine le temps de 
r6crire dans respace qui m6tait donn6 pour les m6diter, et que je naurais point 
entreptis si je n'avais consult6 que le temps et mes forces. Mais ced est une 
justification envers le public, et pour un autre lieu. Revenons i M. Rarneau, que 
172 j'ai beaucoup loue, et qui me fait un crime de ne ravoir pas lou6 davantagc. 
171 'Basse fondamentale', EngcIq#&e, 1, p-120. 'ne fundamental Bass, which is only there to serve to show the harmony, 
entrenches itself in its execution, and often it makes for a very poor effect. It will produce, at best, a very tedious monotony by 
fi-equently returning to the same chord ... ' 
172 Rousseau, Oeuvms, 'I wn, moreover, far from wishing to defend my Encyclopaedia articles; in truth no one should be more 
pleased about it than Rameau who attacks them; but no one in the world is less pleased about that than 1. However, when one 
is aware of the time in which they were written, and that which I had to do them in, and of my inability to revisit a work once 
it is finished, when one is also aware of the fact that I do not presume to volunteer for this ; but that it was a task imposed by 
friendship so to speak, one will read, with some indulgence, the articles that I hardly had time to write in the space that I was 
given to contemplate them and that I would not have taken on if I had only thought about the timescale and my cap. abilities. 
But this is a justification for the public and for another place. Let us return to NL Rameau, whom I praised highly, and who 
commits a crime against me for not having praised him more. ' In the preface to the Miionndre de AlAdqme, Rousseau again 
places the blame on the unrealistic time-scale of the project and the fact that he bad been blinded by his ffiendship for 
Diderot. 
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As we will see in Chapter 4, Rousseau would grow increasingly disillusioned with these articles 
as they appeared with the publication of each volume, primarily because they were becoming 
increasingly dissonant with his emergent philosophy of music and nature, and secondarily 
because they were not of the same calibre as the works that in other intellectual domains were 
winning him celebrity and notoriety in equal measure. Rousseau would later wish to rectify 
these shortcomings by compiling his own encyclopaedic dictionary of music. 
The seeds of hostility, sown by Ramcau at de la Popcliniere's salon, soon bore fruit that ripened 
and quickly spoiled. During the late 1740s and on into the 1750s the cver-widening schism - 
now personal as well as ideological - became irreparable and unbridgeable. If the greatest 
tribute to Rameau's scholarship did indeed come from the pen of Rousseau, then, paradoxically, 
the most abrasive condemnation of the compostes work was to be dispatched from the very 
same implement. In essence, however, these arguments are by-products of a problem racking 
all domains of scholarslýp at that time: the ascendancy of a new conception of the cosmos, one 
which challenged and shook the very foundations of Cartesian materialism. Rousseau's 
emerging conception of nature and music's position within this philosophical microcosm (which 
during the 1750s was still very much work-in-progress), was, to put it simply, incompatible with 
the rationalist and mechanistic generative model envisioned by Rameau. 
In the next chapter, we shall examine the structure and complexion of Rousseauýs Philosophy of 
Nature and Music. 
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Chapter Two: 
I On the road to Damascus: The genesis of the Concept of the 'State of Nature' 
... tout i coup je me sens 1'esprit 6bloui de mille lurniýres; des foules d'id6es 
vives ... une violente palpitation rnoppresse, soul6ve ma poitrine ; ne pouvant 
plus respiter en marchant, je me laisse tomber sous un. des arbres de Favenue, et 
j'y passe une demi-heure dans une telle agitation qu'en me relevant j'aperps tout 
le devant de ma veste mouille, de mes larmes ... 
I 
je crois avoir d6couvert de grandes choses et je les ai dites avec une franchise 
assez dangereuse 
Rousseau's philosophical system was, as tlýs anecdotal narrative suggests, formulated all at once, 
in a blinding flash of inspiration to rival that of SauFs illumination on the road to Damascus. 3 
Ile year in question is 1749 and Denis Diderot - at this juncture Rousseau's most cherished 
acquaintance - has been imprisoned in the Donjon of the Chateau de Vincennes. Flis offence 
was to have published the bitingly ironic and acerbic Leare xurlesAve; ýgles (1749) -a pamphlet 
which, according to Rousseau, 'contained nothing blameworthy except for a few personal 
allusions. " These allusions had, nonetheless, proved inflammatory enough in the estimation of 
both Ren6 Reaumur and Mme Dupr6 de Saint-Maur for the former to have informed the police. 
This gesture, given the prevailing political climate in France, led inexorably to Dideroes arrest 
and subsequent imprisonment. As Maurice Cranston describes, Paris was a politically volatile 
and unstable city in 1749: 
... the war of the Austrian Succession ended in a peace unfavourable to France. 
Louis XV lost his Flemish provinces, and his government increased taxation to 
pay for the war. Public disillusionment and scepticism provided fertile ground 
for radical pamphleteering and the government and courts responded by 
stepping up censorship. ' 
I Rousseau, letter to Malesherbes (12 January 1762), in Oemms, 07, pp. 11-1Z 'Suddenly, I felt my spirit blinded by a thousand 
lights; a multitude of vivid ideas ... a violent, oppressive palpitation agitated my chest; no longer able to breath whilst 
walkin& I sat myself down beneath one of the trees on the avenue, where I spent a half-an-houf in such a state of agitation 
that when I got up I could feel that the front of my jacket was soaked with tears ... 1 
2 Rousseau, Prefact Ant Sewn& I t&r J Bordes, in Dircs= jw ksrdmea et ks af ts, ed. Jacques Roger, (Pads: G F-FLunmarion, 1992), 
p. 139, '1 believe I have discovered great things and I have spoken of them with a dangerous frankness. ' 
3 This narrative appears in two placer. as above in the letter to Malesherbes; and in the Confeiaons. For fin-ther detail see Maurice 
Cranston, jean-jxqmer The rxýjvkft and vork OfJeafiJaCq#esRomsseam 1712-1754,0-larmondsworth: Penguin, 1983), pp. 226-229. 
4 Rousseau, Cefifeldons, transl J. M Cohen, (Harmondsworth: Penguin Classics, 1953), p. 325. 
5 Cranston, Rowseam, p. 226. Indeed censorship and book related imprisonments would reach their zenith during the 1750s. 
Robert Damton, ýCensorsbip and the Publishing Industry' in Revolmfion in Pdnt TLv Arss im Franx 1775-1800, (Berkeley. 
University of California Press, 1989), p. 24 shows that between 1750 and 1759,401/6 of all prisoners locked away in the Bastille 
were involved in the book trade, and of that 40% about one third were authors. 
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In the Confessions, Rousseau conveys the impression that he was unsettled - shocked evcný - by 
Dideroes untimely imprisonment, and he tells us that he was moved enough to write a rather 
obsequious letter to Mme dc Pompadour, in the hope of either procuring Dideroes release'[ ... ] 
or to get permission [. - .1 to be imprisoned with him. 
" No reply was forthcoming - which was 
perhaps not surprising given her evident dislike of Rousseau - but, in any case, Diderot was 
soon released from the keep, permitted to walk the considerable, un-walled gardens and was free 
to receive visitors. Rousseau was a regular visitor; in fact he would go every other afternoon: 
The summer of that year 1749 was excessively hot. Vincennes is some six miles 
from Paris. In no condition to pay for cabs, I walked there at two in the 
afternoon when I was alone, and I went fast so as to arrive early. The trees 
along the road, always lopped according to the custom of the country, hardly 
gave any shade; and often I was so prostrated with heat and weariness that I lay 
down on the ground, unable to go fiarffier. In order to slacken my pace, I 
thought of taking a book with me. One day I took the Menurr de France and, 
glancing through it as I walked, I came upon this question propounded by the 
Dijon Academy for the next yeat's prize: Has the progress of the sciences and 
arts done more to corrupt morals or improve them? The moment I read tl-ýs I 
beheld another universe and became another man. when I reached 
Vincennes I was in a state of agitation bordering on delirium. Diderot noticed 
it; I told him the cause and read him Fabricius's soliloquy which I had written in 
pencil under an oak tree. He encouraged me to give my ideas wings and 
compete for the prize. I did so, and from that moment I was lost. All the rest 
of my life and of my misfortunes followed inevitably as a result of that 
momenesmadness. 8 
Despite this somewhat mythologised account - for the 'tout a coup' is misleading - this event 
was to prove a watershed in Rousseau's life, and what he 'saw' that day was to become the 
guiding principle that governed and directed the structure and complexion of the rest of his 
work, regardless of the subject-9 But what did Rousseau actually see? If we consider the 
question posed by the Aca&mie de Dbion - whether the progress of the Arts and the Sciences had 
done more to corrupt or to purify morals - the respondent was not being invited to consider 
philosophical consequences so much as historical ones; or at to least formulate an historical 
6 Rousseau, Confesdons, p. 325, 'no words could ever express the anguish I felt at my fiiend's misfortune I thought that he 
would be there for the rest of his life. ' 
7 Did, p. 325. 
8 Ibid, pp. 3Z7-328. 
9 Robert Wokler, Romzem, (Oxford. OUP, 1995), p. 21, concurs with this view and suggests that the Discoma (the outcome of 
Rousseau's 'vision) '. -. enunciates a philosophy of history to which he was to adhere for the rest of his life and which his 
contemporaries ... came to recognise as 
his most central doctrine! 
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account of the impact of knowledge and civilisation upon morality. For Rousseau there were, in 
essence, three key concepts suggested by the question: the first was progress; the second was 
that of morality; and the third, and most important, was the notion that art and science could 
exert an influence upon both. If his response was negative or ran contrary to the main 
ideological thrust of the Enlightenment and the progressionist sentiments of his contemporaries, 
then tantpir, his only mission, he claimed, was to defend virtue and, in so doing, allow himself to 
be guided by the hand of 'truth': 
Cest ne point la science que je maltraite, me suis-je dit; cest la vertu que je 
defends la probit6 est encore plus chirc aux gens de bien quc Nrudition aux 
doctcs A ce motif qui m'encouragc, ils sen joint un autre qui me 
d6termine: c'est quaprýs avoir soutenu, selon ma lun-ý&e natureUe, le pard de la 
verite, quel que soit mon succýs, il est un prix qui ne pcut me manquer. je le 
trouverai dans le fond de mon coeur. " 
The vision beheld was, indeed, decidedly negative and it was one that not only engendered a 
negative account of the evolution of society and societal institutions, but one that would lead 
Rousseau to ultimately construe human progress - in all spheres - as an illusion and a dangerous 
fiction of the historical imagination. It was also a rather curious position for Rousseau to have 
adopted, for as a close friend of Diderot, a newly engaged contributor to the EnowlOpi&e and an 
ambitious, progressive and seemingly radical thinker, one would have expected him to have 
championed the cause of the E*htenment. " But more than this, as jean Vatloot has pointed 
10 Rousseau, Discomrssurlessdencesetles ayffýed- Jacques Roger, (Paris: GF Flarnmarion, 1992), pp. 29-30. * 'It is not science that I do 
a disservice to, I said to myself, it is virtue that I defend ... probity is all the more valuable to honest men than erudition is to 
the learned .... Along with this motif that encouraged me, there was another that guided me [me d6termine], that is after 
having taken, according to my natural principles, the part of the truth, whatever the outcome, it is a prize that cannot allude 
me- I will find it in the depth of my heart' In the FrqgmemtrAuiobiogrq in enn Cot4ke s (Paris pbiqmr 0s te .. Bibliothýquc de IMiade, 
1959-, Vol. 1), p. 1 113 -a fragment believed to date from about 1755, that is to say after the drafting of both the Dismma and 
the Letftr jw1aMAkdqm* Framphe (1753) and therefore, which would also make it contemporaneous with the LExwes des dewe 
prinqýes, wanciesparAL Rameam -Rousseau makes a telling reference, if not precisely to this event, then at the very least to his 
sentiments regarding contemporary society during this particular period: 'Que de pf6jug6s et derfeurs et de maux je 
commeno d'appercevoir dans tout ce qui fait I'admiration des hommes. Cettc vue me touchoit de douleur et m'enflammoit 
le courage, je crus me sentir animi dun plus beau Me que celui de ramouf pfopfe, je pris la plume et r6solu de moublier moi- 
m6me j'en consacrai les productions au service dc la v6rit6 et dc la vertd. 
11 That said, it is clear that Diderot encouraged Rousseau to compete for the prize. It has been suggested that Diderot may even 
have influenced Rousseau's negative and unexpected response (Cf. Cranston, Romss&w, p. 229). However, Claude Ronuncru, 
De 14 Na*r J IMMýr 1685-1794, (Paris: Bordas, 1985), p. 257 makes the point, extremely cogently, that '[ ... ] 
les Wes 
divelopp, &es par Rousseau dans ce discours prifigure trop bien ce que sem le reste de son oeuvre pour que ron puisse s'arrýter 
i cettc hypothZsc! Rousseau, in the Laird Chdslophe de BeaAwont, ffimms, t9, p. 5, hints at what is most likely to be the 'true' 
version of events, when he declares that, Jai icrit sur des divers suiets, mais toujours dans les rnýmcs principes; toujours la 
mýme morale, la mýme cfoyance, les mEmes maximes, et, si lon veut, les rnýmes opinions. Cependant on a port6 des 
jugements opposes de mes livres, ou plut6t de rauteuf de mes livres, parce quon rn! a jue sur les madires; que jai traities, bien 
plus que sur mes sentiments. Apris mon premier Discours, j'itois un homme i paradoxes, qui se faisoit un jeu dc prouver ce 
quT ne pensoit pas . .. ' 
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out, ý Rousseau was also running - countcr-curtcnt to the overwhelming majority of his 
contemporaries and Mustrious forebears: 
Le thýme des moeurs 6tait alors a la. mode. On en traitait au coUge, on lisait Le 
Comitisan de Castiglione [ ... I tous les 'moralistes' mondains, de Montaigne a La 
Bruy6re, La Rochefoucauld, et bien entendu Fenelon. On etait friand de cas de 
conscience, sujet favori des auteurs de comedies a de romans, tel un Marivaux; 
ct de grands; %istoriens' conimc Montesquieu et Voltaire comparaient les 
moeurs des diff6rent peuplcs sous; diff6rents climats. Bien plus, la question Ctait 
souvent traitee dans les academies et soci6t6s [... ] de meme que dans les gazettes 
dites 'litteraires'. Et presque toujours on y soutcnait le thýse du progres: [ ... ] les 
moeurs sont devenues meilleures grace i la 'politesse. "' 
As the record shows, Rousseau did not yield to fashion or influence; in fact quite the opposite 
was true - he would, instead, preach a reactionary mdo and in doing so eventually drove a wedge 
between himself and his fellow pbilosopbes and their nascent project. In the DiscoursPriAmindirde 
lEngckpidie (1751), " d'Alembert does his best to disguise his annoyance with Rousseau: in one 
breath, and for the sake of his enterprise, he praises him for his 'fort eloquent"' Discours which 
he says has brought '[ ... ] beaucoup d'honneur i son auteur"s; but in another breath, he cannot 
quite camouflage his displeasure: 
Cc serait peut-&re id le lieu de repousser les traits d'un. 6ctivain iloquent et 
philosophe a lanc6 depuis peu contre les sciences et les arts, en les accusant de 
corrompre les moeurs. II nous serait mal. d'&re de son sentiment a la tete d'un 
ouvrage tel que celui-d ... Nous ne lui reprocherons point d'avoir confondu la 
culture de resptit avec rabus quon en peut faire; il. nous r6pondrait sans doute 
clue cet abus en est inseparable: mais nous le prierons d'examiner si la plupart 
des maux qu'il attribue aux sciences et aux arts ne sont point dus i des causes 
toutes diff6rents, dont renumeration scroit ici aussi longue que d6licate. Les 
lettres contribuent ccrtainement i rendre la soci6t6 plus airriable; il seroit difficile 
de prouver que les hommes en. sont meilleurs, et la vertu plus commune ... 
"' 
12jean Verloot (ed. ), Mmun surkssdenct etles ads, Tr6face, (Paris: editions Gallimard, 1987), p. 8. 'At that time the subject of 
morality was fashionable. One studied it at college, one read Castiglione's Book ofthe Comlier ... all the [mondain) moralists 
from Montaigne to La Bruyire, La Rochefoucauld and of course Hnelon. One was for the case of conscience, the favourite 
subject of novelists and comic authors such as Marivaux; of the great historians like Montesquieu and Voltaire comparing the 
morals of different peoples in different countries. Moreover, the subject was treated in Academies and societies ... and even 
in so called 'literary' gazettes. And almost always the side of progress was takerr ... morals had become better because of la 
poitesse! 
13 The reader will note that Rousseau's First Discomn was written in 1749, awarded the prize by the Dijon Academy in 1750 and 
was published at the beginning of 1751. Rousseau had, by that time, already completed the articles on music for the 
14 1EXtremely eloquene 
15 DAlcmbert, Discomn PriAwindre de fEng&#4 p. mLxiU (footnote) 'much honour to its author. ' 
16 Jbid, p. =Liiý q`his would be, perhaps, the place from which to deflect the arrows that have been fired by an eloquent and 
philosophical author against the sciences and the arts accusing them of corrupting morality. It would be odd if we were of his 
opinion at the beginning of a work such as this ... We do not reproach him for having confiised the cultivation of the spirit 
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In essence, what d'Alembert is articulating here is not simply displeasure with Rousseau, for that 
much is evident, but he is signalling to his subscribers that Rousseau - author of almost every 
one of the articles on music - has assumed an ideological position that was not merely wrong- 
headed and necessarily dogmatic, but also opposed to more or less cvcrything that the 
Engchpidie project represented. The result was that the Engelo p0e could only be construed, in 
Rousseau's terms, as a work that would exert a corrupting influence upon the morals of 
mankind by erecting yet another obstacle between man and his 'true nature'; it would not 
provide enlightenment or salvation for its readership, and it did not, in itself, constitute progress. 
That much he would go on to make abundantly clear in the Discours sur 110ri , gýne et 
ksfondements de 
Mne, ýWAW. parmi ks bommes (1754): 
Ce qu'il ya dc plus cruel encore, c'est que tous les progr6s de respýce humaine 
1'61oignant sans cesse de son 6tat prinmtif, plus nous accumulons de nouvelles 
connaissances, et plus nous nous otons les moyens d'acqu6tir la plus importante 
de toutes, et que eest cn un. sens a force &6tudier rhomme que nous nous 
sonnnes mis hors d'etat de le connaitre. "' 
If the Discours sar les sdences et les arts is the least satisfactory of all Rousseau's writings - in his 
own words, M of strength and fervour, [but] completely lacking in logic and order, "' - 
its impact was, nevertheless, immense: a storm of controversy quickly ensued and would 
thunder on well into the mid-fifties; Rousseau would have to defend his position many times 
and on different fronts. " As Rousseau bemoans in the Priface dune Seconde I-ean d Bordes, 
force par de nouvelles attaques a rompre le silence que je m'6tais impose dans 
cette longue dispute, je reprends sans scrupule la plume que j'avais quittee. Si 
je puis, au gr6 des sages, jeter de nouvelles lumiZres sur les importantes 
maximes que j'ai 6tablies, peu mimporte que Ie public s'ennuie de voir si 
with the abuse that one can do to it; he would no doubt respond that this abuse is inseparable from it: but we urge him to 
consider whether the majority of the ill-cffects that he attributes to the sciences and the ans arc not the result of altogether 
different causes, of which the enumeration here would take as long as it would be delicate. The Utters certainly contribute to 
making society more courteous laimable]; it would be difficult to prove that men were better because of it, and virtue more 
common..., 
17 Rousseau, Diffflgn off I'Ori&fne et kJf6n&Mefitr de liniga&ipami Ar hommes, in Disvmn imr Mi&ne el ksfoxd=enIs, * linigaiMpomi ks 
hemmes etDiscoury swks sdmers etkr artý Jacques Roger (ed. ), (Paris- GF Flammarion, 1992), p. 158. 'What is even more cruel, is 
that all the progress man makes pushes him ftuthef away from his primitive state, the more knowledge we amass, the more we 
strip ourselves of the means to discover the most important of A it is in one sense by trying to study man that we put 
ourselves beyond a state to know him. ' 
is Rousseau, Confedow, p. 328-239. 
19 See Jacques Roger (ed. ), DirevAn Or 10figfne et Arfonde--ts de Anta&l. pp. 5-22 for an extremely detailed account of the 
controversy-, of seeJean Varloot (ed. ), Discours ATk sdence etles wts, pp. 9-10 for an excellent summary. 
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longtemps d8battre la mýme questioný' 
Indeed, we should not be surprised that the work caused such consternation and provocation 
for in truth neither was Rousseau, since it opens with what has become affectionately known 
(in Blair and Campbell's 'New Laboue parlance) as a rather unequivocal 'prcbuttal': 
Il sera difficile, jc le sens, d'apptoptier cc que j'ai a dire au tribunal oii je 
comparais. Comment oser blamer Ics sciences devant une des plus savantes 
compagnies de I'Europe, louer Pignorance dans une c6kbre Acad6mie, et 
concilier Ic m6pris avec le respect pour les vrais savants? " 
That Rousseau was concerned his first Discours would be characterised by the 'savants' and 
cacad6miciens' as overbearingly negative and revisionist and that it appeared to question their 
raison ditir and credibility, is clear from the outset; he was, as we have seen, paddling finiously 
against the tide of prevailing epistemics, science and historiology. This prevailing view, that of 
the inexorable - and necessarily positive - tide of progress, rising geometrically and 
unstoppably towards the prize of universal betterment, is turned on its head, reversing and 
subverting its entire system of value; the Discours thus represents a kind of nostalgic 
'historicism' in which progress is considered an inevitable and unstoppable slide -a 
geometrical degenerative movement towards immorality, corruption and damnation. It is 
worth noting, at this juncture, that in the second Discomrs 'historicism' will not be an apposite 
term, for Rousseau will not be hankering after an historical past or an institution, but a pre- 
history, an epoch before epochs, a golden age. In the present context, however, we are 
dealing with the first formulations and adumbrations of his system and unsurprisingly 
Rousseau's critical energy and enmity is focussed, principally, upon science and art, rather than 
on social and political institutions. Nevertheless, there is a clear predication that the 
relationship between art and science is both conspiratorial and symbiotic: 
Vesprit a ses; besoins, ainsi quc le corps. Ceux-d sont les fondernents de la 
soci6ti, les autres en sont 1'agr6rnent. Tandis que le gouvernernent et les lois 
pourvoicnt i la su^rete et au bien-etre des hornmes assembl6s, les sciences, les 
20 Rousseau, Preface dunt Seconde Leffir j Bordes, in Discoun jwAr sdenw ef Ar ark (ed. ) Jacques Roger, p. 139. Torcedbyrenewed 
attacks to break the silence that I had imposed on myself in this long dispute, I take up once more, without any qualms, the 
qum that I had abandoned. If I am able, with the consent of wise men, to cast new fight upon the important maxims that I 
have established, I don't mind if the public becomes bored seeing the same question debated for such a long time. ' 
21 Rousseau, Dircours Smr les Sdences el les Ara, P-29, 'I feel that it would be difficult to adapt what I have to say for a ttibunal where I 
was appearing. How could I dare to criticise science in front of one of the most knowledgeable bodies in Europe, praise 
ignorance in a celebrated Academy, and reconcile contempt with respect for true intellectuals? ' 
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lettres et les arts, moins despotiques et plus puissants peut-etre, itendent des 
guitlandes de fleurs sur les chaines de fer dont ils sont charg6s, 6touffent en 
eux le sentiment de cette libert6 origineUe pour laquelle ils sembwent etre n6s, 
leur font aimer leur esclavage et en forment ce qu'on appellc des peuplc 
polic6s. Le besoin 6leva les tr6nes et les arts les ont affermis. ' 
The conspiracy is, then, clearly defined: the deceptive, disarming and Circean capabilities of art, 
science and letters, conspire - Eke a sugared pill - to make the theft of 'original' liberty appear to 
those who will perpetrate it possible and accomplishable, and to those from whom it will be 
stolen, pardonable and even desirable. Rousseau's metaphor is adroitly chosen and powerfully 
apt- the cold, hard, brutal reality of slavery, servitude and the exercise of political power and 
authority, will be softened, transfigured, rendered invisible by the 'garlands of flowers' that will 
smother any vestiges of nascent liberty. Ihe reality thus becomes an unreality, and the original 
loss is erased from the memory of the subjugated. Evidently, and necessarily, this schema 
implies that there is a kind of primordial inequality between those who will steal, and those from 
whom liberty will be stolen. Rousseau does not here explore the possibilities this imbalance 
affords, but inequality will, of course, become one of the central themes of his second Discouff. 
'11iis historicism runs right through the work, though the nostalgic gaze is not, as one might 
expect, turned towards the glorious city of Athens, or even Rome, rather it is the Republic of 
Sparta, the republic of 'detni-dieux, ' that Rousseau singles out for praise. But Sparta is not 
praised for its cultural achievements or artistic legacy; rather the city-state is lauded for the 
'heureuse ignorance' of its citizens and for having had the foresight, acumen and Verfu to banish 
intra-mums the arts and the artists, and science and the savants. 2' Athens, on the other hand, is 
singled out for criticism: it is the well-spring of 'politesse, " 'du bon goýit' and a 'pays des oratcurs 
et des philosophes'. But worse still, Athens had become a prototype that other civilisations and 
societies would seek to emulate, and thus its nefarious influence and corruption had stretched - 
and would continue to extend - far beyond its immediate historical horizon: 
22 Ibid, p. 31. Me mind has its needs, as well as the body. The latter are the foundations of society, the others consent to it 
Viereas the government and the law provide security and see to the well-being of men assembled, the sciences, letters and the 
arts, less despotic and more powerful perhaps, extend a gadand of flowers around the iron shackles that they wear, smother 
any sentiment of this natural liberty for which they seem to have been born, and make them love their enslavement and form 
what we might call 'policed people'. Need raises thmnes, and the arts reinforce them. ' 
23 Ibid, p-37. 
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1: 616gance des batiments y r6pondait a celle du langage. On y voyait de toutes 
parts le marbre et la. toile animes par les mains des maltres les plus habile. Cest 
d'Athines que sont sortis ces ouvrages surprenants qui serviront de mod8es 
dans tous les iges corrompus. " 
If one of the central themes of the second Discours is primordial inequality, Velfu is one of the 
central concepts of the Discours sur ks sdences et ks aifs and it is characterised by everything that is 
bucolic or 'naturar. 1he concept triggers a system of value that pours scorn on luxury, 
opulence, the arts, the sciences, philosophy, elaborate clothing, ornaments, jewellery - in fact all 
the paraphernalia and encumbrances of 'civilisadon' that ultimately serve to corrupt morality. 
Sparta may have been less killant than Athens, but its populace was virtuous; that is their most 
significant attribute for Rousseau: 
Le tableau dc Lac6d6mone cst moins brillant. U, disaient les autres peuplcs, les 
bommes naissent vertmeux, et I ýir meme dupgs sembk inspirrr la veiYu. 11 ne nous reste 
de ses habitants que la m6moire de leurs actions h6rdique.. Dc tels monuments 
vaudraient-ils moins pour nous que les marbres curieux quAthýnes nous a 
Wsses? 2' 
Whilst Athens, in its heyday, had been architecturally resplendent, culturally sophisticated and 
intellectually developed, it was, nevertheless, a society wrapped up in its own importance, a 
culture that was concerned more with appearance, manners, luxury and politeness, than with 
virtue and morality. These characteristics made itý as a state, corrupt and weak, and as a result, 
its citizens were left vulnerable to enslavement; (in the language of the second Discomrs or indeed 
Dm Contrat Sodal (1762) the intimation is that the Athenians had swallowed the fable peddled by 
their first rulers - hook, line and sinket). Those who presided over Sparta, on the other hand, 
eschewed such ftivolities and that, Rousseau argues, had made its citizens virtuous, powerful and 
resilient. The contrast here between Athens and Sparta, and by extension between the Athenian 
and the Spartan subject, is not absolute but relative: the Spartan citizen is characterised, not as a 
'natural' man, but one who is nevertheless virtuous, despises laparurr and is a strong allete: 
24 Ibid, p. 37. 'ne elegance of their buildings corresponded to that of their language. One saw marble everywhere and canvas 
brought to life by the most skilful mastet-craftsmen's hands. It is Athens that produced these striking works that will serve as 
models in all corrupt eras. ' 
25 Did, p. 37. (Rousseau's emphases), qbe picture of Sparta is less brilliant. lbere, said other peoples, men are bom virtuous, and 
even the appearance Idd of the country seems to inspire virtue. All that remains of these people is the memory of their heroic 
deeds. Would such monuments be worth less to us than the strange statues that Athens has left behind? 
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[ ... I qui se plait i cornbattre nu: il meprise tous ces vils ornements; qui g6neraient rusages de ses forces, et dont la plupart nont 6te inventes que pour cacher 
quelque difformit6.26 
Or to express it in different terms, although the Spartan is perhaps a little closer to his 'true' 
nature - and is more virtuous - than his Athenian counterpart, he remains, nevertheless, far 
removed from the image of 'natural man' that will be depicted later in the second Discours. 
However, given the function and the context of first Discours the difference is marked enough 
for it to be treated as preceptorial. 
Evidently a supplementary logic is at work here and the supplemental chain - associated with la 
parmce in all its manifestations - somewhat predictably makes up for, or hides, parurr and 1ýzp 
'quelque diffortnite. Yet Rousseau also does something rather unexpected and unpredictable at 
this point in the text, and thus gives the supplementary logic a little twist of the illogical. It is as 
though he is holding artperse accountable for, as he puts it, shaping manners and teaching the 
. 
pp Ian passions to speak an unnatural and affected (a dte) guage. . 
The rather unsatisfactory 
implication, in the first half the next passage, is that art is not so much a product or reflection of 
culture or society, as it is an exogenous entity that exerts a corrupting influence over it from 
outside: 
Avant que I'art CU^t faýo=6 nos manieres et appris a nos passions i parler un 
langage appret6, nos moeurs itait rustiques, mais naturelles ... La nature 
hurnaine au fond n6tait pas meilleur; mais les hommes trouvaient leur s6curit6 
dans la facilit6 de se penetrcr r6ciproquementý et cet avantage, dont nous nc 
scntons plus Ic prix, leur 6pargnait bien des vices. ' 
Ibc second half of this passage is extremely important too. 21 In the 'original' absence of art, la 
parurr and A7pparrnce did not exist, and thus man - and his nature and character - was visible, 
transparent if you Eke, and it was this transparency that made him virtuous. His passions, 
sentiments and motives were laid bare for his semblants to see and, as he had not yet Icarnt how 
to hide them, he could be nothing other than honest, good, and virtuous; he was virtuous almost 
26 Bid, p. 32. '[ ... I who 
delights in fighting naked- he despises all those vile ornaments that hinder the us-age of his abilities, and of 
which the majority were invented to hide some sort of deformity. ' 
V Bid, p. 3Z Tefore art had shaped our manners and taught our passions to speak an affected language; out morals were rustic 
but natural ... Human nature, 
in essence, was not better, but men found security in their ability to 'see through' one another, 
and this advantage for which we no longer sense the value, spared them from vice. ' 
28 Indeed it was fertile enough for jean Stafobinsk4 La TraVarrxci et IObstack jidd de sept essds jw Romiseam, (Paris: Editions 
GaUnard, 1971) to have constructed a partial reading of Rousseau around it. 
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in spite of himself, for he did not know how to be otherwise. Once his motives had been 
obscured from view - or rather once he had learned how to obscure them - he could be, or 
appear to be, anything he wished. Paradoxically perhaps, this facility does not engender 
individuality, but ushers in uniformity, society, insincerity and insecurity: 
Sans cesse la politesse e)dge, la bienseance ordonne: sans; cesse on suit des 
usages, jamais son propre Onie. On n'ose plus paraitre cc quon est; et dans 
cette contrainte perpetuelle, les hommes qui forment cc troupeau qu'on appelle 
soci&6, plac6s dans les rnýmes circonstances, feront tous les mC^Mes choses si 
des motifs plus puissants ne les en detournent ... Quel cortýgc de vices 
n'accompagnera point cette incertitude? Plus d'an-ý66s sincýres; plus d'estime 
r6elle; plus de confiance fond6e. " 
The final destination of this line of argurnentation is put in rather chilling terms and it is as much 
an autobiographical commentary on contemporaneous society as it is an historiographical 
projection: 
Les soupýons, les ornbrages, les craintes, la froideur, la, r6servc, la haine, la. 
trahison se cacheront sans cesse sous ce voile unifortne et perfide de politesse, 
sous cette urbanit6 si vant6e que nous devons aux lurnieres de notre sikle. On 
ne profanera plus par des jurements le nom du maltre de lunivers, mais on 
rinsultera pat des blasph&nes, sans que nos orcilles scrupulcuses en soient 
offens6es. On ne vantera pas son propre m6rite, mais on rabaissera celui 
d'autrui., On noutragera, point grosskrement son ennerrý, mais on le calomniera 
avec adresse. 30 
If art is, as Rousseau intimates, an exogenous entity that exerts a corrupting influence from 
outside and is not, therefore, a reflection of the cultural horizon upon which it 'preys', then 
science is construed in diametrical terms, that is to say, as an endogenous entity. Science is 
construed, unequivocally, as a direct product - the progeny - of the supplemental chain and 
owes its very existence to it: 
29 Rousseau, Discours smr les sdences et lei xts, pp-32-33. 'Continually politeness demands, decorum directs: we always follow 
customs, never our own spirit We dare no longer to appear as we are; and perpetually constrained like this, men who form 
this herd that we call society, placed in the same situation, will all do the same things unless more powerful motives turn them 
away from it ... Will any vices not accompany this incertitude? No more true friendships; no more real opinion; no more 
wen-founded trust. ' 
30 Jbid, p. 33 'Suspicions, shadiness, worry, frigidity, reserve, hatred, treason will for ever more hide behind the uniform and 
perfidious veil of politeness, underneath this much-valucd urbanity that we owe to the thinkers of our century. Were not 
prepared to sin by taking the master of the universes name in vain, but we will insult Him by blasphen-ýng, yet not so as to 
bring offence to our scrupulous ears. We do not praise our own achievements, but we will belittle those of others. We won't 
insult our enemy coarsely, but we will defame him with diplomacy. ' 
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I: astronornie est n6e de la superstidon; [ ... ] la g6om6ttie, de I'avaricc; la 
physique, 
31 
&une vaine cutiosit6; toutes, et la morale mýme, de Vorgucil 
humaine. 
Science also helps to propagate and sustain this supplemental chain. It conspires and colludes 
with art, and the more it is perfected the greater its corrupting influence upon the human spirit; 
rather than this 'history' being viciously circular, it is a vicious and unbreakable downward- 
spiralling helix: 'nos ames se sont corrompues; a measure que nos sciences et les arts se sont 
avanc6s i la perfection. 02 1hus the goal of civilisation is, in fact, a false goal, for progress and 
betterment prove illusory and unattainable. 
But there is a problem for Rousseau. As I suggested earlier, the intimation that art is somehow 
not a reflection of society and is uninfluenced by it, residing outside, aloof, and exerting its 
nefarious influence without, as it were, getting its hands dirty, is quite unsatisfactory. In fact, as 
Rousseau's argumentation develops and gathers pace, this notion is broadly contradicted in 
several places, and on several levels, in the text. If we turn Wr attention back for one moment 
to the indented quotation above, one such contradiction emerges. Ibc concluding statement of 
the paragraph closes with this unqualified, and contradictory, assertion: 
les sciences et les arts doivent donc leur naissance d nos ticer. nous serions moins en 
doute sur leurs avantages, s'ils ]a devaient a nos vertuS. 
33 
Is it possible that art can, at once, shape our manners, teach our passions to speak an unnatural 
and affected language, contribute to our vices, corrupt morality and destroy virtue, and yet owe 
its very existence to these same vices? The response is, in the Discours sur ks sdences ef les arts, 
equivocal and somewhat unsatisfactory. It is, in factý unsatisfactory for one good reason: 
Rousseau is presenting this narrative in purely historical terms; he is locating this history in well- 
chronicled epochs and thus cannot do other than play by the logic of historiography. He 
seemingly cannot say whether art is the product of vice or its primary cause, only that the 
historical distance is too great to permit any certainty on the matter. There is also another, more 
acute, ontological difficulty here - if man was born virtuous and did not need civilisation or any 
31 Bid, p. 41. 'Astronomy is born from superstition; ... geometry from greed; physics from a vain curiosity, everything, even 
ethics, firom human pride. ' 
32 Bid, p34. ýOux souls were corrupted at the same time as our sciences and arts advanced toward perfection! 
33 Jbid, p. 41. (my emphases). qle sciences and the arts are therefore born of out vices: we would be less sceptical about their 
benefits if they were born of our virtues. ' 
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of its supplements, what made civilisation come about in 'the first place'? Again there win be no 
satisfactory answer until we encounter more accomplished and cogently argued works such as 
the Second Discours and the Essai smr 110r&ne des Lan th gues. For e moment, however, Rousseau 
merely states the problem rather than offering any conclusions or solutions to it: 
Que ferions-nous des arts, sans le luxe qui Ics nourrit? Sans les injustices des 
hommes, a quoi servirait la jurisprudence? Que deviendrait rbýistoire s'il ny avait 
ni tyrans, ni guerrcs, ni conspirateurs? " 
Tel est le luxe, n6 ... de roisivet6 et de la vanit6 des hommes. Le luxe va 
rarement sans les sciences et les arts, et jamais ils ne vont sans lui. " 
The intimation in both of these passages is, of course, that both sides of the equation are 
mutually interdependent and inextricably intertwined: without luxe there can be no art, for there 
is no reason for art to exist; without art, there is no luxe and so on spiralling down the 
supplemental chain. These propositions have, of course, a helical quality and remain, in this 
work, unresolved. They are, however, characterised rather succinctly in Rousseau's Demiýrr 
I; Vponse to the first Discours after, one must assume, more rehearsal and polish: 
La vanit6 et roisivete, qui ont engendre nos sciences, ont aussi engendr6 le luxe. 
Le gou^ t du luxe accompagne toujours celtfi des lettres, et le gou^ t des lettres 
accompagne souvent celui du luxe: toutes ces choses se tiennent assez fid8e 
compagnie, parce qu'eRes sont I'ouvrage des rnýrnes vices. " 
There is, clearly, little to be gained, at this stage, from probing or forcing the issue any fin-ther, 
we will not uncover a satisfactory or definitive answer to the obvious questions that present 
themselves: are la vaniti and Iýijiveti, like verty, part of man's natural, original and nascent 
constitution/condition? Was this natural man then (pre)-destined to sow the seeds of his own 
destruction? And is man, by his very nature, a social animal? 
34 Bid, p. 41. TAat would we do with the arts without the luxury that fosters them? Without men's wrong doing, what would be 
the point of jurisprudence? Wiat would become of history if there were no tyrants, no wars and no conspirators? 
35 Bid, p. 43. 'Such is luxury, bom of mans' idleness and vanity. Luxury is rarely found without the sciences and the am, and 
either is never found without luxury? 
36 Rousseau, DendiyrReýonstdejjRoweaw, in 0)ý Q, p. 102- 'Vanity and idleness, which gave rise to the sciences, also gave rise 
to luxury. The appetite for luxury always accompanies that for letters, and the appetite for letters often accompanies that for 
luxury. all of these things keep faithful company, fof they are the work of the same vices? 
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We should now take stock and look at the principal ideas advanced in the first Discours thus far 
before we conclude this section of the chapter and move on to consider the Second Discours. 
Ihe picture that emerges from the Discours is, first and foremost, of an 'original' man that has a 
true identity, a true nature and is, as this nature ensures, fundamentally good. He is good 
because he is virtuous - imbued to the core, as it were, with virtue: 
tes principes [yertu] ne sont-ils pas grav6 dans tous les coeurs, et ne suffit-il pas 
pour apprendre tes lois de rentrer en soi-mýrne et d'6coutcr la voix de sa 
conscience dans le silence des passions? " 
Yet this 'natural' man is also blissfully ignorant of his lot, he is not predisposed to metaphysical 
reflection and, as a result, does not want for anything; he has no need for art or science, 
philosophy or letters, manners or lapoklesse, for he is not yet corrupt. To be sure he is ignorant, 
but he is, in compensation, virtuous: 
Les premiers honunes furent trýs ignorants. Comment oscrait-on dire qu'ils 
ctaient corrompus, dans des temps oýi les sources de la corruption nletaient pas 
encore ouvertes? La vertu n'est donc, pas incompatible avec lignorance. 
[ ... ] 
Vignorance nýest un obstacle ni au bien ni au mal; elle est seulement r6tat 
naturel de rhomme. 38 
This original, ignorant and virtuous man, is - at some stage in his history, though this 'momene 
is, as we have discussed, never identified - made corrupt by the onset and unstoppable 
momentum of evolving civilisation. His virtuous nature is thus infiltrated and becomes 
increasingly debased and obscured by the encroachment, and all-pýrvading nature, of 
civilisation, until, ultimately, it is entirely shrouded by the perfidious veil of 1; ipparance et lapanar. 
In his civilised and social state, this man becomes increasingly intelligent until he is capable and, 
more importantly, willing to dissimulate; he has now learnt to use the veil to his advantage - he 
has learnt how to be, and what can be gained from being, dishonest, corrupt, cruel and 
duplicitous. Art and science play their role in this dramatic schema too, and are, at once, 
manifestations of vice and serve to propagate and strengthen its hold over his spirit. The more 
37 Rousseau, Discomrs jmr lei sdenas et ks ads, p. 55. 'Your principles, are they not engraved upon all the bearts, and to learn your 
laws it is not sufficient to reflect and listen to the voice of your conscience in the silence of the passions? 
38 Rousseau, DveeirRepowedejjRoweam, in 0, & G4 pp-102-103. Me first men were very ignorant Howcanwesaythatthey 
were corrupt in a time when the sources of corruption were not yet present? .... Virtue is thus not incompatible with 
ignorance ... ignorance is not an obstacle to either good or bad it is simply the natural condition of man. ' 
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these exterior appearances and affectations are perfected, the greater the level of decay in the 
interior. Tlus rintirieur se corrompt et plus 1'exterior se compose 
In essence, the Discours represents the first statement of Rousseau's philosophy of history. It is, 
of course, at this stage in the development of Rousseau's ideas, inchoate for it is the result of an 
emergent philosophy in merely embryonic form; the Discours is more than a little nebulous, 
repetitive, even illogical in places, and is packed fiiU of rhetorical devices - devices which stem, 
primarily, as Starobinski has shown, from its function as a prize-seeking essay. ' Yet for an its 
lacunae and structural inadequacies, it is an extremely important document: the Discours sur les 
sdences et les arts contains the seeds of the philosophy of nature that would effloresce during the 
next decade; and its principal argument, though modified and subsumed within others, would 
not be jettisoned entirely. 
2.1. Winding the clock back: from history to hypothesis 
The five years that separate the Dijon submission from Rousseau's next major 'philosophical' 
publication - the Disrours sur 110H , gýne et 
lesJondements de 17neg'alitiparmi ks bommes (1754) - arc 
scarred by controversy and racked by divisive argument. During these five turbulent years, 
Rousseau would see his articles for the Engclo pi&e published, his I-e Dedn dm Villa e performed ,g 
to great acclaim at Fontainbleau. in front of the King, his Learr sur la Musique Franfoise take the 
Parisian salons and coleries by stonn, and his effigy burned outside the Opira by the members of 
the orchestra; this was clearly to be a period during which Rousseau was diverted from pursuing, 
at least with any great consistency, systematic philosophical writing. Perhaps more importantly, 
it was to be a period during which he was embroiled in discourse that was seemingly unrelated; 
and not conducive, to the development of a philosophical system. Appearances are misleading 
in this case however, for the polemic that encircled the publication of the first Discours rumbled 
on well into the 1750s and refused to abate; Rousseau would be called upon to defend his work 
39 Bid, p. 101. qbe more the interior becomes coffupt, the more the exterior takes shape ... ' 
40jean StarobinskLIA Transfixrnceetl0b"Ik, p. 15. '[... ] rien ny manque: apostrophes, prosop6es, gradations! 
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and its precepts on many occasions and on many strata! ' This process, though undoubtedly 
tiresome in the short-term, would turn out to be less of an irritation than Rousseau might have 
suspected it had been, for it enabled him to rehearse, refine and modify arguments and concepts 
that would be re-presented and repackaged in later works. 'Ibercfore, his engagement and 
preoccupation outside the philosophical arena was not too disruptive or distracting for it would 
ultimately serve to enrich and nourish his future philosophical writings. Tdoreover, that 
Rousseau constantly ffitted, nomadically, from one apparently unrelated project to another, 
lends his oeu= a particular richness as we will witness and explore in subsequent chapters. 
In spite of the intervening period and its embroilments, there is, as one might expect, much to 
connect the first Discoars with the Discoun sur 17nýgq&l - indeed, on the most fundamental level, 
the latter simply could not have existed without the former. The most salient connection is that 
both works, as Ernst Cassirer explains, 
[ ... ] s'accordent sur un point essenticl. Tous deux aboutisscnt a une exaltation de retat de nature, auquel ils opposent la brusque chute que Momme a faite en 
passant a retat social, a Ntat de civilisation. " 
We will return to Cassirer's statement again in the course of the coming pages. Both works also 
conceptualise nature in the same manner: they are not concerned with nature in terms of 
environmental, habitational or physical space nor indeed any external reality, rather in terms of 
the original condition of original man; the 'state of nature' can, therefore, be defined on the 
most fundamental level, in respect to both works, as the state or condition of natural/otiginal 
man. Writing of the seco, nd Discours Derath6 puts it thus: '11 ne donne pas de d6finition de la 
nature, mais il fait le portrait de Momme naturel. " Unlike many of his contemporaries and 
predecessors, 44 Rousseau does not, therefore, concern himself with piecing together the 
mysteries of universe or indeed describing what natural man's immediate 'physical world' looked 
41 CELaft Jejean-jacquesRousseam jurlarfela6on de son 46scaun; Ripow am Rai dePokgne, Dmcdel-arydse; Obsmkýdowdejeanjarques 
Rousseaw de Genive; Derxiýrr *xse di jean-Jacques Romsseau; la&r J AL IA'bbi Rynd; I-e&r de jeaqxquer Rousseau, de Genhw; 
Preface 4meseconde kare j Bonks, 
42 Ernst CaSsiref, Wnit6 chcz Rousseau, in Genette, G&, ard & Todorov, Tzvctan, (eds), PensAr de Rousseau, (Paris: Seuil, 1994), 
p. 42. '[ ... ] cohere on one essential point Both culminate in an exaltation of the state of nature which is contrasted vvith the 
sudden fall that befell man in moving finom the social state to the civilised state., 
43 Robert Derathe, THomme sclon Rousseau!, in OA Q p-113. 'he doesn't give a definition of nature, but rather a portrait of 
natural man. ' 
44 We can list amongst these, Hobbes, Locke, Pufendorf and Buffon. 
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like, "' and, as a result, his conception of the state of nature has no cosmological or cosmogonical. 
dimension or function. As Catherine Kintzler confirms, the conception of nature is 
fundamentally and inseparably rooted in the individualistic, the personal and the internal: 
Lorsque Rousseau park de nature, ce terme d6signc non pas la nature 
objective des scientifiques, mais la nature de Momme. La nature de Phomme, 
c'est sa sensibilit6, son 6motivite, son sentiment. Le lieu dune telle nature n'est 
plus la chose ou le corps, c'est le'coeur humain'. 46 
Yet for all their surface similarities, the two works also exhibit a fundamental, irreconcilable and 
non-negotiable difference. The great unifying shibboleth that Cassirer places so much emphasis 
on - the 'State of Nature' - proves to be, at once, a point of correspondence, similitude and 
unity, and a point of rupture and irreversible separation. On one level, of course, the works' 
shared discourse points to an evolutionary, 'urtextual' and, occasionally, intertextual relationshýip; 
themes are developed and ameliorated in a predictable direction and fashion. But in the second 
Discawrs Rousseau fundamentally recasts the philosophy of history and thus renegotiates the 
locus of natural man in his natural state. This recasting of the philosophy of history marks an 
irreversible separation between the two works, for it is this very act of recasting that represents a 
paradigm shift in Rousseau's conception of the State of Nature; this paradigm shift is signalled 
by a movement from an historidsed concept of nature to a hypothetical and conditional one. 
What Rousseau does, in essence, is wind the clock back beyond the domain and jurisdiction of 
history to some hypothetical and ideal pre-history -a golden age - and conceptualises man 
before any trace of society and culture, before any trace of the onset of societal or cultural 
institutions, before any exogenous factors were able to exercise their nefarious influence, and 
before, surprisingly, any trace of the nuclear family. If the natural man depicted in the first 
45 Tbough this is almost uniformly true, one must acknowledge several things- first, that Rousseau does allude, in the First and 
Second Discoun and the Essd sAir IOtigFm des Am gws, to a world without need, that is to say a world in which the essentials for 
sustaining life are abundant and immediately to hand; second, in the Essd - and in particular Chapter IX - Rousseau 
speculates about the affect of different climatic and geological factors upon the first humans - factors that as we shall see 
represent the turning point for mankind; and third, Rousseau presents us with two images that are painted Large in these works. 
The first of these, in the First Discomn (p. 46), is of a riverbank, 'un beau rivage, pari des scules mains de la nature' where men 
lived 'ensemble sous les znýmes cabanes? Ile second image is to be found in the Bud Sur L'Or&xe &s Lmpes, and to 
paraphrase Michael OUea, jean-jacqmes Romsseaw ALK4, Mdon and Dejim aondon: Nfacmillan, 1994), p. 58 is the locus classicus 
of Rousseau criticism; it is a well, a watering-hole, around which, as we will see in Chapter 3, Rousseau elaborates a proto- 
Romantic idyll. Both images are of mankind in their first social state. 
46 Catherine Kintzler (ed) Ro eamEa mrIaALvd Ou its gut, (Evrcux: Stock Musique, 1979), p-XIX 1XIen Rousseau speaks of nature; 
the term does not denote the objective nature sought by science, but the nature of man himself. Ile nature of man is his 
sensibility, his emotivity, Iýs sentiment. Ile location of such a nature is no longer the fling or the material body, it is the 
human heat' 
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Discours is ignorant and virtuous, in the second Discours he is solitary, idle, unthh-Adng, ignorant 
and animal-like: 
Seul, oisif, et toujours voisin du danger, Mornme sauvage doit aimer a dormir, ct 
avoir le sommeil 16ger comme les animaux Sa propre conservation faisant 
presque son unique soin. ' 
He is, in fact, so close to nature that he is part of nature's predetermined mechanism; he has 
not yet torn himself away from his nascent, original state and, for the most part, merely 
spectates upon the unfolding of his own existence, exerting little influence or exercising few 
choices: 
I: homme sauvage, livr6 par la nature au seul instinct ... commcnccra donc par les fonctionnes purement animales: apercevoir et sentir sera son pren-lier itat, 
qui lui sera commun avec tous les animaux. Vouloir et ne pas vouloir, desirer 
ou craindre, seront les pren-ý6res, et presque les seuls op6rations de son ame, 
. jusquli ce que de nouvelles arronstances y causent de noutraux &veloppements. 48 
Ibus Rousseau's natural man is now nothing like the Spartan citizen lauded in the first 
Discours, he is a savage who merely operates on an instinctive 'auto-pfloe and is, save a few 
inherent faculties, indistinguishable from his fellow animals. That he is little more than an 
animal is not a slight on his character, for this initial condition is not construed as a negative 
moment but as a unique moment of unparalleled purity, plenitude and equilibrium. 'I'llose 
notorious chains - symbols of injustice and the intolerable burdens of society - did not yet 
exist; man was born free, lived free, and was proximate to nature. He is as he had been 
intended to be; and he would live as he had been intended to live - virtuous and free. 
This moment is stretched into a boundless epoch of plenitude and perfection uncontaminated 
and unmediated by society, culture, language or need; this was a moment during which the 
supplementary chain that marks the First Discours did not exist, for there was no reason for it 
to exist or to be ushered into existence. The image Rousseau paints of this state of nature is, 
of course, utopian and allegorical, mythical even. He depicts a timeless, limitless continuum, a 
47 Rousseau, Dismmnsmr1IOdgixr et ksfondements, * flneýakipx7gj les hommes, pp. 181-182. 'Solitary, idle and always in peril, the 
savage must like to sleep and sleep lightly Eke animals ... Self-preservation is almost his only thought' 
48 Ibid, pp. 189 & 195. qbe savage, delivered by nature with only instinct ... will therefore begin with purely animalistic 
functions: to apperceive and to sense will be his first condition which he shares with all the animals. To want or not want, to 
desire or to fear, will be the first and almost the only operations of his mind mnfilnew dramstaners bykrg a1vo new dexkpmm&. ' 
(My emphasis). 
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condition in which man existed alone and ignorant, his actions purely intuitive and governed 
by instinct: 
Le premdcr sentiment de Momme fut celui de son existence, son premier soin 
celui de sa conservation! 9 Les productions de la, tcrrc lui fournissaient tous les 
secours n6cessaires, Finstinct le porta a en faire usage. La faim, d'autres 
app6tits lui faisant 6prouver tour a tour divers maniýres d'exister, il y en cut 
une qui linvita i perp6tuer son espece; et sc penchant aveugle, d6pourvu dc 
tout sentiment du coeur, ne produisait qu'un acte purement animal. Lc besoin 
satisfait, les deux sexes ne sc reconnaissaient plus, et Penfint meme n'etait plus 
rien i la rnýre sitOt qu'iI pouvait se passer d'elle. Telle fut la condition de 
Momme naissant. 50 
This is a moment, therefore, even anterior to the institution of the nuclear family; man, in his 
original state, was not a social animal - even on the most fundamental level - and, as such, his 
consciousness dictated one single, overriding activity and objective: self-preservation. Yet this 
golden age, as we can see, is not embroidered with the figurative imagery of Biblical Eden; yes 
food was abundant, the climate temperate and the population scattered, but make no mistake 
these were, on occasion, brutal and savage times. 'Ces temps de barbatie', Rousseau would go 
, gues, on to 
declare in the Essai sur I'OrzTine des Lan 
etaient le sikle d'or, non parce que les hommes 6taient unis, mais parce qu'ils 
6taient s6par6s. Chacun, dit-on, s'estimait le maitre de tout [... ]; mais nul ne 
connaissait et ne d6sirait que ce qui 6tait sous sa main: ses besoins, loin de le 
rapprocher de ses semblables, 1'en 6loignaient. Lcs hommes, si l'on veut, 
s'attaquaient dans la rencontre, mais ils se rencontraient rarement. Partout 
regnait 1'etat de guerre, et toute la terre 6tait en paix. 51 
49 This is precisely what Rousseau identifies as being the concept of 'amour de soi-mýme. He clearly defines it in a footnote as, 
'un sentiment naturd qui porte tout animal i veiller i sa propre conservation et quiý diri&4 par la raison ct modifi6 par la piti6, 
produit Mumanit6 et la vertuL' Ibis is contrasted with 'amour propre' a 'sentiment relatif, factice ct ni dans la sociiti, qui 
portc chaque individu i faife plus de cas de soi que de tout autre, qui inspire aux hommes tous les maux qui se font 
mutuellement ... ' (Ibid, p. 212, 
foot note). I win come back to this point later in the chapter. 
So Jbid, p. 222. Wan's first sensation was that of his own existence, his first care that of survival. The ft-uits of the earth provided 
him with all his needs, and instinct showed him how to make use of them. Hunger, and other urges made him experience little 
by little various ways of livin& and there was one that invited him to perpetuate his species; and blindly applying himself, 
devoid of any heart-fdt seritiment, produced only a purely animalistic act. Once the urge was satiated, the two sexes no longer 
knew each other, and even the child was nothing to the mother once be was able do live without her. Such was the nascent 
state of man. ' 
Rousseau, Bird jwl'Or&ne des Langues, in CEuviv, til, p. 191. qbesc barbaric times were a golden age, not because men were 
united but because they were separated. Every man thought himself to be the master of all [ ... 1; but he only knew and desired 
what was close to hand: his needs, far from bringing him closer to his peers, drove him away. Men, if you like, attacked each 
other on meetin& but they met rarely. A state of war prevailed universally, and the entire earth was at peace. ' It is important to 
put this view in some kind of perspective, especially with those of Rousseau's contemporaries. As jean Terrasse, jew-jacqmes 
Rojuseam d la qu& de Mge dor, (Bruxelles: Palais des Acad&nIes, 1970), p. 52 points ou% a distinction needs to be made between 
Rousseau's natural man and that of Hobbes, Pufendorf and Cumberland. Thomme [selon Rousseau] nest pas naturellement 
f6roce, commc le croyait Hobbes, ni craintif comme le pr6tend Pufendorf et Cumberland, sauf devant les objets Vil ne 
connalt pas. ' Rousseau himself expands upon these differences in the Second Discomn, p. 176. 
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Rousseau makes no attempt whatever to impose any kind of chronological locus within or 
around this conception, and, as a result, the state of nature is not accessible to any ontology or 
history; it remains quintessentially, and defiantly, metaphysical. This is, as Robert Wokler puts 
it, '[ ... Ia fictitious world 
from which the corrupt features of society [have] been removed. 42 
And this particular point cannot be stressed enough. As for Rousseau, he goes to the trouble 
of reiterating it, in the second Discours, within the space of just one folio: 
[.. ] ce n'cst pas une 16gere entreprise de d6melcr ce qu'il ya d'originaire et 
d'ardficiel dans la nature actuelle de Phomme, et de bien connaitre un etat qui 
n'e-Niste plus, qui na peut--&re point exist6, qui probablement n'existera jamais, ct 
dont il est pourtant n6cessaire d'avoir des notions justes pour bien jugcr de notre 
6tat pr6sent. 
Il nc faut pas prendre les rcchcrches, dans Icsquelles on peut entrer sur cc suiet, 
pour des v6rites Mstoriques, mais seulement pour des raisonnemcnts 
hypoth6tiques et conditionnels. 53 
Observe the potent temporal disjunction at work in the first citation: we have present, perfect 
and future tenses smashed up against one another in order to articulate and reinforce the 
atemporal depiction of the state of nature. In the second citation, Rousseau counsels the 
reader against any attempt to historicise the subject and reiterates the ineluctable hypothetical 
and conditional statu's of any inquiry into this field. He has, with this radical manoeuvre, cut 
himself adrift once and for all from the nostalgic historicism that characterises the first Discours 
and the historiographical logic of linearity and progression that that strategy entails and 
requires. If the historical distance alluded to in the First Discours is almost too great to allow 
any certitude, the distance between our present state and that of our original Nature is 
rendered virtually unbridgeable in the second Discours. I say tirtually, rather than completely, 
for Rousseau leaves just one possible route back to the origin in suspension: la Voix. More 
discussion of this particular issue will appear at the beginning of Chapter 3. 
52 Robelt Wokler, Rousseam, p. 52. 
fgaitifiami 
kr hamma, pp. 1 sq & 162 respectively. 'It is not a simple task to 53 Rousseau, Mcomn mr fer&he et kjf5n&mWr de fifli 
unravel what in the current nature of man is natural and what is artificial, and to understand a state Which no longer exists, 
which has perhaps never existed or which will probably never exist, yet of which it is necessary to have some idea in order to 
judge our present state! 
If .... 
I Our research into in this subject should not be taken for historical facts, but only for hypothetical and conditional 
reasoning! 
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2.2. Locating the Necessary Origin of the FaU 
That Rousseau's conception of the state of nature is not accessible to any ontology or 
conventional historiology is beyond reasonable doubt. Yet Rousseau stops just a little way 
short of explicitly acknowledging, in either the second Discours or those works associated with 
it, " that the ideal state of nature is, consequently, allegorical or indeed functions as allegory. I 
am satisfied, however, that the absence of such an explicit acknowledgement means very little 
for this is clearly allegory, but with one small twist: it is an allegory couched in 
historiographical rhetoric; this is allegory presented as ideal linear history and Rousseau's 
narrative has a clear function and operational objective. If his philosophical modws operandi is 
to yield a cogent and watertight argument, then his depiction of the state of nature must 
convey, without ambiguity or equivocalness, its non-negodable perfection, purity and 
plenitude. The ideal state of nature must, therefore, assume the status and functional role of 
an Edenic golden age - albeit a de-christianised, Godless and rather barbaric one - so that it 
can stand so far removed from our current existential state that it is virtually incomparable to 
it. 
Like the second and third chapters of Genesis, Rousseau's narrative will recount man's fall from 
an original state of perfection, plenitude, innocence and purity, but unlike Genesis Rousseau's 
first men did not eat forbidden ft-uit, were not deceived by the serpent and were not driven 
out of the state of nature '[ ... ] to fill the ground from whence they came'. lbough there is a 
comparable system of value that operates in each 'allegory', Rousseau's state of nature is not 
controlled or governed by an omnipotent deity; the mechanism of nature is the sole arbiter in 
the state of nature and man is an integral part of that mechanism, not at odds with it. He does 
not, and cannot, contravene its laws. As Paul Benichou points out, Rousseau's schema closely 
shadows that of Christian teachings (Eden-fall-atonement), with the exception that it is given a 
purely 'human' dimension and significance. 'Rousseau a conserv6, 'B6nichou remarks, 
dans une vision [ ... ] purement humaine des choses, les trois termes du sch6ma 
chr6tien. A ritat de nature a succ6d6 [ ... ] une longue decheance, qui est notte 
54 EspeciaUy the Essd smr lVi&ns des Langwer and Dm Plinqýe de la wilUe (urtext of both the Essd jwr lor&w des Langmer and the 
Examen des Dew Ptinqýeý- 
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A 6tat pr6sent, et i laqueUc doit succ6der une reparation. Cette r6paration est 
propos6e dans toute la partie positive de son oeuvre [ ... ]. 
" 
We have already seen that Rousseau's natural man is ignorant and unthinking, and governed 
by his nascent instinct, an instinct which, above all else, inspires self-preservation or amour de 
soi-meme. But we should not infer from this that he is an automaton, for Rousseau bestows 
several faculties upon natural man that permit him to be an a ent Ab , at 
is to say the ability ,g ir 
th 
to exercise choice, within certain limitations, over his quotidian existence and immediate 
destiny. These faculties ate: perfectibiliti and lapitii. Paradoxically, the first, and perhaps most 
important -perfectibiliti- is entirely superfluous in the state of nature, for in the absence of any 
immediate needs, man does not require to alter - or ameliorate - any aspect of his daily fife or 
the world that envelops him. This superfluous faculty does not, therefore, help man 
y itsejF, permit him or his future progeny to transcend his nascent condition, nor will it, b 
progress beyond their natural state: 
Concluons qu'errant dans les for&s sans inclustrie, sans parole, sans domicile, 
sans guerre, et sans, liaisons, sans nul besoin dc ses semblables, comme sans 
nul d6sire de leur nuire, peut-etre meme sans jamais en reconnahre aucun 
individuellement, Mommc sauvage sujet i pcu de passions, et se suffisant a lui- 
mZme, n'avait que les sentiments et les lurnkres proprcs a cet 6tat, qu'd ne 
sentait que ses vrais besoins, ne regardait que ce qu'il croyait avoir int6ret de 
voir, et que son intelligence ne faisait pas plus de progrýs que sa vanit6. Si par 
hasard. il faisait quelque d6couverte, R pouvait d'autant moins la. communiquer 
qu'il ne reconnaissait pas mCMe ses enfants. Vart p6rissait avec l'invcnteur 56 ; il 
n'y avait ni iducation ni progrýs, les gen6rations se multipliaient inutilement; et 
chacune partant toujours du meme point, les siecles s'6couWt dans toutc la 
grossiýrct6 des premiers ages, I'espke 6tait d6ja vicille, et Mommc rcstait 
toujours enfant. " 
55 Paul Wnichou, Vid6e de nature chez Rousseau, in PexAt dr Romrseam, p. 128. 'In a purely human vision of things, the three 
terms of the Christian schema. 'ne State of Nature was succeeded by a long fall, which is our present state, which in tam 
must be followed by atonement. This atonement is propounded in the positive side of his work. ' 
56 Rousseau patently does not mean 'inventoe in the sense of 'creator, ' ln-ýitiator% or one who 'devises, ' rather Rousseau means 
Idiscoveree from the Latin invodiv to discover. This point is of particular importance, as man in his natural state is not capable 
of invention, he stumbles across something, by accident, for he is not able to conccptualise causal relations and outcomes. 
, ga, 
ip 57 Rousseau, Discours smr fei&he el lesfondemenu de 1inii & ami ks hommes, P. M. 'Let us conclude then that wandering the 
forests, without industry, without speech, without home, without war and without ties, without any need of his fellow- 
creatures nor having any desire to hurt them, and perhaps even not distinguishing them one from another, the early man being 
self-sufficient and subject to so few passions, he had no feelings or knowledge but such as befitted his situation; that he felt 
oTAY his actual needs, and disregarded everything he did not think himself immediately concerned by, and that his 
understanding made no greater progress than his vanity. If by some accident he made a discovery, he was no more able to 
communicate it, than he was to recognise his own children. The skill would necessarily perish with its inventor, there was no 
education nor progress and the generations multiplied without purpose; each generation started out firorn the same point, 
centuries elapsed in all the barbarism of the first ages; the species was already old, but man remained always childlike. ' 
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But once the state of nature has ended, and man has taken the first few tentative steps towards 
a destination that will be characterised by the supplemental chain, his perfectibiliti will be the 
stimulus that elevates him above all other animals and beings; it will be no longer, as a 
consequence, superfluous, but rather a vital, animating faculty that drives him forward beyond 
the restricted horizon offered by instinct: 
11 ya une autre qualit6 tres sp6cifique [ ... ] la. facult6 de se perfectionncr; facult6 
qui, i raide de circonstances, d6veloppc successivement toutes les autres, et 
r6side parmi nous tant dans I'espýce que dans l'individu, au. lieu qu'un animal 
est, au bout de quelques mois, ce qu'il sera toute sa vie et son espece, au. bout 
de mille ans, ce qu'elle 6tait la premi6re annee de ces milles ans. " 
However, in his nascent state and without Taide de circonstances', per . 
fectibiliti is both 
purposeless and ineffective, for man is just like the beast he will eventually hold dominion 
over. More of this in a moment. 
The second nascent faculty, and the one that proves to be of capital significance to the 
philosophy of music, is lapidi- in Rousseau's words: 'une repugnance naturelle a voir penr ou 
souffrir tout etre sensible et, principalement, nos semblables. "9 But this natural repugnance, 
as Rousseau puts it, is not reflective, governed or mediated by any operation or engagement of 
reason or rational thought, nor is it directed towards others by virtue of their putative status as 
rational beings: 
il semble, en effet, quc si je suis oblig6 de ne faire aucun mal i mon semblablc, 
c'est moins parce qu'il est un ýtre raisonnable que parce qu'il est un ýtre 
sensible. ' 
This repugnance is therefore instinctive, spontaneous and immediate. It is all these things, for 
man in his natural state is not an 'etre raisonnable' but rather a sentient and instinctively 
compassionate being. " It is as though he sees himself reflected in others and reaches out to 
58 Bid, p. 1 83. 'there is another very specific quality which dis; tinguishes them, and which will admit of no dispute. This is the 
faculty of self-improvement [perfectibilitil, which, by the help of circumstances, gradually develops an the rest of our faculties, 
and is inherent in the species as in the individual: whereas a brute is, at the end of a few months, all he will ever be during his 
whole life, and his species, at the end of a thousand years, exactly what it was the first year of that thousand! 
59 Rousseau, Tr6face, ' in Did, p. I 6Z 'a natural repugnance at seeing any other sensible being, and particularly any of our own 
species, suffer pain of death. ' 
60 Bid PA 6Z 'It seems, in cfktý that if I am bound to do no injury to my fdlow-creatares, it is less because they are rational than 
because they are sentient being&' 
61 12tef, in book iv of Emik (1762), and in a different context, Rousseau would subtly change the colouring of this argument He 
would suggest that some knowledge and some reflection were necessary for the child to be able to 'feel' pity for another. in 
essence, one should not view this as a contradiction of the argument proffered in the Secomd Discomne and described above, but 
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them because he 'fcels' what they fccl, not because he can think what they arc thii1king, or 
indeed conceptualist the reason for, or cause of, their suffering. This 'reaching out! wa 
eventually - when the conditions and circumstances are conducive - drive him to communicate 
with his semblants. a In fact, he shares this natural and inherent characteristic with his fellow 
beasts: 
Ra piti6] Vertu d'autant plus universelle et d'autant plus utile a Momme qu'eUe 
pr6c6de en lui l'usage de toute r6flexion, et si naturcUe que les betes rnýmes en 
donnent quelquefois des signes sensibles. [ ... ] on observe tous les jours la 
r6pugnance qu'ont les chevaux a fouler aux pieds un corps vivant; un animal 
ne passe point sans inqui6tude auprýs d'un animal mort de son espkc- 13 Tel est Ic pur mouvcmcnt de la nature, ant6rieur ý toute r6flexion. 
In Rousseau's schema, lapidi fulfils another essential function: it is the defacto rule of law, it is 
the 'douce voix' of the conscience and of consciousness itself which inhibits the commitment 
of immoral acts and leads man, in spite of himself - by accident - to be virtuous. Verfu is, 
therefore, a by-product of lapitii, for it cannot be the product or outcome of ratiocination: 
Cest elle P piti6] quý dans Ntat de nature, tient lieu de lois, de moeurs, et de 
vertu, avec cet avantage que nul n'est tent6 de d6sobeir a sa douce voix: eest 
elle qui d6tournera tout sauvagc robuste d'enlever i un faible enfant [ ... ] c'est 
elle qui, au lieu de cette maxime sublime de justice raisonn6e: 'fais a autrui 
comme tu veux quon te fassc, ' inspire a tous les hommes cet autre maxime de 
bonte naturellc bicn moins parfaitc, mais plus utile peut-&re que la pr6c6dente: 
'fais ton Wen avec le moindre mal d'autrui qu'il cst possible. "' 
rather a) a conternporisation of it and b) the recontextualisation of it - relocating it from the domain of hypothesis to the 
domain of reality and possibility. Rousseau would, then, in Emile describepi6i as '... the first relative sentiment w1iich touches 
the human heart according to the order of nature. To become sensitive and pityin& the child must know that there are beings 
like him who suffer what he has suffered, who feel the pains he has felt, and that thereare others whom he ought to conceive 
of as being able to feel them too. In fact, how do we let ourselves be moved by pity if not by transporting ourselves outside 
ourselves and identifying with the suffering animal, by leaving as it were our own being to take on its being? We suffer only so 
much as we judge that it suffers. It is not in ourselves, it is in him that we suffer. 11us no one becomes sensitive until his 
imagination is animated and begins to transport him out of himself. ' (E)dle, transL Man Bloom, (flarmondsworth. Penguin, 
1979), pp. 222-223). Again we see more than just faint echoes of this recontextualisation of la Pidi in chapter IX of the Essd 
. 
ýne des Langues, Oemm, tl 1. p. 189, where Rousseau writes about it in exactly the same terms: 'Comment nous laissons- surlOfi 
nous 6nouvoir i la pidi? En nous transportant hors de nous-mýmes, en nous identifiant avec 1'ýtre souffrant. Nous ne 
souffrons clu'autant que nous jugeons quT soufffe; cest ne pas dans nous, cest dans lui que nous souffirons. ' 
62 We will see lapifii rendered dramatically in Chapter 5, when Galatea and Pygmalion communicate for the first time following 
the animation of the statue. 
63 Rousseau, Momrs sw fer&he et ksj5x&wenft defiffigaMPami ks hommes, pp. 212-213. 'a virtue all the more universal and useful to 
mankind that it comes before any kind of reflection, and so natural that beasts themselves sometimes give evident proofs of it. 
... it 
is well known that horses show a reluctance to trample on living bodies; an animal never passes by the dead body of 
another of its species without anxiety ... Such is the pure 
impulse of nature, anterior to all kinds of reflectiorL' 
64 Bid, pp. 214-215. 'it is this which, in the state of nature, takes the place of laws, morals and virtueswith the advantage that 
none are tempted to disobey its gentle voice: it is this which will always prevent a sturdy savage from robbing a weak child ... 
it is this which, instead of inculcating that sublime maxim of rational justice: do to othen arym svmU bav then dovxteyAý inspires 
all men with that other maxim of natural goodness, much less perfect, but perhaps more usefuh Dogoodloymaeftoming others 
as kok xpoAible' 
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It is in this particular respect that the allegory of the state of nature is dc-chrisdanised and 
becomes man-centrcd. Instead of the divine law that reigns supreme in the Eden of Genesis, 
we have, in Rousseau's neo-Christian formulation, a natural law that guides, suggests, inhibits 
and dissuades, but ultimately one that does not pronounce judgement or administer 
punishment, for there is no need to judge or to punish. Tbcre is, in the state of nature, a 
perfect equilibrium; it is unerringly complete, full, perfect, and ideal. 'Me Biblical allegory of 
Eden is concluded with the act of expulsion, with punishment, with separation and with the 
commencement of a history, a mortal, corporeal history. It is concluded in this way precisely 
because it is not perfect, for there is, at the very heart of it, temptation and evil. Woman is 
tempted, woman sins, woman tempts man, man sins, man and woman are judged, man and 
woman are punished, man and woman arc expelled and thus they are destined, for ever more, 
to begin their life-long journey back to rejoin another allegorical universe: paradise. 
Rousseau's allegory of the state of nature is, however, not concluded with such punitive 
measures, because man is always already blameless; he is an integral part of the mechanism of 
nature and, as we have seen, does not and cannot contravene its laws for, although he has 
been imbued with the capacity to do so (per . 
fectibilife), the necessary conditions or 
circumstances for such a contravention are absent. Moreover, perfectibiliti is not a negative 
force, nor is it construed in negative terms. The difference, therefore, between Biblical Eden 
and the State of Nature is essentially (and necessarily) a rejection of the Christian dogma of 
original sin, and by extension of any theodicy, for in common with his contemporaries, 
Rousseau wanted, at all cost, to avoid any stigmatisation or devalorisation of humanity. As 
Paul 136nichou cogently puts it: 
La philosophie rejetait cette vue sinistre [of original sin] et voulait juger, selon 
Mornme seul, de la condition de Phomme et de son histoire. Rousseau, qu'il 
ne faut pas toujours et seulement opposer aux Philosophes, prononce, quant 
au dogine de la chute, le meme refus qu'eux. Ni lui ni eux ne veulcnt cxpliquer 
la condition terrestre de Mormne par une siparation avec Dieu, ni mettre au 
ccntre de leur anthropologie une accusation port6e contrc le genre humain. " 
6S Paul B6nichou, Vid6e denature chez Rousseau, in Pimie deRomsseam, p. 127. Thilosophy rejected this sinister view and wanted 
to judge according to man himself man's condition and his history. Rousseau, who was not always in contradiction [opposer 
il with the ptil"ophes, voiced, with regard to the dogma of the fall, the same refutation as they did. Neither he nor they wanted 
to explain the earthly condition of man as a separation with God, nor, at the heart of their anthropology, place the blame on 
the human species! 
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What this means in practice is that Rousseau's hand is forced: he has no option but to devise a 
schema in which man does not leave his natural, ideal state through his own volition and neither 
is he forced to leave it by the interference or influence of any endogenous factors. How will 
Rousseau accomplish this, for if the state of nature was perfect, if it was complete, then why 
should it end or be ended? And why should man be forced to leave it? 
2.3. The 'FaH-State' and the first two species of 'Need' 
Evidently this moment is a structural and conceptual watershed in Rousseau's philosopl-lical 
system and everything hinges upon it. We have reached the threshold of a cataclysmic change 
when the ideal state of nature is ruptured and man becomýs compelled to take his leave and 
embark upon the first tentative steps toward civilisation and all those institutions that will be 
characteriscd, throughout his evolution, by the supplemental chain - that is to say human 
communication in all its forms and society. The hermeneutic key to unlocking this moment is 
to be found in Rousseau's rather complex conception and elaboration of 'the fall. ' The fall is 
the event that is responsible for rupturing and destroying the ideal state of nature. But the fall 
must also represent, at once, the point of rupture and the beginning - the first point - of a 
state of transition that will culminate in the actual (contemporary) state of man; the fall is, in 
other words, the dawn of the history of mankind - the state that usurps and replaces the ideal 
state of nature and triggers the process of history itself 
Both the ideal state of nature and the 'fall' (what I shall now identify as the 'Fall-Stateý, are 
marked by two very different and mutually exclusive types of need: the first species a natural, 
instinctive need; and the second species a need bom of desire, greed and immorality - 
negative terms that characterise man's current condition (what he has made of himselo as well 
as the orientation of his history as it unfolds. Though the ideal state of nature is just that - 
ideal, perfect and complete, Rousseau nevertheless reserves a place in his conception of the 
pure origin for the first species of need. This need is instinctive, pre-programmed, part of 
man's DNA as it were, and as such does not defile the flawless image of the Ideal-State of 
nature. There is, as a consequence, no contradiction in terms here, for the condition jine qma 
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non is that this species of need be natural and instinctive, an integrated part of the mechanism 
and fabric of nature. This Need is described in the second Discours in the Mowing terms: 
[ ... 1 les seuls biens qu'ü connaisse dans Punivers sont la nourriture, une femelle 
et le repos; les seuls maux qu'il craigne sont la douleut et la faim; je dis la 
douleur et non la mort; car jamais Panitnal ne saura ce que c'est que mourit 
66 
In stark contrast, the second species of need is considered to be symptomatic of the effects 
brought about in the moments following the fall. The fall -a cataclysmic conjuncture that 
puts an end to the Ideal State of nature - triggers the second species of need; it is, in fact, its 
primary cause. And this second species of need, and the continual quest to satiate it, is what 
marks out man's subsequent history and his existential condition, his actual temporal locus. In 
other words, Rousseau believes that although the second species of need is the direct progeny 
of the fall - and by extension is not in and of itself responsible for the ending of the state of 
nature or originating the Tall-State' - it is, nevertheless, responsible for the ongoing ills that 
have plagued, and continue to plague, humanity and society. 'Mis second type of need stands 
in diametrical opposition to the first in the same way that the Tall-State' stands in opposition 
to the ideal state of nature; it is thus simply in order to highlight the absolute perfection of all 
that is associated with the ideal state of nature, with the unerring plenitude of the origin. This 
is precisely the reason why Rousseau believes it necessary to have 'des notions justes, ' of the 
ideal state of nature, 'pour bien juger de notrc 6tat present. 167 These notions are necessary in 
66 Rousseau, Discoun ssr ferigFne et ksfondements do AheýJafiami les hommes, p. 196: '[ ... I the only possessions he knows in the 
universe are food, a female and rest; the only ills he fears arc pain and hunger, I say pain and not death, for the animal Will 
never now what it is to die. ' Parenthetically, the fact that Rousseau does not permit man to know, of to be able to 
conceptualise, what it is to die, means that in his natural state Rousseau does not consider him to be a metaphysical animal; he 
operates instinctively and automatically, driven only by these natural needs and impulses. We are reminded here of 
Schopenhauees arguments in the Worhi as Vill and Idea (transl. R. Haldane and j Kemp, (London: TfGbner, 1883-1886), 11, 
p. 359-360) not because they are similar to Rousseau's, but because they are, in factý diametrically opposed: 'With the exception 
of man, no being wonders at his own existence; but it is to them so much a matter of course that they do not observe it. [ ... I 
With this reflection and wonder there arises therefore, for man alone, the need for a metaphysic; he is accordingly a 
[metaphysical animal]. it is the knowledge of death, and along with this the suffering and the misery of human life, which 
gives the strongest impulse to philosophical reflection and metaphysical explanation of the world. " It is, of course, important 
to emphasise that the difference between Rousseau's vision of man in his ideal state and Schopenhauces conception of man at 
once vast and negligible. If Rousseau were writing about man in his Fall-State, that is after the ideal state of nature has ended 
he would doubtless share Schopenhauees pessimisin. But that he is writing of man in his ideal state means that his vision is 
entirely different to Schopenhauces; for Rousseau man in his ideal state is akin to Schopenhauees anknah that is to say he is 
not predisposed to - or indeed does not participate in any - philosophical or cosmological reflection. To be sure, Rousseau's 
natural man is sentientý but he is unthinking, because to think would be to situate oneself in the universe, to imagine 
beginnings, ends and existence itself. In short, in his ideal state, man is not preoccupied by the trials and tribulations of 
everyday existence: food is abundantý the climate is kind and he does not want for, of nrtd, anything. 
67 Rousseau, DiscomajurfetigFmo etksfondementsd-*, Fixita-fdPx7vdlesho-wes, p-159. Seenote53above. 
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order to provide the contrast that allows such dichotomisation to operate and indeed take 
place. 
2.3. The divine nature of the FaH 
There is, in Rousseau's writings, an air of inevitability about the fall, as if it were part of man's 
destiny to leave his original condition of innocence and plenitude. It is clearp howeverR that 
this question proved to be a difficult and intensely problematic one for the Genevan. " It is 
interesting to observe that the first steps out of the Ideal-State are seen as steps towards 
communication, towards language, rather than steps towards the formation of society. This 
seems to suggest, though it must be stressed that it is never more than an intimation, that the 
institution of society occurs after the beginning of language: 
Plus on m6dite sur ce sujet, plus la distance des pures sensations aux plus 
simples connaissances s'agrandit a nos regards; et il est impossible de 
concevoir comment un homme aurait pu par ses seules forces, sans le secours 
de la communication, et sans l'aiguillon de la necessit6, franchir un si grand 
intervalle. 69 
Later in the second Discours Rousseau considers the logical difficulties associated with such a 
question: 
[ ... I effray6 des difficultis qui se multiplient, et convaincu. de iimpossibilit6 
presque dimontr6e que, les langues aient pu naltre et s'6tablir par des moyens 
purement hurnains, je laisse i qui voudra Pentreprendre la discussion de ce 
difficile probkme, lequel a et6 le plus necessaire, de la societ6 d6ji lice, i 
l'institudon des langues, ou des langues d6ji inventecs, a 1etablissement dc la 
societe. 70 
It is a problematic to which Rousseau would not apply any rigorous analysis (beyond his 
intimation that communication was sought before society) until the Essai sur POH , gine 
des 
68 For an interesting discussion of these problems and indeed the difference between Rousseau's ideas and those of his 
contemporaries - particularly Condillac, Hobbes and Pufendorf, see Wokler, Rousseam, pp. 33-54. 
69 Rousseau, Disxmn sur foi&ýe et lesfondements do finigaitipmmi les homme r, p. 197.7he more we reflect on this subject, the greater 
appears the distance between pure sensation and the most simple knowledge: it is impossille indeed to conceive how a man, 
by his own powers alone, without the aid of communication and the spur of necessity, could have bridged so greata gap. ' 
70 Jbid, pp. 208-209 '... alarmed by the increasing difficulties which present themselves, and so well convinced of the almost 
demonstrable impossibility that languages should owe their original institution to merely human means, that I leave, to any one 
who will undertake it, the discussion of the difficult problem, which was most necessary, the existence of society to the 
invention of language, or the invention of language to the establishment of society! 
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gues, where the 'aiguillon de la nicessite' is seen, primarily, as geological, and I-4n 
meteorological, and first formulated in terms of a somewhat poetic and metaphorical divine 
gesture: 'Celui qui voulut que rhomme ffit sociable toucha du doigt l'axe du globe et rinclina 
sur l'axe de l'univers. '7' This deliberate act would change the essential nature of man from 
solitary, ignorant and idle into a social, political and eventually immoral one. It would awaken 
in man laperfectibi&A, it would permit him to rise up from his ideal natural state, seize control 
of his destiny and eventually hold dominion over the world that enveloped him. He would 
become everything that he was not or could not have been in his ideal state. Indeed, as 
Rousseau continues his explanation of the fall, we can see that his tonc is more Nostradamic 
than it is poetic and metaphorical, and what follows this divine gesture conforms exactly to 
the pattern of degeneration - of seemingly irreversible historical decline - set out in the first 
Discourr 
A ce leger moment, jc vois changer la face de la terre et d6cider la vocation du 
genre humain: j'entends au loin les cries de joie d'une multitude insens6e; je 
vois edifier les palais et les villes; je vois naitte les arts, les lois, le commerce; je 
vois les peuples se former, s'6tendre, se dissoudre, se succ6der comme les flots 
de mer; je vois les hommes rassembl6s sur quelques points de leur derneure 
pour sy d6vorer mutuellement, faire un affreux d6sert du reste du monde, 
digne monument de l'union sociale et de Ntilit6 des arts. " 
With this move, Rousseau finally excludes the possibility that purely human means were 
sufficient to rupture and put an end to the ideal state of nature and, by extension, be the 
primary cause of the institution both of the first languages and the first societies; laperfectibiliti 
makes this possible. As we saw above, he suggested as much in the Second Discomrs, but in the 
71 Rousseau, Essd, in CEuvw, 0 1, pp. 198-199, 'He who wanted man to be a social animal, touched the axis of the earth and tilted 
it toward the axis of the universe. ' Although, in the context of the Es=4 we should, as I have suggested, see this as a poetic and 
metaphorical argument, for Rousseau is not here postulating primary causes, there is nevertheless an underlying cosmological 
idea at work here. There was much debate amongst scientists and thinkers during the 18th century regarding the question 
whether the inclination of the earth on its axis was merely its original position or whether it had been deliberately realigned 
from a different position by the intervention of God. Rousseau was broadly of the second opinion on this matter. Indeed, if 
we look at Rousseau's Trofession of Faith of the Savoyard Vicae in Book IV of Emik, p. 273) we can see this view rising to 
surface; Rousseau's argument here is for a prime mover, an anti-teleological explanation of the universe in which the supreme 
Being sets the universe in motion: 'Descartes formed heaven and earth with dice, but he was not able to give the first push to 
these dice of to put his centrifugal force in action without the aid of a rotary motion. Newton discovered the law of attraction, 
but attraction alone would soon reduce the universe to in immobile mass. To this law he had to add a projectile force in order 
to make the celestial bodies describe curves. Let Descartes tell us what physical law made his vortices turm Let Newton show 
us the hand which launched the planets on the tangent of their orbits ... I believe therefore that a will moves the universe and 
animates nature. ' 
72 Rousseau, Rui, p. 199. 'In this fleeting moment, I see the face of the Earth change and the vocation of the human species 
determined :I hear in the distance the joyful cries from a madding crowd; I see palaces and towns erected ;I see the birth of 
the arts, laws, commerce; I see people form, spread outý dissolve, and follow one another Eke waves on the ocean; I see men 
assembled on their land, devouring it and making a terrible desert of the remainder of the planet, a dignAied monument of 
society and the utility of the arts. ' 
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Essai it is much more than a suggestion, it is a veritable affirmation. This conceptual 
manoeuvre is a necessary evil, for if both society and language are to be seen as unnatural 
conditions, swerving away from nature as the direct result of the fall and the Fall-State, then 
there must be nothing instinctive or endogenous that triggers their institution or discovery. 
just as Rousseau conceived of a golden age in which men rarely encountered any of their own 
kind, the institution of the Fall-State must be seen as its antithesis, that is to say, it must be 
construed as the moment - the first moment - when men are forced to come together, both 
by accidents: 
Les associations d'hommes sont en grande partie Fouvrage des accidents de la 
nature; les d6luges particuliers, les mers extravas6es, les 6ruptions des volcans, 
les grands tremblements de terre, les incendies 0=6 par la foudte et qui 
d6truisaient les forets, tout ce qui dut effraycr et disperser les sauvages 
habitants dun pays dut ensuite les rassembler. " 
and the irrepressible rhyd= of nature's cyclical operation: 
Les revolutions des saisons sont une autre cause plus g6n' ale et plus er 
permanente qui dut produit le rnýme effet dans les climats cxpos6s a ccttc 
varkt& Forc6s de s'approvisionner pour Miver, voill les habitants dans le cas 
de s'entraider, les voili contraints d'6tabhr entre eux quelque sorte de 
convention. 74 
in order to found the first language and with it the first society. Ihc establishment or 
negotiation of this 'convention' - which was necessarily a linguistic or gestural process" - 
signals the very beginnings of society. Rousseau concludes that it would only take one further 
incremental and developmental step for men to be irreversibly bound to one another forever. 
caugmentez d'un degr6 leur Res hommes] d6velopment et leurs lumiires, les voila r6unis pour 
toujours'. " With the institution of society and the conventions that underpin it (however 
primitive those conventions might be), the end of the ideal state of nature is confirmed and 
73 Jbid, p. 201. 'encounters between men are in large measure the work of accidents of nature ; localised flooding, swollen seas, 
volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, forest fires sparked by lightning, all that which must have frightened and dispersed the savages 
of one country must have then assembled thern. ' 
74 Jbid, p. 201. qle changing seasons are another more general and permanent cause which must have produced the same effect 
in those climates exposed to them [the seasons]. Forced to stock up and prepare for winter, the inhabitants would help one 
another and this established between them a sort of conventiom' 
75 In the Essd Rousseau does not deny that both gesture and vocalisation are natural, but he does suggest that gesture is simpler, 
more economical as a system of communication and less dependent upon conventions: 'quoique la langue du geste et celle de 
la voix soient 6galement naturelles, toutefois la prcmi6re et plus facHe et d4xnd moins des conventions! (Ibid, p. 156). 
76 Ibid, p. 202 'raise by one step their development and their knowledge, and they will be united forever., 
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the inevitable process of degeneration conunences; history - and Rousseau's systematic 
philosophisation. of it - can begin in earnest. 
2.5. Adumbrating the bigger picture: Synthesising the First and Second Discours 
In order to begin to assemble a meaningful picture of these two works - works which, in my 
view, constitute the core structure of Rousseau's system - we need to synthesisc both Discours 
and examine the distinctive conceptions of nature and natural man depicted within them. 
Earlier we saw that Ernst Cassirer argued that the two Discours cohere on one essential point, 
in an exaltation of the state of nature. As I have shown, however, this statement is only 
partially correct: to be sure nature is the primary. subject of both works but fundamentally 
different 'natures' are envisioned. In the first Discours, nature is that which is embodied in the 
Tall-State'. lbere, natural man is exposed to the second species of need and the immorality 
and vice that it ultimately engenders. Man's subsequent history, a history of seemingly 
inescapable downward-spiralling moral decline from near moral perfection to depravity, is the 
very stuff of the First Discours. In one sense, therefore, it is less about nature than it is about 
history, and natural man is clearly one step removed from his ideal state, for he is already 
socialised, already citizen. The second Discours, on the other hand, relocates and repositions 
both nature and natural man; it winds the clocks back beyond the domain and jurisdiction of 
history and ontology in order to describe and mark out an ideal, hypothetical, conditional and 
essentially allegorical State of nature. In the first half of the second Discours, man resides in 
this ideal, pre-rupturc state and as such is only exposed to the first species of need. La 
per fectibiliti is present in the ideal state, but it is entirely superfluous there; in the absence of the 
second species of need, man does not need to reshape or ameliorate any aspect of his daily life 
or the world that surrounds him. In essence then, these two works are (chrono)-logically out 
of sequence: the Second Discours does not so much replace or supersede the First Discours, its 
subject matter, though without ontology itself, 'pre-dates' or prefaces it. The first half of the 
Second Discomrs thus outlines what we might call the First Phase in Rousseau's system or the 
Thilosophy of Nature', and the First Discomrs outlines the Second Phase or the Thilosophy of 
History'. The First Phase is the ideal state, a continuum, a boundless epoch of plenitude and 
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perfection. The Second Phase is the history of mankind from the earliest times (from the very 
beginning of the 'Fall-State). What distinguishes and differentiates the two works is the fall 
itself- that poetic and metaphorical gesture - the tilting of the world on its axis - in order to 
introduce meteorological and geological phenomena which would eventually force man into a 

































As can be seen, it is the 'Fall' that separates both phases. Phase one contains nothing but the 
first species of need; it is a steady-state continuum. The resultant difference between the Ideal 
State and the Fall-State is oppositional, binary. Ibis is so because the Fall-State is clearly not 
ideal, not pure and not perfect, for it is, of course, not the Ideal State. At the very instant 
at/following the fall, when the Fall-Statc replaces the Ideal State, three factors differentiate it: 
the first, is the inclination of the earth on its axis; the second is that the second species of need 
is present; and the third is that laperfectibiad, that potential and latent agent of change and 
progress, becomes fully operational. In Phase two, history commences at the institution of 
the Fall-State. Phase two is marked by the second species of need, and the quest to satiate it 
leads to a downwatd-spiralling helix of increasing immorality at the base of which is man's 
actual state of vice, corruption and misery - the eighteenth century. Ultimately then, we have 
a three-term, trinary structure: Ideal-State - Fall-State - Actual-State. 
My view - and the one that pervades this thesis - is that the difference between the Fall-State 
and the Actual-State is irlative and not oppositional. This is so because the Fall-State is almost 
ideal, certainly purer and far less imperfect than the actual state of man, but it is not ideal, not 
pure and not perfect in itself In other words, then, at the very heart of the philosophy of 
history a relativism is at work. Moreover, there is an elaborate system of value that underpins 
the philosophy of history; Rousseau will be able to assign a rigorous system of value to the 
very process of history - and many points along it - even though the process is, by its nature, 
a negative and degenerative one. This system of value will be assigned to all aspects of 
Rousseau's writings - on language, on societal and political institutions, on music, on 
education, on aesthetics and on fiction. " At the commencement of the historical process, 
those nascent institutions, (amongst which I would include human communication and 
society) though considered in themselves unnatural and debased for they are post-rupture, 
Fall-State phenomena, are nevertheless considered less debased than their counterparts further 
down the helix. They are closer to the Ideal-State for the very reason that they are closer, 
historically and temporally, to the institution of the Fall-State. This relativism and thi system 
of value that it engenders explains why certain entities in Rousseau's system - melody, Italian, 
77 This is true of the First Discomn, the Ead sw Mligifie des 1"gves, the I-Mm sur la Mm6pe Frampise, the Dirfionndir de Abuipe, 
Emik, La Noumlk HArse, Dm Contra Sodal, PAmahom and li Detim dm Villaw, 
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vowel, liberty, south - are valorised or privileged over others - harmony, French, consonant, 
servitude, north - and it explains the very existence of the supplemental chain itself 
2.6. The problematic notion of the beginning 
My theoretical position runs counter-current to what have become, over the past thirty-five 
years or so, conventional, traditional and, in some cases, abused arguments concerning the 
nature of Rousseau's philosophical system and the nature of his theories concerning the 
origins of language and society. " I do not wish in the present work to embark upon, or 
become embroiled in, either a lengthy, description or exploration of these arguments, or 
indeed an evaluation of the merits and demerits of the interpretative strategies that have given 
rise to them, for this has already been done many times before. 79 Neither do I wish to be 
diverted away from the primary objective of this thesis which is to offer my reading of 
Rousseau's philosophy of music and the reform of opera that it engenders, rather than focus 
in extenso on certain secondary readings of Rousseau whose objectives are altogether different 
from mine. 80 Instead, I will succinctly set out what differentiates my position and why I think 
some conventional views arc misplaced. This process will also serve to draw together some of 
the threads of this chapter and allow us to consider how this system as a whole will govern 
Rousseau's conception of music in subsequent chapters. 
78 See especially. Jacques Derrida's 'classie reading of Rousseau in Derrida, De la Gr=maio4e, (Paris: Les iditions de Minuit, 
1967) and De Man's seminal critique of Derrida's reading in Paul de Man, B&dnejs and JAdý, &- Essig in the RhefoHr ofConmvporag 
Chfi&m, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971). 
79 instead, I will point the reader to the following secondary texts that examine, clarify and critique such readings. See especially. 
G. Ulmer, Jacques Derrida and Paul De Man on/in Rousseau's faults: Eighteenth Centwy, 20, (1979): 164-81; Dalton 11omas, 
MAuic and Ori gins of Language, (New York. Cambridge University Press, 1995) - see chapter 4 pp. 87-88; Aram Vartanian, 
, Derrida, Rousseau and the difference, SImSes in Eighteenth GentAffy C#Auir, 19, (1989); Chapter 2 of Sweeney-Tumef, Tbi 
Sona, vus Bo*. ý Algde, Enhrý, htenmext and Decoalmlion, lbesis (PhD), Edinburgh University, 1994; Christopher Norris, Derrid4 cf. 
chapter 5, esp. pp. 97-113; Christie V. McDonald, Jacques Derrida's Reading of Rousseau: The Eiýbteenth Gntwy Theog and 
intoprN6on, 20, (1979): pp-82-95; and Madeleine Velguth, It Texte comme pr6texte: Jacques Derrida lit Ler Cxoaienr de 
Rousseau: Frmch Raiew, 58, (1985): pp. 811-19. 
80 it should, of course, be noted that Derrida's primary objective is to elucidate Rousseau's theory or system of writing (iailmm), 
since, as he claims in De la Gr=xatelegie, p. 147, '... Rousseau est sans doute le scul ou le premier i faire un thýme et un 
systýme de la r6duction de r&6tue, tene quelle itait profond6ment impliqu6e par toute r6poque. ' Ile goes on to suggest that 
his airn, in examining 'des textes de ripe philosophique ou litt6raire' is to lisoler Rousseau et, dans le rousseauisme, la th6orie de 
r6critufe. '(p. 148). Indeed the central epistemological weakness with Derridas reading of the Essaiis that, as we will go onto 
discuss in more detail in the next chapter, he doesn't engage directly with the work of Rameau and does not consider the fact 
that Rameau's work in many respects triggered the Rad and its various urtexts. See Sweeney-Tumer, Op. Gt. for fiarther 
discussion of this point. 
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I have already argued that there is both relativism and a system of value at the heart of the 
philosophy of history, and that that history itself is a degenerative one. I have also shown that 
Rousseau's concept of the ideal state of nature is a hypothetical and allegorical one that is not 
accessible to any ontology or history. There is, however, a tendency amongst some 
commentators to want to historicise the ideal state, to prize it away from the domain of the 
ideal, the allegorical, and the hypothetical so that it can be subjected to the same logical 
processes and operations as a 'history'. Once this relocation has taken place, the tendency is 
to then conflate the Ideal-State, the Fall-State and the Actual-State (that is to say, the three 
sectors of our trinary structure) and make out of them a pristine binary superstructure within 
which there is a diametrical opposition between, at one pole, nature and at the other, culture. 
As we are about to see, however, these strategies are often presented and couched in such a 
way as to make it appear to the reader that they are, in fact, part of Rousseau's scheme - as if 
he 'intended' or 'wanted' to do what they have identified him as doing, without him actually 
realising it or being capable of doing so. A capital example of this is Paul 116nichou's assertion 
that: 
Rousseau veut donner de I'Ctat naturel une image qui oppose absolument au 
pr6sent civilis6, et oýL ne figure pratiquement rien qui annonce cc pr6sent, de 
faýon qu'on puisse marquer ces deux 6tapes successives de deux signes 
absolument contraires, positif pour la premiZre, negatif pour la seconde. 81 
Once these strategic manoeuvres have been accomplished, it becomes possible to demonstrate 
how Rousseau's work is, from the outset, flawed in its attempt to postulate the existence of an 
absolute and ideal origin because it is preoccupied by representing this origin (and all that is 
tS Wt 92 associated with it) as the pure form of all that which eventually becomes i sUPPAMen. 
Indeed, would it not be the height of sophistry not to argue that if these were, in essence, pure 
forms - and did not contain the seeds of their own destruction - then why would they need to 
be supplemented in the first place? Rousseau is, as a result, denounced for refusing to 
acknowledge that there must have been something imperfect, insufficient, incomplete about 
Paul B6nichou, Tid6c dc nature: p. 129 (my emphasis), 'Rousseau wants to imbue the state of nature with an image that 
diametrically opposes the state of civilisation, and of which practically nothing about it hints at this state of civilsation, to the 
extent at we can mark out these two successive stages with two absolutely contrary signs, positive for the first, negative for the 
second! It is interesting to observe how Bcnichou's exemplary binary structure is punctured by the conditional operation of 
the adverb 'pradquemene that he elects to employ. Such a qualification is surely an admission of the logical difficulfies 
associated with trying to superimpose a binary structure upon one that is, in essence, Iiinary, and has, at its heart, relativism. 
82 CE Derrida, De la Grmmafokee, p. 207-208 fof his explanation of the double significance of d-ds term. 
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the Ideal-State (and all that is associated with it), for if it were complete, no suppliment would 
have ever been necessary; the origin itself would have remained intact, untouched, and 
undefiled. 'What Rousseau cannot think, ' Christopher Norris remarks, is the notion of 
these evils [the su tY. A3 In , 
ppamentsj having existed as far back as the origins of human socie 
other words, the very notion of a purr origin is an entirely false one, illusory - in short, 
unthinkable. Ulmer argues that, in fact, the ideal state of nature per se cannot be perfect, that it 
cannot be complete and that Rousseau wants to think of the negative pole of each binary 
opposition as a suppliment: 
added on to nature to make up for, paradoxically, a lack in nature 
(paradoxically, because nature, as the state which Rousseau posits as his ideal 
or model, should be complete, full, perfect). In the resultant play of 
oppositions between nature and culture, Rousseau wants to privilege or 
valorise one side over the other. He wants to couch this conceptual structure 
of oppositions in historical terms (as a mythical event) in order to give primacy 
to that chain of 'natural' terms [ ... I associated with [ ... ] innocence, origins. 
This chain is superior to, and supplemented by, the 'cultural' chain 
north, servitude, articulation, consonant [ ... ] evil and history. 84 
This historicising and conflating manoeuvre almost succeeds, but it is stopped dead in its 
tracks by one element that seems to have been overlooked: Rousseau's conception and placing 
of the 'fall. ' My argument is not that there is not, in essence, a supplementary logic at work 
here, nor is it that there is not a concerted and consistent effort made by Rousseau to valorise 
or privilege one term over an other (indeed this is merely the outcome of the system of value 
attached to the philosophy of history as I suggested above). My contention is this: that the 
structure Rousseau elaborates is not a binary, oppositional one, it is a trinary one; that the 
downward-spiralling slide towards the final term of this trinary structure is governed by 
relativism, for, as I have shown, it does not commence from a point of purity, ideality or 
plenitude; that such readings either attribute the wrong status to the Fall-State by treating it as 
the Ideal-State, " or they ignore its presence altogether; and that finally, such readings do not 
pose the real question: 'when' - fimm wbat point - does the process of degeneration or 
83 Christopher Norris, Dmida, p. 105 
84 Uhner, Jacques Derrida and Paul De Man, p. 168. 
85 Notice how Umer, OP. G4 p. 168 attributes the incoffect status to the ideal-state by concluding that, 'supplement and the 
ottin are one! 
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supplementation begin, for, I suspect, the simple reason that that would undermine the very 
methodology that such critiques are founded and operate upon. I am arguing that precisely 
because the Ideal-State is not accessible to any ontology, eschatology or history - it remains 
quintessentially and unassailably hypothetical and conceptual - degeneration and 
supplementation can only commence with the fall - with the advent or institution of the Fall- 
State and as such it is an integral part of the history of degeneration. Tbus in one sense, 
Ulmer is almost correct: there was at some stage in the history of mankind a lack'. This 'lack', 
as we have already seen however, cannot be part of the ideal state, for it comes afterwards, 
from outside. It is not, therefore, that the Ideal-State lacks anything and that the rest of 
p pliment, but that, at some stage, natural plenitude is ruptured and replaced by a history is its su 
state which is not ideal, not perfect and not complete -a state which stands in opposition to 
this original state and epitomises everything that it is not. In my terms, this state is the 
function and position of the Fall-State. Culture, or in Ulmer's terms, the 'cultural chain, 
makes up for the lack inherent in the Fall-State - at the moment of rupture - it makes up for 
the lack in the state that replaces and stands in opposition to the Idcal-State. Ultimately, what 
such readings fail to acknowledge is that the history of mankind begins not in/with the Ideal- 
State of nature, but at/following its rupture; history, society, language, music - the suppliments 
- and degeneration itself can only commence with the fall and the institution of the Fall-State. 
Now in order for Rousseau to realise this conceptually, the Fan-State must bear as close a 
resemblance to the Ideal-State as possible with the unique exception that it must contain this 
elusive 'lack; in other words it must be contaminated by the second species of need, the earth 
must be tilted on its axis and laperfectibiliti must be operational, so that it is not complete, not 
perfect and can stand in opposition to the ideal state; these arc its defining features. At any 
subsequent moment in the history of mankind, there will be a difference - but only a relative 
one - between this moment and the Fall-State. If we revisit Christopher Norris' assertion that 
, what Rousseau cannot think is the notion of these evils having existed as far back as the 
origins of human socicty, 'we can see, in fact, that the opposite is true: Rousseau can and does 
think that these evils existed as far back as the origins of human society, because the origins of 
human society stem firom the fall - the moment when the Ideal-State is ruptur ed, not 
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from/inside the Ideal-State itself. ' As Robert Wokler concludes, 'the state of nature could 
have contained no endogenous factors to drive its inhabitants out. "' In the second Discours 
Rousseau elects to put such a view in these terms: 
Apr6s avoir montr6 que la perfectibilitC, les vertus sociales et les autres facult6s 
que Phomme natutel avait regues en puissance ne pouvaient jamais se 
d6velopper d'elles-memes, qu'eRes avaient besoin pour cela du concours 
fortuit de plusieurs causes 6trangýres qui pouvaient nc jamais naitrc, ct sans 
lesqueHes il ffit demeur6 iternellement dans sa condition primitive 88 
Rousseau's 'statement, as we can see, is unequivocal: these faculties could never have 
developed by themselves without the intervention, the 'concurs forniits', of certain 'causes 
etrang&res. ' Man did not, by his own volition or by his own means, leave the Ideal-State; he 
was forced to leave it by a prime mover - He who had seen fit to incline the earth upon its 
axis. 
What we have, in sum then, is a trinary structure, the first sector of which is ideal, hypothetical 
and conditional. The second sector is a point of rupture or the institution of the Fall-State 
which replaces the ideal state. The third and final sector is man's actual historical locus - the 
eighteenth century. Between the Fall-State and the actual state, the process of a degenerative 
history is at work and is underpinned by a rigorous system of value. As we will see in the next 
chapter, Rousseau will hang the elements of his philosophy of music onto this trinary structure. 
86 jean Tefasse, Remsream tf la. Qufte, pp. 77-78 also concurs with this view and argues that Ilistoirc conunence r6eUcrnent avec la 
socl&6 civfle; 1'etat de nature couvre toute la p&iodc qui pr6cMc Pinsdtution sociale ... I 
s7 Wokler, Rousseam, p. 37. 
88 Rousseau, Discoun jw fvrýFne et ksfox&ments de finigakifimmi ks bommes, pp. 220-221. (my emphasis). 'After showing that human 
fietfe&Woi, the social virtues, and the other faculties which natural man potentially possessed, could never develop of 
themselves, but must require the fortuitous concurrence of many foreign causes that might never arise, and without which he 
would have remained for ever in his primitive condition - .. ' 
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Chapter Three: 
The Common Origin Hypothesis: 
Winding the clocks forward from hypothesis to history 
The primary aim. of this chapter is to illustrate how Rousseau now fashions his philosophy of 
music upon the trinary model postulated in chapter 2. In essence, we shall be exploring 
Rousseau's theory of the bistog of communication from the Fall-State to the Actual-State; it 
will be a theory that points, at first, to a common origin - an intimate and seemingly 
indissoluble fusion of speech and music that Rousseau dubs laque or voLv, a fusion where, in 
fact, such denominations did not yet exist or, as a result, have any significance. Rousseau will 
adumbrate a history of communication already degenerating from an almost ideal condition 
towards a debased one devoid of more or less any aesthetic value; it will be a history that, at 
first, conforms precisely to the shape, itinerary, logic and value system of the philosophy of 
history set out in the first Discomrs. In many respects, this history of communication is an 
exemplar - the paradigmatic case - of degeneration; so precisely can the two be superposed it 
is as though Rousseau had traced the trajectory of his philosophy of history upon the future 
imprint of this history of communication. In other respects, however, Rousseau has to work 
assiduously in order to make his argumentation remotely consistent and logical. 
3.1. The Origin of Expression: Voix and langue 
Le premier'langage de Momme, le langage le plus universel, Ic plus cnergique, 
et le seul, dont il eut besoin, avant qu'iI fallut persuader des hommes assembl6s, 
est le cri de la, nature., 
For millions of years mankind lived just like the animals. Ibcn something 
happened which unleashed the power of our imagination. We learned to taUL2 
In Peter Kivy's estimation, Rousseau's conception of the 'origin of music, (which is in any 
case, without fin-ther precision, a misleading proposition) should Iýe categotised alongside 
Rousseau, Discomrs sw ledgine d ksfondements de fiheýa&ifiami les Lvmmer, (ed. ) Jacques Roger, (Paris: Flammarion, 1992), p. 2oS 
'Man's first language, the most universal, the most dynamic and the only one that he had need of before it was necessary to 
persuade his fellow man, is the cry of nature.. .' 
2 Pink Floyd, 'Keep Talldng' from Tht Ditidon BeIZ (EMI, 1994). 
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similar renderings of what he dubs 'speech theory. " Among Rousseau's kindred spirits in this 
enterprise are, he suggests, both Richard Wagner and Herbert Spencer, who believe '[ ... I that 
music has its origin in the passionate tones of primitive speech, or in some proto-languagcof 
the passions, more akin to music than to articulate speech, which gives rise to them both. ' 
Persuasively written though Kivy's argumentation is, it is nevertheless unsatisfactory in two 
fundamental senses. First, by deploying the term 'proto-language, or indeed its root 
'language', a certain organisation, an inescapable pre-ordained and codified structure is always 
already implied. In addition, the substantive 'language' presupposes generalisation and 
standardisation, and necessitates the pre-cxistence of either culture or society or both - 
however primitive - in equal or unequal measure. ' Without the pre-existcnce of these 
necessary institutions, the contractual mechanism that permits language to operate and 
function as a viable system of communication cannot be drawn up in the first place; and in 
that first place, was it the necessity of communication that presented itself to these 
antediluvian peoples or did communication arise out of an instinctive impulse to establish 
contact with their semblants? These are vital ontological and epistemological questions that 
Kýivy does not attempt to broach, and yet, as we already know, they are at the beating heart of 
Rousseau's thinking on the subject. Second, the uneasy balance Kivy strikes between music 
and articulate speech - asserting that this 'proto-language' is more akin to music than speech - 
is, as I will demonstrate, at odds not only with Rousseau's conception of the Cri de la natuir 
(because, fundamentally, tl-ýs Cri pre-cxists both, and gives rise to neither directly), but also 
with what we may now dub Rousseau's 'Common Origin Hypothesis'. 
In the previous chapter, I suggested that by positioning the Ideal-State of nature in the domain 
of the hypothetical and the conditional in the Second Discours, Rousseau cuts himself adrift 
from the nostalgic historicism that colours and charactcrises the First Discmrs. I also 
suggested that the resultant gulf between those two works, between their differing and 
essentially incompatible conceptions of nature - the Ideal-State and Fall-State - and the 
Kivy, Peter, The CordedS&14 (Ncwjersey-. Princeton University Press, 1980), p. 97. 
4 Bid, P. 97. 
Evidently the terminology here is necessarily loose; for culture and society may be substituted the most elemental family 
groupings. As we have already seen in the last chapter, Rousseau does not envision man's earliest state as one in wl-dch there 
were nuclear family units. 
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Actual-State of eighteenth century man, is virtually unbridgeable. Not then pursuing the issue 
to its conclusion, I merely left in suspension an additional concept. la voix. When Rousseau 
conceptualises prelapsarian man in his Ideal-State, his starting point is not with a Palaeolithic 
inhabitant of the primeval forests of geological time, nor is it with the savages discovered by 
missionaries and brought to the occident for exhibition and scientific study. Rather it is with 
enlightenment man - himself - that Rousseau begins. Rousseau's primary objective is to find 
the quintessence of natural man and unearth his nascent faculties, his interior nature. He thus 
attempts, conceptually, to strip enlightenment man bare of all the accretions of contemporary 
existence, all the accoutrements and niceties of language, the chains and fetters of societal and 
political conventions and contracts, and the deleterious effects of the second species of need, 
until all that remains is something approaching the natural man presented in the Second 
Discaurs. This natural man, after all the auto-archaeological foraging has taken place, is merely 
a solitary, idle, unthinking animal operating on a purely instinctive level and whose sole 
quotidian concern is his survival. 6 As I suggested in the previous chapter, Rousseau imbues 
his natural man -with two specific faculties - lapi& and la perýfiecfibilili. But there is also one 
other faculty, an immutable, universal faculty that is uniquely capable of bridging the virtually 
unbridgeable void that separates the three terms of our trinary equation: la voix or the voice. 
Ile voice is an anatomical, physical, corporeal reality that is as present in natural man, as it is 
in Fall-State man, as it is in enlightenment man; however civilised or uncivilised, however 
socialised or unsocialised, however proximate to or removed from his ideal-State this man is, 
the common denominator is still 'man'. But just as other innate human faculties are liable to 
be altered - to suffer a degenerative evolution across the horizon of history - so too is the 
voice. lbough the physiological reality of the voice - of the palette, the vocal chords and the 
larynx - remains unaffected by the process of time or history, it is both the character (the 
accent) of the voice and the motivation behind the column of air that causes the vocal chords 
to vibrate across the larynx, which undergoes transformation. In the Ideal-State, and in the 
vocabulary of the Second Discaurs, the voice has an ideal manifestation: le cri de la natum At the 
institution of the Fall-State, the voice remains, briefly, the conduit for the purest, unmediated 
, 
p. Cit. p. 1 82, 'sa propre conservation faisant presque son unique soin. 6 Rousseau, 0 
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expression of the passions, but in the Actual-State it has become servile and debased, a vehicle 
for the articulation of need and desire. The voice is, then, the unique phenomenon that 
provides a connection - however fragile or remote - between the Ideal-State, the Fall-State 
and the Actual-State. And that connection is played out, in Rousseau's thinking, as man's 
instinctiverecourse to the voice for self-expression. 
The beauty and elegant simplicity of this conception is that the vestiges of such an, ideal 
condition - le ai - are, of course, extant in enlightenment man. From the first moments of 
our fife, before we are aware that we exist or what it means to exist, we cry, we cry for food 
because that is what we must do, instinctively, in order to survive. We do not know what it 
means to be hungry, for we are unable to conceptualise hunger, yet we can feel the sensation 
of hunger and this brings forth our tears. 'Whether there was a language', Rousseau writes in 
Emile, 'natural and common to all men has long been a subject of research. Doubtless there is 
such a language, and it is the one children speak before kno*g how to speak. 3,7 Rousseau 
articulates this underlying connection between the 'child-language' and the Cri de la Naturr in 
three places: in Emile, in the Essai syr f0q, ýine des Laques and in the Second Discours. In Emile, 
for example, Rousseau suggests that adults can deploy three types of voice, whereas children 
are broadly inarticulate having only 'cries, groans, exclamation, wailing. " In the Second 
Discours, Rousseau describes a cri, 'arracM ... par une sorte d'instinct dans les occasions 
pr6sentcs, pour imploter du secours dans les grandes dangers, ou de soulagement dans les 
maux violents. 9 In the Essai, the notion is of a voice, 'pour. imouvoir un jeune cceur, pour 
rcpousser un agresseur injuste, ' a voice for which nature dictates 'des accents, des Cris, des 
plaintes%'O In each of these instances, it is not man that consciously utters these accents or 
cries, that modulates his voice, articulates, enunciates, pronounces, for these are essentially 
spontaneous, unreflected vocalisations, drawn forth involuntarily in certain circumstances only 
as a reaction to them. However, the underlying connection between the voices in these three 
7 Rousseau, Emile, TransI. A. Bloon-4 Olarmondsworth: Penguin, 1979), p. 65 my emphases. 
8 Aid, P. 148. 
, 
ýhe d kefondwenft de fixiSaUpw7wi 4, &,, ffe.; p. 205 'wrenched forth only by a sort of instinct, to beg 9 Rousseau, Discomn sw lefi 
for help in times of great danger or comfort in the event of severe pain' 
10 Rousseau, Emd jw l0r&ne des 14m prs, inCEmms, t. ll, p. 164. To move a young heart, to repel an unjust aggressor., 'Accents, 
cries, vailing. ' 
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states is only fleeting and ephemeral, for almost as soon as such accents and cries are vocalised 
and cxternalised, their immediacy and innocence begins to ebb away. In the Fall-State, when 
man is for thefirst time forced to commune with his semblants, it is nature that dictates his 
utterances, it is a moment,, as Phillip Robinson eloquently puts it, 'when Man, in the 
transparent enthusiasm of nascent sociability, communicates without reflection. "' At the 
institution of the Fall-State, self-expression is a tool that man is destined to discover 
instinctively rather than as the result of any process of rational deduction: 'Sit6t, ' Rousseau 
writes, 
qu'un homme fut reconnu par un autre pour un hre scntant, pensant ct 
semblable a lui, le d6sir ou le besoin de lui communiquer ses sentiments [ ... I lui en fit chercher les moyens. Ces moyens peuvent se tirer que de sens, les 
seuls; instruments par lesquels un honune puisse agir sur un autre. Voila donc 
I'institution des signes sensibles pour exprimer le pens6e. Les inventeurs du 
langage ne firent pas ce raisonnement, mais l'instinct leur en suggera la 
consequence-12 
In his infant state, it is nature and instinct that forces the baby to cry for food and for 
assistance when the sensation of hunger is felt for the first time. But for Fan-State man and 
for the baby, it is the very process of socialisation, the process of becoming citizen, the 
proximity of others and the haunting spectre of the second species of need that will begin to 
alter the motivation behind their voices and the resultant sonic character of their vocalisations. 
Tbus we now have identified Rousseau's conception of the origin of expression - it is to be 
found in man's earliest utterance and this utterance is considered natural, instinctive, 
unreflected and spontaneous. With such attributes, it can transcend the boundaries of time 
and history, and it is ptesentý albeit briefly, in all three terms of our trinary structure. This is 
so because both the mechanics and possibility of such expression are present in each term too. 
Clearly the voice holds especial significance for Rousseau, and in his thought it is considered 
as a legitimate object; it is objectified or hypostatised, and conceived of as a physical reality. 
ii phflEp Robinsonjtam-jacqmerRomsseam'sDoctrinrofibt Arts, (Frankfiut lanp, 1984), p. 173. 
12 Rousseau, 0 
'P. 
Cit., pp. 155-156. 'As soon as a man was recognised by another as a sentient, thitiking being similu to himself, 
the desire or need to communicate his feelings made him search for the means to do so. These means can only be brought 
forth by the senses, the only instruments by which a man can influence another. Here is the institution of the signs for 
expressing thought. Those who discovered language did not make this connection, but instinct suggested to them the 
outcome. ' 
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As a consequence; this hypostatising manoeuvre endows the voice with an ontology and 
history, even, paradoxically, in the Ideal-State. But the voice is not an unassailable, 
untouchable object. The fall is, ultimately, responsible for rupturing the Cri- for changing the 
motivation behind the voice'- in exactly the same manner that the fall destroys the Ideal-State 
of nature itself When the Earth is tilted on its axis, when laperý, fecfibilifi emerges as an qgent 
pmwcateur, and when the second species of need begins to sink its teeth into the nascent 
morality of the human race, the voice begins to alter. It is, physiologically, the same voice, but 
it is sonically different. It is different, for the Cri- in any of its manifestations - does not give 
rise, as Peter Kivy suggests, directly to language or music itself; that privilege is, once again, 
the unique preserve of the fall. 
3.2. The question of the Essai sur 110rigine des Langues 
If the Second Discomrs (or at least the first half of it) resides primarily in the domain of the 
hypothetical or ideal, then it is essentially the only theoretical work in Rousseau's oemvrir to do 
so. The remainder of his writings dealing - in part or in extenso - with the origins of language, 
music and society, position themselves steadfastly, and almost uniformly, within the domain 
of the historical; they are all concerned with investigating the process by which these 
institutions and conventions degenerate from a condition of nascent innocence, at the 
beginning of the Fall-State, into their present condition of abject decay and impoverishment in 
the Actual-Statc. In the Introduction to this thesis, I suggested that Rousseau had not left us 
with a single, comprehensive work which sets out a philosophy or aesthetics of music; rather 
that rcflection upon such issues has been littered acro§s three decades worth of novels, 
critique, political and social doctrine. This is indeed the reason why in the first chapter we 
considered Rousseau's early musical writings and relationships, in the second chapter we 
focussed upon the First and Second Discomrs and in this chapter we shall be examining an 
ensemble of texts, rather than zooming-in on any one in particular. These texts - principally, 
though not exclusively, the Essai smr IOrifte des Langues, the Examen des deuxprinqýes de M. 
Rameau, and Du Prindpe de la Milodie - will help us piece together the chronicle of how music 
and language, stemming from the same source, evolve in different directions and culminate, in 
an aesthetic of opera, as antagonistic entities. 
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Although many of the structural mechanisms that allow the philosophy of music to operate 
are adumbrated in the First and Second Discours, their logical outcome is not fully explored 
, gues, oiý 
il estparli de la m6odie et 11imitation mujicale (published , gine 
des Laý until the Essai sur 110ri 
posthumously in Geneva, 1781 and hence not available during Rousseau's lifetime) and works 
closely associated with it - namely the Examen des deuxprindpes de Af. Rameau and Du Prinqýe de 
la Milodie. Rousseau's incorporation, into the main body of the text, of six chapters expressly 
concerned with music, " allows us to trace, at first hand, his conception of the relationship and 
interactions between music and language as both fully fledged serniotic systems evolve in 
parallel across their respective historical horizons. - It would, however, be a gross 
. gýn 
La g understatement to suggest that the Essai sur IOri e des n ues is anything other than an 
intensely problematic work. To begin with, and almost in spite of sustained scholarly debate 
and hypothesis, the vexed question of the work's chronology remains unresolved. Then there 
is the thorny issue of its primary focus: if the Essai is principally concerned with the question 
of the origin of languages, why then are six of its twenty chapters almost entirely given over to 
the discussion of musical issues? There is then the question which is rarely posed: is the work 
finished, or does the Essai, itself, constitute an urtext for yet another work? " And finally, we 
might ask why Rousseau did not choose to publish the work during his lifetime, instead 
entrusting it to Du Peyrou for posthumous publication. " There are, of course, no simple or 
determinate answers to these questions, only further scope for speculation and debate. But if 
we cannot be sure about these things, then should we ascribe so much significance to this 
work? I will return to this question later in the chapter. 
13 Chapters XII, XIII, XIV, XVII, XVIII & Xly- 
irs'd 14 In a letter to Malesherbes, dated 25 September 1761, Rousseau clearly had in mind a large scale volume of which the E was 
to play a leading role. - Je ne pense pas que cc barbouillage puisse supporter 1, impression s4yar&nent, mais peut-itrc pourra-t-A 
passer dans le recucil On6ral, i la faveur du reste. ' It is interesting also to consider the phrase that immediately supervenes, in 
which Rousseau demonstrates his frustration with Rameau, saying that he also wanted it to be published so that it might 
silence Rameau: 'toutefois, ie souhaiterais qu'il p6t ýtre donni i part i cause de ce Rameau qui continue i me tafabuster 
vilainement. ' In the Prvjet de. Mface of 1763 Cin Kintzler (ed) Essd smrt0n, ýFxe &s Lan gmes. (Paris: GF Flammarion, 1993), p. 51), 
Rousseau writes of his plans for a volume containing Nmita6on ThAbý, L* 1hile dE de0 #ne phraXw an th Eud mr JP ii des 
Langues. Notice that Rousseau is not especially confident about the Es4 being capable of standing as a work in its own right, 
, and that Malesherbes did a fine job of convincing him to let it be published: '... retenue par le ridicule de disserter sur les 
langues quand on en sait i pcine une et d'ailleurs pcu content de ce morceau, j'avais risolu de Ic supprimer comme indigne de 
rattention du public- Mais un magistrat Mustre [NUcsherbes] ... en a pens6 plus favorablement que moL Je soumets donc 
avec plaisir, comme on peut bien le croire, mon jugement au sien, et j'essaye i la faveur des deux autres icrits de faire passer 
celui-ci [the Esra4 que jc n'eusse peut-itrc risque scul. ' There are also many instances of a dose intertext between the Eud and 
the Dh6onndre dir M*ur. in some instances passages appear in both verbatim, and in others the argument in the Mfionsairr de 
Mmsique is a development of in eaflier iteration taken fi-orn the Ead. 
is Robinson, jeax-Jarques Romsseam ý Doctfine of & Atts, p. I 10 speculates that Rousseau decision not to publish both the Exaven and 
the Eud 'sterns as much fi-orn a sense of their shortcomings as form a noble resolution to desist from the public fray? 
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In the present work, it is neither possible, nor immediately relevant, to chronicle in any detail 
in excess of a century's worth of scholarly debate concerning the genesis of the Essai. Not 
only has this recently been undertaken elsewhere, " it would merely serve to distract us from 
our primary task of piecing together Rousseau's account of the degeneration of music. What 
follows immediately below, therefore, is simply a brief digest of Catherine Kintzler's research 
which effectively illuminates the current state of thinking about the genesis of the Essai and its 
chronological positioning in Rousseau's oeuprr. According to Kinztler, the most plausible 
hypothesis, given all of the available evidence, points to this sequence of events: a fragment of 
the Second Discaurs (1754) was held back from publication by Rousseau, and Rousseau's 
intention was that this fragment should form the kernel of a response to Rameau's polemical 
article Enmrs sur la mujique dans 1Engc1op0e of 1755; next, Rousseau reshaped this kernel into 
an intermediary response what we know now to be the Du Prin4e de la milodie, ou reýonse aux 
Emurs sur la mudque (Ms R 60); next, the beginning and end of this text were brought together 
and then modified to form what is now the LExamen de deuxpiindpes avandsparM. Rameau, 
whilst the central sector of the text was held back in reserve; finally, this central sector was 
expanded considerably and further modified between 1756 (or 1758) 17 and 1761, and gave rise 
to what is the Essai sur f0q, , 
kine des Langues. " Thus, we may conclude that the Essai was at least 
seven years in the making, and that during three to five of those years its core themes and 
arguments were being refined and redacted by Rousseau. 
Kintzler goes on to conclude that the Essai'doit autant, sinon plus, a 1'existence de Rarneau et 
de ces ouvrages pol6miques, qu'a 1'existence pr6alable du Second Discours. ", However, I do not 
entirely subscribe to the sentiment of her conclusion, for although it is persuasive and has, 
given the evidence she cites, a compelling logic, it nevertheless requires that we consider this 
key text in Rousseau's philosophy as, principally, a response to a debate concerning musical 
16 Cf. Robert Wokler, 'Rameau, Rousseau and the Essd imr for&xe des 1,1(gue.? SA&s On Vo"iv And The 0ghleenth Gnwy, 
(1974), 177-238; Marie-Elisabeth Duchcz, 'Ptindpe de la fflilo&* et FOr&ne des 47%ve?. Retwe do Madcolo#4 60, (1974): pp-33-87; 
Robert wokler, Sodd Thom& offtan-jacqxer Rommram, (New York. Garland, 1987), pp. 235-378; Dalton Thomas, AWc and 1he 
gmage. TheorieYfivor the French EnightexwenL (New York: Cambridge Ui Press, 199 c pt 4; and e OnSw of Laq nivers ty 5 esp ha er th 
excellent Introduction in Kintzler (ed. ). Rowse= Fzd sw1Vr&ne des Langmes pp. 5-lZ 
17 1758, principally because of its similarity to the first version of Dm CowndSodd(1762). 
19 Kintzler (ed. ), Op. G4 p-9. 
19 1, Wd, p. 9. 'owes as much if not more to the existence of Rameau and these polemical works, than to the prior existence of the 
Second Disevurt-' 
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articles which were written in extreme haste, and not to his satisfaction, over one decade 
earlier. Moreover, and perhaps more importantly, it implies that we should consider the 
functional role of the theoretical writings of this period (1753-1761) as being, first and 
foremost, to counter Rameau's music-theoretical postulations. But we mýight ask where does 
that view leave the First Discours and Second Discours (1749 and 1754 respectively)? In these 
works, Rousseau builds the basis for entire philosophical systems which, for the most part, 
have little to do with Rameau's preoccupations. As we will discover throughout this chapter, 
and indeed the remainder of the thesis, the central themes of the Essai not only transcend the 
polemical and rhetorical, they are also too firrnly rooted in the thinking espoused in other 
works - particularly the Second Discours (of which the Essai should, in many respects, be seen 
as a continuation)9' Emik, DU Contrat Sodal, the Didionnaire de Mmique and the scýne lyrique 
Pygmalion - thinking that suggests Rousseau had a more substantial, profound and far-reaching 
project in mind. The real significance of the Essai is that it is of the same -, eil, ýeist and 
'intertexts' with these works, works that, as an ensemble, constitute and inscribe a radical 
vision of nature, history and a philosophy and aesthetics of communication. To be sure, fl-ýs 
vision was not compatible with Rameau's conception of the universe, and to a large extent 
served to prolong their conflict, but it is patently apparent to me that Rousseau had far bigger 
fish to fry with the Essai than Kintzlcr seems to suggest. 
3.3. Common origins and the third species of need 
We begin not by looking at the Essai smr fOriý, ine des Lan gues but by examining a satellite work, 
pe de la milodie (MS R 60), the likely urtext of both the Essai and the Rousseau's Du Prind 
E. xamen des Deux Princioes, which remained, until quite recently, unassociated with either 
work! ' The significance of its ten or so pages cannot be overstated: as far as the incessant 
quest to establish a water-tight chronology for the genesis of the Essd is concerned, it answers 
many outstanding questions and sinks many hypotheses; as a riposte to those who would 
20 just as I suggested in Chapter 2 that one should consider, in terms of chronology, the subject matter of the Second Discomn 
preceding that of the First Disow, we should consider the Essd to follow on from the Second Discomr, building upon its 
foundations and picking up on, and developing, several of its principal themes. 
21 CE Wokler, 'Rameau, Rousseau and the EEA4 sur 10r&w des Langme.?. Ile article includes the full text of Dm Ptiný Ot de la 
M&&e 0# Reýowe aw wrmry jwr k Mwiqme Ns R60, ff 8-17r. ). Dm Ptin4e w2s published, simultaneously, by Maric-Mabeth 
Duchez in: Tiiftqýe * la ffilo&e et IU'i#ne &f L". gut? - 
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criticise Rousseau for the inconsistent and contradictory nature of his writings on language, it 
is perhaps without equal-22 But in my view, its special importance - certainly in the context of 
the present work - resides in what was not written, or rather what was originally written and 
then crossed out. Dm Prindpe de la Milodie makes explicit Rousseau's unshakeable conviction 
that languages were not born, invented, devised or preconceived. Before our very eyes, 
pe manuscript he oay wrote Rousseau rejects these postulates, for on the Dm Pfind tigin H 
Inaissance but then crossed it out and replaced it with : foimalion. " It is clear, then, that 
Rousseau believed that languages were formed across history, through time, diachronically and 
syncretically. What he envisaged was a protracted process which begins with initial discovery, 
subsequent experimentation, further assimilation and subsumption; this is a process as long as 
history itself, a process which persists to this very day. 
But, and this particular 'but' is of crucial significance, the requisite conditions had to be in 
place for this process - this ! /ormalion' - to be possible. This process commences, therefore, 
after the institution of the fall, when the earth had been tilted upon its axis, when the second 
species of need began to make its mark and when men were forced together for the first time. 
gues. As Rousseau puts it, in two separate places, in the Essai sur I'Orz, ýihe des Lan 
[ ... ] si nous n'avions 
jamais eu que des besoins physiques", nous aurions fort 
bien pu ne jamais parler. " 
On pretend que les hommes inventýrent la parole pour exptimer leurs besoins; 
cette opinion me paralt insoutenable. IAffet naturel des premiers bcsoins fut 
d'6carter les hommes et non de les rapprocher. II le fallait ainsi pour que 
Fespke vint i s'etendre ct que la terre se peuplat promptement, sans quoi le 
genre humain se ffit entasse dans un coin du monde, et tout le reste ffit 
derneure desert. De cela il suit avec &, ridence que l'origine des langues n'est 
point due aux pren-ders besoins des hommes; il serait absurde que de la cause 
qui les 6carte vint le moyen qui les unit. ' 
22 1 refcr here, in particWar, to the perception and reading of the Leom smr la mudqme Fraqvise. (1753) 
23 Cf. WoWcf, Op. Ot, p. 203 note 53. 
24 That is to say the first species of need. 
23 Rousseau, Rud sw 10t&xe des Langves, p. 160. '... if we had only ever had physical needs, we would have never been able to 
speak. ' 
26 Aid, p. 164. 'It is claimed that men invented speech in order to express their needs; this view seems indefensible to me. The 
natural effect of the first needs is to separate men not to bring them together. It had to be so for the species to spread 
themselves out and the earth to be peopled quickly, without which human kind would have locked themselves into a comer of 
the Earth and A the rest would have remained deserted. It follows from this that the origin of languages is not due to men's 
first needs; it would be absurd that the cause which separated them came to be the means which united them! 
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So what was the primary cause of the discovery of language? just one sentence further on, 
Rousseau confirms that it was moral needs and passions -a third species of need' - that was 
the catalyst which drew forth the first expressions, the first voix. But this confirmation 
requires qualification for, as Rousseau puts it, it is not true without some distinction. ' As we 
, gues - especially chapters 
IX and will see, one of the objectives of the Essai sur f0n, ýine des Lan 
X- is to articulate and elucidate such distinctions. Let us return to Rousseau's narrative with 
this in mind: 
Ce n'est ni la. faim, ni la soif, mais Famour, la. haine, la. piti6, la colýre, qui leur 
ont arrache les pretni6res voix ... on peut s'en nourtir sans parler; on poursuit 
en silence la proie dont on veut se repaitre; mais pour emouvoir un jeune 
Coeur, pour repousser un agresseur injuste, la nature dicte des accents, des 
cries, des plaintes: voila les plus anciens mots inventes. " 
This will be true, and only true, of the first voices and the first moments in which these voices 
could be heard., These first voices are the pure, unmediated expression of the passions - of 
love, hate, rage and la pi& They are pure because they are un-rehearsed, spontaneous and 
innocent - issued directly from the heart and from the passions. These first vocalisations - 
'les plus anciens mots inventCs' - were both inarticulate and figural, which is one reason why 
Rousseau is able to argue that poetry originated before prose, and that precise meanings - 
through the grammatical deployment of substantives - were discovered and fixed much later 
on. 30 But more than this, Rousseau suggests that the character of this figural ýoix was, initially 
at least, a direct result of the mechanics of voice production. Ile first vocalisations were 
those of simple sounds, for they tripped neatly off the tongue. 31 In the same way, the first 
words featured few articulations; successions of vowels were only occasionally broken-up by 
consonants and when they were, it was to facilitate pronunciation: 
27 lbid, p. 164. Des besoins moraux, des passions! 
28 lbid, p. 164. 'rout ceci ncst pas vrai sans distinction, mais jy reviendrai ci-apris. ' 
., p. 1 64. 
'It is neither hunger nor thirst but love, hate, pity, rage, which drew the first -o s fj m 29 Ibid rd ro them ... One can take 
nourishment without speaking; one silently pursues the prey upon which one wishes to feast; but to move a young heartý or to 
repel an unjust aggressor, nature dictates accents, cries, wailing. there we have the invention of the most ancient words., 
3o Did, P. 165. 'U langage figuri fat le premier i naitre, le sens propre fut trouvi le dernier. d'abord on ne parla. qd'en poisie; 
on ne savisa dc raisonncr que longtemps apris. ' 
31 Ibid, p. 1 66. Us simples sons sortent naturellernent du gosier, la bouche est naturellement plus ou moins ouverte. ' 
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Comme les voix natureRes sont inarticulees, les mots auraient peu 
d'articulations ; quelques consonnes interposecs, effaqant Miatus des voycues, 
suffiraient pour les rendre coulantes et facilcs a prononcer. " 
And yet, in spite of the simplicity of the sounds themselves and the prevalence of vowels, the 
multiplicity of obtainable vocal effects was extensive; diversity was delivered by the extensive 
combination of accents, rhythm, duration and pitch: in short, one would sing instead of 
speaking- 
... les sons seraient tr6s varies, et 
la diversit6 des accents multiplierait les 
mernes voix: la quantit6, le rythme seraient de nouveUes sources de 
combinaisons ; en sorte que les voix, les sons, 1'accent, le nombre, qui sont de 
la nature, laissant peu de chose i faire aux articulations qui sont de convention, 
Pon chanterait au lieu de parler. 33 
This is the character of the voice in its purest state, at the beginning of the Fan-Statc. But 
consider how quickly the unreflected, spontaneous nature of these first vocalisations fades 
away: 
mais les modifications dc la langue ct du palais, qui font articuler, cxigent de 
I'attention, de 1'exercice; on ne lesfail. Point sans vouloir lesfairr, tout les cnfants ont 34 
besoins de les apprendre ... 
A mesure que les besoins croissant ... que les lurniýres s'6tendent, le langage 
change de caract&e: il devient plus juste et moins passionn6 ... raccent 
s'6teint, I'articulation s'etend, la, langue devient plus exacte, plus claire, mais 
plus trainante ... et plus froide. 
" 
it is this link between articulation and the conscious mind, this wanting to articulate, this 
wanting (and needing) to imbue vocalisation with increased clarity and heightened precision, 
that Rousseau identifies as the index of the beginning of the end, the moment when the rot 
sets in, takes over the voix and changes, once and for all, its fimbrr. As we will see later on in 
this chapter and again in the next, Rousseau will argue that articulation precipitates 
32 ibid, P. 168. 'As natural voices are inarticulate, words would have had few articulations; several interposed consonances to avoid 
a hiatus of vowels sufficed to render the words flowing and easy to pronounce! 
33 Jbid, p. 168. '... sounds would be very varied, and the diversity of accents woWd multiply these same voices : duration, rhythm 
would be the new source of these combinations ; in such a way that these voices, these sounds, the accentý the number, which 
are given by nature, leave little for the articulations, which are born of convention, to do, one would sing instead of speaking. ' 
34 Bid, p. 166 (my emphasis) 'but the modifications of the tongue and the palette, which articulate, demand attention, and 
practice, xt do not maki then sithoid wanfing to maki them, all children need to learn to make them... ' 
35 Jbid, p. 169. 'As needs grow ... as knowledge 
builds, language changes its character. it becomes more precise and less 
passionate ... the accent 
fades, articulation spreads, the languages becomes more exact, clearer, but more drawling and colder! 
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consonances, consonances usurp vowels, the paucity of vowels engenders a lack of accent, 
and this process renders certain languages incompatible with music. For the moment, 
however, Rousseau wants us to focus on the first vocalisations and the first meetings between 
newly (re)united peoples. 
3.4. The 'Idyll of the Well' 
The first vocalisations were drawn forth, in Rousseau's narrative, when young men came to 
water their herds and young women came in search of water for their household. This first 
meeting place is nothing mote elaborate than a well, an oasis in the desert of solitude, and 
around it Rousseau weaves a simple, but enchanting proto-romantic idyll. " There at the well, 
for the first time, the two sexes cast their gaze toward and upon the other; in their hearts is 
awakened a strange attraction that renders them somehow less brutish, they take pleasure in 
the knowledge that they are not alone. Over time: 
Ueau devint insensiblement plus nýcessaire, le b6taü eut plus soif plus souvent; 
on arrivait en hate, et Pon partait a regret. Dans cet age heureux oU' rien ne 
marquait les heures, rien Wobligeait ý les compter; le temps n'avait d'autre 
mesure que l'amusement et Pennui. Sous de vicux chenes vainqueurs des ans, 
une ardente jeunesse oubliait par degr8s sa Krocit6; on s'apprivoisait peu a peu 
les uns avec les autres; en s'efforýant de se faire entendte, on apprit a 
s'expliquer. U se firent les pren-neres fkes ... le geste empress6 ne suffisait 
plus, la voix Paccompagnait d'accent passionn8s, le plaisir ct Ic dcsir, 
confondus ensemble, se faisaient sentir a la fois. U fut enfin le vrai berceau 
des peuples, et du pur cristal des fontaines sortirent les premiers feux de 
l'amour. " 
This is paradise on earth. But Rousseau clearly gets carried away with this narrative, and is 
forced to take a step backwards to avoid a jarring contradiction with views expressed 
elsewhere. 38 For, if this was the first moment when the two sexes encountered one another, 
36 jean StarobinsK La Trampairms et 10boaA p. 370 dubs this 'momene le bonhear i t7ii-chemin. 
37 Bid, p. 207. 'Water becomes imperceptibly more necessary, the animals arc increasin0y thirsty more often; they come in haste 
and leave reluctantly. In these happy times where nothing marked the hours, and nothing made them count them; time had no 
other measure than amusement or boredom. Underneath ancient oak tress, an ardent youth gradually lost its ferocity-, they all 
came together little by little; by forcing themselves be understood, they leamt how to explain themselves. Ile first festivals 
occurred there ... animated gesture was no 
longer enough, the voice accompanied passionate accents, pleasure and desire, 
mixed together, made themselves felt at once. It was the true cradle of peoples, and out of the pure crystal water of the 
fountains came the first fires of love. ' 
38 In Dm himot di IaMikifi, p. 207, in a description analogous to the well, Rousseau offers an apology to the reader for his skhdy 
over-indulgent imager)r %ecteurs pardonnez-moi cet icart; qui pourrait songer de sang froid au tems dc rinnocence ct du 
bonhcur des hommes? 
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then ... Salvation comes in the form of an explanatory passage that immediately supervenes, 
where Rousseau speculates that before the advent of the well, there were, in fact, small family 
units in which the union of brother and sister ensured a line of succession. Similarly, there 
were domestic languages enirr famille and there were marriages of sorts. "' All of these, 
however, are not presented without qualification in this passage: though there were marriages, 
there was nothing that constituted love; though there were domestic languages, there were no 
languages of the people; and though there were families, there were no nations. 
fectibiliti is activated, when the passions are kindled and when This is a moment when the laper 
men and women search for the means to externalise their feelings, to communicate their 
sentiments and passions. 1hese are the necessary conditions - the perfect conditions - to 
allow language to be discovered. This narrative then, unquestionably, locates itself in the Fall- 
State, for Rousseau has already argued - both in the Essai and in the Second Discours - that 
humans were forced together with the onset of the second species of need. Indeed Rousseau 
opens Chapter IX of the Essai with this cLuification: 
Dans les premiers temps, les hommes 6pars; sur la face de la terre n'avaient de 
soci6t6 que ceUe de farnMe de lois de ceUes de la nature, de langue que le geste et 
quelques sons inarticules. ' 
And yet this scene must also be an ideal or idealised one, for it would appear that the dramads 
personae have yet to feel the oppressive yoke of the second species of need. Does Rousseau 
want us to believe that this is a moment before the fall itself, or thafthe scene at the well is an 
historical manifestation of the Ideal-State? This apparent contradiction has a strategic 
function: it allows Rousseau to begin to steer his argumentation towards previously uncharted 
territory, and as we will see, it is a necessary manocuvre. 
39 In a footnote to Chapter M (Nd p. 188), Rousseau provides an explanation for this distinction: les viritables langues nont 
point unc origine domestique, il ny a quune convention plus en&, Ac et plus durable qui les puisse itablir. ' 
40 Did, P. 1 88. 'At first, men who were scattered across the face of the earth had no society other than that of the famAy, no laws 
other those of nature and no language other than gestures and a few inarticulate sounds! Rousseau, in a footnote, identifies 
these'praniffs temps'as'ceux de la dispersion des hommes, i qudquc ige du genre humain qu'on veuille en fixer 1'6poque. ' 
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3.5. The Great North-South divide 
As I discussed in the previous chapter, at the heart of the philosophy of history there is a 
relativism and a value system in operation. Rousseau will, then, in the Essai sur fOrigine des 
gues, chart and pursue a course that will permit him to rigorously apply this system of value Lan 
to certain entities that he wishes to imbue with greater significance than others. We will see, 
therefore, the well located in southern, equatorial latitudes and the languages formed there 
conceived as passionate, accented ones. Iley will be considered natural languages, for as we 
have already seen, nature dictates accents 'pour emouvoir un jeune cceurt. 41 'I'his is a moment 
where the echo of the ai can be heard in the voices of those gathered at the well. lbough the 
history of the south will, eventually, prove to be a degenerative one, the rate of degeneration is 
slow, as needs at first are slight and barely perceptible. Consequently, at first these languages 
are described by Rousseau as 'filles du plaisir et non du besoin"2and carry with them: 
longtemps renseigne de leur pýre; leur accent s6ducteur ne s'effaga qu'avec les; 
sentiments qui les avaient fait naitre. 
Nevertheless, catastrophic change is not so far away beyond the horizon: 
lorsque de nouveaux besoins, introduits panni les hommes, fbrcýrent chacun 
de ne songer qul lui mEme et de retirer son coeur au-dedans de lui. " 
This is also where future aesthetic goals begin to overtake philosophical necessity. Rousseau is 
desperate to construe this moment if not in ideal terms, then at the very least, in idealistic 
ones. What the scene at the well accomplishes, in functional terms, is to permit Rousseau to 
pave the way for the adumbration of an expressionist aesthetic, at the centre of which, is the 
voice and melody. I will return to this point later in this Chapter and again in Chapter 4. 
There is, in this vision, little of the second species of need that colours the formation of the 
northern languages - the primary subject of Chapter X of the Essai. If the gathering of 
41 INd, p. 1 64. 'to move a young heart' 
42 Md, p. 209. 'daughters of pleasure not of need! 
43 Jbid, p. 209. '... for a long time the mark of their progenitor. 'neif seductive accent only fades away with the sentiments 
that gave rise it. When new needs, introduced amongst men, forced each one to think only of himself and draw his heart 
within himself' 
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innocents around the well is recounted in the manner of a proto-romantic idyll, then when 
Rousseau recounts the formation of languages in the north, it is as the tragedy of natural 
selection. These languages are described as 'triste filles de la necessite, ' conditioned and 
characterised by the harshness of their origin. Ihe difference is marked out in the starkest 
possible terms and it is no accident that Rousseau elects to devote the longest chapter of the 
Essai to the formation of southern languages, and one of the shortest to the formation of 
northern languages. This imbalance gives a clear indication of Rousseau's intentions; such is 
the supreme necessity of the argument of chapter IX to the rest of his aesthetic and indeed his 
ideological opposition to Rameau, that it had to be made to cohere and prevail at all costs. 
If the south is a zone of fertile lands, abundant food and moderate need, where nature is 
'prodigue", then the north is a place that is intemperate, cold, harsh, a place where: 
tout est mort durant neuf mois de Pannee, oýi le soleil n'6chauffe I'air quelques 
semaines que pour apprendre aux: habitants de quelles biens ils sont priv6s et 
prolonger leur misýre. ` 
What sort of languages could form in such pitiless, barren environments, in these 'affreux 
climats'? 47 What accents will nature dictate to its inhabitants here? Surely the overriding 
priority of these peoples would be survival and seeking out food, rather than lingering at the 
edge of a watering hole gazing longingly at the opposite sex? Rousseau answers these 
questions with probably the most well-known and oft-quoted passage of the Essai. This is, of 
course, a key passage in the text, not however because Rousseau will deliver a suitable 'sound- 
bite' that can be seized upon for critical purposes, but for the explanation that follows it, an 
explanation that is, more often than not, conspicuous by its absence in critical readings of the 
Essai. The explanatory passage, as we will see in a moment, puts into stark relief elemental 
differences between the origin of language in the north and that in the south. As a result, this 
crucial passage provides Rousseau with the philosophical and historical justification for his 
aggrandizement of the Greek language in this and other texts8 and, to a lesser degree, his 
44 JUI, p. 210. 'sad &ughters of necessitý 
45 Ibid, p. 210. ý)rodigious' 
46 Ibid, p. 21 1. '... everything is dead for nine months of the year, where the sun warms the air for only a couple of weeks to show 
the inhabitants what they lack and to prolong their misery. ' 
47 Bid, p. 21 1. 'terrible climates' 
48 Especially the AaYonndm de ARdque (completed 1764, publisbed 1768). 
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valorisation of the Italian language over French. It does this for it contrasts qualitative 
differences between the resultant sonic character of each of the languages; the accent at the 
very heart of each: 
Avant de songer i vivre heureux, il fallait songer a vivre. Le besoin mutuel 
unissant les hommes bien n-ýieux que le sentiment n'aurait fait, la societ6 ne se 
forma que par lindustrie; le continuel danger de p6rir nc pcrtnettait pas de sc 
borner i la langue du geste, et le premier mot nc fut pas chez eux, aimez-moi 
mais aidez-moi. Ces deux termes, quoique assez semblabIcs, sc prononce d'un 
ton bien diff6rent. On Wavait rien a faire sentir, on avait tout i faire entendre: 
il ne s'agissait donc pas d'inergie, mais de clart6. A I'accent que le cocur ne 
fournissaient pas, on substitua des articulations fortcs et sensibles, et s'il y cut 
dans la forme du langage quelque impression natureHe, cettc impression 
contribuait encore i sa duret6.9 
Note how Rousseau once again alludes - albeit obliquely - to the Cri, to an accent suggested 
by the heart. This can only be true of the language of the south, however. In the north, the 
heart plays but a minor role in vocalisation, instead strong and definite articulations are called 
for in order to convey meaning -aide. Z-moi - quickly and surely. In the north, one must be 
precise, acute, brief, and economic, for one's life may depend upon it; in the south, as time is 
not of the essence, one can afford to be expressive, passionate, imprecise, for only one's love 
and contentment may depend upon it To be sure, this line of argumentation is reductive in 
the extreme, perhaps Manichean, but I would suggest that Rousseau wishes us to read it in this 
way for he is trying to lay as firm a foundation as possible so that a series of intricate 
arguments and value judgements can be securely built and layered on top of it. What 
Rousseau is not saying, however, is that the language of the north is not natural nor that it is 
not as nature had intended. Even though the scene at the well is an idealistic image, it is not 
ideal, for circumstances had already conspired to make this meeting of peoples poýsiblc. In 
the north, the circumstances are different, peoples are drawn together for different reasons, 
and thus the priorities of communication must be altogether different. 
49 Bid, p. 21 I. (Rousseau's emphasis). 13efore thinking of living happily, one had to think about living. Mutual need united men 
more readily than sentiment would have done, society was formed only by industriousness; the continual threat of perishing 
did not permit them to restrict themselves to gestural language, and the first word amongst them was not love me but help me. 
, Ibese two terms, though very similar, are pronounced in a very different tone. There was nothing to be fdt, but everything to 
be heard, It was not 2 question, therefore, of energy, but of clarity. To the accent wl-ýich the heart did not bring forth, was 
substituted strong and marked articulations, and if there was in the form of this language something of its natural runpression], 
this [impression] merely contributed to its harshness. ' 
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But so that there can be little or no ambiguity on the matter, Rousseau attaches an additional 
stratum of detail and precision to his argumentation: he now marks a distinction between the 
passions of the peoples of the north and those of the south. He had already opened Chapter 
X of the Essai by articulating essential differences between the needs and passions - in the 
north, passions are born of needs and in the south needs are born of passions. Rousseau now 
seeks to establish a distinction between northern and southern passions, but he does so in 
such a way as to allow the reader to gauge the very character of the men of the north, so that 
his claim, that this character is the deciding influence upon the sonic properties of their 
language, makes more sense. However, as we will see, Rousseau is being slightly underhand 
here. In trying to hammer home this argument, he attempts, somewhat irrationally and 
expediently, to suggest that the men of the south, of which, in this instance, 'un asiatiquc' 
serves as an exemplum, is almost indistinguishable from Ideal-State man: 
.. les hommes septentrionaux ne sont pas sans passions, mais ils en ont dune 
autre espece. Celles des pays chauds sont des passions voluptueuses, qui 
tiennent i l'amour et i la mollesse. La nature fait tant pour les habitants qu'ils 
ont presque rien a faire; pourvu quun asiatique ait des fernmes et de repos, il 
est content. ' Mais dans le nord oýL les habitants consomment beaucoup sur 
un sol ingrat, des hommes soumis a tant de besoins sont facile i irriter; tout ce 
qu'on fait autour d'eux les inqukte: comme ils ne subsistent qu'avec peine, 
plus ils sont pauvres, plus ils tiennent au peu qu'ils ont; Ics approcher c'est 
attenter a leur vie. De la vient ce temp6rament irascible [ ... ] Ainsi leurs voix 
les plus naturelles sont celles de la colere et des menaces, et ces voix 
s'accompagnent toujours d'articulations fortes qui les rendent dures et 
bruyantes. 5' 
The logical consequence of Rousseau's stratagem is revealed in the opening locutions of 
Chapter XI, where first, he articulates the difference between the sonic character of southern 
and northern languages: 
Voila, selon mon opinion, les causes physiques les plus g6nerales de la. 
diff6rence caract6ristique des pthmitives langues. Celles du Midi durent etre 
vives, sonore, accentu6es, 6loquentes et souvcnt obscures i force d'inergie; 
50 This closely parallels a passage in the Second Discomrs where Rousseau describes Ideal-State man: les seuls biens quil connaissc 
dans runivcrs sont la nourriture, unc fernelle et le repoe. Rousseau, Discourr mr far&ne et lesfondementr derin; g', qWpm,, i In 
bommrs, p. 196. 
51 Rousseau, Essd, p. 21Z 'Northern men are not without passions, but they are of a different type. lbosc of southern peoples 
are voluptuous, which [tiennent] to love and to gentleness. Nature does so much for the inhabitant that they almost have 
nothing to do; as long as an Asian has women and rest, he is contented. But in the north where the inhabitants consume 
much from a poor soil, men, subjected to so many needs, are easily aggravated; everything around them disturbs them: because 
they only subsist with difficulty, the more they lack the more they hold onto what they have; to approach them is to threaten 
their life. This is where their irascible temperament comes from. ... Thus their most natural voices are those of anger and 
threats, voices which are always accompanied by strong articulations which render them harsh and noisy. ' 
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ceUes du Nord durent etre sourdes, rudes, articulies, criardes, monotone, 
claires i force de motS. 52 
and second, he begins to construct the next phase of his argumentation upon this 
foundational base: 
Les langues modernes, cent fbis mel6es ct refondues, gardent encore quelque 
chose de ces diff6rences. Le frangais, I"anglais, I'aHemand, sont le langage prive' 
des honunes qui s'entraident, qui raisonnent cntre eux de sang froid, ou de 
gens emport6s qui se fichent. " 
Thus Rousseau associates some modem languages - and, more particularly, his language - 
with a distant origin in the north, and logically he must therefore associate others with a 
distant origin in the south. Here is the source of the eventual valorisation and privileging of 
the Italian language over that of the French, and, of course, the aggrandizement and ultimate 
elevation of the Greek language above all others in his writings. It must be stressed, however, 
that this valorisation is not absolute nor oppositional, merely relative: both sets of languages 
retain little of their original character, and as a result, both are debased to a lesser or greater 
extent. And yet as we will see, one is considered more accented than the other, and crucially 
more apposite for musical setting. The Greek language is treated very much as a special case 
by Rousseau, but does not escape censure either. We will explore this point in more depth in 
Chapter 4. 
3.6. The origin of music 
The Essai is a remarkable feat of discursive engineering and construction; what strikes one 
about the structure of the Essai perhaps most of all, is the deliberateness of the journey that 
the reader is taken on. 'Mere is an impeccable dovetailing and intricate layering of 
argumentation that would seem to suggest that little about the journey the reader is taking has 
been left to chance or to question. There seems to be only one pathway and one conclusion 
52 Ibid, pp. 212-213. There is, in my opinion, the most general physical causes of the difference in character of primitive 
languages. 'nose of the south must be lively, sonorous, accented, eloquent and often unclear because of their energy, those of 
the north must be voiceless [sourdes], harsh, articulated, shouted, monotonous, and clear because of the words! . 
53 Ibid, p. 213. Wodern languages, mixed up and reformed hundreds of es som th se dif ere ces re tim , still retail 'thing Of efn-F nch, 
English, German are the languages of men who trade, who coolly mason amongst themselves, or fiery men who argue 
amongst themselves. ' 
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to be reached, and Rousseau is extremely careful to marshal the reader toward that conclusion 
from the outset of the work. As a result, a stifling pressure is applied to the argumentation at 
all times, and Rousseau continues layering arguments and distinctions upon one another 
through to concluding pages of the work. 
Chapter XIII is no exception to this rule. Rousseau is clearly not wholly content with his 
explanation thus far in the Essai and introduces a further level of detail to add precision and 
weight to his argumentation. A distinction is thus elaborated between sounds formed using 
the glottis and those formed using the palette and the tongue. " 
Avec les premiýres voix se form&ent les premieres articulations ou les 
premi&es sons, selon le genre dc la passion qui dictait Ics uns ou les autres. La 
cookrc arrache des cris menaýants, que la langue et le palais articulent: mais la 
voix de la tcndrcsse est plus douce, c'cst la glottc qui la modifie, et cettc voix 
devient un son. Seulement les accents en sont plus fr6quents ou plus rares, Ics 
inflexions plus ou moins aigu6s, selon le sentiment qui sy joint. " 
Rousseau's intimation here is that in the north threatening cries articulated and modulated by 
the tongue and the palette ate common, for as we have seen men of the north are rarely far 
from peril and hunger and may, at any moment, require to summon assistance. In the south, 
however, accented, cadenced voices are more prevalent, for that is what is called for in our 
idyll of the well and these are somnds. The point is, once again, that this distinction is relative 
rather than absolute, for Rousseau does not exclude accent, inflexion, passion, cadence nor 
even sentiment from the north. T'hcre is, in both the northern and southern vobc, a mixture of 
articulations and accents, but in the north, articulations ate more prevalent, and, 
correspondingly, in the south, accents are more prevalent. It follows that accents in the 
southern voix are more inflected and cadenced than those of the north. 1bus a further 
54 Duchez, Trincipc de la M61odie et Ori&e des Langues', p. 78 fn, notes that it is curious that Rousseau seems to be unaware of 
the work of Ferrein (Mimoinsur la Forma6en de la veiv de Momme of 1741 and L-et&rsur k Nouivam Vaime dt k tvb; of 1748) who 
discovered the role of the vocal chords in the process of voice production; a discovery that relegates the role of the palette and 
glottis to a secondary order. In my opinion I can only suggest that either Rousseau was completely unaware of the research 
(which, in truth, seems unlikly) or that he considered the image of a vibrating chord stretched across the larynx a little too 
reminiscent of a vibrating monochord stretched across a wooden bridge. 
55 Rousseau, Ead, pp. 214-215. With the first voices were formed the first articulations or sounds according to the sort of 
passion that dictated one or the other. Anger draws forth menacing cries that the tongue and the palette articulate. But the 
voice of tenderness is more gende; it is the glottis that modifies it and this voice becomes a sound. Only the accents are more 
of less fiequentý the inflexions more or less acute according to the emotion that goes with thern. ' 
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distinction compounds that between the north and the south: the resultant northern and 
sOUiliem languages and the passions that give rise to them. What Rousseau is striving to 
achieve at this point, is to ensure that he elaborates a structure that will be as difficult to 
unravel under cross-examination as possible. 
In the same manner that languages were formed, so too is music; and Rousseau returns to the 
idyll of the well in order to demonstrate that music and language were not only formed 
simultaneously, but that they were, in the beginning, one and the same thing, inseparable and 
indistinguishable from one another. They constituted what Rousseau dubs a Ian e. But he 'gM 
also cleverly draws the reader's attention towards his conclusion that this langme was, in 
essence, 'song-like': 
[ ... I ainsi la cadence et 
les sons naissent avec les syllabes, la passion fait patler 
tous les organes et pare la voix de tout leur 6clat; ainsi les vcrs, les chants, la 
parole ont une origine commune. Autout des fontaines dont j'ai parM, les 
premiers discours ffirent les; premiýres chansons: les retours p6riodique et 
mesur6s du rythme, les inflexions m6lodieuses des accents firent naitre la 
po6sie et la musique avec la langue; ouflutdt tout cela filitait que la Ian gue meme 
pour ces heureux climats et ces heureux temps oii les seuls besoins pressants 
qui demandaient le concours d'autrui 6taient ceux que le coeur faisant naitre. ' 
Rousseau now underscores the logic of a common origin for music and language, and in doing 
so marks yet another distinction, this time between prose and poetry, and melody and other 
musical elements. Moreover, Rousseau argues that this is an entirely logical conclusion to 
have reached: 
La poem uttrvuvie avant lapmr, cela, devait etre, puisque les passions parkrent 
avant la raison. Il en fut de rnýrne de la musique; il nýý eutpoint dýbord dýiutir 
, mujique qme 
la milodie, ni d'autre m6lodie que le son vari6 de la parole; les 
accents formaient le chant ... et ron parlait autant par Ics sons et par le rythme 
que par les articulations et les voix. 5' 
56 Bid, p. 215. (my emphasis) 'Ibereforc the rhythm [cadencil and the sounds are born along with syllables, passion makes all the 
organs speak and adorns the voice with all of its brightness [&14; thus verses, melodies, speech have a common origin. 
Around the fountains of which I have spoken, the first speeches were the first songs: the periodic metre and cadence of 
rhythm, the melodic inflexions of accents gave birth to poetry and music along with language; or rather all this was only merely 
language 11, m! gme] in these happy climes where the only pressing needs that necessitated the participation of others where those 
that the heart gave rise to. ' 
57 Bid, p. 215. Toetry was discovered before prose; this must have been so since the passions spoke before reason. It was the 
same for music; at first there was no music other than melody, and no other melody than the varied sound of speech; accents 
formed melody [ch=4 ... and one spoke as much through sounds and rhythm as with articulations and words [vo&j. ' 
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In order to further reinforce the Common Origin Hypothesis and to demonstrate that his 
postulations have reliable and credible provenance, he cites the authority of Strabon": 
Dire et chanter 6taient autrefois la rnýme chose, dit Strabon, cc qui montre, 
ajoute-t-il, que la poesie cst la source de 1'61oqucnce. 11 fallait dire quc l'unc et 
I'autre eurent la rnýme source et ne furent d'abord que la mcme chose. 59 
In the Du Principe de Milodie, Rousseau goes even further pointing out that beyond any 
qualitative differences between speech and song, the two must stem from the same voice; in 
other words that 
SitOt que celui qui parle s'arr&e sur une syllabe soudent et prolonge le son dc 
sa voix au mame degr6, a l'instant la voix parlante se change cn voix chantante 
et le son devient appreciable; de plus, la voix parlante, fait comme le son 
musical r6sonner et fremir les corps sonores [ ... ]. 60 
Rousseau has thus far positioned his concept of a common origin in the south, around the 
well. Now, to be sure, these were the best of all possible conditions in which language could 
have formed, and the language formed there was an accented, inflected, cadenced and 
expressive one - at first, the spontaneous vocalisation of the passions. But what of the 
language formed in the north? Did this not share a common origin with music also? 
This is another point in the Essai at which Rousseau's argument becomes invested with a little 
more of the aesthetic than it does of the philosophic. What I mean by this is that Rousseau's 
motives change again at this juncture, as indeed they had done in Chapter IX: once more 
Rousseau wants to begin to channel the force of his argumentation onto issues that concern 
Ss From Giogaphie, Livrc L It should also be noted that the idea of speech and melody sharing common ancestry was prevalent 
throughout the second and third quarters of the eighteenth century, as was the general preoccupation with questions of the 
origin of languages. References to their common lineage can be found in Abb6 Dubos's seminal treatise, R6(kýdoiu aifiques sur 
ja poitie et pdnmr (1719), in Duclos's Rexarqmes sw lagr&wmire gihbu4 (1752) and his article, Diclawadox des Andew, in the 
Exg&fii&e, and, of course, in the Abb6 Olivet's celebrated Trdd de lapmso&e Franfoise- I low fashions change, though, Ulmer, 
ghleenth CentAýr . y, 
20, (1979), p. 164, makes an interesting Jacques Derrida and Paul de Man on/in Rousseau's Faults', Ei 
observation that 'the question of the origin of language ... one of the most characteristic and most debated of ... eighteenth 
century issues, fell into such disrepute that by the middle of the nineteenth century the Parisian Soci&6 dc Linguistique had 
ge. - Tbeoriesfiaw the Frmch prolubited all communications on the subject. 'And Downing 11omas, Abuic and the Otiens ofLangya 
Eivightenment, p. 12 remarks that with the exception of Umberto Eco, 'official discourse on musk in the C20th has largely 
resisted discussion of musk as it might be related to language of meaning! 
59 Rousseau, 01ý Gf., p. 215. To speak and to sing were once the same thing according to Strabon, which shows, he adds, that 
poetry is the source of eloquence. One ought to say that both had the same source and were at first the same thing! 
6o Rousseau, Dm PyixOe de m&A in Woklef, 'Rameau, Rousseau and the Essai sur IOrigine des Langues', p. 204 'As soon the 
speaker pauses on a syllable, supports and prolongs the sound of his voice at the same pitch, at this instant the speaking voice 
changes into the singing voice and the sound becomes noticeable; moreover, the speaking voice like the musical sound, 
resonates the sonorous bodies I ... 11 
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both his opposition to Rameau and his aesthetic writings, especially those views expressed in 
the Dictionnahr de Musique and those played out in composition of PySmalion. To that end, and 
for precisely that purpose, Rousseau elects to fire a salvo across the boughs of the French 
language and set it in unfavourable, historical terms, not against Italian, but against the ancient 
Greek language. In doing this, Rousseau also hints at the character of those languages that 
have something of the north about them - in other words, an inherent imbalance of 
articulation and a paucity of accent. In short, a lack of melody. 
Une langue qui n'a que des articulations et des voix na donc que la moiti6 de 
sa richesse; elle rend des id6es, il est vrai, mais pour rendre des sentiments, des 
images, il lui faut encore un rythme et des sons, c'est-a-dire une milodie: voiU 
ce qu'avait la langue grecque, et ce qui manque la notre. 6' 
Here, as in several other places in the Essai, we have an ungainly and somewhat abrupt 
transition between one flow of argumentation and another; we have spent most of Chapter 
XII concerned with the origin of music and the resultant differences between accent and 
articulation, and then with little warning, Rousseau chooses to draw a comparison between a' 
language of which we know little - certainly in terms of its sonic character - and the 
contemporary language in which he is writing. We are also left wondering whether Rousseau 
will bother himself by either justifying such an abrupt transition - if transition is indeed an 
apposite term - or concluding his disquisition on the origin of music. He. does not attempt 
either. Instead, in circumlocutory fashion, he points to the relative nature of any comparison 
between the Greek and the French language, a comparison that win find further expression in 
forthcoming chapters and in other works. 62 Perhaps explanations for this abruptness reside in 
the fact that Chapter XII is the first expressly concerned with the origin of music; that 
Rousseau has no choice but to suggest that this origin is shared with language and thus the 
argumentation of this chapter must be consonant with that of other chapters; that Rousseau, 
having established the common origin hypothesis, is beginning to draw the reader's attention 
61 Rousseau, &Ai, p. 216. 'A language that only has articulations and [Pobj only has half of its richness ; to be sure it renders ideas, 
but to render sentiments, images, it also has to have rhythm and sounds, that is to say a melody: that is what the Greek 
language had, and what ours lacks. ' 
u Cf. Rousseau, Dm Pdxdýe de la MoSe, p. 205. 'de toutes les langues connues la Grecque itant sans difficulti celle qui a kfiLa de 
r6sonance et d'accent ... ' (my emphasis). 
In the Eud sw1Oi&he dej Langmes, pp. 182-183 in Chapter VII which discusses 
modern prosody and that of ancient Greek, Rousseau cites a passage from Duclos' Remarqmes jwr la Grammoýrghzirale d rdsonn; 
in which is reported that in the Greek tongue, Ta6vation du ton dans I'accent aigu et I'abaissement dans le grave itaient une 
quinte, ainsi raccent prosodique itait aussi musical, surtout le circonflexe, oA la voix, apris avoir mont6 dune quintc, 
descendait dune autre quinte sur Ic rnýme syllabe. ' I shall return to this passage in the next chapter. 
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towards aesthetic and musical issues that are a natural and logical consequence of it; that these 
issues have particular significance in the ideological war being waged against Ramcau; and that 
this comparison is the perfect one in which to highlight the inadequacies of the French 
language and by extension French music. 
3.7. The origin and degcneration of Mclody 
Rousseau's next chapter is expressly concerned with melody, and here is the section of which 
pe de la milo&e serves as its principal urtext. It is clear to the reader that from the the Du Prinei 
outset we are firn-Ay in the domain of the aesthetic and indeed the historical, and, in general 
terms, this establishes the dominant pattern for the remaining chapters of the Essai in which 
aesthetic rather than philosophical precepts are discussed, and comparisons between music 
and languages are elaborated. Additionally, Rousseau gives expression here to one of the 
ultimate goals of the Essaý to reveal to the reader precisely how music degenerated across its 
historical trajectory. Rousseau has carefully structured the Essai to enable this discussion to 
take place at this juncture and appear utterly natural and logical to the reader; the hard 
philosophical groundwork has already been laid and Rousseau can now begin to build an 
aesthetic of music upon firm and cogently argued foundations. However, this aesthetic will 
take shape rather differently than might at first be envisaged, for it is coloured by several 
significant factors: first, though this single strand starts out by conforming to the degenerative 
historical paradigm that we have traced in the First and Second Discomrs, as it continues its 
passage towards the present, it begins to be modified and we see a gradual bifurcation of this 
first langue into two increasingly distinct and incompatible semiotic systems - music and 
language; second, there is a stark, unrepentant valorisation of melody over harmony; third, 
there is a moral dimension to it; fourth, a strictly expressionist n-ýMetic system is being 
expounded; and fifth, these elements arc set in opposition to Rameau's theoretical 
postulations. I intend to examine the first two of these in this chapter, and leave the 
remaining concepts for our discussion of the aesthetic ran-ýdfications of the philosophy of 
music in the next chapter. 
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At the beginning of this chapter, I suggested that Peter Kivy's view of Rousseau's notion of 
the origin of language was flawed in two respects. First, that the veritable origin of language - 
the Cri de la natmrr - pre-exists both language and music and does not give rise to either 
directly; the prime mover in Rousseau's schema is, as we havc seen, the onset of the second 
species of need; need is the unwelcome interloper, the catalyst that finally forces the issue. 
Second, Kivy envisages an original 'proto-language' at the heart of which is a primordial 
imbalance and instability, a proto-languagc that is, in his words, 'more akin to music than it is 
to speech. "' However, the inherent, intrinsic, imbalance that Mvy describes runs counter 
current to Rousseau's conception of a lan , gue 
in which the entities music and speecb do not even 
exist - neither actually nor potentially. 
" Yet the question does arise, that if music and speech 
do share a common progenitor, as Rousseau suggests, then how and why did they evolve into 
distinct and antagonistic serniotic systems? Is the very making of music, the history of its 
separation also the tale of its degeneration? 
As I suggested a moment ago, the original lanTue will degenerate across its history, simply 
because it will be subject to the same forces as any other factor of human evolution described 
by Rousseau's philosophy. However, Rousseau does not merely let things take their 
anticipated downward-spiralling trajectory, for he modifies the itinerary and the sequencing of 
events. To begin with, we are not merely witnessing the degeneration of a single entity nor 
indeed tracing the progress of a single strand: from a common origin, we win see langme slowly 
and forcibly begin to bifurcate into two increasingly divergent entities - music and language - 
the final destination of which is a deep seated antagonism that erodes every trace of their true 
character. " This bifurcation is a slow, incremental process, a gradual splitting apart, rather 
than a sudden fission or rupture into two separate entities. The loon-dng spectre of the second 
gme, then Ian il species of need will first drive a wedge into Ian gue wI begin to split along its grain 
and, eventually, two separate entities will begin to emerge from the fragments of one. Briefly, 
63 Kivy, The Corded SMI, p. 97. 
gme to yield up the entities 'music' and language is not always already present as some 64 1 would suggest that the 'potential! for Im 
commentators have claimed; for, if it is the second species of need that is the cause of separation and the root cause of the 
existenc 'e 
of these separate and distinct entities, then if the second species of need had never made its present feltý langue would 
not and could not have been ruptured in the first place. Moreover, if some other factor had intervened, before the onset of 
the second species of need, then langue may have mutated into something very (or entirely) diffeferit. 
65 Rousseau, F-aj, p. 225. 'ces deux langues; ... s6tent mutueUement tout caractýrc de vi6ti. 
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they will reflect, imitate, mirror one another, but once this moment has ebbed away, they 
begin to take on different forms; and though both degenerate and become dysfunctional, they 
will do so in different ways and at different velocities. Yet, and this point is crucial to 
understanding Rousseau's critique of opera, they do continue to affect and infect one another, 
principally because they are always forced back together in the service of art. 
Notice also, in the passage that I will cite below, how Rousseau will place the blame for the 
degeneration of music squarely at the door of language and not the other way around; he does 
not, for instance, describe how the march toward the perfection of music as art results in it 
losing both its accent and expressive qualities, rather it is the progress of language that is seen 
as a factor deleterious to the destiny of music. Now one might conclude that this is not 
surprising or significant since the work itself is concerned with the origin of language, and the 
genesis of language should naturally be related from language's perspective. However, I think 
that such a conclusion would be erroneous, for it does not take into consideration the system 
of value that underpins Rousseau's aesthetic of communication, that of the valorisation of 
music over language. I will come back to this point in the next chapter. Instead, as we can 
clearly see below, Rousseau argues that as language begins to be refined and perfected, melody 
begins to be stripped of its original character: 
A mesure que la langue se perfectionnait, la m81odie, en simposant de 
nouvelles rýgles, perdait insensiblement de son ancienne ýnergie, et le calcul 
des intervalles fut substituý a la finesse des inflexions. C'est ainsi, par exemple, 
que la pratique du genre enhartnonique s-abolit peu a peu. ' 
Melody, which had once been free from stricture and codification, begins now to be forcibly 
restrained by the strait-jacket of mode, scale and predetermined intervals; in short it becomes 
enslaved in the service of art, and eventually will play an exceedingly poor second fiddle to 
harmony. ' At the same time, language becomes increasingly deployed for the articulation of 
66 Jbid, pp. 237-238. 'At the same time as language improved, melody, subject to new rules, gradually lost its former strength, and 
the calculation of intervals replaced the subtleties of inflexion. Ilis is how, for example, the practice of the enharmonic mode 
slowly disappeared. ' 
67 As we will see in the next chapter, in the Didionnda de AWqw and in the Mrd jwr 10r&nt &r Lang= Rousseau suggests that it 
has been harmonic progression, its movement between consonances and dissonances, and the system of temperament that it 
requires to satisfactorily achieve these movements, that has determined the patterning of scale and key. 
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need rather than the expression of passions and moral needs. It is the incessant march 
towards ever more effective and efficacious communication that begins to chip away at its 
natural accent and erode its affective powers; the gradual encroachment and eventual 
dominance of reason in all domains of the human imagination renders speech increasingly 
artificial and decreasingly accented: 
Les d6veloppements de la raison rendirent la languc artificielle, plus froide et 
moins accentu6e: la logique succ6da par degres a 1'61oqucnce, le tranquiHe 
raisonnement au feu de 1'enthousiasme et i force d'apprcndre i penser on 
apprit a ne plus sentir. ' 
The rise of philosophy, the quest for enlightenment through cosmological reflection and the 
continual refinement of language that these intellectual developments entail and require, 
results, eventually, in the separation of speech and music: 
I: 6tude de la philosophie et les progrýs de la raison qui donnýrent plus de 
perfection et un autre tour a la langue lui 6tirent ainsi ce ton vif et passionni 
qui l'avoit d'abord renduý si chantante; et c'cst alors; quc la m6lodic 
connnenqant a Whre plus si adherente au langage et dans la d6clamation prit 
insensiblement une existence i part et que la. musique devint plus 
ind6pendante des paroles. " 
As we can see, Rousseau suggests that the second species of need - and in particular the 
expression and articulation of it - is what causes first, the separation of music from language, 
and second, contributes to the gradual downfall of mclody. But as we will see in a moment, 
language does not escape unscathed either. 
In the Essai, Rousseau contextualises this line of argumentation historically and politically, and 
it must be said, his assertions begin to make not only more sense but far more impact on the 
reader; this is, of course, not in the least bit surprising since these arguments arc more 
developed than those of its urtext. It is, therefore, worthwhile quoting those parallel passages 
from the Essai in fiffl so that we can see how Rousseau further developed and refined these 
68 Rousseau, D# Ptino de 15 M&Ee, p. 212. qbc progress of reason rendered the language artificial, colder and less accented: 
logic gradually replaced eloquence, calm reasoning replaced the fire of enthusiasm and in attempting to learn how to think, we 
,g andwiched 
in betw en forgot how to feel. ' 'Mis passage does not appear in the Eic4 off 10r&m des Lo mes even though it is se 
two paragraphs that both appear in almost the same form. 
69 Bid, p. 21Z qIe study of philosophy and the progress of reason which both brought about more perfection and stripped 
language of a lively and passionate tone which had once made it so melodious ; and it was then that melody began to break its 
ties with language and in declamation gradually took on an separate existence and music became more independent from 
words., Robert Wokler points out in footnote 110, that in the above quotation on the word langage'Rousscau had originally 
guts, where Rousseau writes 'discours. written 'parole', and also points to this idea in the Essd surtftne des L4x 
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ideas in the intervening three to five years and continued to place the blame for the further 
degeneration of melody upon both linguistic advancements, several Athenian dramatists and 
the arrival of the Romans. Notice also how Rousseau comments upon the unique timbral 
characteristics of Greek language before philosophers and dramatists usurped the place of the 
poets and musicians: 
Uetude de la philosophic et le progrýs du raisonnement ayant perfectionn6 la, 
grarnmaire, 6tirent a la, langue cc ton vif et passionn6 qui l'avait d'abord 
rendue si chantante. Dýs Ic temps de M6nalippide et de Philoxine, les 
symphonistes, qui d'abord 6tait aux gages des poetcs et n'ex6cutaient quc sous 
eux pour ainsi dire a leur dict6e, - en devinrent independants, et c'cst dc cette 
licence que se plaint si amerement la musique dans une comedic de Phir6crate 
70 
In the next passage, it is worth paying particular attention to the way Rousseau describes how, 
as melody is tom away from discours, it loses, progressively, the affective power it once held 
over the passions, when it was, in his words, nothing more that the accent and harmony of 
poetry. But more than this, note how Rousseau also concludes that, as a result, speech 
(parole) is itself no longer capable of achieving the same effects either. Clearly, both music 
and language have been undone, and are critically weakened by the progress of reason - the 
only means now by which the passions can be influenced and affected: 
Ainsi la, m6lodie, commenqant a n'etre plus si adh6rente au discours, prit 
insensiblement une existence a part, et la, musique devint plus ind6pendante 
des paroles. Alors aussi cessýrent peu a peu ces prodiges qu'elle avait produit 
lorsqu'elle Witait que I'accent et Pharmonie de la, poisie, et qu'eUe lui donnait 
sur les passions cet empire que la, parole n'exerga plus dans la suite que la, 
raison. " 
The next passage is reminiscent of the distaste for Athens and its cultural magnificence that 
Rousseau displays in the First Discomrs, although here he is a little more circumspect and cites 
the annexing of Greece by the Romans as the final nail in Greece's coffin. An all-too familiar 
downward-spiralling pattern is emerging as we progress through his argumentation: the Greek 
70 Rousseau, Eud, p-23& Me study of philosophy and the progress of reasoning having perfected grammar, stripped language of 
its lively and passionate tone that had first made it so melodious. From the time of Menalipid and of Philoxenus [the 
dithyrambic poets], the symphonists, who were first in the pay of the poets and worked under them, at their behest so to 
speak, became independent from them, and it is about this independence [license] that 'musk' complained so bitterly in 
Pherecrates drama. ... ' Rousseau alludes 
here to a passage from Plutarch's De MAdca where he describes a work by 
Pherecrates. 
71 Rousseau, Flud, p. 121-122. Mus melody began to break its ties with discourse, took on'a separate existence and music 
became more independent firom words. At the same time, We by little the marvels that it [melody] had once produced when 
it was nothing but the accent and harmony of poetry ceased, and the influence which it once had over the passions is no longer 
exercised by speech which only influences reason! 
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language is tainted and weakened by the influx of the Romans and finally Greek gives way to 
Latin -a language far less suited to music and one that by allying itself to music serves only to 
further debase it. In turn, Latin chant begins to pollute that of the provinces and the Roman 
theatres prove injurious to those of Athens. Melody, in the final term of this histoirr, is shared 
between both languages, whilst in fact no longer suiting either: 
Aussi &s que la. Grýce fut pleine de sophistcs ct de philosophes, n'y vit-on 
plus ni poýtes, ni musiciens c6kbrc. En cultivant rart de convaincrc, on perdit 
celui d'6mouvoir. ... Bient6t la. servitude ajouta son influence a ccHe de la 
philosophie. La Gr6ce aux fers perdit ce feu. qui n'ichauffe quc les amcs 
libres, et ne trouva plus pour louer ses tyrans le ton dont elle avait chant6 ses 
heros. Le m6lange des Romans affaiblit encore ce qui restait au langage 
d'harmonie et d'accent. Le Latin, langue plus sourde et moins musicale, fit tort 
a la. musique en I'adoptant. Le chant employ6 dans la capitale alt6ra peu i peu 
celui des provinces; les th6atres de Rome nuisirent i ceux dAthenes. Quand 
Neron remportait des prix, la Gr6ce avait cess6 d'en m6riter, ct la meme 
m6lodie, partag6e i deux langues, convint moins i rune et i I'autre. 2 
As if the advance and eventual dominance of Latin over Greek had not been disastrous 
enough, further catastrophe befalls the fate of language and music, a catastrophe which 
Idetruisit les progress de Pesprit humain, sans Oter les vices qui en 6tait l'ouvrage. 7' Europe 
was, Rousseau bemoans, overrun with 'barbarians' from the north - Visigoths, Huns and then 
Vandals - which plunged it into a long intellectual and cultural darkness. At once, Europe lost 
its sciences, its arts and, catastrophically, 'la langue hatmonieuse perfectionn6e. ' Those 
languages that had been formed in the north, those 'triste filles de la necessite '7" brought forth 
as a response to the second species of need rather than desire or the passions, would drive a 
coach and horses through the delicate, accented, poetic tones of the southern languages. 
Neither language nor music would recover from the onslaught of harsh accents, consonances 
and articulations. 'Ces hommes grossiers, ' as Rousseau labels them, 
72 1kid, pp. 238-239. 'Also, as soon as Greece was filled with sophists and philosophers, poets and celebrated musicians no longer 
lived there. In cultivating the art of convincing others, we lost that of moving others ... Soon, servitude added its influence to 
that of philosophy . Greece, in shackles, 
lost this fire that warms only free spirits, and could find no longer the tone in which 
it had sung of its heroes to praise its tyrants. Ibc mixing of Romans further weakened what remained of the language's accent 
and harmony. Latin, a less musical and voiceless language, damaged music by adopting it Song used in the capital gradually 
altered that of the provinces; Roman theatres damaged those of Athens. When Nero won prizes, Greece had ceased to merit 
thern, and melody, shared between two languages, suited either less. ' It is worth noting that this same 'history' will be 
represented and reframed in the Diakxndir deMwique arddeoperawhich we will look at in more detail in the next chapter. 
73 Jbij, p. 239. 'destroyed the progress of the human spirit,, without removing the vices that it had produced. ' Note, in passing, 
how Rousseau is careful to tic this assertion in with one of the principal arguments of the First Disours. 
74 Jbid, p. 21 0. 'sad daughters of necessity! 
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que le nord avait engend-r6s accouturnýrent insensiblement toutes les oreilles i 
la rudesse de leur organe; leur voix dure et d6nuee d'accent etait bruyante sans 
A 
etre sonore ... Toutes leurs alticulations 6tant aussi apres que leurs voix 6taient 
nasardes et sourdes, ils ne pouvait donner qu'une sorte d'6clat a leur chant, qui 
6tait derenforcer le son de voyeUes pour couvrir l'abondance et la durete des 
consonries. 75 
The impact of the northern peoples began to leech whatever remained of the interest and 
vivacity out of melody, for in order to make themselves understood they slowed down their 
speech, carefully articulating and enunciating every single word. But this temporal distortion 
would also indelibly change the face of melody and of song, stripping it of all sense of mctrc 
and rhythm. In order to compensate for the difficulties posed by pronunciation, the musician 
would instead dwell upon each sound, to pad such sounds out and to make as much of a noise 
as possible, rather than preserve or observe the natural rhythm and cadence of its cognate, 
speech: 
Cc chant bruyant, joint a PM*flexibiht6 de rorgane, obligea ces nouveaux venus 
et les peuples subjugu6s qui les imitirent de ralentir tous les sons pour les faire 
cntendre. Varticulation p6nible et les sons renforc6s concoururent 6galement 
a chasser de la melodic tout sentiment de mesure et de rythme. Comme cc 
qu'il y avait de plus dur i prononcer 6tait toujours le passage d'un son a I'autre, 
on avait rien mieux a faire que de s'arr&er sur chacun le plus qu'iI etait 
possible, de le renfler, de le faire eclater Ic plus quon pouvait. 76 
3.8. The Discovery of Hannony and the further degeneration of Melody 
I noted in Chapter 2, that in Chapter IX of the Essai, Rousseau had foretold that it would take 
but one fin-ther incremental and developmental step for men to be irreversibly bound to one 
another forever. 'augmentez d'un degre leur Res hommes] development et leurs lumiires, les 
voil! r6unis pour toujouts'. 77 This incremental step, once taken, succeeds in not only binding 
men together, but also,. as a corollary, drives the wedge ever deeper between music and 
75 Did, p. 239-240. These crude men that the north bad engendered gradually conditioned everyone to the harshness of their 
voices ; their harsh voices, stripped of accent, were loud without being sonorous ... All their articulations being as harsh as 
their voices were nasal and muffled, they could only add one sort of brilliance liclat] to their song which was to reinforce the 
sound of the vowels in order to cover up the abundance and hardness of the consonances. ' 
76 Did, p. 240.7his noisy song, along with the inflexibility of their voices, forced these new immigrants and the subjugated people 
that they hnitated to slow down all the sounds to make themselves understood. Tedious articulation and emphasised sounds 
conspired to hound out all trace of tempo and rhythm from melody. As the hardest thing to deliver was the passage from one 
sound to another, the best solution was to spend as much time as possible on each sound, to fill it out and to make it sound as 
brilliant as one could! 
77 Jbid, p. 20Z 'raise by one step their development and their knowledge, and they will be united forever. ' 
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language. The more frequently men are drawn together, for whatever reason - whether 
through need or desire, invasion and subjugation - the more they will search for the means to 
commune and commune efficiently and effectively. 
Ibis binding of men together has an additional, but entirely logical figurative outcome: the 
discovery of harmony, when one, lone voice becomes two, three, many. ' The figural 
representation of this is an image of myriad individual voices, with all their resultant 
differences, subtleties and variety, all their accent and expressiveness, having free rein and 
being fed by man's heares desire wherever and whenever the idyll of the well occurs. This 
image is as nature had intended. But then when men are forced together, and when they feel 
the urge to communicate, to be heard and understood, variety, accent and subtlety count for 
little and are more of a hindrance than strength. At this point a happy medium needs to be 
sought, a compromised middle path that will, over time, see much of the interest, warmth, 
expressivity, accent and diversity of these langues diminish and erode, until they all begin to 
sound the same, to share the same timbral characteristics. To be sure they arc cfficacious, but 
in the process of becoming so they lose their affective power. And wherever there is 
harmony, there is the trace of the second species of need; harmony is thus its index for men 
must come together in order to discover harmony and it is the second species of need that 
makes this discovery possible. In the Essai, Rousseau furnishes the reader with an historical 
explanation of the process of discovery: 
Le chant ne fut bient6t plus qu'une suite ennuyeuse et lente de sons traimants 
et cries, sans douceur, sans mcsure et sans grake; et si quelques savants disaient 
qu'il fallait observer les longues et les brýves dans le chant latin, il est sfir au. 
moins qu'on chanta les vets comme la prose, et qu'il ne fut plus question de 
pieds, de rythmes, ni d'aucune esp6ce de chant mesur6. Le chant ainsi 
d6pouille de toute melodie, et consistant uniquement dans la force et la dur6e 
des sons, dut sugg6rer enfm les moyens de le rendre plus sonore encore i I'aide 
de consonances. Plusieurs voix, trainant sans cesse i l'unisson des sons d'une 
dur6e illimit6e, frouvirwipar basard quelques accords quL renforqant le bruit, le 
leur firent paraitre agr6able, ct ainsi commenqa la. pratique du discant et du 
contrePoin - 
78 
78 Aid, pp. 240-241. 'Soon melody was nothing more than a tiresome and drawn-out succession of drawling and crying sounds 
without softness, rhythm nor charm; and if a few learned men decreed that one had to observe the longa and the brevis of 
Latin chant, it is certain at least that verses were sung in the same manner as prose, and that it was no longer a question of 
registers, rhythms, nor any sort of regular melody. Song thus stripped of all melody, and now consisting solely of the strength 
and duration of sounds, is likely to have itself eventually inspired the means to render it more sonorous with the help of 
consonances. Several voices, drawling continuously at the unison for an indeterminate duration, discovered by accident some 
chords which, by reinforcing the sound, appeared pleasing to them and thus began the practice of descant and counterpoint! 
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Rousseau's narrative crescendos toward a climax at which point harmony will usurp melody's 
position as the primary expressive force in the art of music. Rousseau sets up this usurpation 
as a series of historical watersheds; first there was melody, melody then develops, men come 
together and then there was harmony, over the cenwrics harmony begins to dominate melody, 
until in the eighteenth century - in his own time and consummatcd in the music and 
theoretical postulations of Rameau - melody is subjugated and subsumed cntirely within the 
harmonic domain of musical production and organisation. It is this outcome that in terms of 
its aesthetic ramifications and its incompatibility with Rousseau's philosophical position that 
cannot be abided: 
La m6lodie 6tant oubli6e et I'attention du musicien s'6tant tourn6e entiZrement 
vers Marmonie, tout ce dirigea peu a peu sur ce nouvel objet; les genres, les 
modes, la gamme, tout re5ut des faces nouvelles; ce furent les successions 
harmoniqucs qui reglýrent la marche des parties. Cette marche ayant usurp6 le 
nom de la milodie ... et notre systýme musical 6tant ainsi devenu par degr6s 
purement Harmonique, il West pas 6tonnant que I'accent oral en ait souffert, et 
que la musique ait perdu pour nous Presque toute son 6nergie. Voila 
comment le chant dcvint par degr6s un art enti&ement separ6 de la parole ... 
comment les harmoniques des sons firent oublier les inflexions de la voix, et 
comment enfin, born6e i Feffet puremcnt physique du concours des 
vibrations, la musique se trouva priv6e des cffets moraux qu'elle avait produits 
quand elle etait doublement la voix de la nature. " 
In the next Chapter, we will begin to explore these moral effects, the aesthetic ramifications of 
Rousseau's philosophy of music, and then follow the development of his critique and reform 
of opera that grovýs out of it. 
79 Bid, p. 24Z Wdody being forgotten and the attention of the musician being turned entirely to towards harmony, little by little 
everything was steered towards this new object; genres. modes, the scale, everything had a new face; it was the harmonic 
progression which controlled their destiny. It is not surprising that, having usurped the name of melody and our musical 
system becoming by degrees purely harmonic, oral accent suffered and music lost for us almost A of its energy. That is haw 
melody became little by little an entirely separate art from speech ... how the harmonics of sounds caused the inflexions of the 
voice to be forgotten, and how, finally, restricted to the purely physical effects of vibrations, music found itself deprived of the 
MoM effects that it had produced when it was doubly the voice of nature., 
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Chapter Four: 
The Aesthetic, the Critique and the Blueprint: a single battle waged on three fronts 
AM Ma Julie, quai-je entendu? Quels sons touchantsl Queue musiquel Queue 
source d6licieuse de sentiments et de plaisirsl Ne perds pas un moment; 
rassemble avec soin tes operas, tes cantatas, ta musique Frangoisc, fais un 
grand feu bien ardent, jettes-y tout ce fatras ... afin que tant de glace puisse y 
brýiler et donner de la. chaleur au moins une fois. Fais ce sacrifice propitiatoire 
au dieu du goýt, pour expiter ton crime et le mien d'avoir profan6 ta. voix a 
cette lourde psalmodie, et d'avoir pris si longtemps pour le langage du Coeur 
un bruit qui ne fait qu6tourdir I'oreille. ' 
We now move the discussion beyond the consideration of the philosophy of music and 
Rousseau's degenerative account of the history of mankind towards the subject of primary 
concern: opera. This chapter has three key objectives: the first is to explore the aesthetic 
ramifications of both the trinary model of nature and history and the Common Origin 
Hypothesis explored in chapters 2 and 3 respectively; second, to consider the nature and range 
of Rousseau's critique of opera which grows out of this aesthetic; and finally to see how this 
aesthetic and critique will drive a radically new vision of a unified dramatic form that will be 
embodied in the Scýne Lyriquc Pjgmalion (1762). Our three objectives are neatly 
counterbalanced by three issues to which we shall be devoting the majority of our attention: 
the first is to continue our exploration of Rousseau's seemingly immutable and intransigent 
valorisation of melody over harmony, and to see how music itself becomes a privileged art- 
form in a hierarchy of semiotic systems operating within the operatic superstructure; the 
second is to consider the musico-aesthetic implications of the relationship between speech 
and melody; and the third is the critical account of operatic history and its impact upon 
Rousseau's reformatory project. Our consideration of these issues and concepts will be 
framed wid-iin appropriate contextual discussion and we will be revisiting issues already 
encountered in the thesis thus far. 
Our present task is rendered especially complex, however, by the fact there is no single 
volume in which Rousseau expounds these ideas either fiffly or definitively. Instead, the 
Rousseau, LaNomvelle HiUre in Ommu, 0, pp. 196-197, 'Ohl MyJulie. what have I heard? )nat moving soundsl What muid 
Wlat a delightful source of feeling and pleasurel Don't waste one moment; carefully gather up your operas, your cantatas, 
your French music, make a great blazing fire, throw into it 0 of this jumble, so that all this coldness burn and for once give off 
some beat. Make this worthy sacrifice to the god of taste, atone for our crime of debasing your voice with this dull psalmody. 
and for so long mistaking a noise that only deafens the car for the language of the heart. ' 
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aesthetic and the operatic critique take shape across a diverse range of works which span some 
sixteen years of the Genevan's life. Though there is much consonance between ideas and 
argumentation across the range of these works, and although it is possible to trace their 
evolution and development, in certain instances such argumentation becomes overshadowed 
and overtaken by the particular demands of the functional aesthetic role of the works 
themselves. We will need, therefore, to carefully tease out individual issues and concepts and 
our approach will not, as a result, be strictly chronological. Rather we will need to juxtapose 
arguments from a variety of works, chief amongst which are the Dictionnahr de Alwiqme, the 
gues and associated urtexts, the Ixttir sur la Musique Franfoise, the LeUrr Essai sur IOq, ý, ine des Lan 
. gwents 
d'Obseivations and La Nouvelle Hiloiýe. i M. Burny, the Fra 
Before we begin our exploration of the issues and concepts alluded to above, a brief 
discussion of the nature, position and significance of the Dictionnahr de Musique - in my view 
one of Rousseau's greatest single achievements and of primary value to the present enterprise 
- is in order. 
4.1. The Didionnaire de Musique as aesthetic manifesto 
C'est une trýs mauvaise tapsodie que fai compflee, üya plusieurs annýes, sous 
le nom de Dictionnaim de Mujique, et clue je suis forcý de donner aujourd'hui 
pour avoir du pain. ' 
The Dictionnaiir de Mujique, published in 1768,3occupics a unique position in Rousseau's oeuffr. 
Not only does it stand as the solitary didactic ouvraTe, it is also th e only large-scale work entirely 
devoted to the study and analysis of musical theory, aesthetics and praxis. The Dictionnain-'s 
importance does not merely stem from its position in Rousseau's Oeuvir, nor from its 
pedagogical pedigree, though the clarity of Rousseau's commentary is testament to both 
extensive musical knowledge and authorial facility. Rather, its significance is born out of its 
own peculiar construction: a synthesis of erudite observation, transparent demagogy and 
mordant criticism of contemporary practice and practitioners. Such diverse attributes elevate 
2 Rousseau, Uttre i NL Clairaut, Motiers-Travers, le 5 mars, 1765', in Oeuvw, 02, p. 3, 'It is a very poor rhapsody that I compiled 
several years ago by the name of the Dikiiowg qfMmsic and one that I am forced to publish today in order to earn a crust. ' 
3 The Die6onnain was finally completed late in 1764 according to a letter, dated 18 September 1764, from Rousseau to his 
publisher (Cf. Pierre-Paul Plan, Tabk de la ComVndeno Ghtirak dejean-jacqmes Romsseam, ed. B. Gagnebin (Genive: & Droz, 
1953). pp. XX-XXI). Indeed, Rousseau's preface is dated: Motiers-Travers, le 20 Dkembre, 1764. ' 
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a work that appears, at first glance, to be little more than an encyclopaedia of musical terms 
into a volume of great significance. Indeed, so significant a work is it deemed to be, that one 
commentator describes the Didionnairr de Musique as arguably the 'single Rousscauian source 
which provides the most comprehensive picture of his musical thought. "' 
This most comprehensive of pictures, about which Cynthia Verba enthuses, is perhaps more 
akin to a collage, a composite image bearing witness to the work's extreme diachronicity. In 
all, about sixteen years separate the penning of the first word from the blotting of the last; 
sixteen years in which Rousseau's interest in the work waxed and waned with extraordinary 
regularity; sixteen years during which his quill was frequently engaged in other, less laborious, 
pursuits. Robert Wokler remarks that, 'the Dictionag of mwic [ ... ] did not excite him 
[Rousseau] to flights of fancy as did most of the other projects to which he turned at The 
Hermitage. " Indeed, that the work took the best part of two decades from conception to 
completion seems to tender the Dictionnairr a somewhat anomalous work: 'generally', as 
lbomas Webb-Hunt suggests, Mousseau wrote in white heat, at great speed. ' Of course, one 
cannot expect a dictionary to be compiled overnight, nor even at great speed; this is an 
exhaustive process involving the assemblage, synopsis, revision and cross-rcferencing of an 
inordinately large amount of material and observation. But the fact that one man would 
embark alone upon such an enterprise is astonishing enough, that he would complete the task 
in such an accomplished manner is nothing short of miraculous. Indeed, Rousseau's 
achievement, is all the more'remarkable when one considers that it was during these two 
turbulent decades that the philosophes written output was at its most prolific, of a consistently 
high standard, and yet, broadly speaking, had little to do with specifically musical subject 
matter! 
4 Cynthia Verba, lean-Jacques Rousseau: the Radical and Traditional in his DidionsaimdeMmjiqmi?, Jommdofmmdmkg, 7, (1989), 
p. 310. 
5 Robert Wokler, Rommeam, (New York: OUP, 1995), p-109 
6 Thomas Webb-Huntý Tk Didionndre deAbs4me ofjeanjacqmes Rouzeam, Denton Texas, (nesis, Microfilm, Bibliothýque d'itudcs 
rousseauistes, Montmorency, 1967) p. 5Z This assertion does need to be treated with some caution and in some respects it is a 
moot point If we are to believe Rousseau's own thoughts on the matter, then we might conclude that he did not write with so 
much facility: 'These four letters [to Malesherbes], written straight off, hurriedly, without a rough copy, and left unrevised, are 
perhaps the only things I have written with facility in the whole of my life. ' (Rousseau. Confadow. pp. 525-526). However, we 
also know that he was apt to spending intense periods - sometimes as long as three months - draffing and redrafting works. 
7 Cf. First Dismmn (1749), Second Discoun (1754), Leffiv j dAkmberf sw ks S pedacles (1758), Emik (1762), La Nomw1k HibTle (176 1), 
Dm Contrat Sedal (1762), Pivfesdox difei dm vicdasovqwd (1762)., This Est, by no means exhaustive, indicates that Rousseau's 
output during this time was both prolific and 
largely non-musically orientated. 
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As far as Rousseau's own sentiments towards the Dictionnairr de Alusique are concerned, his 
preface is revelatory and stands as a veritable apologia for the work's limitations! Early in the 
preface, for example, Rousseau tries to counter any possible future criticism of the work with 
this somewhat facile 'caveat lecto?: 'J'avertis donc ceux qui ne veulent soufffir que des livres 
bien faits, de ne pas entreprendre la lecture de celtii-ci: hient6t ils en scroicnt rebut6s. '9 
Rousseau's modesty seems, however, somewhat misplaced if not altogether false, for the flaws 
alludcd to turn out to be essentially structural ones - and in my estimation arc none too 
evident. Nevertheless, Rousseau goes on to describe his Didionnairr, as an 'amas indigestc, "o a 
work that is '[ ... I moins un dictionnairc en fonne, qu'un recucil de mat6riaux pour un 
dictionnaire, qui n'attendent quune mcilleure main pour etre employ6s. "' I would suggest, 
then, that we treat these comments not as an explicit reference to his own failings as author, 
theoretician and editor, but rather to the folly and the impossibility of such an enterprise. 
Indeed, as Rousseau concludes, 'les connoissances necessaires pour [un tel ouvragel nc sont 
peut-&re pas forte grandes; mais elles sont fortcs vari6es, et sc trouvcnt rarement dans la 
meme t&e. '12 Given Rousseau's reservations about the value and proficiency of the work 
itself, the following questions present themselves: can a single work, particularly one which 
classifies itself as a dictionary, ftu-nish the reader with a comprehensive and all-inclusive 
picture of the author's musical thought? Can the work in question, compiled sporadically over 
such a protracted period, present a coherent picture of itself? Or does such diachronicity 
necessarily, and inevitably, preclude the presence - indeed the possibility - of unity, coherence 
and transparency in the way Vcrba suggests? 
It is a difficult task to characterise or sum up the work in this fashion, for if nothing else, the 
Dictionnairv de Mujique has many faces and any such manoeuvre would relegate subsequent 
We should also register that it refiects Rousseau's state of mind at the time. As we will see in Chapter 5, Rousseau had been 
forced to flee Parisafter the publication and subsequent proscription of Emile in June 1762, and during the next eight years he 
was not able to settle safely anywhere without being harangued or pursued by his so-called enemies. 
9 Rousseau, Dkfionndir de Afmjiqme in Oemms, L12, p. 8, 'I advise those who do not wish to endure badly written works not to 
embark upon a reading of this one; they will soon be sick of it. ' 
IoIbid, p. 8, 'indigestible mass' 
Ibid, p. 5 less a dictionary in form, than a collection of materialfor a dictionary, which waits only for a better hand to put them 
to use. ' [my italics). 
12 Ibid, p. 8, Ile knowledge needed to write such a work is perhaps not an that great, but it extremely varied, and is rarely found 
in one person! 
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judgements to the order of the simplistic and the facile. In one sense, I would certainly agree 
with Verba's suggestion and go further still to assert that it opens up a window through which 
the reader may glimpse and engage with aspects of the author's philosophy of music in action. 
In another sense, it is a frustratingly fragmented, sometimes incoherent and contradictory 
volume. And in another sense still, the Dictionnain merely masquerades as an encyclopaedic 
dictionary of musical terms, for there are many ostensibly conventional and informative 
entries which are literally engorged with ideology and contain poisonous barbs -and abrasive 
allusions to individual works or composers. 'Baroque' is a capital - and representative - 
example of this. Here, Rousseau was seemingly unable to resist temptation and, as a result, 
the definition' he presents to the reader is nothing more than a thinly veiled denunciation of 
Rameau's musical style: 
Une musique baroque est celle dont Marmonie est confuse, charg6e de 
modulations et dissonances, le chant dur et peu. naturel, lintonation difficile et 
le mouvement contraint. 11 ya bien de Papparence que cc terme vient du 
baroco des logiciens. " 
We see this very point mirrored in the article 'Expression, ' where Rousseau's criticism is even 
more pungent, censorious and indeed overt: 
N'aUez donc pas prendre le baroque pour rexpressif, ni la dur&6 pour 
rcnergie, ni donner un tableau hideux des passions que vous voulez rendre, ni 
faire en un mot, comme i l'op6ra Franqois ou' le ton passionn6 ressemble aux 
cris de la colique, bien plus quaux transports de I'amour. " 
If I was really pressed to venture down off the fence, I would feel compelled to suggest that, 
for the most part, the Dictionnairr functions as its title suggests, but that its most significant 
entries - those that go beyond the mere provision of definitions - are critical and ideological, 
and postulate avenues and opportunities for future reform. And we might say that it is in this 
respect that the work should be seen as a veritable repository of ideas - in Verba's words, a 
13 RoUsseau, BaroqUC'in Op. Cit., p. 76,93aroque musk is one in which the harmony is jumbled, overburdened with modulations 
and dissonances, the melody is harsh and contrived, the intonation is difficult and the movernent constrained. It would seem 
that this term comes from the Baroco of the 14cians. ' For further discussion of this particular point - and indeed the use of 
the term Baroque in music criticism during the eighteenth century see Claude V. Pallisca, "Taroque" as a music-critical term, 
in Cowart (ed. ), Frrmcb MAt6ral Dom ght 1600-1800, (Ann Arbor. UNH Research Press, 1989), pp. 7-21. 
14 Rousseau, TýXpreWiOn' in 0, & Q., pp. 347-348, 'Do not take baroque for expression, nor harshness for energy, nor give a 
hideous picture of passions that you want to render, nor do in a word like in French opera where passionate sounds resemble 
colic pains much more than transports of love? 
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volume used 'to advance his radical pljilosophy"s - and, as such, it is of paramount 
significance to our present enterprise. 'Me work is, then, a problematic one to grapple with, 
and to some extent defies and discourages classification; these difficulties should be ascribed 
as much to the work! s genesis as they are to its content. 
'1he origins of the Didionnaire de Mujique can be traced accurately back to 1749. As we saw in 
chapter one, 1749 was the year in which Rousseau was press-gangcd into cobbling together 
the vast majority of the articles on music that were to appear in the first volumes of the 
EngclopOe between 1751 and the mid 1750s. In his PhD thesis, lbomas Webb-Hunt traces 
the evolution of the Dictionnairr from conception to realisation, and chronicles Rousseau's 
mounting embarrassment with the inadequacies of the Engclopldie articles as they begin to be 
published annual1y. The main thrust of Webb-Hunt's argument is that these are articles 
which, when compared to the writings which were winning Rousseau notoriety - the Discours 
s, ur les Sdinces et ks Arts (1749), the I xttrr sur la Afujique Franfoise (1753), and the Discours sur 
17niý,, akd (1754), -were clearly not of the same calibre. In short, the articles were undermining 
Rousseau's public image as credible music theorist, capable composer and worthy adversary of 
Rameau. " This fact alone, Webb-Hunt concludes, convinced Rousseau of the merits of 
spending sixteen years compiling a far more proficient work, a dictionary of music. " In large 
measure, this analysis is, of course, corroborated by Rousseau in his own short preface to the 
Dictionnairr. Uess6, 'Rousscau admits, 
de limperfection de mes articles, a mesure que les volumes de l'Engdqpi&e 
paroissoient, je r6solus de refondre le tout sur mon brouillon, et d'en faire i 
loisir un ouvragc i part traitC avcc plus de soin. 's 
is Cynthia Verba, 'Jean-Jacques Rousseau: the Radical and Traditional in his Di, ýfionndredeAlmsiqmijourxdofAWcokgv, 7, (1989), 
p. 310 
16 In Jacques Roger's introduction to the DiscvuaswksSdenersetksArt; (Paris: Flammarion, 1992, p. 5), the point is made that 
until this work, and in particular its successor the Second Discoua, had been widely read, Rousseau was known merely for his 
musical endeavours, not as a philosopher. Ills public iniage was, in the long term, not especially tainted however. As we can 
see from this letter by Gluck to the Metwr de Franco (1773), he suggests that he had made a study of Rousseau's theoretical 
writings and had been particularly impressed by his analysis of I. Ws Armidr. Vitude que j'ai faite des ouvrages de cc grande 
homme [Rousseau] sur la Musique, la lettre [Dthr smr la AWqmr Fraxpkr4 entre autres I ... I prouvent la sublimiti des ses 
connoissances et la bOreti de son gD&' Cited in Samuel Baud-Bovy, jeanjacqmes Romzram et la Mmsique, textes recueillis et 
pr6sentis parjean-jacques Eigeldinger. (NeuchiteL i la Bacconi&e, 1988), p. 81. 
17 lbornas Webb-Hunt, Romsseam'. r DiaFonnairr deAfx&, p. 58 
is Rousseau, Tr6face'in OP. Cit., p. 6, `wounded by my article's imperfections as each of the volumes of the ExyeAphisappeared, 
i resolved to recast everything in my drak and at my leisure make it into a separate work treated more attentively! 
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But more than this, I would suggest that Rousseau's escalating embarrassment was further 
intensified by several additional factors: first, and most important, was the emergence and 
establishment of his philosophical system - as we saw in chapter two, the First Discours was to 
set Rousseau on a course that would colour the rest of his career and all subsequent writings; 
second, his somewhat reluctant participation in the polemical exchanges of the final phase of 
the QuerrIle de Bomffons (1752-54) had sparked off a bitter dispute with Rameau and the operatic 
establishment as a whole, a dispute in which Rameau was using, and would continue to use, 
ihe shortcomings of these articles as a means of undern-ýining Rousseau's statute as music 
critic, composer and theoretician; and finally, as the 1750s approached their conclusion, 
Rousseau's philosophical system was reaching full maturity and, as a consequence, was drifting 
ever further away from the epistemology which underpinned Rameau's work and thought, and 
from which Rousseau had initially borrowed much. Rousseau clearly desired to set the record 
straight definitively, for I would suggest it was not merely that he was embarrassed by the 
articles, but above all that they did not constitute a strong enough case against Rameau. " 
Some commentators have elected to dismiss the Dictionnairr as nothing more than a recasting 
of the Engelopidie articles, or as Norman Demuth erroneously puts it, 'the articles in book 
form. " Naturally, such assertions tend to cast some doubt upon the Didionnain, 's pedigree as 
a new and radical work in which Rousseau expounds, and applies, elements of his philosophy 
to an aesthetic of music and opera. They also tend to deny the notion of evolution and 
development of musical ideology across the span of Rousseau's oeumr, tacitly implying that 
between 1749 and 1764 his conception of music did not change or indeed evolve at all. 
Consequently, it would appear that we are expected to believe that the Dictionnairr 
miraculously rose like a phoenix, in a conveniently bound volume, out of the ashes of the 
Engc1opidie. As an audit of the articles themselves demonstrates, this is simply not the case on 
either front. Of the Dictionnain-'s 904 articles, 524 are entirely new, and only 166 were brought, 
in their original form, from the EngcIqP! &e- The remainder of the articles - 214 - which 
ig Baud-Bovy, jean-jaelmes RoAuseam et la A&dqmr, p. 78, cites a footnote from Rameau's Rtýonse de AL Rama* J la k&r de M. 
DAhmlvd (1757, that is to say following the publication of the volumes of the Exyc** and the Le&r sw la MAýdqmt 
Franfoise), that testifies to rumours circulating of a definitive response from Rousseau which would humiliate Ramcau. The 
response in question was to be the Ditýexnir deAI#jiqme- 
20 Norm2n Demuth, Fanch Opffx Its Dex1ofiment to the Ravhdion, (New York Ile Artemis Press, 1963), p. 178 
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Rousseau 'carried over', are extensively revised, both in form and content. Clearly then, the 
Dictionnairr cannot be regarded simply as a reworking of the earlier articles in book-form. On 
the contrary, the Dictionnairr must be considered as a new work, one whose role in the 
chronicle of Rousseau's musical thought is decisive. 
4.1.1. Concept and Form: synchrony, diachrony and the syncretic 
Although born to some degree within the shadow of controversy and polemic, the Dictionnairr 
was conceived with the best of intentions. Rousseau's principal objective was to forge a work 
of utility and reference, a work which 'Ics vrais artistes et les hommes de g6nie 21 would know 
how to make the best use of, It was designed to be a work which would explain, in relatively 
unadorned language, the rudiments of composition, the mechanics of acoustic theory and 
recount the history and evolution of music, as an art form, from its origins in the ancient 
world. And in line with the penchant of the day, Rousseau's tale of history and evolution 
would include musics outside and prior to the western tradition-22 Beyond such immediate 
desires, there prove to be more important motivations and indeed functions of the Dictionnahr. 
These were not, I suggest, initially exploited by Rousseau. Of course we cannot say with any 
certitude if Rousseau contrived the Diefionnairr in light of its extra-pedagogical potentiaL just 
that the work itself was used - in both senses of the word - to present an account of his views 
on music and music theory, views which were both musically and politically inflammatory. 23 
The Dictionnaim reads - in several places - like an aesthetic manifesto in which Rousseau, as 
demagogue, promises musical reform by waging war upon the creaking neo-classical aesthetics 
of his age. That said, it may be somewhat surprising to discover that Rousseau continued to 
use Rameau's ysfime as the backbone for much of the theoretically based entries in the 
Dictionnaire. Rousseau does, however, strive to justify such apparent alarming double 
standards in his preface to the work, explaining that although Rameau's ystime was used, he 
21 Rousseau, Op. Ot., p-8. 'true ardsts and men of grnius. ' 
22 Bruno, Nettl in Theog andMe&di# ElboexudcokV, (New York. Free Press of Glencoe, 1964), p-13 acknowledges Rousseau's 
contabution to the discipline of ethnomusicology- 'to the history of ethnornusicology belongs jean-Jacques Rousseau, whose 
famous encyclopaedia of music ... contains samples of Folk, Chinese and American Indian musk. ' 
23 in Robert Wokler's view (Romssm, p. 28), this statement would be tautologous, since he comments that '... Rousseau is no 
where so politically inflammatory as when commenting on music. ' 
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preferred that espoused by Giuseppe Tartini (1692-1770) in his Trattato di Mujica of 1754: 
J'ai trait6 la partie harmonique dans le systýme de la basse fondamentale, 
quoique ce systýme, imparfait et defectueux i tant d'6gards, ne soit point, selon 
moi, celui de la nature et de la v6rit6, et qu'il en r6sulte un remplissage sourd et 
confus, plut6t quune bonne harmonie; mais cest un systýme enfin; c'est le 
premier, et cetoit le seuL jusqul celui de M. Tartini ... Le systýme de M. 
Tartini, quoique meilleur a mon avis, n'etant pas encore aussi g6n6ralernent 
connu, et n'ayant pas, du moins en France, la meme autorite que celui de M. 
Rameau, n'a pas da lui hre substitue dans un livre destine principalement pour 
la nation Franýoise- 24 
Perusing these entries, it is immediately apparent that much of Rousseau's original 
circumspection, deference and neutrality, evident from the Engc1opidie, is conspicuously 
absent, and that many of the articles, particularly those that intersect directly with Rameau's 
theory, are in their new context severely censorious. Ilere are, in my view, two primary 
reasons for the Diaionnair,? s overtly critical posture. Firstly, for Rousseau it was the perfect 
vantage point from which to fire ripostes across the bows of his adversaries; on each occasion 
he was criticised, attacked or his integrity as a musician undermined, he could simply counter- 
attack (in much the same fashion as one might vent one's anger in a private diary) in the pages 
of his dictionary. Secondly, and of paramount significance, is the Didionnair? s unprecedented 
diachronicity which lends the work its all-embracing feel; although there is evidence of some 
disunity, this can be tolerated, because the articles which actually lend the work its gravity and 
significance are immune from this problem, since there is evidence to suggest that they were 
conceived in rapid 'bursts of enthusiasm. '2' 
During the 1750s Rousseau's written output was prolific enough to earn the Genevan the 
reputation of an obdurately independent thinker, and, in the wake of theQuerrlle des Bouffons 
and the Second Discours, controversial enough for him to be labelled a trouble-maker; he 
would, by 1762, be forced into exile. Throughout this turbulent decade, the Dicfionnairr was 
24 Rousseau, Op. 04, pp. 10-11, 'I used the system of the fimdamental bass in dealingwith the sections on harmony, although this 
system, imperfect and defective in many respects, is not, in my opinion, that of nature and the truth, and that it results in a 
muffled and confused filling out rather than a desirable harmony; but it is, after 211, a system ; it is the first, and it was the only 
one until that of M. Tartini ... Tartini's system, although superior in my opinion, was not being weJI known enough and not 
having, at least in France, the same authority as that of Rameau, could not be substituted for it in a book destined principally 
for the French nation! 
25 lbornas Webb-Hunt, Romsseam's Die2ionndir dtAfKd4 p. 54. 
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always there on the 'back-burner', simmering away ready to be supplemented with new and 
fresh ingredients. Whether or not Rousseau happened to be focusing on operatic 
composition, political philosophy, revene or on pamphleteering, is, in one sense, of no 
importance, for he would always return to attend to the needs of his great project. As 
Rousseau recalls in the Confenionr 
All these various projects [Emile, La Nouvelle Hiloiýe, La Morale Sensitive'] 
offered me subjects for reflection on my walks. For ... I can only meditate 
when I am walking. When I stop I cease to think; my mind only works with 
my legs. I had, however, taken the precaution of providing myself with an 
indoor task for rainy days. This was my Dictionag ofMusic ... material that I 
could put together in the house when the weather prevented me from going 
out and I was tired of copying. This method suited me so well that I adopted 
it both at the Hermitage and at Montmorency, and afterwards also at Moders 
where I completed that book at the same time as I was writing others. " 
In another sense, however, his engrossment with other works is greatly significant because 
many of the most important entries, such as Opira, Afujique, Hxpirsiion and lUdlafif Obký. I, were 
written very rapidly and intensely. These 'bursts of enthusiasm' were triggered by extrinsic 
factors, such as a political, historical or social event, personal success or failure or the 
formulation of a theory which could be slotted neatly into the project. We find that many of 
these entries correspond to, coincide with and, in certain cases, complete lines of 
argumentation first seen outside and before the publication of the Dictionnaire. The entry 
"Unite de Melodie', for example, can be traced from its humble, rather unrefined exposition in 
the Jeurr sur la Mmiique Franpise (1753), through various incarnations - including a practical 
application in Le Dedn du Village - during the late 1750s, only to be specially reformulated for 
presentation in the Dictionnairr. And in several other cases, we find passages lifted, verbatim, 
from the Didionnairr into the Essai sur IOrigine des Langmes and vice versa. ' What these 
examples serve to demonstrate also is the way in which Rousseau envisioned all of these 
writings about music: as one intertwined and cohesive argument. 
26 Which remained, of course, unfinished. 
27 Rousseau, Confeidow, Transl. J. M Cohen. (11armondsworth: penguin Classics, 1953), p. 38Z 
28 One of the passages in question is contained, %ithin the Didionnairr article 'Imitation' and is transferred to Chapter XVI of the 
Essd under the heading- Tausse analogie entre les couleurs et les sons., 
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4.2. Melody and Harmony: the constituent elements of music-as-art diverge 
1hus far in the thesis, we have not entered into a discussion of musical aesthetics or how they 
might be applied to compositional practice in any sustained or systematic way; we have, for 
the majority of our time, been concerned with conceptual issues and the architectural fran-dng 
of Rousseau's philosophy of music and its discussion in a variety of formats. The time has 
now come, however, for us to change tack and to explore how this framework gives shape 
and form to the Rousseauist aesthetic, the critique and the movement for operatic reform. 
The first area we shall explore is Rousseau's privileging of melody over harmony and it is a 
province in which Rousseau and Rameau share contrary views. In doing this we will need to 
revisit the Essai sur 110tigine des Langmes and those sections that, in Chapter 3, were temporarily 
set to one side because they were not immediately germane to the context; now, however, they 
are pivotal to our concerns. In this first section, we will also begin to touch upon arguments 
expounded in the Didionnairr de Mmsique and we will see how this all takes shape, and how 
melody must extricate itself from the clutches of harmony and 'tonality', and form a renewed 
and renegotiated alliance with language. 
From our discussion in Chapter 3, we have seen how melody in a musical sense grows out of 
langue, how it degenerates across its historical sweep, and how it ends up in chains and fetters 
as a slave to harmony. Melody is, as a consequence, a degenerate form: it has altrady, been 
subjugated and is alira, # dysfunctional; it reflects all that is corrupt in contemporary society 
and it is used to propagate such corruption in the service of harmony and art. And yet, in 
spite of this, Rousseau is both willing and able to invest melody with far greater value and 
significance in his aesthetic than he does harmony. How is this possible and is it not merely a 
contradictory manocuvre? Michael O'Dea suggests that, for Rousseau, 'melody has ... a 
priority which cannot be shaken by any acoustic or technical argumene, and that it is linked 
instead, Ito the philosophical dualism that is implidein his work. 29 However, I Will argue that, 
in fact, this prioritisation is comprehensively justified by Rousseau, using precisely such 
gacoustic' and 'technicO arguments, in order to make melody homologous with langme and thus 
29 Nfichael O'Dea, Romrrexr AfKdc, Mdeft, andDejirv. (London: NbcmMmi, 1994), p. 61. 
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inscribe it with superior imitative properties. What Rousseau does is conftont Rameau head- 
on with vocabulary that Rameau would understand, react to and engage with. Parenthetically, 
we cannot exclude the possibility that his means of presentation would also implicate 
d'Alembert. I will also argue that, in essence, the elaborate system of value - the relativism - 
that underpins his philosophy of music and philosophy of history actively enables Rousseau to 
achieve this prioritisation in conceptual terms. There will, however, be a dilution, a softening 
of his position: melody's inextricable connection to laque win mean that when they are 
combined in art it allows itself to be affected by the prosody of the language it is colluding 
with; melody will no longer be seen as the be-all and end-all of expression in music. But this 
as we will see is seen very much as a positive and indeed necessary compron-use. 
It is crucially important to observe from the outset that melody is not conceived of as an 
oppositional force to harmony, but instead represents a point further up towards langue on our 
degenerative helix; harmony is even more degenerate and thus is further down. It follows, as 
we have seen in the previous chapter, that in certain circumstances harmony will further 
debase melody by constraining it or dictating its trajectory. Harmony win strip melody of its 
affective power if, in particular, it is allowed to reign supreme in a given genre or national 
musical style. Where melody is given a greater degree of latitude to be itself, then the resultant 
music will have greater effect. We shall return to this point in the second part of this chapter. 
Of more significance still, is the notion that melody points more directly to other privileged 
elements in his philosophical system: the well, the south, solitude, the absence of the second 
species of need, even the ideal state through the physiological properties of the voice. It is not 
that harmony does not point to these things also, merely that it is further removed from them, 
and its connection with them is all the more tenuous and remote, if traceable at all. Where 
there was a golden age of melody - in the ancient world before the rise of philosophy and the 
linguistic contamination ushered in with the invading Romans - there is no parallel moment in 
the history of harmony. Harmony, in musical terms, is not only considered an aberration of 
melody - growing out of it as it does to compensate and supplement melody's increasingly 
'inaffective' condition as it degenerates, but it is also a reflection of the second species of need, 
a product of a particular moment in history, rather than an entity that was once part and 
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parcel of nature's mechanism. Melody, on the other hand, has an instinctive and 'natural' 
lineage. It is instinctive because it grows out of langue, and laiýgue is present from the onset of 
the Fall-State; it is present at the moment when man first senses the instinctive urge to 
commune with his semblants; it is there, at that moment, because man, instinctively, has 
recourse to the voice for self-expression. But perhaps of most significance, is that melody is 
seen as an extension, a direct descendant, an inheritor of voiv and of lanTue. ' Speech too, or 
rather poetry, must be seen as the equivalent of melody. Given the degenerate condition of 
both melody and language, harmony has, historically, stepped into the breach in order to 
compensate for the lack of accent in melody and, by extension, for the lack of accent in the 
prosody of the language it is allied to; harmony, has been, and (much to Rousseau's dismay) 
continues to be vaunted by composers, as the only means of compensating for the loss of 
affective potential. 
The distinction between melody and liarmony is more nuanced and profound than these 
preliminary paragraphs might at first suggest. Dig a little deeper beneath the surface variances 
and one uncovers an intricate tissue of distinctions predicated upon a set of interrelated 
thernes. These encompass the serniological and the moral, harmony's (relative) cognatcness 
with human nature and the voLv, and music-theoretical praxis - and they are all at the beating 
heart of Rousseau's aesthetic considerations and judgements. Moreover, they pull into sharp 
focus the underlying difference between two incompatible visions of the nature of music. As 
we saw in the first part of Chapter One, Rameau's vision of music is detern-dncdly formalist 
and it is one that is difficult to reconcile with the Aristotelian conception of music as mimetic 
art. For Rousseau, however, music is an imitative art: form, consonance and dissonance, 
harmonic trajectories, resolution, cadence, hold in themselves little interest for the human 
species for they yield merely physical, sonic, sensory effects. Melody in Rameau's vision is 
merely a by-product of harmonic imperatives. But as Rousseau would have it, in the absence 
of the mimetic act, music can have no moral significance or any serniotic dimension whatever. 
Such music is relegated to the order of sound, and, as sound, it is indistinguishable from noise. 
But more than this, Rousseau doubts whether harmony can affect the senses - the human 
, exu 
d0burffm6ow, in Omws, tl I, p. 389, Rousseau suggests that, con" to mel yhd 30 In the Fra ,, w od and accent, armony an 
rhythm '... ne sont pas de memc inhirentes i la langue. ' 
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spirit - beyond the merely sensory stratum at all. As Rousseau puts it in the Dictionnairr article 
cmusique', 'tant qu'on cherchera des effets moraux dans le seul physique des sons, on nc les y 
trouvera point, et l'on raisonnera. sans s'entendre. "' Indýed, how can harmony have a moral, 
affective, dimension if its effect is purely physical and structural? In chapter XIV of the Essai 
Rousseau works through some of these themes in a comparative analysis, interrogating the 
very nature of harmony and melody: 
Quand on calculerait miUe ans les rapports des sons et les lois de Marmonie, 
comment fera-t-on jamais de cet art un art dimitation, oýi est le principe de 
cette imitation pr6tendue, de quoi Marmonie est-eUe signe, et qu'y a-t-il de 
commun entre des accords et nos passions? " 
There can be no interface for Rousseau between harmony and the nature of human 
experience, for harmony is not a reflection of human nature, or human expression, or human 
passions. Rousseau asks, quite legitimately, what is harmony's object of imitation? Of what is 
harmony a signifier? Rameau would no doubt have retorted that harmony was the 
transcendental signifier par excellence, that harmony pointed to the divine order of the cosmos, 
that it was the prototype upon which all aspects of human knowledge - particularly science - 
had been fashioned; and that the beauty of harmony is to be found right there in its 
proportions, proportions that stand as a testament to the unifying principle. The contrast with 
Rousseau's conception of melody could hardly be couched in starker terms in the Ersai. 
Melody, through the imitation of the inflexions of the voice, expresses and exercises its 
affective power over the soul: 
La melodie, en imitant les inflexions de la voix, exprime les plaintes, Ics cris de - 
douleur ou de joie, les menaces, les; g6misscments ; tous les signes vocaux des 
passions sont de son ressort. Elle imite les accents des langues, et les tours 
affect6s dans chaque idiome i certains mouvements de rime. " 
31 As Rousseau puts it in the Die6oxndrrartide 'musique, 02, p. 501. 'as long as we look for moral effects solely in the physical 
properties of sound we will not find them, and we will reason without hearing them. ' 
32 Rousseau, EssdsurfOdgihe des Lmgmef, in (Eums, t. 1 1, p-224. Even though we may calculate the ratios of sounds and the Laws 
of harmony for a thousand years, how am we ever going to make this in into an imitative one, where is the object of this 
putative imitation, of what is harmony the sign, and what do chords have in common with our passions ? 
33jbid, p. 224. 'Melody, by imitating the inflcidons of the voice, expresses waain& cries of pain or of joy, threats, moans; all the 
vocal signs of the passions are in its province. It imitates the accents of languages, and its form in each idiom influences 
particular passions! 
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Morcover, melody speak-r it speaks an inarticulate, but accented passionate language that gives 
flight to musical imitation, which, in turn, gives song its influence over receptive hearts: 
Elle n'imite pas seulement, elle parle, et son langage inardcul6, mais vif, ardent, 
passionn6, a cent fois plus d'inergie quc la parole mCMe. VoM d'oil nait la 
force des imitations musicales ; voiU d'ou' nait rempire du chant sur les cccurs 
sensibles. 34 
Melody's object of irr-ýitation could not be more unambiguous: it is the voice; melody is thus 
identified as the signifier of the voice. It is through this signifier/signified relationship, this 
association, that melody draws its affective power. The combination of sounds that, 
sequentially, constitute a given melody do not merely affect us sensorily or sonically either, 
they can stand as veritable signs of out affections and sentiments. Moreover, as Rousseau 
concludes, Vest ainsi qu'ils excitent en nous les mouvements qu'ils expriment, et dont nous y 
reconnaissons limage. 3-35 Melody speaks the same language as the passions. As the direct 
descendant of langue and voix, melody shares an intimate bond with the human spirit; it can tap 
directly into the emotions, by kindling the same feelings in the perceiver as the emotions do 
themselves. Rousseau cannot conceive of melody in terms other than its relationship to the 
voice. And Rousseau cannot conceive of a music in terms other than one in which melody 
reclaims dominion over the territory that harmony had once usurped. But as we will see, 
Rousseau's prescription for melody is that for melody to speak it must first ally itself with 
language; it must (re)unite with it to become song, otherwise its effects will languish in the 
domain of the sonic and the sensory. We can see this articulated in the Didionnairr deMujique 
article 'Composition': 
Dans une composition I'auteur a pour sujet le son physiquement consid6re, et 
pour objet le seul plaisir de I'oreiUe ; ou bicn il s'61cve i la musique imitative et 
cherche i 6mouvoir ses auditeurs par des effets moraux. Au premier igard, il 
suffit qu'il cherche de beaux sons et des accords agr6ables ; mais au second il 
doit consid6rcr la musique par ses rapports aux accents de la voix humaine 
[1 36 
34 Bid, p. 224, 'It does not merely imitate, it *eaks, and its inarticulate but lively, ardent and passionate language has one hundred 
times more power than words. 11at is the reason for the Power Of musical imitation ; that is where the influence of song over 
sensible hearts springs from. ' (my emphasis). 
35 INd, p. 226, 'It is in this way that they amuse in us the emotions that they convey, and for which we recognise the imageý 
36 Rousseau, 'Composition' in Dic6oxxdir, 02, p. 192. 'In a composition, for a *suUject the author has sounds considered in 
physical terms, and for an object the pleasure of the eat alone; otherwise he aspires to imitative music and seeks to move his 
listeners with moral effects. In the first instance, it is enough to find pleasing sounds and chords ; but in the second instance, 
he must have regard for the relationship between music and the accents of the human voice ... 9 
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The consequent argument against harmony (or the misuse of it) is not simply a rhetorical plea 
directed to the better judgement (or instincts) of the composer, rather it is couched in hard- 
headed 'acoustical' and 'technicar language. There is, Rousseau suggests, only one natural 
condition of harmony, and that is at the unison: it is natural, for, as Rousseau puts it, 'la nature 
ne I'analyse point et n'en separe point les harmoniqucs; el1c les cache au contrairc sous 
rapparence de l'unisson. " His argumentation at this juncture in the Essai is intriguing, very 
subtle and certainly counters many a hypothesis that tries to position his vision of harmony 
and melody in the domain of the schematic and the crude binary opposition. Rousseau argues 
directly with Rameau on Rameau's own terms. He accepts, and indeed validates, the theory of 
the Corps Sonore as one would expect, but then he uses it skilfiffly for his own purposes to push 
home one of the most telling points of his argument. If, Rousseau reasons, one sound carries 
within it the harmonic series - the first five partials of which 'suggest' the major triad - then 
by adding another sound to this first sound at any interval other than the unison, is surely to 
duplicate it, to disrupt the proportions, to disturb the natural order of things, to attempt to 
'supplemenenature: 
Un son porte avec lui tous ses sons harmoniques concomitants ... Ajoutez-y la tierce ou la quinte, ou quelque autre consonance, vous ne I'ajoutez pas, vous 
la redoublez, vous laissez le rapport d'intervaUe, mais vous alt6rez celui de 
force. En renforqant une consonance et non pas les autres, vous rompez la 
proportion: en voulant faire n-iieux que la nature, vous faites plus mal 
NatureHement il ny a point d'autre harmonie que Funisson. 38 
What is also implied by this is, of course, that within melody there is harmony (and the inverse 
is also true as we will see in a moment), for any note in a given melody will emit the partials of 
the harmonic series at the moment it is sounded. Now if one supplements this 'natural 
v Rousseau, Fluai, p. 230, 'Nature does not analyse or separate out the harmonics; on the contrary she hides them behind the 
facade of the Unison! In the axdclc 'Unisson'in the Diefionndrr, 03, p. 339, Rousseau offers the reader a justification for his 
privileging of the unison above any other type of consonance. Once again we can detect a subtle, but nevertheless, telling jibe 
being launched against Rameau: 'Une question plus important est de savoir quel est Ic plus agriable i rorefllc de lunisson ou 
d, un intervalle consonnant, tel, par exemple, que roctave ou la quinte : tous ceux qui ont rorcillc exercie i Marmonie priferent 
raccord des consonnances i ridentiti de lunisson ; mais tous ceux q4 sans rhabitudc de 11tarmonic, nont ... nul prijug6 
dans rofeMe, portent un jugement contmife; lunisson seul plait ... tout autre intervaIlc lcuf pazoit discordant: dVi R 
, ýensuivfait, cc me semble, que Marmonic le plus natufel1c, et par cons6quent la meilleure, est i lunisson. ' 
3s Rousseau, Fssd, pp. 223, 'A sound carries with it all of its concomitant harmonics ... By adding the third of the ffth, of any 
other consonance, you' do not add anything to it, you merely duplicate itý you leave the ratio of the interval, but you alter that 
of its strength. By reinforcing one consonance over others, you disrupt the propoftiorr in wishing to improve on nature, you 
do worse than it [ ... ] In nature there 
is no other harmony except the unison. ' This is seemingly a characteristic human trait for 
Rousseau; we are reminded here of the opening gambit of Emik, TransL Allan Bloom, (Harmondsworth- Penguin, 1979), p. 37: 
, Everything is good as it leaves the creator of things; everything degenerates in the hands of man- Ile forces one soil to yield 
the produce of another, one tree to bear the ftuit of another. He turns everything upside-down, he disfigures everything 
[ ... 1. 
Ile wants nothing as nature made itý not even man [ ... ]. ' 
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harmony' with consonances of whatever hue, one merely disturbs the natural proportions by 
having two or more harmonic series, and, by extension and by supposition, two or more 
major triads being emitted simultaneously-, this 'disturbance' is heightened by the impact of 
dissonance and the degree to which it manifests itself, But there is an additional layer of 
greater subtlety and intelligence to be found in this line of argumentation. Rousseau suggests, 
that given prevailing musical conventions and the demands of musical praxis, there is a further 
swerve away from nature and the natural. By tempering individual intervals in a diatonic 
schema, one is necessarily altering the natural proportions of sound as it exists in nature; by 
compressing or augmenting thirds, fourths or fifths to make them fit the demands of a 
particular system of tuning or to facilitate both harmony and modulation in a piece of music, 
one is merely distorting the natural condition of sound further still. And when one tampers 
with the natural proportions of sound, the suggestion is that even sensorial pleasure can no 
longer be found in it: 'Quand les proportions naturelles sont alt6r6es, il n'est pas 6tonnant que 
le plaisir naturel n'existe PlUS. 3P 39 But Rousseau does not here deny the universality of 
harmony, and by 'harmony' he means that which is I suggested by the harmonic series. ' He 
embraces it, or rather he admits the natural condition of only one type of harmony: the 
unison. In any other 'formulation' - whether it be in Well Temperament, Equal 
Temperament, Mean-tone Temperament or Pythagorean Temperament - harmony is seen to 
deviate from nature, contradict nature and has a concornitant deleterious effect upon melody. 
Melody, by acquiescing to, or even conspiring with, harmonic manipulation further debases 
itself; it too must deviate away from its natural form in order to serve music, art and ultimately 
vice. In the Dictionnairr de Mmsiqme article 'NI61odie' Rousseau suggests that this type of 
gsubjugated' melody merely flatters the ear with attractive, but essentially superficial sounds: 
Prise par les rapports des sons et par Ics rýgles du mode, elle Va m6lodie] a son 
ptincipe dans I'harmonie, puisquc c'cst une analyse harmoniquc qui donne les 
degres, de la gamme, les cordes du mode, et les lois de la modulation ... Selon 
cc principc, toute la force dc la melodic se borne a flatter roreille par des sons ii 
agreables. 
41 
39 Rousseau, Eaa, p. 223, 'When the natural proportions are altered, it is not surprising that natural pleasure no longer e3dsts. ' 
40 Indeed, Rousseau declares in the Lemvsmr1aMAdqmeFranpise in Gmms, t1l, p. 257, Marmonie, ayant son principe dans la 
nature, est la m6mc pour toutes les nations! 
41 Rousseau, w6lodicý fi-orn Diefionndir, 02, pp-447-448. 'gripped by the ratios of sounds and by the rules of mode, melody has 
its origin in harmony, since it is an harmonic analysis which produces the degrees of the scale, the chords of the mode and the 
11" of modulation ... According to this principle, all the power of melody confines itself to flattering the ear with pleasing 
sounds! 
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When the trajectory and mode of melody is governed by harmonic and tonal imperatives, it 
tears itself away from its heritage; it disavows its ancestry and begins to assume a different 
form and thereby a different character. It will begin no longer to speak in the same manner, 
for as surely as its resemblance to the pure accent of the voice that gives rise to it begins to 
diminish, its imitative and affective capabilities diminish also. As Rousseau puts it in dramatic 
terms in the Essai sur IOt&ne des Langues, 
I 
... en donnant aussi 
des entraves a la m6lodie, elle [rharmonie] lui Otc Unergie 
et 1'exprcssion ; ellc efface I'accent passionn6 pour y substituer l'intervallc 
harmonique; cHe assujettit i deux scules modes [major and minor] des chants 
qui devraient en avoir autant qu'il ya de tons oratoires ; elle efface et d6truit 
des multitudes de sons ou dintervalles qui n'entrent pas dans son systýme... ` 
And it is, paradoxically, for this very reason that Rousseau is able to argue consistently in his 
writings that ancient Greek melody was almost indistinguishable from their spoken language. 
As the Greeks did not conceive of harmony beyond the order of perfect consonances, their 
melody had a greater degree of freedom to assume its 'natural' form rather than be 
constrained by the shackles of major and minor scales: 'quarter tones', just intervals and the 
enharmonic mode were all possible (and permissible) without any nefarious musical side- 
effects. " It must have been thus because, as Rousseau argues, only the voice could have been 
used to determine such intervals in close proximity to one another, and indeed the patterning 
of such scales that do not conform to any harmonic or diatonic organisation. In the Essai 
Rousseau pointedly notes that: 
Tous les peuples qui ont des instruments a cordes sont forcis de les accorder 
par des consonances; mais ceux qui n'en ont pas ont dans leurs chants des 
inflexions que nous nommons fausses parce qu'eUes n'entrent pas dans notre 
systýme et que nous ne pouvons les noter. Cest cc qu'on a remarqu6 sur les 
. chants 
des sauvages dc lAm6rique, et c'cst cc qu'on aurait dfi remarquer aussi 
sur divers intervaRes de la musique des Grecs... " 
42 Rousseau, Eud, p. 225, 'by also shackling melody, it [harmony] strips it of power and expression ; it effaces the passionate 
accent and replaces it with the harmonic interval; it subjects melody to only two modes [major and minor] when it should 
have as many as there are oratory tones; it effaces and destroys the multitude of sounds or intervals that are not part of its 
system? 
43 Cf IN1, pp. 237-238. In the article Tnharmonique in the Didionnairr, L12 p32, Rousseau makes the point that it is harmonic 
progression that has engendered the difference between what the Greeks understood by their enharmonic mode, and what is 
understood, today, it, tonal music' 'nous avons aujourdhui une sorte de genre enharmonique end&ement diff&cnt de celui des 
Grecs' il consiste ... dans une progression particuli&e 
de harmonie, qui engendre dans la marche des parties des intervalles 
enharmonicluc-9 
44 Rousseau, Flmi, p. 235, AU peoples who have stringed instruments are forced to tune them by consonances ; but for those who 
do not, their melodies contain inflexions that we call false because they do not form part of our system and we cannot notate 
them. This is what we have observed in the melodies of the American savages, and that is what we would have remarked 
about the diverse intervals in Greek music -- .' 
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We pick up this point once more in the Essaiý where Rousseau outlines the fundamental 
differences between the harmonic system of the Greeks and that practiced in eighteenth 
century France. Once again he is confronting Rameau on Rameau's own music-thcoretical 
terms and this passage reads very much as though he is addressing Rameau tis-d-tis. Over and 
above the significance of the argumentation, notice also how, in passing, he cannot resist 
alluding to Rameau's Achilles heel - the minor triad, and how the last locutions seem to 
answer Rameau's Observations smr notir insfindpour la xxrique. " 
Ils Res grecs] n'ont reconnu pour consonances que celles que nous appelons 
consonances parfaites; Rs ont rejet6 de cc nombre les tierces et Ics sixtcs. 
Pourquoi cela? Cest que l'intervalle du ton mineur 6tant ignor6 d'eux ... et 
leurs consonances n'6tant point temperces, toutes leurs; tierces majeurcs 6taient 
trop fortes d'un comma, leurs tierces mineures trop, faible d'autant, et par 
consequent leurs sixtes majeures et mineures reciproquement alt6rees de 
meme. Qu'on simagine maintenant quelles notions d'harmonie on peut 
6tablir en bannissant les tierces et les sixtes du nombre de consonances I Si les 
consonanccs memcs qu'ils admettaient leur eussent ite connues par un. vral 
sentiment d'harmonie, ils Icurs auraient au moins sous-entendues au-dcssous 
dc leurs chants, la. consonance tacite des marches fondamentalcs eu^ t pr&6 son 
nom aux marches diatoniques qu'ellcs Icur sugg6raicnt. Loin d'avoir moins de 
consonances de nous, ils an auraient eu davantage ... TýIais dira-t-on, pourquoi 
donc des marches diatoniques ? Par un instinct qui, dans une langue acccntu6e 
et chantante, nous porte a choisir les inflexions les plus commodes: car ... 
l'organe prit un milieu et tornba naturellement sur des intervalles plus petits 
que les consonances et plus simple que les comma ; cc qui n'empeche pas que 
de moindres intervalles neussent aussi leur emploi dans des genres plus 
path6tiques. 46 
45 The passage from Rameau's Obsnra6ow mr noln insfind pour la wmjiqme (transL in Verba, Afmjir and the Frmch Enighlenment, 
(oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), Appendices) to which I am referring was discussed in Chapter 1. For convenience, I 
will cite the relevant passages here again: Mie smaller natural degrees, which are called diatonic degrees, ... are only suggested 
by the consonances to which they move, and that the successive intervals form. It is the consonances which always present 
themselves first to any person without experience! [- - -. 1 'If we wish to follow the order of these smaller degrees, without any 
preconditions, we will always ascend by a whole step and descend by a half step... ' [ .... I 'After the two whole steps, we will 
feel ourselves forced to sound a half step, which would bring us to the interval of a fourth. A third whole step in this case 
would give a dissonance. It is precisely for this reason that it has become a matter of common knowledge, because it is 
something that we fecl, that three consecutive whole tones are not natural. After this last half-step, another one would never 
present itself again; a whole step would prevail in everyone's ears, in order to arrive at the consonance of a fifth. ' 
46 Rousseau, Essd, pp. 236-237,7bey [the Greeks] only recognised as consonances those which we call perfect; they rejected 
thirds and sixths. Why is that? It is because the interval of the minor second was unknown to them ... and 
because their 
consonances were not tempered, all their major thirds were too sharp by a comma, their minor thirds were flat by the same 
amount and as a result their major and minor sixths were distorted in the same manner. Ixt us now imagine what conceptions 
of harmony we could establish in banishing thirds and sixths from the order of consonances I If the consonances they 
recognised were known to them out of a true sense of harmony, they would have at least been implied beneath their melodies, 
the tacit consonance of the fundamental steps would have lent its name to the diatonic progression that they suggested. Far 
from having fewer consonances than us, they would have had more ... 
Why would we say diatonic degrees? Through an 
instinct which, in an accented and melodic language, we are led to choose the simplest inflexions : because the voice takes a 
middle path and falls naturally on the smaller intervals than consonanccs and simpler ones than commas ; which would not 
prevent smaller intervals being employed in the most pathetic genres. ' 
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However, the logical corollary of this position is that Rousseau has no choice except to deny 
the universality of melody: melody must speak to individuals in their own languages; they must 
be able to recognise the images suggested by the mclodic signs employed by others within 
their social group, for, necessarily, the accent of the language itself would have exerted a 
decisive influence upon the patterning and organisation of the intervals and mode. 11ic 
process by which this transmission of sign is effected is, as a result, an associative, acculturate 
one, and we can clearly see how Rousseau envisages this process in the Dictionnairr article 
'Musique. ' Rousseau here describes, in a manner that would not appea r incongruent in Book 
11iree of Plato's Republic, the extraordinary power of a celebrated Swiss air Rans-des-Vacbes (see 




fut d6fendu, sous peine de mort, de Ie jouer dans leurs troupes, parce 
qu'il faisoit fondre en larmes, d6serter ou moutir ceux qui I'cntendoient, tant il 
excitoit en eux I'ardent d6sir de tevoir leur pays. On chercheroit en vain dans 
cet air les accents 6nergiqucs capables de produire de si 6tonnants effets: ces 
effets qui n'ont aucun lieu sur les 6trangers, ne viennent que de Mabitude, des 
souvenirs de miHe circonstances qui ... leur rappelant leur pays, leurs anciens 
plaisirs, leur jeunesse et toutes leurs; faýons de vivres, excitent en eux une 
doulcur amire d'avoir perdu tout ccla. " 
Note how Rousseau suggests that Rans-des-Vacbes provokes in the listener a 'douleur amýre' 
for it taps directly into the emotions of the Swiss soldier by kindling in him the same feelings 
as that emotion does itself. In the vocabulary of the Essai, the listencr is able to rccognisc the 
signs and images conveyed by (and in) the melody as it unfolds. Tbus music, in this instance, 
signifies in an associative, culturally - and necessarily linguistically - contingent manner, or, as 
Rousseau puts it, 'la Musique ... n'agit point pr6cisement comme Musique, mais comme signe 
memoradf, '8 But, music - and in particular melody - does not convey universal meaning, for 
make no mistake this is, uniquely and peculiarly, a Swiss melody; for the Swiss, by the Swiss 
and significant - MeWrafif- only for the Swiss. Others quite simply, 'chercheroit en vain' for 
the reasons for its affective power. 
47 Rousseau, Wusique' in Dic6exnAýr, t. 12, pp. 5 10-511. '... that it was prohibited, under penalty of death, fi-om being played 
amongst troops because it made those who heard it burst into tears, desert or die, and sparked an ardent desire to return to 
their homeland. One would search this air in vain for those powerful accents capable of producing such surprising effects: 
these effects which do nothing for strangers, stem from custom, memories of innumerable circumstances which ... reminds 
them of their homeland, their former pleasures, their youth and their way of fife, arousing in than the bitter pain of having lost 
all of that. ' 
48 INd, p. 51 1, %fusic ... does not act precisely as music, 
but as amemorative sigL, 
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In the article 'm6lodie, ' Rousseau makes this same point even more explicitly, but he also 
foregrounds an extremely important hypothesis - that the very nature of the language and its 
prosody determines the character of the resultant melody and its expressive and affective 
potential: 
- 
Quel est ce second principe? 11 cst dans la nature ainsi que, Ic premier ; mais 
pour Iy decouvrit il faut une observation plus fine, quoique plus simple, et 
plus de sensibilit6 dans robservateur. Ce principe est le meme, qui fait varier le 
ton de la, voix quand on parle, selon les choses quon dit et les mouvements 
qu'on 6prouve en les disant. Cest I'accent des langues qui d6termine la 
m6lodie de chaque nation; c'est I'accent qui fait qu'on parle cn chantant, et 
qu'on park avec plus ou moins d'6nergie, selon que la, langue a plus ou moins 
d'accent. Celle dont I'accent est plus marqu6 doit donner une, melodie plus 
vive et plus passionn6e ; celle qui n'a que peu ou point d'accent ne peut avoir 
qu'une, m6lodie languissante et froide, sans caractýre et sans expression. " 
This hypothesis will play a pivotal role when we come to consider the basis for Rousseau's 
analysis of contemporary languages and their respective suitability for musical setting in 
operatic genres later in this chapter. 
From what we have discussed thus far in this section, we must avoid, at all cost, reaching the 
erroneous conclusion that Rousseau is merely contra harmony. What we must do is separate 
out, on the one hand, Rousseau's philosophical (and idealistic) standpoint from his pragmatic 
view of practical musical necessity on the other. The reality of music is that it comprises both 
melody and harmony; that is, what music is, and the task of the composer is, therefore, to 
cndeavour to make the best of it by following Rousseau's philosophical and aesthetic 
principles and procedures. ' Tbc position Rousseau adopts, in terms of the reality of 
compositional praxis, is both more pragmatic and sophisticated than many commentators 
might give him credit for. In the Dictionnaitr de Mujique article 'Expression, ' Rousseau 
49 Rousseau, 'Maodic', in Op. Q., p. 448, 'what is this second principle? It is to be found in nature along with the first; but to 
discover it, a more refined - albeit straightforward - observation and more sensitivity on the part of the observer is called for. 
111is, principle is that which varies the tone of the voice when we speak, according to what we say and the manner in which we 
say it. It is the accent of each language which determines the melody of each nation; it is the accent which makes us speak 
when singingand speak with more or less energy, according to whether the language has more or less accent 11osc [celle] in 
which the accent is more marked must have a more lively and passionate melody; those Icelle] in which there is Utde or no 
accent produces a melody which is cold and listless, without character or expression! 
5o one such crucially important principle is that of Unid, * wilo& As we will see later in this chapter, once more Rousseau 
discusses how melody and harmony can be best utilised by the composer to realise the objective of moving the spectator and 
sustaining his interest and attention across the span of a long and necessarily complex musical form. 
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discusses how harmony may be fruitffilly combined with melody and indeed how it might 
reinforce what is eventually expressed by it, 
... en donnant plus de justesse et de precision aux intervalles milodieux; elle 
anitne leur caractere, et, marquant exactement leur place dans Fordre de la 
modulation, elle rappelle ce qui pr6cide, annonce ce qui doit suivre, et lie ainsi 
les phrases dans le chant. 5' 
As we can see, what Rousseau envisages is a framework in which harmony is judiciously 
employed in order to facilitate melody, to give priority to melody so that its full expressive 
potential may be unleashed. But there is also a measured and nuanced warning for the 
composer and further instructions for the correct employment of harmony: 
Uharmonie, envisagie de cette maniýre, fournit au compositcur de grands 
moyens d'expression, qui lui 6chappent quand il ne cherchc 1'expression que 
dans la seule harmonie ; car alors, au lieu d'animer raccent, il etouffe par ses 
accords ; et tous les intervalles, confondus dans un continuel remplissage, 
n'offrent a l'oreMe qu'une suite de sons fondamentaux qui Wont rien de, 
touchant ni d'agr6able, et dont 1'effet s'arrk au cerveau. ' Quc fera donc 
Marmoniste pour concourir i rcxpression dc la m6lodie et lui donner plus 
d'effet ? 11 evitcra soigncusement dc couvrir le son principal [the melody] dans 
la, combinaisons des accords ; il subordonnera tous ses accompagnements i la. 
partie chantante ... 
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Of course the outcome of this - and it does not in any way contradict or undermine what we 
have been discussing - is that melody, by itself, is not considered intrinsically expressive. 
Instead, in the work of art, melody and harmony must work together: harmony must support 
melody, and melody as we will see in a moment must strive to observe the prosody and 
rhythmic patterns of the language in order to be fully expressive. Melody is thus considered 
the most important element in the expressive arsenal of the composer for it is the element that 
si Rousseau, 'Expression, in Op. Ot., p. 348, 'in giving more justness and precision to melodic intervals; it [harmony] enlivens 
their character, and, by dearly marking their place in the modulatory scheme, it reminds us of what has gone before, 
announces what must follow, and as a result links the melodic phrases together'. This passage probably has its roots in the 
Essd where we see very similar sentiment being expressed: Marmonie y peut concourir en certains systýmes, en liant la 
succession des sons par quclques lois de modulation, en rendant les intonations plus justes, en portant i roreille un timoignage 
assuti de cette justesse, en rapprochant et fixant i des intervalles consonants et Ms des inflexions inappr6ciables. ' 
52 Did, P. 348, ýConsidered in this way, harmony furnishes the cornposer with great means of expression, which he would not 
have if he searched for it in harmony alone for, instead of enlivening the accentý he would smother it with his chords; and all 
the intervals, tangled up in a continual filling out of parts, only offers the ear a succession of fundamental sounds which are 
neither touching nor pleasing and whose effects stop in the brain. What can the harmonist do to contribute to the expression 
of the melody and give it a greater effect ? He will carefully avoid covering the principal sound [melody] in the combinations 
of chords ; all his accompaniments will be subordinate to the melodic pan ... ' This we will remember is the opposite of what 
Rameau advocates: the filling out of every chord. 
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gives character, life and expression to all the others. As Rousseau puts it in the article 
'Expression': 
La m6lodie, Marmonie, le mouvement, le choix des instruments et des voix 
sont les el6ments du langage musicale ; et la m6lodie, par son rapport imm6diat 
avcc raccent grammatical et oratoire, est celui qui donne le caract6re i tous les 
autres. Ainsi c'est toujours; du chant qu se doit tirer la, principal expression... " 
Beyond the affective, the moral and the semiotic, there are still further differences between 
melody and harmony to be explored. Melody, Eke language, occupies the domain of the 
temporal, the diachronic, whereas harmony is of the synchronic, the vertical, imprisoned - as 
it were - within the all-at-once. Tl-ýs spatial and temporal distinction is extended beyond the 
boundaries of music to encompass the constituent elements of opera - poetry and decor; 
Rousseau establishes a hierarchy of semiodc systems predicated upon their relative mimetic 
capabilities. However, this hierarchy, once enunciated, sheds more fight upon the 
melody/harmony prioritisation and in fact feeds back into that prioritisation itself As we will 
see later in this chapter, Rousseau attributes greater =tative and expressive capabilities to 
those sen-iiotic systems whose signifying domain/territory is the temporal rather than the 
spatial. We now move on to consider, in greater detail, the nature of the relationsbýip 
Rousseau envisages between melody and speech. In the Dictionnaiir de Alujique, Rousseau takes 
this distinction further than he does in the Essai or in any previous work and upon it 
constructs an entire 'expressioniseaesthetic. 
4.2.1. The dual potentiality of the voice: Melody as the accent of speech; speech as the 
accent of melody 
Rousseau's summary definition of music in the Didionnaire gives primacy to questions of taste 
rather than to the articulation of any prescriptive content or structural imperative; neither is 
there any expression of - or prescription for - the goal of music as an imitative art. Rather 
music is defined simply as: 'Art dc combiner Ics sons dunc mani6rc agr6able i roteMc. " 
53 Aid, p. 346, The melody, the harmony, the tempo, the orchestration and the voices are the elements of musical language, and 
the melody, by way of its immediate relationship with the grammatical and oratorical accent, is die one which gives character 
to an the others. Ilerefore it is always the melody which should carry the principal expression ... 9 
54 Rousseau, Wusique'in Op. 09, p. 496, 'The Art of combining sounds in 2 manner agreeable to the car. ' 
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Evidently, Rousseauýs objective must be to provide the reader with a succinct definition at the 
head of what is, even by the standards of the work, a long and discursive article. But 
surprisingly, given the prevailing view of the Dictionnain-s status as a work in wl-ýich he 
expounds his radical views on music and indeed what we have discussed thus far in this 
chapter, nothing remotely 'ideological' or even significant is expounded until well over one 
hundred words in. It is only following a description of how music can be 'sciehtific' in 
character, a citation of Quintillion's definition of music (which is, incidentally, as imprecise as 
Rousseau's is non-committaý, a declaration, ostensibly enpassant, that due to the prevalence of 
such vague definitions and generalities it was not surprising that for the ancients the term 
cmusic' seemingly covered a multitude of sins, and a brief etymological episode, that Rousseau 
finally articulates his ideological stance: 
Quoi qu'il en soit dc P6tymologic du nom, roriginc de rart est certainemcnt 
plus pr&s de Momme et si la parole n'a pas commenc6 par du chant, il est sur 
au moins qu'on chante partout oýt l'on parle. 55 
The significance of these thirty-eight words are crystal clear: not only is Rousseau, once more, 
refusing to entertain any evolutionary account of music which does not implicate language, or 
point to a shared origin and parallel degeneration with it, but he is implying - as he had done 
throughout the Essai and in the Second Discours - that the origin of music is to be found in the 
ontology and the history of the voice. Music is considered, then, a peculiarly human 
construct, it is of man and for man; it is not, as a result, of nature or the natural universe in the 
way that Rameau would understand it. As Lioncl Gossman writes, music for Rousseau, '[ ... ] 
does not express the eternal order of the universe, but is a communication of men with men. 
It does not reflect [ ... I physical laws or mathematical proportions, but expresses human 
emotions, the life of the souL'-6 More than this, Rousseau does not conceive of music without 
first relating it to the mechanics of the voice and vocal production, and second, by extension, 
to speech and language. " The justification for this position is persuasively made in the Du 
Arintipe de la Milodie with both panache and gravity: 
55 Ibid, p. 497, "XIhatever the etymology of the name, the origin of the an is certainly closer to man and if speech did not 
commence through by son& we can at least be sure that wherever there is speech there is song -- 
56 Ilonel Gossman, Time and Ilistory in Rousseau, SVEC, 30, (1964), p. 322-3. 
57 This is, parenthetically, the reason why little or no court is given in Rousseau's thougbt to instrumental music; even in the 
Diefionadre, htde detail or tbinking is expended regarding the nature, compositional practice or performance of instrumental 
music that exists outside the confines of opera. 
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En effet, on ne voit rien dans la formation de la glotte qui puisse donner lidie 
de deux sortes de voix. Sit6t que celui qui patle s'arr&e sur une syllabe souticnt 
et prolonge le son de sa voix au rnýme degr6, ý rinstant la, voix parlante se 
change en voix chantante et le son devient appr6ciable; de plus, la voix 
parlante, fait comme le son musical resonner et fr6mir les corps sonores 
This position of what we might now call the 'dual-potentiality' of the voice is maintained 
assiduously throughout the Didionnaiir, though Rousseau is not primarily concerned with 
postulating the ontological, rather his primary objective with this idea is to inscribe an 
aesthetic vision of music, at the centre of which is the voice and to locate this historically. We 
can see its trace in the entry 'chant, ' where Rousseau approaches the same question from a 
different angle, but nevertheless reaches an identical conclusion: 'Le chant ne scrnble pas 
naturel i Mornme. Quoique les sauvages de IAm6rique chantent parcc qu'ils parlcnt. `9 Here 
there is no contradiction, for what Rousseau is really suggesting is that the delineation of the 
categories 'speech' and 'sone are not natural conditions of communication; these entities are 
part of the same family, they are cognates of langue and it is Ian ue which is natural to man in ,g 
the fall state. It is enough, therefore, that the 'sauvage' speaks and he will sound as though he 
is singing. Again, in the article 'Chanson', Rousseau suggests that, Vusage des chansons 
semble etre une suite naturelle de celui de la parole, et nest en cffet pas moins g6n6ral ; car 
partout o, ý l'on parle, on chante. '60 
In order to justify and validate his hypothesis, Rousseau's strategy is to manoeuvre the 
argument from a position where philosophical precepts are expounded, into one where 
historical 'truths' are uncovered. For Rousseau to locate his justification, historically, in the 
ancient world and, in particular, in classical Greece would make it seem all the more plausible 
to a readership that had an appetite for things Hellenic. Moreover, there were,, of course, 
many accounts of the exploits of the music and poetry from this period, and it was seen very 
much as the golden age of culture as far back as the Renaissance. In saying this, Rousseau 
58 Rousseau, DA( Ptio* dt milblo, in Wokler, 'Rameau, Rousseau and the Essai sur IOrigine des langues, Stu&es On Vo&drr and 
, 
ýhteexth OmV, (1974), 177-238, p. 204, 'In effect, one can see nothing in the formation of eo to suggest t the Ei, th 91 ttis tha there 
arc two types of voice. As soon as he who is speaking pauses on a syllable, supports and prolongs the sound of his voice at the 
same pitch, at this instant the speaking voice changes into the singing voice and the sound becomes noticeable; moreover, the 
speaking voice Eke the musical sound, resonates the sonorous bodies. [... ), 
59 Rousseau, 'Chane, in Didommdre, t12, p. 145. 'Song does not seem natural to man. Although the American savages sing 
because they speak. ' 
60 Rousseau. ýChanson' in Op. Cit., p. 137, Ile use of songs seems to be a natural outcome of speech, and it is just as 
widespread since wherever people speak, they also sing. ' 
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himself was rather more pragmatic about the Greek achievement and says as much in the 
Essai where he makes that point that it was indeed probable that contemporaneous accounts 
had been exaggerated. " Also as we saw in Chapter Two, his admiration was turned more 
towards Sparta than Athens. Nevertheless, it suited Rousseau's purposes to use Greece as the 
historical location of the golden age of music, in the Dictionnairr and indeed in other works, 
largely because of the contemporary status of Greek drama and poetry and its agnatic 
relationship with opera. 
The trace of the dual-potentiality of the voice can be seen once more later in the article 
emusique' where Rousseau suggests that music is one of the oldest of the art-forms, and, 
moreover, that vocal music is the original type of music. He goes on to cast some doubt upon 
the question whether the ancients had a truly instrumental music as we would recognisc the 
term: 
11 parolt que la Musique a et6 l'un des premiers arts: on le trouve rný16 parmi 
les plus anciens monuments du genre humain. II est tris vraisemblable aussi 
que la musique vocale a ite trouv6e avant rinstrumentale, si meme aya jamais 
eu parmi les anciens une musique vraiment instrumentale, c'est i dire faite 
uniquement pour les instruments. ' 
A similar and closely related point , 
is echoed, as we will see in a moment, in the Ixttrr j M. 
Bumy. Here, particular reference is made to the question whether Greek music had been 
uniquely instrumental or whether, in fact, their melodies had been composed with, on or to 
words. The implication of this question is extremely important for our current enterprise and is 
indeed fundamental to Rousseau's conception of opera as we will see later on in this chapter. 
Rousseau questions whether there was, in practice, any distinction between what the Greeks 
identified as lyrical poetry' or 'spoken poetry'. Flis reasoning hinges upon the hypothesis that if 
Greek music had been vocal, or at least derived from poetry or set to it, there was no reason to 
assume that it was, melodically speaking, unlike the poetry itself, especially since, it is argued, 
that the Greek language retained much of its original melodic content or prosody. As Samuel 
It In the F-vi sur tO, &, e &S in CEMMS' t. 11, pp. 216-217. Rousseau suggests that, 'nous sornmes toujours dans 
6tonnement Sur les effets prodigieux de raoquence, de la po6sic et de la musique pafmi les Grecs .. .' In a footnote attached 
to this statement, he continues, 'sans doute A faut faife en toute chose d6duction dc rexag6ration grecque. ' 
62 Rousscau, Musique'in Mfionsdir, p. 502, it appears that music was one of the first am: we find it amongst the most ancient 
remains of the human species. It is also probable that vocal music was discovered before instrumental music, if the ancients 
had ever had a truly instrumental music, that is to say one solely for instruments. ' 
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Baud-Bovy confirms, Rousseau's analysis and understanding of ancient Greek language is not 
without foundation. 'Dans le grec du N" si&le, Baud-Bovy writes, 
non seulement la, longueur relative des syllabes etait Fun des el6mcnts 
constitutifs de la Langue, mais aussi la hauteur relative des diverscs syllabcs du 
mot etait naturellement fix6e, et comme les langues i tons de r0rient, seule la 
musique sur laquelle ils 6taient parles distinguait des mots par aillcurs identiques 
phon6tiquement63 
In the Essai Rousseau cites a key passage from his friend Duclos' Remarques sur la Grammairr 
, ginirale et raisonnee 
in which Duclos argues that within the Greek language itself, music and 
primary intervals were to be found: 
Denys d'Halicarnasse dit que 1`616vation du ton dans raccent aigu et 
I'abaissement dans le grave etaient une quinte; ainsi I'accent prosodicluc etait 
aussi musical, surtout le circonflexe, oA la voix, aprýs avoir mont6 d'une 
quinte, descendait d'une autre quinte sur la meme syllabe. " 
The significance of both citations is their implication that what is signified is detern-dned not 
merely by the graphemes and phonemes of which the word comprises, but by the word's 
relative pitch. Or to represent this in another way: if a particular assemblage of graphernes or 
phonemes signify x, then in ancient Greek, the same assemblage may have signified both x 
and_y simultaneously. The precise or determining signification was delivered by the relative 
pitch at which the phoneme itself was enunciated. For Rousseau, the acid test of this 
hypothesis is simply, given the inherent musicality of the language, whether the same words 
could be set to different melodies. It is worth quoting the passage from the Laird M Burng 
at length: 
... Yoscrois; 
demander, 1. si la po6sie grecque 6toit susceptible d'e ee ^tre chant' 
de plusieurs maniires, s'il itoit possible de faire plusieurs airs diff6rents sur les 
mC^mes parolts, et s'il ya quelque excmple de ccla ait &6 pratique' ? 2, Queue 
6toit la distinction caracteristique de la. po6sie lyrique, ou accompagn6e, d'avec 
po6sie purement oratoire ? Cette distinction ne consistoit-elle que dans le 
63 Samuel Baud-Bovy, jtan-jacqmesRomz. *amttlaA&dqme, p. 64, 'in 51h century Greek, not only the relative length of the syllables was 
one of the constituent elements of the language, but also the relative pitch of the word's syllables were naturally fixed, and, like 
the oriental tonal languages, only the music upon which they were spoken distinguished the words, words which in all other 
respects, were phonetically identical. ' 
64 Rousseau, F-ud, pp. 182-183, 'Denis of Halicarnassus says that the acute and grave accents raised and lowered the tone by the 
interval of a fifth respectively; in the same way the prosodic accent was also musical, particularly the circumflex, where the 
voice was raised by a fifth and then lowered by a fifth on the same syllable? 
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mitre et dans le, style ? ou. consistoit-elle aussi dans le ton de la recitation ? 
N'y avoit-il tien de chant6 dans la poesie qui n'6toit pas lytique ? et y avoit-il 
quelque cas oh Fon pratiquat ... le rythme cadencE sans aucune m6lodie ? 
Qu'cst-ce que c'6toit proprement que la Musique instrumentalc des Grecs. 
Avoient ils des symphonies proprement dites, composEes sans aucune 
paroles ? Ils jouoient des airs qu'on ne chantoit pas, je sais cela ; mais n'y 
avoit-il otiginaitement des paroles sur tous ces airs ? ... il est vrai que leur 
note 6toit diff6rente pout les instruments et pour les voix ; mais ccla 
n'empeche pas, selon moL que l'air not6 des deux faýons ne ffit Ic mýmc. ` 
This same question is posed again and again by Rousseau in the Dictionnairr de Alusique and 
forms one of the central arguments of the Lettir sur la Afusique Franfoise and the contretemps 
with Rameau. However, it is in the Essai where Rousseau's views on the question are perhaps 
most clearly and economically articulated: 
Toute langue oh l'on peut mettre plusieurs; airs de musique sur les memes 
paroles n'a point d'accent musical d6termin6. Si Faccent 6tait d6tcrmin6, Pair Ic 
serait aussi. D6s que le chant est arbitrairc, I'accent est compt6 pour rien. 66 
This line of reasoning, as well as the notion that the very nature of the language and its 
prosody determines the character of the resultant melody and its expressive and affective 
potential, will shape his vision of opera and, more particularly, his conception of rccitative; we 
will begin to look at this in more detail in the next section. For the moment, we shall return 
to the Didionnaire de MmjiqA(e article 'Musique', to continue to chart the progress of this 
argument but it will soon become apparent that Rousseau is unable to disentangle music from 
speech and vice versa. 
Rousseau next chooses to explore and articulate further differences between melody and 
harmony. He discusses a variety of historical categorisations of music - amongst which he 
65 Rousseau, Jetfn jM BmMy, tl 1, pp. 380-381, '. .. If I may venture to ask, 1, if Greek poetry was capable of being sung in a 
variety of ways, if it was possible to put several different melodies to the same words, and if there are some examples of this 
practice ?2 what was the difference in character between lyrical of accompanied poetry and purely oratory poetry ? Did this 
distinction only exist in the metre and in the style ? Or did it also exist in the pitch of the recitation ? Was there anything 
melodic about poetry that was not lyric poetry ? And were there cases where non-melodic cadenced rhythm were practiced ? 
Wbat exactly was Greek instrumental music? Did they have symphonies in the strict sense of the term composed without 
reference to words ?I know that they played melodies that were not sung, but didn't they originally have words to these 
melodies ? ... It 
is true that their notation was different for instruments and for voices; but in my opinion that does not rule 
out that the same melody can be notated in two ways. ' 
66 Rousseau, Essd, pp. 78-79, 'All languages in wl-kh several melodies can be put to the same words do not have a fixed musical 
accent If the accent was fixed, the melody would be also. As soon as the melody is arbitnul, the accent counts for nothing? 
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fists 'm6lop6c' and 'rhythmop6c', and Porphyry's 'six'67 - then concludes by suggesting that in 
music of today, there remain only two relevant categories: melody and harmony. Rousseau's 
argument implies that one of the most significant elements identified by Porphyry -m6trique' 
- has been lost, or at least it has little meaning 
in contemporary music where, he suggests, 
music governs the metre of the verse, rather than the optimal, ideal configuration which is the 
inverse: 
La Musique se divise aujourd'hui plus sirnplement en mýIodie et en hartnonie ; 
car la rythnÜque West plus rien pour nous, et la rnhtique est trýs peu de chose, 
attendu que nos vers ... prennent presque uniquement leur mesure de la 
musi, que, et perdent le peu qu'ils en ont par eux-mýmes. " 
But more significant still is Rousseau's own division of music into categories of 'natural' and 
'imitative' and this argument squares very neatly with our exploration of the distinctions made 
between melody and harmony earlier in this chapter. Rousseau's implication, by now familiar, 
is that if music is not imitative then its effect is purely sensory, but as the passage unfolds he 
begins to suggest that music must become Eke speech in order to be imitative and expressive. 
This represents an important modification of, and departure from what is in all probability, an 
earlier argument in the Essai in which he suggests that melody, per se, speaks: 
On pourroit et Pon devroit peut-hre encore diviser la musique en 'naturelle' et 
'imitative! La premiere, born6e au scul physique des son et n'agissant que sur 
le sens, ne porte point ses impressions jusqu'au. cceur, et ne peut donner que 
des sensations plus ou moins agr6ables : telle est la musique des chansons, des 
hymnes, des cantiques, de tous les chants qui ne sont que des combinaisons Oe 
sons m6lodieux, et en g6nerale toute musiquc qui West qu'harmonique. La 
seconde, par des inflexions vives, accentu6, et pour ainsi dire parlantes, exprime 
toutes les passions, peint tous les tableaux, tend tous les objets, sournet la 
nature enti&e i ses savantes imitations, et porte ainsi jusqu'au cceur de 
Mornme des sentiments propres i Hmouvoir. " 
67 Rousseau, Wusique in Diefionnaire, 02, p. 499, Rythmique, pout les mouvements dc la danse; la mitrique pour la cadence et le 
nornbre des vw; Iorganýique pour la pratique des instruments ; la po6tique pout Ics tons et I'accent de la pc&ic ; rhypocritique 
pour les attitudes des pantomimes ; et rharmonique, pour le chant! 
6s Ilid, pp. 499-500. Today, music can be divided more simply into melody and harmony, for rhythm no longet means anything 
to us, and metre very little, given that our verses ... take their tempo almost entirely from the music, and lose the little they 
have of it all by themselves. ' 
69 Ibid., p. 500- Ve could and should perhaps divide music into 'natural' and limitativeý Ile firstý restricted solely to the physics 
of sound and only acting upon the senses, do not carry its impressions to the head and can only produce more pleasing or less 
pleasing sensations: such is the music of songs, hymns, canticles, and of all chants that comprise only of combinations of 
melodic sounds, and in general all music which is only harmonic. The second, having lively inflexions, accented, and *eak; ng 
as it were, expresses all passions, paints all scenes, renders all objects, submits nature in its entirety to its erudite imitations, and 
carries to metes hearts the sentiments necessary to move him. ' (My emphasis). 
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Rousseau continues by suggesting that this second type of music was the truly lyrical music of 
ancient poetry, and that it is what is striven for in modern day opera: 
Cette musique vraiment lyrique ef thiatrale 6toit celle des ancicns poimcs, et 
c'est de nos jours celle qu'on s'efforce d'appliquer aux dramcs qu'on ex6cute 
en chant sur nos th6atres. Ce n'est que dans cette musiquc, et non dans 
I'harmonique ou naturelle, quon doit chercher la raison des effets prodigieux 
qu'eUe a produits autre f0 iS. 70 
The inference is there to be freely made: melody in itself, is not necessarily expressive of 
emotion; it must imitate the inflexions and accents of the voice in order to speak to the 
passions. Melody must allow itself to be shaped by the metre of the verse, to be 'm6trique'. 
When it does this, it is all powerful, when it does not, its effects tend toward the purely 
sensory; it is nothing more than a succession of sonic entities that, in extreme circumstances, 
signify little beyond the frequency of their vibrations. This is the goal, the ultimate objective; 
one must Journey back up the helix towards the point where melody and language were much 
closer together and imitated one another, reflected the accent of one another; Rousseau uses 
the Greek language as an example of such a moment on the helix. As a consequence of tMs 
we can now begin to see why opera holds especial significance for Rousseau and is held in 
higher esteem than any other art-form. In opera the potential exists for the reunification of 
melody and language, for melody to allow itself to be guided by the prosody of the language; 
in opera, the potential exists for this second type of music - Mujiqme Lyrique. 
4.2.2. Primus interpares or 'un tous trOs bien UP ?" 
Thus far we have discussed Rousseau's conception of music, but we have not touched upon 
the role that is envisaged for music in musico-drarnatic contexts. Rousseau's summary 
definition of opera is at first glance not dissimilar to that of music. Look more closely, 
however, and one can see that it is both prescriptive and aesthetically driven, where that of 
music was merely determined by considerations of taste; there is no need for one hundred 
words by way of an introduction or, indeed, prevarication. From the outset, Rousseau 
70 Bid, pp. 500-501, 'Ibis truly lyrical and dramatic music was that of the ancienes poems, and in our day it is that which we strive 
to set to dramas which we execute in song in our theatres. It is only in this music, and not in harmonic or natural music, that 
we must look for the reason behind the prodigious effects that it once produced! 
71 Rousseau, Up6rain Op. Cit., tl 3, p. 55, a single, tightly boundý whole! 
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enunciates the objective of the art-form - it is to represent a passionate action, to excite 
interest and illusion: 
Spectacle dramatique et Lyrique oU' l'on s'efforce de r6unir tous les charmes 
des beaux-arts dans la repr6sentation d'unc action passionn6e, pour exciter, i 
I'aide des sensations agr6ables, l'interet et Musion. " 
He has gone beyond the strictly taste-dtiven definition of music that we examined earlier, to 
one which, from the very outset, reveals his hand to the reader. Continuing, Rousseau makes 
explicit the means by which this representation of a passionate action is to be achieved: 
Les parties constitutives dun op6ra sont le po&me, la Musique et la decoration. 
Par la po6sie on parle i 1'esprit ; par la musique a l'oreille ; par la peinture, aux 
yeux: et le tout doit se reunir pour emouvoir le cceur et y porter i la fbis la 
meme impression par divers organes. 7' 
Not only has each sen-ýiotic system a clearly defined and indeed distinct role to fidfil, ultimately 
they must seek to merge, to unite and to form a single signifying system in order to '6mouvoir 
le cccur. The delineation of these toles is by now familiar. poetry speaks to the mind, whilst 
music speaks to the ear. Yet, in fact, this is not merely consonant with, but represents an 
extension of, the argument we have just been exploring, by tracing this idea in this article we 
can see not only how Rousseau conceptualises the internal mechanism of opera, but also a 
further aspect of the aesthetic emerging. The implication here is that opera is successful when 
the three constituent elements - music, poetry and decor - conspire to present one image of 
themselves, but the nature of that 'image' is not as straightforward as Rousseau's definition 
would lead us to initially conclude. What Rousseau envisages is, in fact, a unified object in 
which music is first amongst equals, at once the most important and potentially the most 
significant sen-ýiotic element. The justification for this idea turns upon the relative mimetic 
capabilities of each serniotic system. When music assumes its position alongside poetry and 
d6cor as an essential part of opera, it becomes, as Rousseau puts it: 
72 Rid, p. 36, 'dramatic and lyrical spectacle which attcrnpts,, %ith the help of agreeable sensations, to unite all the charmi of the 
fine arts in the representation of a passionate action in order to excite interest and illusion. ' 
73 INd, p. 37, 'the parts which constitute an opera are: the poem, the music and the d6cor... Mirough poetry we speak to the 
mind, through music to the ear ,; 
through painting to the eyes: these all must unite to move the heart and bring it to the same 
impression, through diverse organs, all at the same time. ' 
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... un des beaux arts, capable de peindre tous les tableaux, Xexciter tous Ics 
sentiments, de lutter avec la po6sie, de lui donncr une force nouvcuc, dc 
1'embellir de nouveaux channes, et d'en triomphcr en la couronnant. " 
However, we must consider this to be very much the ideal of the form and is not exactly what 
Rousseau sees performed in the French theatres around him. In practice, Rousseau suggests, 
the problems encountered when trying to fuse contemporary languages with melody render 
this type of effect difficult, if not impossible, to achieve. I will come back to tl-ýs very point 
shortly, first however, we must briefly consider why music is accorded such significant status 
by Rousseau, and whether this contradicts his argumentation as represented in the article 
'musique. ' 
I suggested earlier that melody, like language, occupies the domain of the temporal, the 
diachronic, whereas harmony is of the spatial, the synchronic, the 'all-at-once'. I also 
suggested that this spatial and temporal distinction is extended beyond the boundaries of 
music, to encompass the other elements of opera - poetry and d6cor - and that Rousseau 
establishes a hierarchy of semiotic systems in which greater imitative and expressive 
capabilities are accorded to those sen-iiotic systems whose signifying domain is the temporal 
rather than the spatial. There is, allied to this, one further nuance which is indicative of the 
remarkable sophistication and innovatory nature of his aesthetic thought: the role of the 
imagination of the perceiver. In the article 'opera, ' both the hierarchical structure and the 
nature of the role of the perceiver are fully expounded and we shall bricfly touch on *these 
below. 
Rousseau's vision of opera is one in which music is privileged over dicor, and, ultimately, over 
poetry. This hierarchy is in many respects the inverse of both antecedent and 
contemporaneous models - such as that espoused by that most influential of eighteenth 
century thinkers the Abb6 Du Bos - which accord primacy to painting over poetry, and thus 
, the visual over the 
intellectual. They do this primarily because of the superior representational 
and mimetic cfficacy - the sheer immediateness and exactitude - of the signs employed in 
74 Ibid, p. 37, '... one of the beaux-arts that is capable of painting all pictures, evoking all emotions, of struggling with poetry, of 
giving her arenewed force, of embellishing her with renewed charms and of triumphing over her by crowning her? 
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painting and the plastic arts. 7' As Remy Sasselin has shown, Du Bos believed that the power 
of painting to affect men was more direct and more powerful than the power of poetry. 76 It is 
more direct and more powerful since, Du Bos argues, 'la pcinture n'emploie pas des signes 
artificiels, ainsi que le fait la po6sie, mais des signes naturels. '77 Painting imitates exterior 
reality by employing only recognisable visual references from that reality, from nature itself 
The vocabulary of poetry, however, is one constructed upon artificial - and arbitrary - signs, 
locutions which by association and by convention may signify one experience, one 
interpretation of that reality. Music, though ultimately akin to poetry, is treated slightly 
differently by Du Bos; he suggests that it should imitate the inflcxions and accents of the 
voice, and, in turn, that its signifiers; should be taken directly from nature: 
Wherefore as the painter imitates the strokes and colours of nature, in like 
manner the musician imitates the tones, accents, sighs and inflcxions of the 
voice; and in short all those sounds, by which nature herself expresses her 
sentiments and passions. " 
It is not that Rousseau's position on music - or the necessary objective of the composer - 
differs dramatically from the view held by Du Bos, rather it is the value he ascribes to the 
temporal attributes of melody that triggers this divergence. "' Rousseau's vision of melody, as 
we have seen with the example of Rans des Vacbes, is that it does employ signs that are virtually 
the equivalent of natural signs: those of the accent of the voice. To be more precise, melody 
signifies by being mimoratif, and, by looking towards the prosody of the language for its 
trajectory, those signs become almost a second nature to those that enunciate them and to 
those that heat and understand them. 1hus, for the citizen or the national, the melodic sign 
may accrue a similar status to that of the natural sign for they arc almost as recognýisable as the 
natural object is in the perceiver's field of vision. But the great strength - and advantage - of 
melody over painting is that it occupies the domain of the temporal - as Rousseau puts it in 
the Essai, le champ de la Musique est le temps, celui de la peinture cst 1espace'. ' It is, for 
75 In the Hrsd, p. 160, Rousseau suggests that'... Ics signes vislles rendent 1'krýtation plus exacte., 
76 CE RG Sasselin, 'Ut Pictufa Poesis: Du Bos to DideroejemmalqfAesthefics andAd Gifidim, (1961-62), p. 149. 
77 Du Bos, Re)70dew Oifiqmes sw la Pobil st IaPdflfurr, (cited in Bid) Tainting does not employ artificial signs, Eke those of poetry, 
but natural signs! 
7s Du Bos, Oi6cdRej7eaions on Poeqy and Pdming, transL T. Nugent, (11, ondow. 1748), p. 360-1. 
79 Fof fin-thef discussion of the similarities and differences between Du Bos and Rousseau's aesthetic see JF Jones, 'Du Bos and 
Rousseau: a Question of Influence, Stmikes on Voltdrv and the E&eenth CenAg, 1 V, (1974), pp-231-24 1. 
so Rousseau, Essd, p. 115. 'the domain of music is time, that of paintingis space' 
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Rousseau, a question of effect (and affect) by degree; a sustained attack by a melody upon the 
senses that gives it its power to affect. Painting and sculpture are considered less affective 
than either poetry or music, since, Rousseau explains, 
Virnitation de la peinture, est toujours Eroide, parce qu'eUe manquc de cette 
^me par degr6s, succession did6es et dimpressions qui 6chauffe ra et que tout cst 
dit au premier coup d7ceil ; la puissance imitative de cct art ... se borne en effet 
de tris foibles representations. Cest un des grandcs avantages du musicien de 
pouvoir peindrc les choscs qxi'on nc sauroit entendre, tandis qu'il est impossible 
au peintre de peindre celles qu'on ne sauroit voir ... 
" 
Although music is, undeniably, less representationally proficient than either painting or 
sculpture, it is nevertheless considered more expressive, affective and dynamic because it 
signifies temporally rather than spatially - it 'Cchauffe I'ame par degr6s'; music is not so much 
concerned with a single sensation, but with sensations. The implication of this view is, 
therefore, that in music everything which is not experienced or revealed with the first 
perceptual 'glance' so to speak, is fiamished as the work unfolds: it is eventually revealed to the 
listener. 
But into this mix is also thrown the imagination of the perceiver, and Rousseau suggests that 
any representational deficit that music cedes to painting is more than compensated for by the 
dynamic nature of perceiver's imagination and, the images that he projects onto and may 
supplement the musical object with. The sophistication and innovation alludcd to earlier is 
that this is not merely conceptualised as an interpretive process or a passive reaction to the 
work of art, for Rousseau also assigns a creative, active and productional role to the 
imagination of the perceiver during the listening act. The stimuli for the 'creation' of such 
inimitable objects are released, in a controlled manner, by the signi4ring elements of music, by 
the embedded clues, codes and structures. Rousseau implies that music has the capability to 
evoke chimerical images; that music stimulates the mind to create models beyond all in-ýitation, 
painting those things which we cannot hear or indeed see. Ihe duty of the composer of opera 
is, thus, succinctly prescribed in this passage from the article 'Op6ra' which is taken, almost 
81 Rousseau, 1()p6ra' in Dic6anndre, p. S4, The imitation of painting always remains cold, because it lacks that succession of ideas 
and impressions which fire$ the soul by degrees, since everything is revealed with the first glance of an eye. Ile imitative 
power of this an is - limited to very weak representations. 
It is one of the great advantages of the musician that he is able to 
paint those things which we cannot bear, whereas the painter is unable to paint those things that we cannot see ... ' In an 
analogous statement in the Essd, p. 232, Rousseau again suggests that painting is often dead and inanimate: U peinture est 
souvent mortc ct inanim6e. ' 
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, 
#ne des I-anguer verbatim, from the Essai mr fOii 
Uart du musiden consiste ý substituer i rimage insensible de l'objet celIc des 
mouvcmcnts que sa pr6sence excite dans resptit du spcctateur; il ne repr6sente 
pas directement la chose, mais il r6veille dans notre ime le rneme sentiment 
qu'on eprouve en la voyant. Ainsi bien que le peintre n'ait ticn a tirer de la 
partition du musiden, rhabile musicien ne sortira point sans fruit dc Yatelier du 
peintre: non sculement il agitera la mer i son gr6, excitcra. Ics flammes d'un 
incendie, fera couler les ruisseaux, tomber la pluie, et grossir les; torrents ; mais A 
augmentera rhorreur 4'un d6sert affrcux, rembrunira Ics murs d'un ptison 
souterraine, calmera rorage, rcndra rair tranquille, le ciel serein, ct r6pandra dc 
l'orchestrc une fralcheur nouvelle sur les bocagcs. Nous venons dc voir 
comment Funion des trois arts qui constituent la scýnc lyrique fonne entre cux 
un tous trýs bien M. " 
When music is skilfully combined with d6cor, the resultant signification may stretch beyond 
what is merely visible or indeed immediately perceptible. What is represented on the 'flats' and 
by extension the entire mise en seine, can be enhanced - brought to fife, rendered dramatic - by 
the music. In this next passage we pick up Rousseau's argumentation at a point in the article 
where he contrasts the 'pure' representation of the 'real' by the visual arts - by both the decor 
and the machinery (le merveilleux) "- with those images 'created' or projected in the 
imagination of the perceiver. It is an argument for a more simplistic and indeed naturalistic 
approach to scenography and mise en scýne, with certainly more focus upon the action of the 
actors than on the marvellous exploits of machinery, but we can also extrapolate from this, 
given Rousseau's argument for the union of the tri-partite elements of opera, the implication 
that music assists the spectator in this imaginative enterprise also: 
s2 Rousseau, IC)pira, ' p. 54-55, 'the musician's art consists of substituting for the imperceptibl; image of the object, that of the 
movements which its presence excites in the spectator's sod- he doesn't represent the object directly; but he awakes in our soul 
the same sentiment that we experience in seeing it. Ibus, although the painter finds nothing in the musician's score, the skilful 
musician will never leave the painter's studio empty-handed: not only will he stir the ocean as he wishes, fin the flames of a 
fire, make the streams flow, the rain fall, and swell the torrents; but he will augment the horror of a frightful desertý darken the 
walls of a subterranean prison, calm the storm, restore stillness to the atmosphere, make the sky serene, and spread, with the 
help of the orchestra, a new freshness to woods. We have now seen how the union of the three ins that constitute the lyrical 
scene forni amongst them a single, tightly bound, whole! 
83 Of course, what k Mmvi&w depicted were magical 'unreal' objects - gods, monsters, demons, witches, faries and their 
accoutrements and accessories (clouds, chariots, fire etc. ). But the principle is the same: these were recognisable objects 
representing their 'real' of 'unreal' counterparts, though requiring some suspension of disbelief, did not require an engagement 
of the imagination to the same extent as the static image of dicor. Rousseau's assertion can be seen as part of a growing 
movement to rid the opera - and in particular the TrqUe LAw - of its reliance on such machinery and such spectacle, and 
replace it with a more naturalistic theatrical practice which suited the emergent aesthetic; indeed we see similar statements from 
both Grimm and Diderot As we will see in the next section, Rousseau's contention is that IeIvIvivi&xvwas the result of the 
unnatural nature of combining music and discourse in the imitation of human life, to make operatic imitation seem more 
plausible to the audience, the representation was abstracted from the natural world and thrust into the supernatural world 
inhabited by gods and monsters. As Aubrey Garlington, 'Le Merveilleux and Operatic Reform in eighteenth century French 
opera: Afm, *d_0marfk]#, 49, (1963): 484-497, has shown, the problem was more acute in TY*&* LAus than in any other 
musico. (bmatic genre,... die operas of Lully, Destouches, Rameau et al. arc filled with the most fantastic presentation of 
unreality. France became the home of the machine opera and composers accepted this tradition as an unavoidable, even 
desirable convention. Despite sporadic attempts to make Le Merveilleux a part of legitimate tradition, this genre found its true 
home only in the TraghEe Lyique. ' (p. 485). Iberc is not time in the present context to explore this aspect of Rousseau's critique 
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Un beau palais, les jardins d6licieux, de savantes ruines, plaisent encore plus i 
Neil que le fantastique image du Tartare, de I'Olympe, du char du soleil; 
[Rousseau is alluding to the mechanical spectacles -k Merveilleux - used to 
great effect but also to excess in productions of TraTOe Lyriqye] image d'autant 
plus inf6rieure i celle que chacun se trace en lui-meme, que, dans les objcts 
chim6riques, il n'en cou^ te rien ý resprit Xaller au dca du possible et de se faire 
84 des modiles au. dessus de toute imitation. 
It is these properties which elevate music to its lofty position as the dominant, and most 
important and most flexible, serniotic system operating within the operatic structure. 
We have now briefly considered why music is accorded a privileged status in opera by 
Rousseau and we now return to the point left in suspension a moment ago. From our study 
thus far, we have established that Rousseau's outline prescription for the composition of 
opera is founded upon the combination of these postulates: melody must seek some kind of 
reconciliation with its cognate poetry, it must allow itself to be guided by the inherent prosody 
of the language it is allied to; in doing so, it must cast off the shackles of harmony and the 
yoke of implied (and necessary) diatonic organisation, and instead employ harmony discreetly 
in order to facilitate its expressive potential. This is thus a kind of tug-of-war in which melody 
is stuck in the middle and is pulled from both sides by the competing demands of language 
and harmony. As Rousseau puts it in the article 'Expression': 
Partout oýi l'on reunira fortemcnt raccent musicale a I'accent oratoire, partout 
oii l'accompagnement et la voix sauront tellement accorder et unir leurs effets, 
qu'il n'en re'sulte quune milodie, et que I'auditeut tromp6 attribue i la voix Ics 
passages dont l'orchcstre 1embellit ; enfin partout oil Ics omcments, 
sobrement m6nages, porteront t6moignage de la facilit6 du chanteur, sans 
couvrir et de'figurer le chant, rexpression sera douce, agr6able et forte, l'oreille 
sera charm6e ct le cceur 6mu ; le physique et le moral concourront i la fois au 
plaisir des 6coutants, et il r6gnera. un tcl accord entre la. parole ct le chant, que 
le tout semblera n'e^tre quune langue d6licieusc qui sait tout dire et plait 
toujours. 85 
or aesthetic, but Garlington's excellent, if slightly dated, article is an interesting starting point for such an explor2tion; for more 
detail and analysis, especially of a related principle - that Of U1 Piamra Po,, ir - see Philip Robinson, jean-jacqmes Rom. Ve'= ý Dojqn' 
oftheAft, (Frankfiu-t Lang, 1984), especially chapter 7, pp. 166-189. 
84 Rousseau, 'Op&a: p. 50, 'A beautiful palace, delightful gardens, mysterious ruins please the eye more than the fantastic image of 
Tartarus, Olympia, the Sun's chariot; imagery all. the more inferior to those which each person sketches himself, since with 
chimerical objects, it costs the mind nothing to go beyond the domain of possibility, and to create models beyond all 
imitatiorL' 
8s Rousseau, 'Exprcssiod, in Mfionnairr, 02, pp. 353-354. (my emphasis). 'Wherever one strongly reunites musical accent to 
oratory accent, wherever the accompaniment and the voice is in such agreement and united in their effects, one melody will 
result from it, and the. listener, deceived, will attribute those passages which the orchestra embellishes to the voice; finally, 
wherever the soberly treated grace-notcs attest to the facility of the singer, without overshadowing or detracting frorn the 
melody, the expression will be smooth, pleasing and strong, the ear will be charmed and the heart affected ; the physical and 
the moral contribute to the listenct's pleasure, and there will prevail such unity between the words and melody, that the two 
will appear to be one charming language which can say everything and alw2ys pleases! 
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There are three interrelated corollaries arising from this somewhat idealistic vision: the first is 
give' that Rousseau envisages will be a culturally contingent one, since melody that the 'single Ian 
is to be combined and intertwined with language, and it is language which defines and 
determines nationhood and culture; second, the single melody in question, by allying itself to 
speech, is consenting to being altered by it - it will allow the prosody of the particular 
language to shape its trajectory, rhythm and cadences; and third, the relative merits of this 
csingle langue'will, necessarily, be almost solely determined by the character of the prosody of 
the language itself. These three correlates, and their far reaching implications, are at the heart 
of Rousseau's thinking on opera. Not only will they drive his critique of the opera of his 
contemporaries, but they will also help to shape his radical programme of reform. As we will 
see in part three, the concept of the uniti de milodie is founded upon such ideas. 
The twofold difficulty facing the composer of contemporary opera arises from a single cause: 
the problematic combination of language and music (speech and song) within a unified dramatic 
idiom. If the prosody of the language to be set is not accented - melodic - enough, it will be 
difficult for the composer to satisfactorily shape the melody with the prosody, and the resultant 
melody will be featureless, monotonous and inexpressive. I-listotically, the knee-jerk reaction to 
this predicament, as it were, is for the composer to resort to harmony; given the degenerate 
condition of both melody and language, as I suggested earlier, harmony has stepped into the 
breach in order to compensate for the lack of accent in melody and by extension for the lack of 
accent in the prosody of the language it is allied to. This lack of accent, as we have traced in 
Chapter Three, can be directly attributed to the degenerative history of language and music. 
1bus the decisive factor of any melody is the accent of the language to which it is set, accent is 
everything; accent is absolutely crucial since, as Rousseau argues, accent, 
est la vraie cause qui rend les langues plus ou moins musicales: car quel 
seroit le rapport de la, musique au discours; si les tons de la voix chantante 
n1inlitoient les accents de la parole ? DoA il suit que moins une langue a de 
pareils accents, plus la melodie y doit etre monotone, languissante et fade... " 
86 Rousseau, Accene in Diefionndir, 02, p. 17,... is the true cause which renders languages more or less musical: for what would 
be the relation between music and discourse if the tones of the singing voice did not imitate the accents of speech ? From 
which it follows that the fewer such accents a language has, the more the melody Will be monotonous, listless and flat ... ' 
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As we saw in Chapter Three, Rousseau considers most contemporary languages to be, if not 
entirely devoid of accent, then severely lacking in it. This lack of accent is particularly prominent 
in those languages which have been most severely affected by the encroachment of grammar 
and consonants; in short those languages that have something of the 'north' about them - 
English, German and French. Those that have their roots in the south, have, broadly speaking, 
been less affected, less contaminated; amongst these languages we can count Italian. The 
classical Greek language and, by extension, Greek drama are both, once more, accorded a 
privileged status in this context; they are held aloft as objects of unsurpassed greatness, formal 
paradigms. It is however, crucially important to note that Rousseau's differentiation of these 
languages - classical Greek, Italian and French - is never absolute, but always relative. As 
Rousseau puts it in the Essai sur 10r&ne des Langmez 
L&s langucs modernes de rEuropc sont toutcs du plus ou moins dans Ic meme 
cas. je n'en excepte pas meme litalienne. La langue italienne, non plus que la 
franýoise, n'est point par elle-rnýme une langue musicalc. La diff6rence est 
seulement que l'une se pr&e a la musique, et que rautre ne sy prete pas. " 
Although ancient Greek is privileged above both French and Italian, we will remember that it 
too is debased and degenerate; it too has a system of grammar, abounds with consonances and 
is used principally to articulate need and desire. To be sure, it is considered somewhat closer to 
the original character of langive than either Italian or French; it is perhaps purer than both, but 
not, in itself, pure in the absolute Rousseauist sense. 
We now move on to the third and final section of this chapter to consider Rousseau's views on 
the problematic of combining speech and song in opera, and his solutions to it. This is played 
out, and can be traced nowhere better, than in Rousseau's reading (and revisionist account) of 
the history of opera and the invention of the great late-Renaissance compromise: recitative. 
87 Rousseau, Eud, pp. 184-185, qbe modern languages of Europe are all more or less in the same situation, even Italian. lie 
Italian language, no more than French, is not by itself a musical language. Ibc difference is simply that the one lends itself to 
music and the other does not' 
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4.3. Towards reform: the problem of recitative and a thoroughly French solution 
Cest un grand et beau probRme a r6soudre, de d6terminer jusqua quel point 
on peut faire chanter la langue et parler la musique. " 
Where the structural organisation of operatic form is concerned, Rousscau's critical and 
reformatory energy is focused, almost exclusively, upon recitative; this is logical since recitative is 
the battlefield upon which music, text and drama confront one another head on; recitativc is 
where the 'problem' of opera rears its ugly and seemingly indomitable head. This province of 
his operatic critique can be broken-down into two distinct, but in no way mutually exclusive, 
critical strategies: first, Rousseau attempts to demonstrate, through historical analysis, that 
recitative is an intrinsically compromised, artificial structure, invented to compensate for the 
difficulty of subsuming speech and song within a unified dramatic form -a difficulty stemn-dng 
directly, as we have already discussed, from the paucity of accent in debased modem languages; 
second, Rousseau consistently argues that recitative, in its 'currene form is incompatible with the 
French language and, by extension, all French Operatic genres. The single : reformatory solution 
he postulates and then applies (in two potencies) to two very different dramatic works - Le 
Dedn du Village (1752) and Pývgmalion (1762) - is designed specifically to overcome the French 
problem. 
This is a province of Rousseau's operatic criticism which manifests an cxtraor6mry degree of 
coherence and unity -a unity that arguably transcends the vicissitudes of taste, politics, 
functionality and self-interest. Furthermore, once he had lighted upon this idea, his belief in it 
was unshakeablc; though the mode of expression may have been tailored to fit the particular 
function of the individual works in which this view was expounded, the underlying notion 
remained remarkably stable across his oeuvn. An underlying unease and tension concerning the 
problem posed by recitative can be found as early as the article of the same name drafted for the 
Eng&PI&e in 1749; it can be seen again in the lxair sur la Musiqme Franfoise of (1753) and it 
permeates the articles 'r6citatif and 'opera" in the Diaionnairr de Musique. This 'problem' was 
seen an intrinsic one, at once the outcome of a flawed design process and the unavoidable 
88 Rousseau, Fragmexftd'ObsmwionssmrrAkwelaen deM LeGevakerChwk, in Oeums, t. 11, p. 392, 'It is a great and troublesome 
problem to resolve, to determine to what extent we can make a language sing and make music speak. ' 
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accident of birth; the source of it Rousseau traces back to late sixteenth century Florence where 
Drammaper mujica had been conceived of on a wave of naive and misguided idealism. 
4.3.1. ' The Florentine compromise: the invention of recitative and the degenerative 
history of opera 
In the Dictionnairr de Mmsiqme articles 'Opera' and '116citatif, Rousseau offers a reappraisal and a 
re-reading of operatic history before he proposes any avenues for reform. This particular 
stratagem is employed for two specific purposes: first, by focusing the readers attention upon 
the flaws of contemporary opera and upon their root causes, he can point the finger of blame in 
the direction of his antecedents; second, this enables him then to postulate his own solution to 
the 'problem' of opera, a solution that is intended to appear all the more logical and inevitable in 
the light of the mistakes and compromises he illuminates. This is a particularly well-sourccd and 
percipient account of the history of opera and indeed one that is consonant with similar 
contemporaneous renderings by, for example, Charles Bumey. " Yet it is also one which is very 
much a reading of opera's degeneration from an intrinsically compromised and imperfect 
genesis, rather than a chronicle of its evolution, progress and ultimate perfection; in this respect 
,ý 
de it closely shadows the degenerative account of music expounded in the Essai sur 110ri ne s 
Langues. In addition, we can see Rousseau actively drawing together many of the elements we 
have been tracing throughout the third and fourth chapters, and assembling them into the core 
of an argument directed against the institution of opera itself. Rousseau's mode of expression, 
in both articles, is somewhat oblique, for there is little mention of names or specifics; but, to be 
sure, the familiar implications of Rousseau's views are not lost on the loyal rcadcr. 
Rousseau's historical analysis of the genesis of opera turns on the contention that Giovanni 
Bardi's Camerado committed their most fundamental and fatal errors at the very outset of their 
enterprise. Their first mistake was to have taken an idealised. and misguided conception of what 
constituted Greek dramatic praxis and to have used it as a prototype or a blueprint for a new, 
composite musico-dramatic form - the Drammapermwica. Iheir second was to have believed 
sq CE"Chades Burney, A Generafflislog ofAbsic, Qýondon: 1804). 
90 The Camerda included such figures as MeL GaMeL BarA Peri, CaccinL Parabosco and Rinuccird who, in various respects and 
capacities, pioneered the firstoperas. 
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that their musical vocabulary could attain a similar degree of perfection to that of the ancients 
(or at least that reported in the newly available editions of, principally, the Platonic dialogues). 
Their third was to have resorted to an arbitrary and artificial compromise - recitative - upon the 
realisation that their music fell some way short of the effects (and affccts) reported by the 
ancients. Their fourth, a direct result of the expressive and affective limitations of recitative, was 
to have supplemented it with a bevy of further artificial forms such as arias, choruscs, the 
symphony and independent melodic strands. And their fifth mistake, due to the difficulty of 
realising their aspiration, was to situate their dramas in the realm of the supernatural rather than 
the natural, human, earthly world. Thus, far from representing a golden age of opera, according 
to Rousseau the early Florentine musico-dramatic experiments merely cast the good ship opera 
off on entirely the wrong course and this set an ill precedent for the subsequent history of the 
form itself -a history that culminates in the moribund concoctions of his French 
contemporaries. Let us look at this in a little more detail. 
Although the members of the Camerala broadly agreed on the fundamental principle that 
speaking and singing had been an integrated part of the same expressive medium for the Greeks, 
they held two conflicting visions of how Greek drama had originally been staged and performed 
in the Peticlean Age. " One conception was that only the choruses had been sung, the rest of 
the text being spoken or declaimed by the actors. The other view, espoused principally by 
Girolamo Met was that the text, in its entirety, had been sung in a sustained manner throughout. 
It was, of course, the latter conception that eventually prevailed, due largely to Nfei's exhaustive 
single-minded research, influence and powerful noble connections. Having established this 
basis upon which to elaborate the new form, the nub of the problem, as Rousseau identifies it, 
was that in modem languages the gulf between speech and song - and by extension poetry and 
music - was simply too great, rendering the usage of both in a convincing dramatic context 
extremely problematic - if not altogether impossible: 
Les sons de la voix patlante, n'etant ni soutenus ni harmoniques, sont 
inappr6ciables, et ne peuvent par cons6quent s'allier agr6ablement avec ceux de 
91 cf Vincenzo Galilei, Ilprime hbro dellapraclVea del Iv"Ir4PmfltO illtOF710 aymd&& connflaffV, (C-1590) cited in Tun Carter, Tastoral, 
Intermedio, Favola in Musica: FwAam DnwmaPerMwica, Unit 1, (Sidcup: Rose Bruford College, 1996), p. 30. Today 
touching many and diverse notes is in cstccrn; then [5th century BC) few and the same notes, and they did not use more notes 
in singing than in speaking, except enough to distinguish the two' and Jacopo Pei? s Treface' to Ewidice cited in Claude Palisca, 
HAma, d. w in RaRam &naikranm madcallhoAgb4 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985), pp. 428-9. 
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la voix chantante et des instruments, au moins dans, nos langues, trop iloign6es 
du caractire musical. 
92 
Beyond this there was, Rousseau asserts, a decisive difference between the form of Greek drama 
and the manner in which it had been performed, and the Florentine attempts to reconstruct or 
emulate it. - 
... Je remarquerai 
d'abord que les Grecs n'avoient pas au theatre un genre 
lynque amsi, que nous, et ce qu'ils appeloient de ce nom ne ressembloit point 
au notre: comme ils avoient beaucoup d'accent dans leur langues, et peu de 
fracas dans leurs concerts, toute leur po6sie 6toit musicale, et toutc leur 
musique d6damatoire; de sorte que leur chant n6toit prrsque qu'un. discours 
soutenu, et qu'ils chantoient reellement leurs vers [ ... 1; ce qui, par 
imitation, a 
donn6 aux Latins, puis a nous, le ridicule usage de dire je Chante, quand on nc 
chante point ... 11 est certain que 
les trag6dies grecques sc recitoient d'une 
maniýre tr6s semblable au chant, qu'eUes s'accompagnoient d'instruments, et 
qu'iI y entroit des chceurs. Mais si l'on pour cela. que ce fussent des operas 
semblables aux n6tres, il faut donc imaginer des operas sans airs; car il me 
paroit prouve que la. musique Grecque ... n'6toit qu'un v6ritable r6citatif. 93 
Jacopo Peli, following Meiýs example, was forced, somewhat inevitably, into a compromise: the 
invention of recitative, the half-way house between speech and song, melody and poetry. " 
Rousseau's conclusion is that it had been necessary for Peri to concoct this idiom for two 
practical and aesthetic reasons: first, to compensate for the fact that the Italian language was 
insufficiently accented and inflected to be able to satisfactorily replicate the melodic declamation 
characteristic of Greek poetry - this elusive Wrilabk rrdtadýf - and moreover sustain this with 
interest across the span of a lengthy dramatic work; and second, as a consequence, to facilitate 
the smooth passage between what he had instituted in its stead - recitative (dialogue 
encompassing the development of characterisation and plot), and solo song (representing a 
single action or affect). 'Me heart of the matter was that for the Greeks, song and poetry were 
92 Rousseau, 10p6ra: in Didieftwirr, P-37, qbe sounds of the speaking voice, being neither sustained nor harmonious, are 
imperceptible, and cannot as a consequence ally themselves agreeably with those of the singing voice and with instruments - at 
least not in our languages which are too far removed from the character of music. ' 
93 jbid, pp. 38-39, I shall begin by noting that the Greeks did not have in their theatre a lyrical genre sin-Oat to ours, and what they 
called by this name did not at all resemble ours. As their language was highly inflected and their music contained few firacas, 0 
their poetry was musical and all their music declamatory. In this way, their melody was aLmost a sustained discourse and they 
truly sang their verses [ ... 
1; and which, through imitation, gave to the Latins and then to us the ridiculous practice of saying I 
a, # jij&; ng, when we in fact do not sing I ... 
]. It is certain that Greek tragedies were recited in a manner very close to that of 
singing, that they were accompanied 
by instruments and there were choruses. But if we claim for an that that these were 
operas 6nilar to our own, we would have to 
imagine operas without arias- for it seems to me to be proven that Greek music, 
including even instrumental music, was actually only a recitative. ' (my emphasis). 
94 jun Carter, 0, & dt., p. 34, attributes the compromise to the fact that Peri was '... acutely concerned with immediate practical 
problems and ... 
how to make things work musically on the dramatic stage! 
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almost the same language; but for the Florentines they had become entirely separate and 
competing serniotic systems. We can see, from Peri's 'preface' to Emr0ce, the logic and necessity 
behind the invention of recitative. It is worth quoting this familiar passage at length in order to 
contextualise (and validate) Rousseau's analysis: 
Although Signor Emilio del Cavaliere, before any other of whom I know, 
enabled us with marvellous invention to hear our kind of music upon the stage, 
nonetheless as early as 1595, it pleased the Signors Jacopo Corsi and Ottavio 
Rinuccini that I should employ it in another guise and should set to music the 
fable of Dafne ... to make a simple trial of what the music of our age could do. 
Seeing that dramatic poetry was concerned and that it was therefore necessary to 
imitate speech in song ... I judged that the ancient Greek and Romans (who in 
the opinion of many sang their tragedies throughout in representing them upon 
the stage) had used a harmony surpassing that of ordinary speech but falling so 
far below the melody of song as to take an intermediate form. And tl-ýs is why 
we find their poems admitting the iambic verse, a form less elevated than the 
hexameter, but said to be advanced beyond the confines of familiar 
conversation. For this reason, putting aside every other manner of singing heard 
up to now, I dedicated myself wholly to searching out the imitation that is 
necessary for these poems. And I reflected that the sort of voice assigned by the 
ancients to song, which they called diasternatic (that is, sustained or suspended) 
could at times be hurried and take a moderate course between the slow 
sustained movements of song and the fluent and rapid ones of speech, and thus 
suit my purpose Oust as the ancients, too, adapted the voice to reading poetry 
and heroic verses), approaching that other voice of conversation, which they 
called continuous and which our modems [ ... ] also used in their music. 95 
Yet what Peri had devised did not reflect the nature of the original form - 'a harmony 
surpassing that of ordinary speech but falling so far below the melody of song as to take an 
intermediate form' - nor did it attain a similarly dramatic effect. Peri's recitative was not the 
equal of the diasternatic voice, but neither could it even hope to emulate it since it was, 
Rousseau suggests, far beyond the capability of modern languages to reproduce the 'naturally' 
sustained melodic character of the Greek language: 
Dans nos langues vivantes, qui se ressentent pour la, plupart de la, rudesse du 
climat dont elles sont originaires, 96 I'application. de la. musique a la, parole est 
beaucoup moins naturelle; un prosodie incertaine s'accorde mal avec la 
regularite de la, mesure; des syllabes muettes ct sourdcs, des articulations dures 
... se pretent 
difficilement i la m6lodie ; et une poisic cadencie uniquement par 
Ic nombre des syllabes prend une harmonic peu sensible dans Ic rythme, et 
s'oppose sins cesse a la diversiti des valeurs et des mouvements. Voia des 
difficult6s qu'iI fallut vaincre ou &uder dans rinvention du poýme lytique ... et 
cette langue quon appela lyrique, fut riche ou pauvre i proportion de la douceur 
gs jacopo Peri, L* Abikhe jobra /EAff Oce, (Florence, 1600) cited in Claude Palisca, HAwanism in Ba4an Rm, *saxce mmied fhoxght, 
pp. 428-9. 
96 Note the intertext with the argument from the Eud and the distinction between languages of the north and those of the south. 
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ou de la rudesse de celle dont eUe Etoit tir6e. 
Ayant en quelque sorte pr6par6 la. parole pour la musique, il fut ensuitc question 
d'appliquer la musique i la parole ... que k tout p4t Arr pris pour un seul et mýme 
Oome; ce qui produisit la n6cessite de chanter toujours pour paroitre toujours; 
parler, necessit6 qui croit en ralson de ce quune langue cst peu musicale, car 
moins la langue a de douceur et d'accent, plus le passage alternatif de la parole au 
chant et du chant i la parole y devient dur et choquant pour I'oreille. De R le 
besoin de substituer au discours; en r6cit un discours en chant ... 
" 
Indeed how could these two languages - poetry and music - be taken for one idiom - one 
hypothetical language - when they had become entirely separate scmiotic systems? In the next 
two extracts, the first from the article 'Opera' and the second from the article 'Recitatif, 
Rousseau explains why the Greeks had not encountered this seemingly insurmountable problem 
- qa n6cessit6 de chanter toujours pour parohre toujours; parler- at the birth of their drama: 
Cette marý&re dunir au th6itte la musique a la po6sie, quL chez les grecs, 
suffisoit pour lint6ret et lillusion, parce qu'eUe etoit natureHe, par la raison 
contraire, ne pouvoit suffire chez nous pour la meme fin. " 
Chez les Grecs, toute la po6sie etoit en r6citatif, parce que, la langue 6tant 
melodieuse, il suffisoit dy ajouter la cadence du metre et la recitation soutenuc, 
pour rcndre cctte r6citation tout i fait musicale"; dVL vient que ceux qui 
versifiocnt appeloient cela. chanter. Cet usage, pass6 ridiculement dans Ics autres 
langues, fait dire encore aux po&es: je chante, lorsqu'ils ne font aucunc sorte dc 
chantc. " Les Grecs pouvoient chanter en parlcnt; mais chez nous il faut parler 
ou chanter, on ne sauroit faire i la fbis run et I'autre. C 41 cette disfint; 6on MýMe qui 
noms a rendm le Mdtafif nkessiirr. lot 
97 Rousseau, 'Opir2' in Diefienndre, pp. 39-40, (My emphasis). 'In out living languages, which for the most part reflect the 
harshness of the climate in which they originated, the application of music to speech is far less natural. An uncertain prosody 
is ill suited to meter. Silent syllables, harsh stresses, and sounds that are neither varied nor striking do not easily lend 
themselves to melody. And poetry uniquely scanned by the number of syllables yields a harmony that little agrees with musical 
rhythm and that will continually obstruct the diversity of values and movements. Ibesc arc the difficulties to be surmounted 
or evaded in the invention of a lyrical drama ... and this language called lyrical, was rich or poor in proportion to sweetness or 
harshness from which it was taken. Having in some sense shaped speech for music, it was then a question of applying music 
to speech ... so that the whole could 
be taken for a single idiom; this produced the need to always sing in order to appear to be 
always speaking, a need that grows because the language itself is unmusical, for the less the language has a softness and accent, 
the more the passage from speech to song and from song to speech becomes harsh and shocking to the ear. Thus the need to 
substitute a recited discourse for a sung discourse ... ' 
98 INd, p. 41, 'Mis manner of combining music and poetry in the theatre, which in the case of the Greeks was sufficient for 
interest and illusion because it was natural, was insufficient in our case when applied to the same end because it was unnatural. ' 
99 It would at this poInt become 'm6triquc. ' 
ioO Here I would suggest Rousseau is specifically referring to problem of the diegetic song in early opera. 
101 Rousseau, Ricitatif, in 0, & C4, p. 130, AH Greek poetry was recitative, for as the language was melodic, it was only necessary 
to add the cadence of the metrc and the sustained recitation, in order for the recitation to be truly musical; those who wrote 
verse called this ji4ng- This practice, ridiculously passed into other languages, meant that one said to poets I 4m jinging when in 
fact they do no such thing. The Greeks were able to sing when speaking, but here in France one must either speak or sing - we 
cannot do both at the same time. It is this very distinction that made recitativc necessary! (my emphasis). Ile sentiments of 
this passage are also mirrored in the D# Pdnqýe de la Mih& in Woklef, 'Rameau, Rousseau and the Essd jwr ffidgFfir des 
gxe,?, p. 205: 'Si la voix padante et la voix chantante sont absolument de mEme nature le passage en Nne i I'au d ent L, n tre tre evi 
la chose au monde le plus concevablc et la communication sera d'autant plus facile que la Langue sera plus accentu& De sorte 
quc dc toute Ics langucs connues la Grecque itant sans difficult6 cellc qui a Ic plus de risonances et d'acccnt, il sensuit que 
ecst aussi celle de toutes o6 le discours doit &re le plus semblable au chant? 
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If the union of poetry and music in the theatre had been an entirely naturaL and indeed simple, 
procedure for the Greeks to accomplish, then, for the moderns, it was an unnatural and 
extremely problematic one to realise. Rousseau deduces from this that the dramatic result must 
have shattered verisimilitude in the imitation of human life to such a degree that it had been 
necessary for the Florentines to transport the stage to heaven and hell and to make gods and 
devils sing- 
A la naissance de l'op6ra, ses inventeurs, voulant ýludcr ce qu'avoit de peu 
naturel Punion de la musique au discours dans rimitation de la vie humaine, 
s'avis&ent de transporter la scýne aux cieux et dans les cnfers ; ct faute de savoir 
faire parler les hommes, ils airn&ent rnieux faire chanter les dieux et les diables 
que les h&os et les bergers. '02 
But the result was not merely problematic, it became so impoverished in terms of its expression, 
that in compensation, an array of artificial sonic appendages - in the form of arias, choruses, the 
symphony and independent melodic strands - were bolted on, as it were, to recitativc so that the 
whole hybrid form might eventually sustain interest for the audience: 
AinsL moins on sait toucher le cceur, plus il faut savoir flatter I'oreille, et nous 
sommes forces de cherchcr dans les sensations le plaisir que le sentiment nous 
refuse. Voili l'origine des airs, des chceurs, de la symphonie, et de cette melodie 
enchanteresse dont la musique moderne sembellit souvent aux d6pcns de la 
po6sie, mais que rhomme de gofit rebute au th6atre quand on le flatte sans 
19emouvoir. 103 
Soon the supernatural became the very cornerstone upon which these new operas were 
founded. New theatres were built to house such works and k merveilleux was devised in order to 
'bewitch the eyes' whilst the panoply of musical forms and new instruments - recitative, 
symphony, chorus and orchestra -stun the ears': 
BientOt la magie et Ic merveilleux devintent les fondements du th6itre lytique ... Pour soutenir une si forte illusion, il fallut 6px: dser tout cc quc I'art humain 
pouvoit imaginer ... on vit s'aever par toutc IItalie des th6itres egaux en 
6tendue aux palais des rois, et en 616gance aux monuments de rantiquit6 dont 
elle etoit remplie; on inventa, pour les omer, rart de la perspective et de la 
decoration ... les machines les; plus ingenieuses, les vols les plus hardis, les 
jo2 Rousseau, ýOp6a, in Diefionndir, p. 41, 'At the birth of opera, its inventors, wanting to avoid the unnatural [avoirfiem xatwrl 
'rm, don del quality of uniting music with discourse in the imitation of human life, dared to transport the stage to heaven and hen-, 
and for the want of knowing how to make men speak, they preferred to make gods and devils sing rather than shepherds and 
heroes. ' 
103 INd, p. 41, 'Iberefore, the less we know how to touch the heart the more we need to know how to flatter the car, andWe are 
forced to look towards sensations for the pleasure that sentiment does not provide. INs is then the origin of arias, of 
choruses, of the symphony, and of that enchanting melody with which modem music is embellished often at the expense of 
the poetry, but which repulses a man of taste at the theatre when one tries to flatter him without moving him. ' 
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tempetes, la foudre, 1'6clair, et tous les prestiges de la baguette furcnt employ6s i 
fasdner les yeux, tandis que des multitudes dýinstruments et dc voix Ctonnoient 
les oreiUes. '04 
As Rousseau's historical narrative continues, the emphasis begins to shift onto the further 
degeneration of opera and in particular the rise of the independent role of music within the 
structural fabric of opera itself Rousseau charts what he sees as the self-inflicted separation and 
disunion of music from poetry, a process that runs counter to that which, as wc saw at the end 
of the last section, should be the primary objective of the composer. In the extracts that follow, 
we shall see that we have, in a sense, come ffill circle and thus return to the issues that populated 
the first and second parts of this chapter. Yet we shall also see an important idea established, or 
rather a weakness turned to into a principle of reform: that of the rise of the orchestra as a 
distinctly competitive - and seemingly expressive - force in opera. 
We will remember that Rousseau accords a privileged status to music within the operatic 
structure because of its temporal properties, its cognate relationship with poetry, and because it 
is able to enhance the mise en scMe by aiding and abetting the imagination of the spectator. 
However, across the one and a half centuries of operatic development, Rousseau sees music 
beginning to assume a dominant position for altogether different reasons; it is out of a collective 
weakness of its counterparts, that music accedes to ultimate supremacy and absolute 
independence: 
Quoique les auteurs de ces premiers op6ras n'eussent guýre d'autre but que 
d'6blouir Ics yeux et d'6tourdir les oreffles, il 6toit difficile que le musicien ne fat 
jamais, tente de chercher i tirer de, son art 1'expression des sentiments r6pandues 
dans les poýmes-" 
Rousseau's admittedly rather obscure implication here is that, instead of the composer 
attempting to unite poetry and music so that the melodic declamation might correctly imitate the 
104 Bid, p. 42, 'Soon magic and the marvellous became the foundations of the lyrical theatre ... to support so great an illusion, it 
was necessary to exhaust all that human art could imagine ... All across Italy we saw the building of theatres equal in size to 
that of royal palaces and equal in elegance to the ancient monuments that they were to replace; to adom them the arts of 
perspective and decoration were invented ... the most ingenious machines, the most daring flights, storms, thunder, lightning, 
and all the tricks that the magic wand could muster to bewitch the eyes, while multitudes of instruments and voices stunned 
our ears! 
Jos INd, p. 44, 'Although the authors of these first operas had no goal other than dazzling the eyes and deafening the cars, it 
would be surprising if the composer had never been tempted to apply his an of expression to the sentiments found in the 
poems! 
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caccene of the emotion being expressed by and in the words, the composer might attempt to 
imitate the sensation of the emotion in purely musical terms or imitate an object itself through 
purely musical vocabulary. This distinction is fortunately rendered increasingly less obscure as 
we follow Rousseau's natrative as it unfolds: 
Les chansons des nymphes, les hymnes des pr&res, les cries des guerriers, les 
hurlements infernaux, ne remplissoient pas tellement ces dramcs grossiers qu'iI 
ne sy trouvit quelquun dc ces instants d'int6r& et de situation oý[ le spectateur 
ne demande quI s'attendrir. Bient6t on commcnqa de scntir 
quInd6pendamment de la d6clamation musicale, que souvent la languc 
comportoit mal, le choix du mouvement, de Marmonie et dc chants, n'ctoit pas 
indiff6rent aux chose q&on avoit i dire, et que par cons6quent 1'effet de la scule 
musique, born6jusque alors aux sens, pouvoit aller jusqu'au ccr-ur. La m6lodie, 
qui ne s'itoit d'abord separ6e de la po6sie que par n6cessit6, dra pard de cette 
ind6pendance pour se donner des beautes absolues et purement musicalcs ; 
rharmonie d6couverte ou perfectionn6e lui ouvrit de nouvelles routes pour 
plaire et pour 6mouvoir; et la mesure affranchie de la gene du rythme po6tique, 
acquit aussi une sorte de cadence i part qu'elle ne tenoit que d'elle seulc. La 
musiquc etant ainsi devenue un troisi&me art d'imitation, eut bient6t son langage, 
son expression, ses tableaux tout-a-fait ind6pendants de la po6sie. La symphonie 
meme apprit i parler sans le secours des paroles, et souvcnt A ne sortoit pas des 
sentiments moins vifs de rorchestre que de la bouche des acteurs. " 
Not only does music become independent, and then assert, its independence from poetry, it 
begins to rival the other scmiotic systems in the operatic structure; it learns to speak without the 
assistance of words and constitutes another competing voice clamouring for the attention of the 
spectator. Eventually, it will begin to dominate the other elements and the ultimate cost of this 
independence and supremacy proves prohibitive, unless the power of the orchestra is harnessed 
correctly that is: 
Apris avoir essay6 et send ses forces, la musique, en. 6tat de marcher scule, 
commence i de'daigner la poesic qu'eUc doit accompagner, et croit en valoir 
mieux en. tirant d'elle merne les beaut6s qu'elle partageoit avec sa compagne. 
Elle se propose encore, il est vraL de rendre les Wes et les sentiments du poite ; 
mais eRe prend en quelque sorte un autre langage ; et quoique robjet soit le 
to6 Jbij, pp. 44-45, 'ne songs of nymphs, the hymns of priests, the cries of warriors, diabolical howlin& did not fill these base 
dramas to such an cxtcnt that there were moments of interest or situations in which the spectator only required to be moved. 
Soon one began to sense that, independently from the musical declamation that often the language was ill-suited to, the choice 
of tempo, the harmony and the melody was not 
indifferent to the things being said, and, as a result, the effect of music alone 
which had hitherto been restricted to the senses, could go straight to the heart Melody, which was at first only separated from 
poetry by necessity, took advantage of this 
independence to yield absolute and purely musical beauties; the discovery or 
perfection of harmony opened new ways of pleasing and moving and the [musical] rhythm liberated from the constraints of 
poetic rhythm, acquired a sort of separate and unique cadence. 
Music having therefore become a third art of imitation soon 
had its own language, its own expression, and its own tableaux entirely independent from poetry. The symphony even leamt 
to speak without the assistant of words, and often sentiments no less ardent cane from the orchestra as from the actoes 
mouth. ' 
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mýme, le poýte et le musicien, trop sipares*dans leut travail, en offrent a la fois 
deux images ressemblantes, mais distinctes, qui se nuisent mutucUemcnt. 
I! esptit, forc6 de se partager, choisit et se fixe a une irnage plutot qu% rautre ... 
Tels sont les d8fauts que la perfection absolue de la musique et son dUaut 
d'application ý la langue peuvent introduire dans les operas a proportion du 
concours de ces deux causes. Sur quoi Pon doit remarqucr que Ics langues les 
plus propres ä fl&hir sous les lois de la mesure et de la m61odie sont celles oü la 
duplicite ... est la moins apparente, parce que la musique se pr&ant seulement 
aux iäes de la po8sie, celle-ci se prete a son tour aux inflexions de la m81odie ... 
Mais lorsque la langue na ni douceur ni flexibilite, Paprete de la po&ie 
rempeche de s'asservir au chant, la douccur meine de la m&odie rempeche de se 
pr&er a la bonne redtation des vers, et Pon sent dans Punion forcýc de ces dcux 
arts une contrainte perpýtuelle qui choque Poreille, et d8truit ý la fois l'attrait de 
la m61odie et Feffet de la dýýmation. '07 
The form the Florentines had invented, had ended up unravelling itself and destroying the very 
principle it set out to uphold - the union of poetry and music. This was particularly evident in 
those languages, such as French, that were not intrinsically suited to musical setting. As far as 
the destiny of French opera was concerned, there was no solution dcemed possible whilst 
pursuing the current downward spiralling course, for the forced union of music and poetry 
merely made matters worse: 
Ce defaut est sans remýde, et vouloir i toute force appliquer la musique i une 
langue qui n'est pas musicale, eest lui donner plus de rudesse quýen auroit sans 
cela. 'O' 
Paradoxically, however, tbis will be the very justification that Rousseau will give to the structure 
, Sma, 
Uon in order to overcome the he invents for, in part, Le Dedn dm Village and in whole for PY 
quintcssentially. French problem. We now turn, in the concluding section of this chapter, to an 
exploration of Rousseau's first - and rather tentative - reformatory manoeuvres; and we shall go 
on to examine in detail Rousseau's second - and extremely radical - step in Chapter S. 
to7 Jbid, pp. 48-49, 'After trying and feeling its power, music, now able to subsist alone, began to scom the poetry that it had to 
accompany and believed there was greater value in extracting from itself the beauties that it once shared with poetry 
[compagnel. it is true that it still intended to render the poet's ideas and sentiments; but in some way it took another 
language; and although the object was the same, the poet and the musician - too far removed from one another in their work 
and offeringat once two similar but distinct images - inflicted harm upon one another. Forced to split itself in two, the mind 
chose and fixed itself on one image rather than the other ... Such are the defects that the absolute perfection of musk and its 
misapplication to language can introduce into opera, in proportion to the competitiveness of the two causes. Ibercupon one 
must observe that languages the best suited to being governed [fl6chir] by the laws of rhythm and melody are those in which 
duplicity is ... 
least apparent, because music in submitting itself solely to the ideas of the poetry will have the poetry submitting 
itself in turn to the inflexions of the melody ... But when a language is neither soft nor flexible, the harshness of the poetry 
prevents it from serving the melody and the softness of the melody prevents it from being adapted to a pleasing recitation of 
the verse ; and one feels in such a forced union of these two arts a perpetual constraint which shocks the ear and destroys, at 
once, the charm of the melody and the effect of the declamation. ' 
, os Jbid, p. so, OiNs defect is without remedy, and by wanting above all else to apply music to a language that is not musical, is to 
make it more harsh than it would have been without it. ' 
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4.3.2. Reformatory steps: Le Detin du Village (1752) and the concepts of Uniti de Milodie 
and Ricilatif Obligi 
At the beginning of this the third part of the chapter, I suggested that Rousseau applies a single 
reformatory solution to two very different dramatic works: 1ý- Detin du ViI4(gie (1752) and 
Pýigmalion (1762). ' 1 also intimated that the same solution had been applied in two potencies, two 
degrees of radicalness. In truth, however, when one czooms-in' on the detail, thcre are, in fact, 
two separately identified components to tl-ýs single solution: Uniti de Milo&e and Wdtafif Obligi. 
My contention is, however, that both concepts are inextricably intertwined, conflated even, and 
that the latter should essentially be considered an evolutionary development of the former. In 
Le Dedn Rousseau seems to pilot both principles albeit in a very minor and almost insignificant 
way, so much so that their implications and indeed their direct connection with one another and 
the structural innovations instituted in Pygma, 6on have been somcwhat overlooked by scholars. 
Both principles are explained in some detail in their respective Dic, 6onnaire de Mujique articles: 
their application in the work itself is referred to in the Learr dM Burny, the Confesdons, the 1ýemr 
sur Ja Musique Franpise and several other places in the Dictionnairr. Ixt us turn our attention first 
to the concept of uniti de milvdie. 
The concept of unili de milodie is essendaUy straightforward, and is entirely consistent (indeed 
sconsonant) with the compositional principles and objectives explored earlier in this chapter. 
Rousseau presents it in the Dicfionnairr in the Mowing tenns: 
La musique doit ... chanter pour toucher, pour plaire, pour soutenir rinteret et 
rattention. Mais comment, dans nos systýmes d'accords et d'harmonie, la 
musique sy prendra-t-elle pour chanter? Si chaque parde a son chant propre, 
tous ces chants, cntendus a la fbis, se d6truiront mutuekmcntý et ne feront plus 
de chant; si toutes les parties font Ic rnýme chantý ron n'aura plus dharmonie, et 
Ic concert sera tout a runisson. Le mani&c dont un. instinct musicaL un certain 
sentiment sourd du genie a lev6 cette difficult6 sans la voir, et cn a mcme tire 
avantage, est bien remarquable: rharmonic, qui devroit 6touffer la melodie, 
I'anime, la renforce, la d6termine: les diverses parties sans se confondre, 
concourent au tnýmc cffet; et quoique: chacune d'eUcs paroissc avoir son chant 
propre, de toutcs ccs parties r6unies on nentend sortir quun seul et rnýme 
chant. Ccst 11 cc que jappeRe Unit6 dc Milodie. "' 
tog Rousseau, 'Uniti de Milodic, in Didonnia de Mxdque, 03, pp. 343-344, Wusic must ... sing in order to move, please, and 
sustain the interest and attention [of the listener]. But how, in our systems of chords and of harmony, will music be made to 
sing ? If each part has its own melody, when all of these melodies are heard at the same time, they negate one another to the 
point where there is no melody; if each of these parts are given the same melody, there will no longer be harmony, instead the 
music will be at the unison. The manner in which a musical instinct, a certain feeling blind to genius has overcome this 
difficulty without realising itý and has even been advantaged by it, is quite remarkable: harmony, which may smoother melody, 
animates i4 reinforces it and determines it: when diverse parts are not confined, they strive for the same goal ; and although 
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In the passage above we can see two concepts that we have examined throughout Us chapter 
re-emerge. First, the -notion of a single 'laque, except in this guise it is expressed as the 
objective of achieving a single melody distributed amongst manifold but discreet musical voices. 
Second, the notion that hatmony's role should be to support, reinforce, enliven and so 'animate' 
melody that melody is able to realise its M expressive potential and thus sustain the interest and 
attention of the spectator across the span of a lengthy dramatic work. Rousseau continues by 
enumerating the means by wl-&h the composer can apply this principle of melodic unity. Note 
that it is the 'chant' - the melody - that should be the beneficiary of each compositional 
intervention: 
10 quand le mode n'est pas assez d6termin6 par le chant, de le d6tern-dner 
mieux par rharmonie; 2' de choisir et tourner ses accords de maniere quc le son 
le plus saillant soit toujours celui de qui chantc ... ; 30 d'ajouter i I'6nergie de 
chaque passage par des accords durs si 1'expression est dure, et doux, si 
rexpression est douce; 40 d'avoir 6gard, dans la tournure de I'accompagncment, 
au forte-piano"' dc la m6lodie ; 50 enfin, dc faire en sortc quc Ic chant des autrcs 
partics, loin de contratier celui dc la parde principalc, le soutienne, le seconde, ct 
lui donne un plus vif accent. "' 
Interestingly, Rousseau goes on to suggest that Uniti de Milo&e is the reason behind one of the 
most salient differences between Italian and French music. However, it is not that the Italians' 
employment of the principle is seen as a conscious and deliberate act, rather Rousseau insists 
that 'Res Italiens] l'ont send et suivi sans le connoltre 112 whereas the French had done 
neither. Of course, the corollary of ffýs statement, so far as the musical practice of his French 
contemporaries is concerned, is that in the case of each of the five 'rules' cited above, melody is 
disadvantaged: first, that harmony always determines the mode; second, that the most 
prominent melody is to be frequently found in the bass or scattered randomly amongst the inner 
parts; third, that the selection of harmonic progressions and the distribution of consonances and 
dissonances has little connection with the object of imitation; fourth, that little or no respect is 
each one appears to have its own melody, when all the parts are united we only hear a single melody emerge. 71'his is what I 
call the Unity of Melody! - 
110 Not to be confused with the keyboard instrument of the same name. Rousseau defines 'forte-piano' in the Didionndir, 02, 
p. 364 as Tart d'adoucir et renforcer les sons dans la maodie imitative, cornme on fait dans la pamle qu'dle doit imiter. ' 
in Rousseau, 'Unit6 de M61odic', pp. 344-345. '... 1. Men the mode is not dearly determined by the melody, to define it more 
deady with the harmony; 2 To choose and shape his chords so that the most prominent sound is always that of the singer ... 
; 3. To add force to each passage v? rith chords that are hard if the expression is hard, and soft, if the expression is soft; 4. In 
shaping the accompaniment, to respect the 'forte-piano! of the melody ; 5. Finally, to arrange it so that the inner parts, far from 
unbalancing the principal part, support it, arc inferior to it, and imbue it with a more lively accent! 
112 Ilid, pp. 346. '[the Italians] felt and followed it without knowledge of it., 
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accorded to the 'forte-piano' of the melody; and fifth, that the principal melody is frequently 
contradicted, overshadowed or entirely negated by secondary ones. It is as if Rousseau is 
suggesting that the principle of composition for the French composer - and by this we should 
implicate Rameau - is more of a 'Unit! dTlamonie. ' 
As Rousseau confirms, once t concept had been envisioned, he was eager to apply it to his own 
compositional practice and thus Le Dedn is the product of this first experiment. "' 11c trace of 
the principle of Unili de MiloSe can be identified throughout the work; the prevalence of 
homophonic orchestral textures, the carefully constructed duets, the restrained basso confinuo 
accompaniments and the general sense of melodic dominance conspire to create an effect far 
removed from that of Trqg0e Lyrique or an Opera Ballet. On the basis of this alone, I would be 
arguing that Le Detin du Villqge constitutes a tail against the norms of French operatic pmis and 
should be considered a reform opera in its own right; but, of course, that Rousseau applies a 
second reformatory principle to the work merely strengthens the case further. We shall now 
move on to exan-dne this second concept. 
Although the deployment of Recitatif Obli , gý 
is restricted to a single scene in Le Dedn, its impact 
and influence is certainly more far-reaching and presageful than its limited, even tentative, first 
outing might suggest. Before we examine the implications of the concept more fully, it is 
worthwhile taking a few moments to remind ourselves about Rousseau's precise definition of 
its cognate - rccitative - in order that the differences gain a little more contrast. Ile 
definition I have elected to use here first, is taken from the Lean sur la Aludque Franfoise for it 
is delivered with far greater clarity and concision that its counterparts in either the Dictionnaitr 
or the Engclo pidie. In defining the term, Rousseau chooses to illustrate three primary 
functions of recitative: 
Le r6citatif cst n6ccssaire dans les drames lyriques, 1" pour lier Paction et 
rcndre le spectacle un; 20 pour faire valoir Ics airs, dont la continuit6 
devicndront insupportable; 30 pour exprimer une multitude de choses qui ne 
peuvent ou ne doivcnt point etre exprim6es par la musiquc chantantc ct 
cadencce. ' 14 
IMd, p. 347. 
114 Rousseau, I-t&v jur k Afmjique Frampise, in Oeww, t. 11, p-303, 'Recitative is necessary in lyric drama, firs% to connect the action 
and preserve the unity-, second, to set off the airs, of which a continuous succession would be insupportable; third, to express a 
number of things which cannot be expressed by lyric, cadenced music., 
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Recitative is thus envisaged as the unifying glue that binds the tripartite elements of opera 
together; it sets off the arias, by being essentially less musical (mclodic) than them; and it 
relays the dialogue, the very stuff of the drama - the development of characterisation and plot. 
But recitative is not simply envisaged as a mechanism for facilitating dialogue or character 
development, for Rousseau it should fulfil an additional function: it should be a means of 
substituting the awkward, ungainly and unnatural passage between song and speech, for one in 
which only the half the distance is bridged. It is simply beyond the capability of declamation - 
that heightened and in many respects exaggerated speech practiced by actors in the tragedies 
of Racine and Corneille - to satisfactorily connect aria to aria by itself- 
Le passage du discours au chant, et r6ciproquement, est trop disparate; il 
choque i la fois l'oreille et la vraisemblance: deux intetlocuteurs doivent parler 
ou chanter; ils ne sauroient faire alternativement run et l'autre. Or le x6citatif 
est le moycn de lunion du chant et de la, parole; c'est lui qui s6pare et distingue 
les airs c'est i raide du r6citatif que ce qui West que dialogue, r6cit, 
narration dans le drame, peut se rendre sans sortir de la Langue donn6e, et 
sans d6placer Nloquence des airs. 115 
The ultimate objective is to create an illusion, a hypothetical language which ensures that 
verisimilitude is preserved intact; the nature of the illusion is to appear to be employing one, 
uniform, register of voice throughout the drama: 
ya une sorte de vraisemblance qu'il faut conserver, tnýme i rOp6ra, en 
rendant le discours teHement uniforme, que le tout puisse &re pris au moins 
pour une langue hypoth6dque-Ill 
In the Dicdonnairr Rousseau regards the ideal form of recitative as one in which it would be 
necessary only to notate or transcribe the inflections and rhythms of real speech and in this way, 
the rccitative - naturally inflected and inherently musical - would still be recognisable as speech: 
its Rousseau, 'Ricitatif in Diaioxndrr, p. 131: 'ne passage from speech to song, and vice versa, is too disparate; it shocks both 
the car and the verisimilitude- two interlocutors must speak of sing; they would not be able to alternate between one and 
the other. Now, recitative is the way to unite song and speech; it is recitative that separates and distinguishes the arias I ... 1. 
... it 
is through recitative that all that is dialogue, recitation, narration in the drama may be presented without leaving the 
given language and without overshadowing the eloquence of the arias. ' I'his passage is paralleled in the Le#reswIaMxdqme 
Fra, ifoise: IA simple d6clamation ne pouvoit convenir i tout cela dans un ouvrage lyrique, parce que la transition de la 
parole au chant, et surtout du chant i la parole, a une dureti i laquelle I'oreille se prEte difficilcinctit; et forme un contraste 
choquante qui ditruit toutc Villusion, et par cons6quent lintir6t [ ... I! 
116 Rousseau, Jeffir, pp. 303-304. 'there is a kind of realism [:, rdsemblmaj that must be preserved even at the CT&a, by making the 
language so consistent lmniform4 that the whole may at least be taken for a hypothetical language. ' 
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La perfection du r6citatif d6pend beaucoup du caractýte de la Langue; plus la 
Langue est accentu6e et milodicuse, plus le r6citatif est naturel, et approche du 
vrai discours: il nest que raccent not6 dans une Langue vraiment musicale; mais, 
dans une Lmgue pesante, sourde et sans accent, le r6citatif nest que du chant, 
des cris, de la psaltnodie; on ny reconnoit plus la parole: ainsi le meilleur r6citatif 
est celui o6 l'on chante le moins. 117 
And there, once again, we have another instance of the peculiarly French problem: in an 
'unmusical' language one must either sing (in which case the recitative is not recognisablc as 
speech and always remains song) or speak (in which case the recitative is unmusical and 
uninflected); but one cannot do both at the same time. 
There are two important points to pick up on here. The first is that if deployed in the 'correce 
manner, recitative has the capacity to create the illusion of a single, albeit hypothetical, language 
by smoothing the passage between the delivery of the dialogue and the plot and by framing the 
arias; and second that its application does not necessarily interfere with the principle of the uniti 
de x6o&e. In fact, it could, in certain circumstances, enhance it by bringing the dominant 
melodic strands to the fore. With these two points in mind, we shall now turn our attention to 
the structural device Rousseau dubs ddtafifobligl. 
We will remember in Rousseau's historical account of the birth and subsequent development of 
opera, he describes how music gradually extricates itself from the influence of poetry and 
becomes an independent senuotic system which competes for the attention of the spectator. 
We will remember too, that at the same time, he describes how the orchestra rises up to such a 
degree as to rival the other semiotic systems as it learns to speak without the assistance of 
words. When these two elements are fused to the two points illustrated above, one can begin to 
sense the logic and indeed the prevailing direction of Rousseau's next reformatory manoeuvre. 
Rousseau defines ridla, 6f obAgW in these terms: 
Cest celui quL entremý16 de ritournelles et de traits de symphonie, oblige pour 
ainsi dire le r6citant ct lorchcstrc l'un envers rautre, en sorte qu'ils doivent etre 
attentifs et sattendre mutuellement. Ces passages alternatifs de r6citatifs et de 
117 Rousseau, 'Ricitatif p. 130, The perfection of recitative depends largely upon the character of the language. Ile more the 
language is accentuated and melodic, the more the recitative is natural and approaches true discourse - it represents nothing 
more than notated accent in a tndy musical language. However, in a language that is heavy, voiceless and without acccntý 
recitative is nothing but song, cries, psalmody - we no longer recognise it as speech. Ilerefore the best recitative is one in 
which we sing the least. ' 
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mýIodie rev&ue de tout l'iclat de Porchestre, sont ce qij! il ya de plus touchant, 
de plus ravissant, de plus 6nergique dans toute la musique modcme. 118 




transport6 d'une passion qui ne 11.1i permet de tout dire, 
s'interrompt, s'arrete, fait des r6ticences, durant lesquelles l'orchestre parle pour 
lui ; et ces silences ainsi remplis affectent infiniment plus I'auditeur que si Pacteur 
disoit lui meme tout ce que la musique fait entendre ... l'on a tachi d'en donner 
quelque id6e dans une scýne du Detin A Village. "" 
The scene in question from I -- Detin du ViRage is number six, in which the soon-to-lovers, Colin 
and Colette, are, for the first time, about to confront one another with their true sentiments. 
Through a series of extremely brief asides, they reveal to the audience the depth and extent of 
their feelings toward one another. In Figure 3 in the Appendix, we can clearly see what 
Rousseau intends with this structure. The texture of the first four bars before CoWs first 
interjection is homophonic: a simple melody is shared between the flutes and violins, with the 
bassoon and confinuo providing a unison bass that shadows the melody for the most part at a 
tenth below; the viola barely fiUs out the harmony, and broadly shares the same rhythmic pattern 
of the other instruments. Colin's first entry CJe rapperqois ... ' at bar 5), just under a half a bar's 
materiaL sees the whole orchestra, save the confinuo, tacit. The confinuo, which is not figured, 
merely provides a skeletal bass support. Tl-ýs pattern is repeated, as we can see, throughout the 
scene and provides an interesting contrast with the prevailing accompagnato style of recitativc of 
the other scenes of the work. The orchestra, then, is 'speaking for Colin and CoUctte in those 
moments when they are 'transported by a passion that does not permit them to say everything. 
In these moments, music not only supplements their dialogue, it stands in as a sign of the 
inarticulacy of language. Also of note is the deliberate syRabic setting of the words which are 
stressed in time with the tempo, inflcidon and accentuation patterns of real speech. As 
iis Rousseau, Wdtatif ObW, in Didionndir, 03, p. 138, 'It is that which, coming in between the ritournelli and the symphonic 
phrases, obligates, as it were, the singer and the orchestra to one another, in such a way that they must be mutually attentive 
and understanding. These alternating passages of recitative and of melody invested with all the brilliance of the orchestra are 
the most touching, the most ravishin& the most dynamic in all of modem music. ' 
119 Bid, p. 138, 'Me actor, feverish, transported by a passion that does not permit him say everythin& breaks off, pauses, reflects 
upon his situation, during which time the orchestra speaks for him; these silences filled in this way affect the listener infinitely 
more than if the actor had himself uttered all that which the orchestra had expressed ... I endeavoured. to demonstrate this is a 
scene in Li Dais dm Village. ' 
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Rousseau describes in the Confesiions, this was an innovation perceived by many as a step too far 
in the wrong direction and was not greeted with any enthusiasm by his contemporaries: 
The part [of k Detin] to which I had paid the greatest attention, and in which I 
had made the greatest departure from the beaten track, was the recitative. Mine 
was stressed in an entirely new way and timed to the speaking of the words. 
But they would not let this horrible innovation stand; they were afraid it would 
shock the ears of the timid herd. I gave my permission for Francueil and 
jeylotte to write a fresh recitative, but I didn't want any part of it. 120 
With the evident benefit of hindsight, I would suggest that it was the aggregate effect of the 
, g! and the syllabic three elements 
that we have discussed thus far - mnili de milok ridtafif obli 
setting of the text - that was seen as a little too novel and indeed radical. 
If we return, for a moment, to the definition itself, we can see that Rousseau describes the 
alternating passages of recitative and melody in an extremely loaded but precise fashion, he 
suggests that the melody, when suitably invested with the 'M splendour of the orchestra, ' can 
speak for the actor, can express what the actor is not quite able to say through words and that 
this mechanism can affect the spectator infinitely more than if recitative was employed on its 
own. It is, in one sense, a great irony to see Rousseau suggesting that music, without the 
assistance of words and as a separate and distinctive serrýiotic system, can affect the listener as 
much, if not more, than recitative can by itself. It is ironic, for the simple reason that music 
must assume this state of independence and articulacy in order to achieve these much-vaunted 
effects: it must divest itself of its linguistic apparel in order for it to be able to speak its own 
language, employing its own vocabulary and by extension, its own signifiers. But, on the other 
hand, the very employment of this structure is a tacit acknowledgement of the extreme 
difficulties and unsatisfactory nature of rccitative in the French language. Ibus it is not that this 
structure is ideal, but that it is the best compromise solution for the French, or at least it was in 
1752. 
It should have become clear that the aesthetic distinction between UnN de Milo&e and Rldtafif 
ObNgi is, in practice, extremely small and that the latter should really be seen as an extension of 
the former. If there is a discernible difference then it turns on the question of perception: 
t2o Rousseau, Onfeviow, TransL jM Cohen, (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1953), pp. 350-351. 
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whether one considers recitative to constitute melody or not. My view is ultimately swayed in 
the affirmative direction by the fact that in scene six of Le Detin, by employing I; VdIafzYObkgi, we 
can see how Rousseau also preserves the UhitideMilo&e of the scene: the homophonic texture 
and the sparse harmonies do not overshadow or negate the melodic line; the alternation 
between the voice and the orchestra can be seen as merely the relaying of the melodic line 
between one 'voice' and another; and as Rousseau puts it in the article of the same name, '... IC 
chant des autres pat-des ... lui donne un plus vif accent! 
In the next, and final, chapter we shall see how Rousseau pursues the RidfatzfObliýi structure to 




ftnwlion: words without music, and music without words: the philosophy, the aesthetic 
and the reform converge 
She was a grocer's daughter, NUe Lard by name, the true model of a Greek 
statue and whom I should quote as the most beautiful girl I have ever seen if real 
beauty could exist without life and without soul. Her indolence, her coldness 
and her lack of feeling were quite incredible. 1 
SitOt que des signes vocaux frappent votre oreille, ils vous annoncent un etre 
semblable a VOUS. 2 
In Chapter 4, we saw how Rousseau takes the first, and somewhat tentative, reformatory steps 
with his Le Detin du Village of 1752, and that his application of a governing aesthetic principle - 
Unjjj de MiloSe - and a structural mechanism - Ridtatif OMgi - betokens a desire to compensate 
for the lacunae of French opera by tackling the problem directly at its source. I suggested that 
Rousseau's rethinking of opera's structural apparatus was a tacit acknowledgement of, on the 
one hand, the impossibility of 'true' recitative in the French language, and, on the other, the 
necessity of establishing a mechanism that would facilitate a more favourable union of text and 
y gma, 6on represented s ovative music in a dramatic idiom. Concluding, I proposed that P thi inn 
mechanism and that its realisation was but one small reformatory step away from Le Detin. At 
this moment, the immortalised words of a pioneering astronaut seem strangely apposite, for 
Pyn represents, at once, a small reformatory step and a giant leap: a small step because the gma, #o 
form Rousseau devises is, in essence, merely an extension of the Wdtatfz Ob, 6 mechanism; a gi 
, Sma, 
ýon turns its back upon one and a half centuries of operatic evolution and giant leap, for PY 
points towards a new, uncharted pathway, the ultimate destination of which was not even 
remotely visible or even divinablc in 1762. Pjgma&n is, we will remember, the first melodrama. 
The aim, in the first part of this Chapter, is to examine Pygmakon's structural and formal 
characteristics, attaching special import both to the theoretical innovations and their relationship 
to Rousseau's aesthetics of music and opera. Evidently, the significance and influence of these 
I Rousseau, ConfeidowTransl. ] M Cohen, Pndon: Penguin Classics, 19s3), p. 184. 
Rousseau, EjSj JwPOji in CE,, M, t. 1 1, p. 232. 'As soon as vocal signs strike yo cc the presence L. ", our ear they am un 
of another being sirnilar to you? 
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innovations cannot be restricted to the boundaries of Rousseau's oeum, nor indeed to the 
eighteenth century in general: PjgmaLotts influence on composers such as Gluck, Mozart, Gr6try, 
Weber, Beethoven and Wagner demonstrates, with great clarity, that Rousseau's fundamental 
rcd, fi-Adng of the operatic aesthetic and operatic form has left an indelible mark upon European 
opera. 3 In the second part of this chapter, I will treat the libretto as both literary text and 
aesthetic doctrine, focusing in particular upon Rousseau's dichotornisation of art and nature, and 
the aesthetic of representation couched within Pygmalion's monologues. I will argue that 
Rousseau uses the Ovidian tale allegorically - that is to say he allegorises the original allegory in 
order to postulate an aesthetic precept in musically embodied form. This precept amounts to a 
categorical rejection of the notion of mimetic perfection in art. Rousseau regards artistic 
perfection as a kind of forbidden fruitbearing forth both the negation of art and the silence of 
, SmaAon can 
be seen as a direct challenge to the concept of 'artist creation. ' the artist. Hence Py 
Finally, I will show how Rousseau's Philosophy of Music achieves closure within the 
communicative enterprise of artistic creation itself, infiltrates the work and comes full circle in 
the words of the animatcd statue Galatea, as a Tall-Statc' manifestation of the ai de la naturr. 
3 whilst a detailed exploration of Rousseau's music-theoretical influence on such figures is beyond the scope of the present work 
(though it would make for an extremely important study in its own right), it is interesting to note that this line of inquiry is 
either completely overlooked, or, perhaps more alarmingly, dismissed entirely out of hand by some scholars. Of those who 
have attempted to demonstrate Rousseau's influence on Wagner, two studies are notable: the first can be found in Albert 
Jansen, RoAuseam ahrAb4dker, (Bedin, 1884), p. 405 - in which the author enumerates thirteen points of influenceý and second in 
Alfred Olives, The Effgckpm&sIs as Ctides ofmAdc, (New Yoric 1947), p. 137 - who argues that at least eight ofjansen's thirteen 
points are still significant Beyond the influence upon Wagner, David Charlton, Firmch Opera 1730-1830 : Afeaning and AfeA 
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2000), X, p. 5-25 traces a 'melodrama moder that descends from Rousseau and Benda through to Weber's 
Der FreischimZ (1817-21). Moreover, Charlton cites (P. 6) a contemporaneous account by Laurent Garcin (Trd4i sw k Aulodrame ox 
R#7exions rmr la munqme dr4ma6q#e, 1772) which points to the significant fact that P-4mahon was considered to be one of the 
reference points for future operatic reform at that time. 
Samuel Baud-Bovy, jea*_jjcqme_r Rowse= d la Almdqw, textes recueMis et 
prisent6s par jean-Jacques Eigeldinger, (Neuchitek i la Bacconi&e, 1988), p. 65 points to Beethoven's Egmont, Schumann's 
M, anfird and I loneggees Roi Datid as being examples of Rousseau% influence. Gerald Seaman, 'Moscow and St Pctersbere in 
Alexander Ringer (ed), The Ear, ý Romanlic Era, qondon: Macmillan, 1990), p. 238 traces Rousseau's probable influence 
stretching into Russia and the opera MelVkkoUmn, ohmans"k I J" (1779) with a Libretto by Alexander Ablesimov and 
,V which was suggests that this 
'almost certainly owed something to Rousseau's famous OpEra Comique, Le Detin dm Vdb 
possibly given at the Ileatre of the Moscow Orphanage in 1778. ' Arnold Whittall, 'Rousseau and the Scope of Opera: Afr4dr 
and Letters, p. 371, however, gives the 
idea that Rousseau exerted an influence on Wagner and indeed composers of the 
nineteenth century short shrift and argues 
instead that it was Rameau who had been the greater influence of the two figures: 
, Rousseau looked back, Rameau looked forward, the one to the Camerata, the other to the Gesamtkunstwerk. Needless to say 
such a conveniently tidy view is inadequate, 
but the tendency to exaggerate Rousseau's influence on the nineteenth century is 
equally inaccurate and more persistent! For 
Norman Demuth, Cperx Ift Dembpment to the Rew1ution, (New York: The Artemis 
press, 1963), p. 178, Rousseau was '. --a major prophet 
in a minor way, and although he did not finally alter the course of lyric 
drama, be at least postulated a genre ... at the most 
he may be said to have caused a stir in musical affairs, but nothing more. 
The later history of French Opera proves this. ' 
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Pygma#on, Rousseau's final musico-dramatic ouprage, was written in 17624 during the most 
turbulent and problematic period of his life. 5 It was a period in which his works enjoyed 
extraordinary popularity and, paradoxically, one during which Rousseau was persccutcd and, 
almost like a pariah, ostracised from Le Beau Monde and its myriad Gledes, With Du Contrat Social 
(1762) in storage in Rouen6 and 1A NouivIle Hiloiýe (1761) enjoying unparalleled success, 
Rousseau had everyreason to anticipate that his most recent work Emile (1762) - the `bcst and 
most important' of all his writingS7 - would be enthusiastically received. But to his astonishment 
and evident disgust, the Sorbonne reacted with extreme hostility to the work and the Censor's 
Office, at the behest of the Parkment de Paris, had seemingly no alternativc but to outlaw EmiYs 
printing and distribution. As far as Rousseau was concerned, however, the Parisian institutions - 
spurred on by his enemies - had conspired to sabotage his finest work. 
Like many of his contemporaries, Rousseau was the object of considerable suspicion and he had 
a history of difficulties and entanglements with the Censoes office. Most notably Rousseau had 
been forced to re-draft entire sections of La Nouvelk Hilohe in order to purge the epistolary novel 
of anti-Church and anti-Royal content. qhc censor Piquet, as Robert Darnton has shown, 
... made twenty-three alterations to the text of La Nouvelle Hilohe - twenty-one 
... involved no more than slight modifications of language so that an idea would be purified of potentially disturbing overtones; the other two required outright 
suppression of passages that openly questioned the authority of the Church and 
the King. 8 
Now given his novel's rather rough passage through the Censor's Office less than a year earlier, 
quite why Rousseau assutned that Emile -a far more explosive and iconoclastic cocktail than La 
4 The precise period of composition is unknown, but it is generally thought that the Scim Lyiqme was written during the summer 
and autumn of 1762 whilst Rousseau was at Motiers-Travers. The first reference to the manuscript of Pgmafiex is made by Julie 
Von Bondelli in a letter to Nicholas-Antoine Yirchbcrger on 21 January 1763. Cf Rousseau, ComVndance &#plele. RA Leigh 
(ed), (oxford. the Voltaire Foundation et Paris. diffusion J Touzot, 1959-), Vol. xv, r? 2445. 
s Cf. Rousseau, OnfiEdons, (London: Penguin Classics, 1953), pp. 544-551. Book twelve - recounting the events of 1762 - of the 
Confes, dons begins, 'Here begins the work of darkness in which I have been entombed for eight years past ... In the abyss of evil 
in which I am sunk I feel the weight of blows struck at me 
6 Ibid, p. 527 recounts, 'the Sadal Con&aa appeared a month or fE two be me mile. I had made Rey Parc-Michel. Rey, Rousseau's 
publisher in Amsterdam] promise that he would never try to smuggle any of my books into France, and he applied to the 
Censor,,; office for permission to bring it in by way of Rouen ... [where it] remained for several monthe 
7 jbid, pp. 529-530. 
Robert Damton & Daniel Roche, (eds. ), Remlmdo# in Print Thep= in Frang 1775-1800. (Berkeley- University of California press, 
1989), p-14. 
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NoutrIle Hiloiýe - would sail straight past the assiduous attention of Piquet unchallenged, is either 
an extraordinary demonstration of his naivete or an indication that the Genevan had simply 
thrown all caution to the wind. 9 The Confessions, chronicling in some detail the 'actual' sequencc 
of events, presents a rather equivocal and indistinct picture of the possible source of such 
convictions. There are, for example, passages in which Rousseau exhibits a remarkable degree of 
self-confidence and a somewhat reckless defiance; 10 and there are other passages in which 
Rousseau appears extremely suspicious, paranoid even. 11 One thing is certain, however. at the 
time, Rousseau was convinced that Emiles content was, for the most part, innocuous, and that 
its commentary on educational institutions, religion, the Church and the practices of the 'great 
and the good'would not alarm the Court, the censor nor the clergy. 12 Expostfacto, Rousseau's 
express intention in the Confessions was to pass off the affair to his loyal reader as a grand 
conspiracy- they - the censor, Tronchin, Voltaire, the old women, d'Alembert, Christophe de 
Beaumont and whosoever Rousseau suspected - had apparently allowed him just enough rope 
to hang himself. And in a letter to his 'dear' fiiend, Moultou, Rousseau depicts vividly the 
9 At one point in the Confenions, p. 53 1, Rousse2u refers to his 'confidence and stupiditý at this time. 
io Cf Bid, P. 530, Tar from in any way foreseeing the catastrophe impending, I was convinced of the beauty and merit of my 
work, and certain that my conduct was completely in order. So relying, as I believed I had a right to, on Mme de Luxembouris 
influence, and on some ministerial favour, I congratulated myself on the resolution I had made to retire in the midst of my 
triumphs .- .' 
11 Cf. Bid, p. 526, ýOnce the printing had been resumed it was completed without incident; and I noticed one strange thing about 
it; that after all the strict alterations that had been required for the first volumes, the two last were passed without a word, 
nothing they contained being found unsuitable for publication. I still felt a certain uneasiness, however, that I cannot pass over 
in silence. I laving formerly feared the Jesuits, I was now afraid of the jansenists and the Philosophes I... I Ile 'old women' had 
some time ago left their former abode and moved in so dose to me that from their room they could hear everything that was 
said in mine and on my terrace; and fi-orn their garden it was quite possible to climb the little wall separating it from my turret I 
had made this turret my study, and so I had a table there piled with proofs and sheets of Emik and The Sadd Coxhw. Ibcse 
sheets I stitched together as I received them, and consequently had each volume there before it was published. My 
scatterbrained carelessness ... often made me 
forget to shut my turret at nights, and I would find it wide open in the mornings, 
which would not have worried me had I not seemed to notice some disturbance among my papers. After making this 
observation several times I became more careful to shut my door. [ ... I Watching rather more carefully I found that things had 
been more dishu-bcd than when I had left the door open. Finally one of my volumes disappeared for a day and two nights, and 
Iwas unable to discover what had happened to it till the morning of the third day, when I found it once more on my table ... I 
began to be suspicious of the old women. I knew that although Jansenists, they had some connection with d'Alembert and 
lodged in his house! Of course, we know that d'Alembert was an atheist. Earlier Rousseau does speculate that the 
'inexplicable' delays to the printing of the work were due to a Jesuit conspiracy, for as he puts it, 'I supposed that the Jesuits had 
been enraged by the contemptuous way in which I had spoken of their colleges ... ' (p. 523). Looking at the context of this last 
citation it seems probable that Rousseau, already ill and believing he was about to die, was not merely desperate but almost 
certainly paranoid. 
12 As we can plainly see in this quite remarkable extract from the official Mandement de Afonsei, , gxe*rLAirhedqw 
de Patis (20th August 
1762), the clergy - and in particular Christophc de Beamont - viewed the work as scandalous and downright evI- I... apris 
avoif pris ravis de plusieurs pcrsonnes distingu&s par leur pi&6 et par leur savoir, le saint norn de Dieu invoqu6, nous 
condamnons ledit livre [Emile] comme contenant une doctrine abominable, pfopre i renverser la loi naturelle et i d6uuire les 
fondements de la religion chr6tienne, itablissant des maximes conuaires 1 la morale ivangaique; tendant i troubler la paix; des 
itats, j livolter les suiets contre rautoriti de leur souverain; comme contenant un trýs grand nornbre de propositions 
,,, p, ctivement fausses, scandaleuses, plein 
de haine contre IT, &e et ses ministres, d6rogeantes au respect d5 1 I'Ecriture sainte 
et j la tradition de I'EgEse, erron6es, impies, blasph6matoires et 
h&itiques. ' (m Oemms, t. 9, pp. 173-174). 
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political ferment into which Emile had been 'bom, ' and we may infer from the closing allocution, 
that in spite of mounting adversity, Rousseau held the genuine belief that he had right on his side 
and that the cause justified the rather excessive and Somewhat reckless means: 
je me garderois de vous inqui6ter, cher Moultou, si je croyois que vous fussicz 
tranquffle sur mon compte; mais la fermentation cst trop, forte que Ic bruit n'en 
soit pas arrive jusqul vous: et je juge par les lettres que je rcqois des provinces 
que les gens qui nýaitnent y sont encore plus alarm6s pour moi qul Paris. Mon 
livre [Emik] a paru dans des circonstances malheureuses. Le Parlernent de Paris, 
pour justifier son zýle contre les jesuites, veut, dit-on, pers6cuter aussi ceux qui 
ne pensent pas comme eux; et le seul homme en France qui croic en Dieu doit 
etre la victime des d6fenseurs du Christianisme. [... ] Ma carriere est finie, il ne me 
reste plus qul la couronner. J'ai rendu gloire i Dieu, j'ai patle pour le bien des 
hommes. 0 arni! Pour une si grande cause, ni toi ni moi ne rcfuserons jamais de 
soufftir. Cest aujourdhui que le Parlement rentre; j'attends en paix ce qu'il lui 
plaira d'ordonner de moi-13 
just four days later, the Parlement's verdict was delivered: Emile was banned and surntnarily burnt. 
Rousseau was forced to flee Paris on 11 June 1762 in order to avoid certain arrest. 14 
During the eight years that followed, Rousseau was persecuted, lapidated and driven out of 
wherever he tried to settle; he could find no refiige in Yverdun, Motiers-Travers or Monquin and 
he only enjoyed temporary sanctuary and solace on the Ile de St-Pierre. 15 Despite his dislike of 
England and the English, 16 he had even been forced to leave its shores following a 'quarrel' with 
his host, David Hume. 17 Ute in 1767, Rousseau adopted a pseudonym -Jean-Joscph Renou - 
13 uttef to AM Moultou, 7 June 1762, in Oemms, 08, pp. 493-495. 'I would try not alarm you, my deaf Moultou, if I thought you 
were not already concerned on my account, but the ferment is too strong for the rumours not to have reached yom And I judge 
from the letters I receive from the Provinces that my friends there arc even more alarmed than those in Paris. My book [Emik] 
appeared in unfortunate circumstances. The Parkment de Pxiý; in order to justify its zeal against the Jesuits, also wants to 
persecute those who do not think like them. And the only man in France who believes in God must be the victim of the 
defenders of Christianity- I ... 
I MY career is finished, nothing remains to complete it I brought glory to God, I spoke for the 
good of men. Oh friendl For such a great cause neither you nor I will ever refuse to suffer. It is today that the Pxhwext sits; I 
wait patiently for their command. ' 
14 News of his impending arrest came firom his 'Ay' the Prince de ContL 11is allowed Rousseau just enough time to gather his 
effects and decide where he would flee. (cE Rousseau, Confenions, pp. 535-536). 
Is According to his correspondence, particularly with Moultou, Rousseau seems to have held Tronchin and Voltaire largely 
responsible for sustaining the campaign of persecution during these yeam CE Rousseau, Oemms, 08, pp. 517,519,535,539, 
567-57o. An alleged remark Rousseau made about Tronchin, cited in a letter by Mme BondellL demonstrates 211 too clearly the 
intense hatred Rousseau fclt towards Tronchin. 'De votre vie ne citez plus Tronchird Sachez que eest un home qui na point de 
chaleur dans rime, qui ne dit jamais que ce quil veut, enfin un home faux, un home noir, un jongleuf. ' CE Rousseau, 
&mj#, qdaNa Compkte, (ed. ) Leigh, Vol. XIV, pp. 207-8 no. 2394. 
16 Cf. Rousseau, CoRfeviow, p. 537. 
17 Mchacl O'Dea, ftanjacqmes Rossmax Mmd4 Mdon and Desire, qondon: MacMillan, 1995), p. 1. attributes Rousseau's lusty flight 
from England to the fact that 1767 had been 'one of the most exhausting and terriffing years of his life and one that was 'filled 
, ithdcmc, nicfantasics'and'violentterrom' O'Dea concludes by drawing the reader's attention to a rmwk Rousseau made in 
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under which he started work on his Confenions. And in what seems to have been a rather 
conspicuous act of retaliation on his part, Rousseau returned to central Paris in 1770 where he 
would frequently read sections of his Confenions in public to embarrass his lenen-dcs. 11 8 
set against this seemingly accursed and troubled backdrop is Rousseau's drafting of the Scýne 
gmafion (summer-autumn 1762). Whether classified as a minor work by one Lyrique, Py 
commentator or having a lengthy chapter devoted to its autobiographical significance by 
another, 19 Pygma#on is, to paraphrase Philip Robinson, certainly worth folios of theory. And yet, 
at first blush, Rousscaus rendering of the Ovidian tale is, broadly speaking, conventionah 
Pygmalion, a sculptor, carves a statue - the perfect imitation of his heart's idol - and falls in love 
with his 'creation! Venus responds to Pygmalion's invocations by animating the statue and 
metamorphosing marble into living flesh. Rousseau does alter the Ovidian text in two significant 
respects: his Pygmalion veils the statue in order to escape its disturbing and nefarious influence; 
and the setting itself is transposed from Cyprus to Tyre. 
In contrast to the somewhat orthodox rendering of the myth itself, Rousseau's libretto is rich in 
philosophical content: a veritable constellation of themes is explored both directly and obliquely. 
There are passages which consider the doctrine of Wimesis'; others that are patently auto- 
biographical and critical; many which consider questions of perception and judgement; and still 
others in which ontological and epistemological questions are considered. Thematic treatment is 
accomplished dramatically. Rousseau skilfully manipulates the eponymous artist's soliloquies so 
that Pygmaliorfs relationship with the inanimate statue becomes the focal point for the 
articulation and exploration of these themes. 
later life in which he acknowledges that he had 'temporarily lost his reason at that Poine. Rousseau himself describes the events 
in quite some detail in the Second Dialogue' from Rousseam juge de jean-Jacques. For a very detailed account of Rousseau's 
movements and encounters in England see Sir 
Gavin de Beer, 
_Que1ques 
Cond&n2fions aff krýomr de Rousseau ex Angkterm (Generx 
. 
MLus& dArt et dHistoire, 1955). 
is Mme dEpinay, one of his named evernies, was successful in having Rousseau prevented from reading such extracts in public in 
1771. 
ig Cf. Robert j Ellrich, 'Rousseau's Androgynous Dream: the minor works of 1752-6T, Fnwh Fomm, V. 13, pt3, (1988): 319-338 
and jean Starobinski, jean-jarquer Rouiseaw 
la Trxupwncr ef fOhs4xk, (Paris: Gallimard, 197 1), pp. 84-101 respectively. 
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That the writing of this work commenced shortly after the burning of Emile and Rousseau's 
expulsion from Paris, casts a long, dark shadow over those passages which arc overtly critical and 
autobiographical. Not only was the bitter taste of injustice and failure fresh in Rousseau's mind, 
it was starting to consume him; already exhibiting paranoid tendencies, Rousseau would, 
eventually, be driven insane. The autobiographical content of Py . Sma, 
6on is, as a result, 
omnipresent, although frequently one has to look very carefully to uncover it. Passages that are 
critical in nature, however, tend not to be hidden or disguised. And if one of Rousseau's 
intentions was to be overtly critical then he could not have chosen a more suitable vehicle: 
, Pygmalion', as jL Carr observes, I..., becomes a reflection of the author's own personality and a 
mouthpiece for his ideas. 120 Rousseau seized such an opportunity, and using the words of the 
eponymous artist, voices, on more than one occasion, his disgust with the mikeu he is exiled 
from, denouncing all the accoutrements of celebrity which had originally attracted him to Paris. 
Diderot, once his greatest ftiend whom he visited - with such momentous consequences as we 
saw in Chapter 2- in the dungeon of Vincennes, does not escape Rousseau's ccnsure either. 
Fortunately, enough has been written about the autobiographical significance of 1),, gmakon to 
render a more detailed discussion in the present context unnecessary. 21 Nevertheless, the reader 
should keep in mind that the libretto's critical passages are for the most part rather thinly veiled. 
5.1. The final reformatory steps: The Pygnwlion Mechanism or the Unitj d'F-Vression 
pvgmalion is, in primis, an experimental work, and its structure represents an intrinsically 1ý 
compromised middle-ground between an idealistic form that Rousseau dubs Milodramep and 
contemporaneous operatic genres, such as b eia, seria, comique and Tra , gl&e 
Lytiqme. But PY gmafion 
is not an opera in the strict sense of the term: words and music do not share the same vertical 
score-space; they are rendered successively, diachronically. The monologues are, in fact, 
declaimed not sung and are entirely unaccompanied (unlike even the unfigured skeletal bass 
20J L Carr, 'Iýgwaiem and the Phflosophes't journal of& Warbul and Courf=UInsfitmtss, 23, (1974), p. 255. 
21 See espcciaUy jean StarobinskL jean-jaques Rowseaw la Tramparrmet et lObsAxle, pp. 84-101 and John Hununcrs exceHent 
comparative study of I)Svaiem and the Confesiom in 'Rousseau's I)Zmaiov and the C-Onfedoms, ' NeopSUps, 56, (1972), pp. 273- 
284. 
22 Based upon the putative form, and mode of performance, of Greek Drama. 
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support of the recitative in scene six of Le Detin du Villqge), and the function of the orchestral 
ritome& that precede and interpose, is to prepare the speech of the actor by 'painting, the 
atmosphere and setting the emotional rnood. One could, of course, draw from this the 
conclusion that Pjgmalion is merely monodrama with incidental music, rather like a %fusique dc 
Scýne', but this, as we will see in a moment, would be to miss the point altogether. We may, 
gmaAon is somewhat Janus-like, looking, as it does, however, provisionally conclude that Pj 
backwards along the evolutionary path of opera in the direction of its agnate Greek Drama and 
forwards, in an unexplored direction, towards a future, more prosperous union of music and 
text. In purely formal terms, Pjgmalion is designed, on the one hand, to rectify the mistakes 
instituted at the birth of opera by the Florentines, and on the other, to put into practice certain 
key elements of his aesthetic of opera. We shall now look at the elaboration of the form in a 
little more detail. 
Rousseau's first step is to sweep aside operatic convention and established forms: the aria - 
recitative paradigm is thus dissolved and replaced by the alternating framework of instrumental 
ritornello and declaimed soliloquy or monologue. Rousseau dubs this structural framework Scine 
L rn yrique. 23 In all there are about eleven-and-a-half minutes worth of usic (some 635 bars), 
which together with the disproportionately long monologues make the onc-scene drama last 
approximately thirty-five rriinutes. 24 Pygmakon is, thus, notably short in comparison with many 
contemporaneous interme! ýý or one-act works. The music itself consists of a threc-part overture 
(the middle andanfino is Rousseau's) and twenty-six ritournelli, (of which the second is also 
Rousseau's). The rilourne& are subject to extreme variations in length from the shortest (no. 25) 
which is but 2 bars Ion& to several in excess of 30 bars. As Waeber has shown, there are two 
other aspects of musical interest here: first the variance in length of the rilournelli inhibits any 
musical or thematic development beyond simple repetition; second, that a large number of 
coignei's ritourne& avoid tonal closure, cadencing instead to a dominant, and not necessarily that 
23 1 would suggest that the 'Ljriqml part of the form's name refers to the Aristotelian taxonomy of literary gme,, that is to say a 
genre which is uttered throughout in the first person. Until the denouement, when Galatea walks down from the pedestal and 
utters her three short lines, the form of the Pygmalion's monologues is generally apostrophic. 
24 A performance in 1997 at the Conservatoire de Musique in Geneva that I was fortunate enough to attend lasted for about 40 
minutes. CE Jacqueline Waebef, "'J'ai imagine un gem de drame': une r6flexion Sur la partition musicale du m6lodrame de 
pVwajoW, Schgviýjahrbmcbf#rALdkmissenschaj% Neue Folge, xviiL (1998), p. 178 for a table of durations for each of the three 
parts of the overture and the 26 ritourneU 
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of the home key. 25 On the first point, I would say that given the concept and mechanics of the 
work in general, and the function of the iitoume& in particular, thematic development is entirely 
superfluous; if the music's function is to prepare the declamatory passages of the actor; and 
given that across the span of the work (as we will see later in this chapter) there is considerable 
character development and plot advancement, what possible function would conventional 
musical development or motivic argument serve? Where the second point is concerned, I would 
concurwith Waeber's view that the function of such tonal open-endedness is to bind each 
litoumello to its adjacent monologue and thus provide the work as a whole with some semblance 
of global Unity. 26 
The only detailed account of this form (we will note again-that no mention is made of PY gmalion 
or Sane Lyriqme in the Dictionnaire de Mujique) appears in an obscure, apocryphal and somewhat 
sketchy paragraph from the Fragments dObservations sur 1AIceste Itaken de AL L- CbevaAer Gluck 
(unfinished, 1774): 
Persuad6 que la Langue Frangoise, destitu6e de tout son accent, n'est nullement 
propre i la musique et principalement au r6citatif, j'ai itnagin6 un genre de drarne 
dans kquel les paroks et la musique, am heu de mairber ensemble, se font entendir 
. 
ýarje par la phrase succeninment, et oh la phrase parAe est en que1que swe annonde et pm 
mwicale. La seine de Pjgmafion est un exeVle de cegenrr & coVojition, qui na pas em 
, ge 
de soulager Ilacteur Awitateurs. Enperfeefionnant cefte witbode on tiunimit le double avanta 
par ksfiiquent roos, et d ýPir am spectateur Franfois I kpice de milodrame le plus convenabk 
gue. Celle dunion de Avf Xclamatoire axe JýIrt mujical ne pmduira ei sa Laý 
qu YtIarfaitement tous ks effets du vrai tidiafif, et ks orrilks i0eates s ýipen-evrvnt toujours 
Asagriabkment du contraste qui rigne entrr k langqge de I'aaeur et qjuj de I ýIrhestrr qui 
gne; mais un acleur senjible et inlellioent, en rappmehant k ton a vo et A; re t I'accompq ;5 de s ix cn de sa &cIamation de ce qu kxpnme le trait musical, m& ses couleurs arangirrs avec tant d art; 
que le spectateur n enpeut discerner les nuances. Ainsi cefte es gepourroit constituer pice d ouvra 
un genre mqyen entrr la jiVIe &cIamation et le tiritabk milvdrame, dont il n : 71teindrajamais 
la beautj 27 
25 CE Jbid, pp. 158-160. 
26 CC Ibid, p. 1 60. 
v Roussmu, Fragments d0bservalions ssr Mkute Men de AL Le Cheva4er Gimck in Oemms, t. 11, pp. 397-39& Tersiaaded that the 
French language, devoid of all accent, is not capable of being set to music and principally to recitative, I devised a type of drama 
in which wordr and MAUiC, instead of working together, xv heard su=dw: ý and one in which the Vkenphrase is in some wV annouad and 
pnpwd y the mudcdphrare. Pygmalion is an exx*k of this sort of cotVoji6on that has not beenfolkwed, B? y b4rodng /Ur method, we would 
priate 
_ combine two advantqger Stv the aforfirqurnt rests; 
protide French am&exces xith the woo appm Opw of rvek&amajor their lanpwage This 
reu, no# of the my of dechmadox andthe ad offflusic willProduer imbqfea# all1he eeds of Ime tralatm axd&wiijg aviEences wiff a2wgsperreim 
the &sa g, reableeontrast that rei gns between the aao6 AmSuage and that of the amoVaDing orchestra. But a sewifie and ckw aaor, by byinTiq the 
lone of his tvier closer to the dedawa6ox that cpresses the xxiied ine, can miV his cobun with such skill that an amdence, siff not nojir these 
nvances. Tbe,, rforr, thir W of worla COMM COM"te a sort of middle gmmnd between ji, #k deckwa6en and true mekdrama, but siff netyr attain ar 
beau. *. ' I have kept the italics of the original editor in order to show the reader that they are the words of Privost who was 
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By now, most of what Rousseau describes in this fragment should be quite familiar. we can see 
the trace of Ridtafif %6e, the notion that the orchestra can supplement, and perhaps surpass, 
the speech of the actor, the rapprocbement of melody and poetry in the quest for music witrique, 
and that this solution is designed specifically to overcome a peculiarly Francophone problem of 
diction, musical accent and prosody. In addition, Rousseau endeavours to stress the inevitability 
of his invention, as though he wanted the reader to grasp the fact that the form represented a 
logical step or a natural progression from earlier works and indeed from prior thinking. He 
makes explicit, therefore, the view that both song and recitative, as applied to the French 
language, are in the truest sense unrealisable, and that the Scine Lyiqme mechanism represented 
the most appropriate type of MUM= for the French nation. Rousseau explains bow, through 
the talent of the actor, the alternation and rapprvcbement of heightened speech and music might 
hint at, or perhaps faintly echo, the effects produced by the 'vrai r6citatif of the ancient Grccks. 
This point, in particular, intertexts neatly with the notion of a 'hypothetical language' or a single 
'langu,? that we examined towards the end of the last chapter. 
, gi and the 
PjgmaUon mechanism is self-evident here: The general consanguinity of Ridtafif ObA 
both operate on the sequential alternation of instrumental orchestral passage and text. There are, 
however, distinct evolutionary differences that distinguish them. In the former, the text is 
rendered as recitative, it aspires to and conforms to an outline melody and rhydunic pattern; the 
immediate melodic trajectory and metric delivery is predeterrnined by the composer and the 
y gmakon, the text is to be recitative is accompanied, albeit minimally, by a skeletal continuo. In P 
delivered in declamatory style without any visible or preordained reference to melody or rhythm, 
neither is it to be accompanied; on the most fundamental level the text is neither 'notated' nor is 
it indicated anywhere on the musical score. Rousseau thus relinquishes his grasp and control 
over the immediate melodic and rhythmic destiny of the text, and instead the onus is transferred 
to the actor who must exercise considerable, but unspecified, skill and sensitivity. The goal of 
both mechanisms is identical: to create and project to the spectator the illusion of a single, 
gue, and, in a similar way, both me ms also seek to obs ee unified hypothetical 
Ian chanis erv th 
charged with transcribing Rousseau's notes. According to the editor, Tr6vost a supphi que1ques passages ... dont le sens itoit 
resti suspendu, et qui sernbloient point se her avec: le reste du discours! Apparendy, Rousseau's notes were transcribed by 
pr6vost 'sous les yeux de U Rousseam' 
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doctrine of Unid de MilUe. In Le Dezin the mechanism allows the relaying of a single melodic 
line between the voice and the orchestra, and the skeletal accompaniment reinforccs its delivery; 
in essence, the objective is to enhance and facilitate the expression of the emotional contcnt of 
and musical the text with and by way of the orchestra. In Pjgmakon although song, recitativc 
accompaniment ate entirely banished, the expression of the emotional content of the text is 
delivered through the alternating melodic line of the orchestra and the heightened declamation 
of the actor. To be sure, the gulf between the resultant (but unprescribed) trajectory of the voice 
and the fixed diatonic melodic trajectory of the orchestra is significant, but because the 
mechanism itself prevents the admixture of the two separate serniotic systems ultimately a single 
expressive line' is preserved, and highlighted, throughout without confusion, countcrpoint or 
gmali Yon is concerned, to other expressive diversion. Perhaps it is more appropriate, where I! v 
think that it not so much observes the Unid de Milo&e, but rather that the mechanism facilitates 
gmakon the observance of a 'Unid dExprmion. ' In essence, then, the singular importance of the Py 
mechanism is that it allows music and language to be - and operate as - discrete signifyingg 
entities. 
gnm ani Classi4ing the functional role and status of music within the Pypma&o ech sm is a 
problematic endeavour, since music seems to fulfil several functions at once, and occupies both 
y n diegetic and non- gmako is primary and secondary echelons. In functional terms, music in P 
diegetic, it is at once narratory and part and parcel of the expressing, signifying material. To be 
sure, it enhances and complements the staged action and, as we saw in Chapter 4, in 
combination with the decor allows the spectator to venture beyond what is immediately 
presented and concoct their own images and elaborate their own meanings, but it is also an 
integral part of that action; integral, for it is descriptive and narratory and its functional role 
resembles that of the chorus in Greek or Shakespearean tragedy. In addition, it facilitates 
supports and augments the potential expressivity - albeit in a dislocated manner - of the 
declamatory interventions of the actor. In terms of its relative status, music appears to be both 
prime mover and faithful servant to the overarching poetic and dramatic structure. It is 
subordinate to the poetic and decorative strands in the sense that it is there to announce each 
scene, set the atmosphere, prepare the declamation of the actor and depict the emotional and 
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psychological state of the sculptor. But it is a dominant force in the sense that the ritoumello- 
monologue structure ascribes and enjoins a crucially important role for music: it is as if the voice 
of the actor cannot express quite enough and thus the orchestra must intervene, stand in as a 
sign of his emotion, and speak for him, supplementing his declamation with additionaL more 
texpressive' and articulate material. The orchestra thus becomes the rival of the actor, and 
ultimately may at various points assume control in the performance. P yn unwittingly poses gma& 
the question whether it is the words that set the agenda of the antecedent music, or the music 
that sets the tone of the words. Music in Pj gma, #on is, thus, a duplicitous double agent, like an 
Iago it acts as faithful servant to its counterparts, but all the while it may be calling the shots, 
determining the course and nature of the action from within and from without, and for its own 
selfish purposes. - 
Rousseau does not attempt to gloss over any of the forms evident shortcomings. He chooses 
instead to signal the unavoidable and undesirable fragmentation associated with alternating 
music and declamation: 
Cette r6union de rart d6chimatoire avec rart musical ne produira 
qu'imparfaitement tous les effets du vrai recitatif, et les oreilles d6licates 
s'apercevront toujours desagreablement du contraste qui rýgne entre le langage 
de racteur et celui de rorchestre qui raccompagne. 28 
It is this contrast, this endogenous fragmentation that renders the form somewhat refractory, 
and the testimony of Rousseau's collaborator - Horace Coignet - bears witness to the fact that 
this work is difficult to stage. 29 Having seen PjSmaAon performed in its original form, I would 
certainly concur with both Coignct and Rousseaxfs sentiments. It is not that the work 
necessarily challenges the limits of the audience's credulity, rather, that during each riloumello the 
dramatic flow is interrupted to such a degree that the tension, suspense and power of the libretto 
is momentarily diminished or at best suspended or deferred. It is somewhat akin to watching a 
film on television that is broken on numerous occasions by intrusive advertisements; the 
2s qIjis reunion of the in of declamation and the ad of music WiU produce imperfmdy aU the effects of true recitativc and 
discerning audiences will always perceive the disagreeable contrast that reigns between the actor's language and that of the 
accompanying orchestra. ' 
29 Rousseau, Comspondana Coi*kefes, pp. 150-153. je naurois pas besoin de les indiquer Ves ritoumenes] i quiconque verra ou 
entendra cet ouvragc; mais conunc tout le monde nc sera pas i portie d'en juger, par la difficulti de repr6senter ce spectacle., 
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atmosphere is, almost always, irretrievably shattered and what is outside begins to be subsumed 
within the global aesthetic experience. Add to this the expressive anaernia. of Coignces 
,g rt th compositional efforts and one 
has a recipe for, at best, a second-rate ouvra e. In sho ,e 
concept is intriguing, but its realisation is somewhat unfulfilling. 
5.2. The question of coffaboration and authorship 
Although, in terms of the overall length of the drama, the orchestra remains silent for almost 
two-thirds of the work, the authorship of the music has been surrounded by controversy since 
the first performance in Lyon 1770. Authorship was contested by Rousseaifs collaborator 
Horace Coignet and has been vigorously debated by Rousseau scholars. Somewhat 
characteristically, Rousseau's commentary on this matter is conspicuous by its absence, leaving 
sufficient scope for hypothesis and speculation from many quarters to flourish. I do not, in the 
present context, wish to become embroiled in a discussion about the problems associated with 
establishing authorship, nor do I wish to examine folios of speculative opinion; itwould not be 
pertinent, important nor beneficial to the present argument. 30 What I shall discuss, however, are 
the generally accepted facts concerning the composition and early performance history of 
gma, Yon that do have some beating upon the formal innovations of the Scýne Lyiique mechanism P 
.Y 
itself What follows below is, to my knowledge, the most comprehensive and up-to-date 
conspectus to appear in English. 
We know that the bulk of the libretto was'written during the summer and autumn of 1762 
following Rousseaus flight from Paris, and that it received its first private reading on November 
17 of that year. 31 It has been suggested that some sections could have been drafted even earlier, 
Idating', as Hummel speculates, 'from ... a less tumultuous tjMej32 but as Hummel eventually 
n For a Ty-on-the-wall! perspective of the various theories and counter-theories put forward see the debate in Edgar Istel, JA 
partition originale du pgmaion de jean-Jacques Rousseau, Annaks de 16 Soditijean-Jacqmes Romsseam, t, 1 (1905), p. 141; Albert 
Jansen, Ia question du Pgmaiox de. Bediru Objections de NL Albert Jansen, Annalks de la Sodidjean-Jacques Rouiseam, t. 111 
(1907), p. 119-129; Charles NUherbe, 'IA question de PXma4o# deBerfim- Objections de U Charles Malherbe, QA Q4, pp. 129- 
145 And Istel, '1A question du PAwaien de Bedin: 116pliques de NL Istel: 0 
date, investigations have been carried out bY Jacqueline Waeber in T 
p. 04 pp. 146-155. The most complete, and up-to. 
gmaim etJJ Rousseau' and Emilio Sala in Rousseam-Coýnet: 
Pýgfflajon, So&ra)q-Gvad6r: Pimmdene, Sala, E, ed. Drammaturgia musicale veneta, 22. (NUan: Ricordi, 1996). 
31 Cf. IstcL lia parddon orionalc du PZxaiox dc jcan-jacqucs Rousseau', p-141. 
32john flummel, Roussmu's PXmahom and the Confivionr, p. 273. 
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concedes, this cannot be substantiated. What we can be certain of, however - and this is 
crucially important - is that Rousseau penned the libretto without composing a single bar of 
music. Certainty is provided by the dearth of infort-nation concerning Py gmalion in the Dicdonnairr 
de MArjiqme (a work which Rousseau finally completed in 1764)33 and in the Confenions. In fact, 
the Dictionnaire makes no mention of Pygmalion at all, nor is there any reference or article 
concerning 'Scine Lyrique', or 'NI61odrame'. Even when, in the entry 'Recitatif Oblige', 
Rousseau clearly describes the device of which Pjgmakon would become in one respect the 
formal paradigm, he uses, as we saw in Chapter 4, an example taken from I. - Detin dm Village and 
gmaAon itself- not from Py 
Vacteur, agit6, transport6 dune passion qui ne lui perinet pas de tout dire, 
s'interrompt, sarr&e, fait des re'ticences, durant lesquelles I'Orchestre park pour 
lui; et ces silences ainsi remplis affectent infiniment plus rauditeur que si racteur 
disoit lui-mýrne tout ce que la musique fait entendre. f ... ] Von a tache' d'en 
donner quelque We dans une scýene du Detin du Vil4jge [ ... ]. 34 
From this we may conclude that Rousseau had not composed any music for the work, at least 
until the Diaionnaiir had been completed and published, nor had he thought about doing so. 
Now what this patently does not mean is that the text was conceived to be merely a text, a pkce 
de tbýdtjr in isolation. We have, in fact, incontrovertible evidence to indicate that Rousseau had 
carefully planned precisely where he -wanted each ritoumello to interpose: on the autograph 
manusaipt of the libretto Ns N) there are twenty crosses in Rousseau! s hand indicating the 
position of each musical interjection and in two particular cases instrumentation and a dynamic 
marking are specified. 35 Additional corroboration is provided by a letter (dated 21 January 1763) 
sent to Dr. Johann Georg Zimmermann by Roussews ftiend Julie von Bondelli, in which is 
recounted Rousseau's kaum of Pjgma, ýon to his friend Nicolas-Antoinc Kirchbergher. 
33 Cf. 1jetter dated 18 September 1764, in Pierre-Paul Plan Tabk de 15 Conrspondano Gj, 7huk depaq,, 1,, Rmzeml , ed. B. Gagnebin 
(Gcnýve: I- Droz, 1953), XX-XXI)- Rousseau had, in fact, worked on and off on the DiWn)%4rr for about sixteen yeam 
34 Rousseau, 'R66tatif ob4' in D; domndm, 03, p. 138 (my italics). Me actor, feverish, transported by a passion that does not 
permit him say everything, breaks off, pauses, reflects upon his situation, during which time the orchestra speaks for him. , these 
silences filled in this way 2ffect the listener infinitely more than if the actor had himself uttered all that which the orchestra had 
expressed ... I endcavoured to 
demonstrate this is a scene in Le Detin dm Vilke., Ile scene in question is number 6, between 
Cohn and Colinette and is entitled 'R66tatif Oblie. It lasts for just 41 bars and contains no accompaniment save a skeletal 
continuo that is unfigured. See Chapter 4 and also Appendix Item 3. 
35 At cross 17 is indicated 'Accords Basson' and at cross 18 is indicated Tutes calmc. ' CE Romsseam-Goignet: Ppn, S,, 
Cimador: Pimwaioxt, Sala, E, (ed) Drammatu musica 
X aNo gr 
rg'a 11 venet' a, 22- (Wair Ricordiv 1996). p-LXXXIIL See Appendix Item 4. 
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je reviens de Berne, yy ai passi deux jours, une entrevue de 2 heures avcc M 
K[irchbergher] fait la raison. de ma latre, il ma racont6 des anecdotes de 
R[ousseau]. [- - -. I. R. a lu. K une petite pi6ce admirable, c'est un dramc, un scul 
actc, une seule scýne, un seul personnage qui est Pigmalion. Lc th6atre 
repr6sente un atelier, nornbres de statues i diff6rents degr6s de travail, celle de 
Galath6e couvert dun voile. P4malion se met i l'ouvrage, chaquc statue a un 
coup de ciseau, ragitation graduelle Pempeche de s'attacher i aucune, celle de 
Galath6e la redouble, il craint de giter cn voulant pcrfectionner, Pe) trouble 
augmente, il est hors de IuL les Dieux en ont piti6 et Galath6e saute en bas de 
son pi6destal et ne dit que trois mots qui finissent la pike, ccs trois mots sont 
forts, mais ils les falloient tcls dit R. parce qu'ils finissent et qu'elle ne dit que ccla, 
il vouloit envoyer cela en forme de Lettre i M6tastase. Pendant la lecture K 
transport6 dit tout haut, 'id lorchestre', A MonSr, n'6coutes pas l'orchestrel 36 
gmalion text was always destined to be a libretto, an integrated part of a It is clear, then, that the Pj, 
musico-dramatic work, rather than merely apike de tUdIre- As Alain Cernushui puts it, 
Pygmahn n'est pas quune. production litt6raire ... Rousseau a conSu une action 
scenique precise sur laqueUe s'atticulent les paroles de Pygmalion ; les moments 
oA la musique sintercale sont 6galement privus. 37 
Tbus Rousseau had conceptualised music's role within the work, he had devised the mechanism, 
and the libretto had been drafted and designed accordingly. 
Rousseau and Coignet's collaboration is extremely difficult to chronicle, not least because 
Rousseau never mentions nor addresses Coignet directly in any of his writings or 
correspondence. Horace Coignet liked to think of himself as a composer and a violinist, but was 
in fact a fabrics designer and later became a dealer in embroideries in Lyon. Coignet claims to 
have met Rousseau at a concert on 13 April 1770 in Lyon, where following an introduction, 
Rousseau proposed that he set music to his PjSmafion, 'dans le genre de la m6lop6e des GrcCS'38: 
36 Rousseau, Cor? rspomdance Completes, xv, rf 2445; '1 have just returned from Bem where I spent two days, the reason for my writing 
is a meeting I had with M. Kfirchberger] where I was told some anecdotes about R[ousseauj. R read K an admirable play, a 
drama, a single scene, a single character - Pigmalion. The theatre represents a studio, numerous statues at various stages of 
completion, that of Galatea is covered with a vCI Pigmalion starts to work- each statue receives a blow firorn his chisel... a 
heightening state of emotion prevents him from remaining with any one of them... he returns to Galatea, he fears that he may 
spoa her by trying to perka her... his emotional torment increases, he is beyond himself... the gods take pity on him and 
Galatea leaps from the pedestal and utters but three words that conclude the play. Her three words are powerK but they 
needed to be fof they end the play and that is all she utters. He [Rousseau] wanted to send this in the form of a letter to 
Mctastasio. VAJe he was reading. K got carried away and said very loudly "here's the OrchestrY, do not listen to the orchestral, 
37 Alain Cernushi, IA Musique Projet6e dans PAwaioi? EqAdmxr, 9, (1993), p. 40. TAmaim is not only a literary production ... 
Roussmu conceived a precise dramatic scene in which the words of Pygmalion are articulated; the moments where the music 
interposes are similarly planned. ' 
38 A. MahuL Annudm OmmoAvýmt... do 1821, (Pa6s: 1882), p. 123. 
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je fis la connoissance [de Rousseau] au grand concert dc cettc Viuc [ ... 1, on y 
exC'cUtait Ic Stabat de Pergoksc. jc montai avec emprcsscmcnt pour le voir. 11 
6toit assis sur une banquette plac6e cn arriýre. M. dc Mcuricux me fit signe 
d'aPprochcr; en mcmc temps il disoit i Rousseau quc j'6tois un amateur, bon 
lecteur, et que j'ex6cuterois bien sa musique. Mo4 jc lui dis que je voulois; lui 
montrer quelque chose de ma composition pour le soumcttre a son jugcmcnt, 
sur quoi il me r6partit qu'il n'itoit pas louangeur. Il me donna rendcz-vous chcz 
luiý pour le lendemain, a deux hcurcs apres-midi. [ ... ]A mon arriv6, [ ... ] 
la 
conversation roula sur rharmonie; je lui dis que j'avois. son Dk6onnairr, et R parut 
s'int6resser a moi. Bicnt6t, me trouvant scule avcc IuL jc lui chantai l'Ouvcrturc 
de mon Op6ra [L-e midedn damomd. Nla maniýre lui plut, R me dit avec feu: Vest 
cela, vous y Ctes. ' Peux jours plus tard], il me proposa diner avec lui. [ ... I 
Aprýs 
le diner il me communiqua. son PjgmaYon, et me proposa dc Ic mettre cn 
musique, dans le genre de la m6lop6e des Grccs. 
Charg6 de sa scýne lyrique, I jc composai dc suite l'ouvc=c qW je lui 
apportai le lendemain: il fut 6tonn6 de ma facilit6. Enfin, jc terrninai Pouvrage a 
sa satisfaction. 11 me dcmanda de lui laisscr faire Pandantc, entre l'ouvcrturc et Ic 
presto, de rnýme que la ritournelle des coups de marteau, pour qu'il y cU^t 
quelque chose de lui dans cctte musique. 39 
Coignet's testimony must, however, be treated with some caution: not only was his account 
. Sma, 
Uon written some fifty years subsequent to the event, but the first private performance of PY 
(with Coignet's music) was given at the 116tel de Ville on April 19. This means that in order for 
a reasonable performance of the completed work to have been given, Coignet would have been 
required to compose two numbers for the overture, twenty-four rilomr& of variable length, write 
out all the parts, gather together a suitable ensemble of musicians and organisc a sufficient 
amount of rehearsal time. Moreover, given the fact that the nature of the work itself would have 
been unfamiliar and indeed problematic to both the actors and the musicians, Coignet would 
have needed to accomplish'all such tasks in just six days. Should we assume, therefore, that 
Coignet was mistaken about the exact date of their meeting? The problem with that assumption 
is that the possible margin of error is not as significant as one might imagine, because the earliest 
39 INd pp. 123-124. 'I made Rousseau's acquaintance at the main concert hall in Lyon where Pergolesi's Slabd Mater was being 
performed. I rushed up to meet him. Ile sat on a bench towards the back. U de Fleurieux signalled to me that I should 
approach, at the same time he was telling Rousseau that I was in amateur, a good re2der, and that I would execute his musk 
well. For my part, I said to him that I wanted to show him a composition of mine so that he could judge for himself, to which 
he replied that he was not one to hand out praise. He gave me an appointment for the following day at two eclock in the 
aftemoon- [ ... I When I arrived, [ ... 
I the conversation revolved around harmonT, I told him th2t I had his Diaioxnahv and he 
seemed interested in me. Soon, finding myself alone with him, I sang the overture of my opera P w6kds d'awomd. My style 
pleased him, and he said to me with afdour Mat's it, yoteve got it' [Two days later] he invited me to dine with him. [ ... ] After dinner he told me about I)Xmdox and asked me to set it to music in style of Greek recitatim [- - .1 With his Scine LAur in 
hand, [ ... II 
immediately composed the overture which I took to him the following day- he was surpiLsed at my ability. l7inally, I 
completed the work to his satisfaction. Ile asked me to let him do the andante, between the overture and the presto, as well as 
the ritoumello of the hammer blows, so that there was something of his music in the work? 
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Coignct could have met Rousseau was on 10 April - the date of Rousseau's arrival in Lyon. I 
would suggest that three additional days would not have made any significant difference to the 
enonnity of Coignees task. 
Ibcre is, of course, another explanation: it is possible that Coignct could have composed at least 
some of the music at an earlier time -I am thinking here in particular about the ovcrturc. 40 
Although his overture is far from being one of the finest examples of its genre, it is considerably 
more polished in its construction than the ritomeld and this would seem to suggest that more time 
and effort had been spent in its composition. 'Me overture - excluding Rousseau's andanfino - 
accounts for some 45% of the entire work, or as many as 250 bars; the ritomeN, by comparison, 
extend to just 320 bars. If Coignet had already composed the overture it certainly would have 
made his task more straightforward. It also renders his claim that the music was salqacforiý 
completed in just six days seem far more plausible. In the absence of certitude, it is in my vimv 
by far the most logical and credible explanation. 
Pigma, 6on received its first 'public' performances in early May 1770 - the very first took place in 
Lyon at the home of his hostess, Mme. Boy de la Tour, with whom Rousseau spent 
approximately seven weeks (18 April -8 June). Fortunately, there is no shortage of commentary 
regarding these early performances, and in order to bad up a picture of both how the 
authorship came to be first contested and the early reception of the work, I shall examine several 
accounts below. 
Two somewhat cursory reports of P! Ygmakon appear in GrimrWs Coms 
. 
pondance Affirairr, the second 
of which is most illuminating because it describes the manner in which the drama had been 
staged. Although, as is evident from the incorrect appellation 'petit op6ra, ' Gtimm. was relying 
on second-hand information for his report, for he had not yet seen the work performed: 
Depuis environ six mois que jj Rousseau a eu la. permission de venir 
paisiblement a Paris, on a park quelquefois de son petit opera de Pygmalion, 
jou6 sur le theatre de Lyon i son passage par cette ville et essay6 id sur quelques 
th6atres de soci6t6. je nai pas cntendu parler de reffet qu'iI produit au thEatre. 
4ojacq, eji, eWaebe, r, pMvahvn, p. 34 (and p. 150 3ai imagine un genre de dram-t-) also Oudes to this possibUity. 
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Vous etes d6jý privenu quc Pygmalion ne chantc point, mais A park ct r6citc, et 
que la musique n'cst employ6e quc pour coupcr par diff6rcnts ritourneUcs Ic 
discours de ractcur et pour exprimer son action ainsi quc Ics divcrs mouvcmcnts 
dont il est agit6.41 
The problem was that the press - of which the Merrure de France proved the major culprit - 
assumed, largely upon the say-so of 'un voyageur Anglais, '42 that Rousseau was author of the 
libretto and composer of the music. Not one shred of evidence matcrialiscd to suggest 
otherwise, nor would Rousseau himself declare the contrary. It is at this point that authorship 
was first contested publicly. Horace Coignct would claim that he had been informally engaged 
by Rousseau to compose the musical numbers for the Scine Lyriqme in 1770, and, under 
Rousseau's direction, had completed the task satisfactorily. 43 Ibc complete work - Rousseau's 
libretto and Coignet's music - was given, Vrivately', in Paris in the autumn of 1770, at Mmc de 
Btionne's residence, no doubt one of the fbidtrrs de sodili that Grimm had written of. But still 
there was not any mention of Coignct's collaboration and yet again the Afmwrr de F' "rance 
attributed both the libretto and the music to Rousseau. 
Two fin-ther accounts of P .y gmaAon appear 
in print before the end of 1770. The first, in 
Bachaumont's Mmoiirs Secirls, dated 7 July, does not mention Coignet by name, but instead 
refers simply and anonymously to a 'musicien de Lyon. 144 The second account, appearing in the 
Menwir during November, alludes to a certain artist, John Constable (our 'voyageur Anglais), 
who had apparently seen P . ygma&n performed 
during a short sojourn in Lyon. The article's 
author evidently believed the words and music to be the sole work of RousSeau. 45 Not 
surprisingly, Coignet sought to rectify this apparent injustice in a vigorously argued letter to the 
Menuds editor. Incidentally, Coignct's testimony provides fixther clues to Py gma, #oes unusual 
structure and mode of performance: 
41 Grimm, CoMsPondanct liffinirr, LK pJ38, 'During the six months that Rousseau has had permission to return to Paris without 
fear of reprisaL we have sometimes spoken of his little opera J)Zmakon performed in Lyon during his stay there and tried out 
here in a few private theatres. I have not heard any mention of the effect that it produces in the theatre. As you shr2dy know, 
Pygmalion does not sing, but he speaks and recites and the music is only used to break, with different ritommel, the actor's 
words and to upress his gestures and his various emotions with which he is stiffed' 
42MMWrdeFraflce, Novcmbre 1770, p. 124. 'An En&h traveUce 
43 in the fifst of several letters to Mffrurr de Fmxm, dated January 1771, Coignet writer '[Roussc2u] pafu content de mes efforts., 
44 BachaumontMimoinsSearfs, (1, ondon: John Adamson, 1777), vol. Vpp. 164-65 
45 'Selon lui Ics paroles et la musique, qui sont du mýmc auteur, sont igalemcnt sublimes. ' 
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... ce n'est point un OpEra, A [Rousseau] ra intitul6, Scýne Lyriquc. as parolcs 
nc chantcnt point, et la musiquc nc scrt quI rcmplir Ics intcrvaUcs dcs repos 
n6cessaires i la d6clarnation ... jc dois, cependant, i rcxacte vCnt6 d'annoncer, 
clue dans Ics vingt-six ritoumeUcs qui composent la musiquc dc cc dramc, il y cn 
a dcux que M. Rousseau a faites lui-meMe. je n'aurois pas besoin de les indiqucr 
a quiconquc verra ou entendra cet ouvragc; mais comme tout le monde nc scra, 
pas i port6e d'en juger, par la difficult6 dc repr6senter cc spectacle, jc declare que 
I'andante dc rOuverture et que le premier morccau de Pinterlocudon qui 
caract6rise le travail de Pygrnalion appartiennent a M. Rousseau [... ]. 46 
Rousseau did not trouble himself by replying to Coigncrs letter, and remained sflcnt on the 
matter. But the plot d-&kens. Curious as it may seem, and as Albert Jansen reminds the reader, 
there is not a single mention of Horace Coignet in any of Rousseau's writings, nor is there any 
authenticated evidence to suggest that their paths had ever crosscd. 47 RA Leigh does, however, 
point to the possibility of some correspondence having taken place between the two men, 
though all that is extant is a remark, by Coignet, stating that Rousseau replied to a letter, '... en 
rexhortant a cultiver Ics talents que la nature lui [Coignct] a donnc'. 48 Indeed, as Leigh goes on 
to point out, 'Ies ofiginaux de toutes les lettrcs adrcssics par Jj i Coignct ont 06 d6truitcs 
pendant la R6volution, de meme quc les manuscrits de toutes les compositions musicales de 
Coignet. '49 Nevertheless, Coignet had the work (Rousseates libretto, his music) printed, in Lyon 
and Paris, on at least two separate occasions between 1770 and 1771. And it is one of these - an 
original 'Castaud' edition of the parts printed in Lyon at Coignet's expense which was believed 
lost or probably destroyed during the Revolution - that was recently found in the BibhothZque 
Livr6e Ceccano, in Avignon. -50 
46 Extract from I lotace Coignees letter to the Aferwr de France dated 261h November 1770, cited in Alfred Loewenbcrg, Annals of 
Opera, (London: John Calder, 1978), pp. 310-311 A full transcription of this letter 9 lor2ce Coignct I Jacques Lacombe) can be 
found in Rousseau, Com-pondance Complete, (ed. ) Leigh, no. 6816, pp. 150-153. '... it is not an opera, he [Rousse2u) entitled it, a 
lyrical scene. The words are not sung and the music serves only to fill the rests necess2ry for the declamation ... I must, however, for the sake of the truth announce, that of the twenty-six ritoumcUi that make up the music of the drama, there are 
two which Rousseau composed himselE I would not need to point out which ones they arc to whoever sees or hcan this work. 
But as not everybody wiU be able to judge for themselves by the difficulty of staging this work, I declare that the andante of the 
overture and the first number that characteriscs Pygmalion's work belong to Rousseau [ ... I. ' As Jacqueline Wacber, "'J'ai imaginj un genre de drame, p. 150 has shown, Rousseau's 'andantino! of the overture was in fact the 'Air des Songes! - the'aae 
H; jio& that we encountered in Chapter 1- from L&AfAues Gabnta (1744). 
47 AlbertjansenU question du PAmaionde Berlirr Objections de MAlbertjansenýpp. 127-8 Endnote. Lcigh(ed. ), CpG4p. l63 
48 Leigh (ed. ) Op, Cit., p. 1 63. '... urging him to cultivate the talent that nature had given hin'Ll 
49 Did, p. 1 63. The origitWs of all Rousseau's letters addressed to Coignct, as well the manuscript copies of Coignces compositions 
were destroyed during the Revolution. ' Of course, Leigh was not to know that an example of the latter would eventually be 
discovered. 
so This Castaud edition along with the Ms N autograph forms the basis of a new edition of the score edited by Jacqueline Wacbcr 
as py gmajon, Seine Lyiqme, (Geneva: Universit6-Conselvatoire de Musique, 1997). 
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In light of the problems concerning authorsl-ýp, it is perhaps then a great irony that Rousscates 
libretto spawned such a large number of unauthoriscd editions both in France and across 
Europe in translation, with music by a host of different composers. lberc is the rather curious 
situation that whilst the first truly public performance of Pýgma, 6on in Francc was given at the 
Com0e Franfaise as late as 30 October 1775, an incarnation of Rousscates Sane Lydque, with 
music written by a little known Austrian Composer Franz Aspclmcycr, had a1rcady received its 
Viennese premiire in German translation to great acclaim three years previously, on 19 and 22 
February 1772. In February 1773, PjgmaAon was performed for the first time in Italian translation 
in Naples. In 1780, yet another version of Pjgma, 6on was given at the ComiSe Eýanraise with new 
music composed by the then CbefdOrrbestrr M. Baudron, and in 1822, Plantadc recast the music 
fo rI-. es Cercles des A rfs. 
Given the proliferation of unauthorised eighteenth-century scores and accounts of the work's 
reception, it is somewhat surprising that, until recently, studies of PY gma&n have tended to avoid 
the issue of form and indeed the analysis of the work as a whole dramatic unit (music and text). S1 
For the most part, scholars have focused upon either autobiographical issues or the hcrmcneutic 
challenges posed by the libretto. 11iis lack of attention can be attributed, in part, to the fact that 
the work was a collaborative enterprise, and thus of little value per se to Rousseau scholars - 
particularly those from non-musicological disciplines - beyond Rousseau's own creative inpUt. S2 
Yet even some eminent musicologists have been unwilling to engage directly with the 
implications of the work. Arnold Mittalls view, for example, is that the work's intrinsic value 
and significance is diminished since it is the ft-uit of collaboration: 'As far as P y gma&n is 
concerned', Whittall. suggests, 'the importance of such a peripheral, hybrid form has been much 
exaggerated, particularly as Rousseau himself wrote only two of the twenty-six riloumelks in the 
51 For a reasonably detailed musical analysis of the ritournek see Wacber, -'J'ai imagine un genre de drame! ', pp. 147-178 and 
Emilio Sala (ed) Remveam-Coisnel: I.! xV#aSox For a detailed discussion of form, see Alain Cemush4 IA Musique Pro'letie dans 
I)Ovaio)? EqAdhoxe, 9, (1993), pp. 37-55. 
52 Jacqueline Waeber, "'J'ai imagine un genre de drame. " p. 147, attributes the lack of scholarly interest to the poor quality of the 
music and its rarity. To an extent I agree with Waeber, although I would suggest that the extraordinary popularity of the form 
itself in the years following the first performances and indeed its influence in the longer term, renders such a conclusion 
somewhat beside the point. 
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work. 153 Although I would concede that the collaborative nature of the Scine Lyrique would 
undermine any analytical strategy that sought to illuminate aspects of Rousseau's musical 
_ gMaNon vocabulary as exemplified 
by P 54it does not hinder nor render invalid a discussion of the yI 
work! s form and its communicative effect as a whole. Because, as we have already seen, the 
gmakon libretto (Nis N) proves beyond question that Rousseau autograph manuscript of the Pj 
had already conceived the eventual role that music was to play in die Sane Lyique at the time of 
its writing. Consequently, that not a single bar of music was composed at die time of its drafting, 
that substantial sections of music have their sources in earlier, and non-related works and are die 
work of two individuals; has no real impact upon the work's form and aesthetic status. Because 
the Pygma, #on mechanism - this first melodrama - was Rousseau's invention. 
Nevertheless, several puzzling questions do persist: why was it that Rousseau did not compose 
the musical sections of the work himself, entrusting instead the bulk of the composition to 
Horace Coignet, an amateur composer distinguished only by his anonymity; would not Pygmalion 
have represented the perfect opportunity for Rousseau to demonstrate his compositional 
prowess, put his theoretical postulations into practice, and demonstrate to his enemies that the 
Sane Lyrique was the only suitable musico-dramatic mechanism for Francophones; did he not 
have sufficient time in which to complete the composition; did he not feel capable of composing 
the musiý himself? 
Given the fact that the best part of eight years separates the writing of the libretto and the first 
performance of the Scine Lyiqye, I would suggest that timescale is unlikely to have played a role. 
As far as the question whether Rousseau did not believe he was capable of composing the music, 
the success and longevity of Le Dedn dm Village demonstrates that Rousseau must certainly have 
possessed the requisite ability as composer and dramaturge. 55 My gut feeling is this: as Rousseau 
notes, the work was an experiment born out of imperfection and would always remain an 
s3 Arnold VVhittall, 'Rousseau and the Scope of Opera!, AlmskAndliam, 45, (1964), p37Z We should also note for the s2ke of 
accuracy that Rousseau in fact wrote the middle section of the X)uverture and the second ritoumdlo that accompanks 
Pygmalion's 'chisel work. ' See Appendix Items 6 and 7. 
54 Indeed we know that the 'Andantino' of the overture was adapted from I-Ar Mmses Gaknw (see note 47 above), so any such 
analysis would be founded upon the evidence provided by a single ritoumello, 
ss Ig Dain dm Vike remained on the Op6ra's repertoire for some seventy years and enjoyed nearly 500 perfortnances. 
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unsatisfactory compromise; fin-thcrtnote, it suggests that Rousseau had little enthusiasm or 
appetite for the work, at least as far as its musico-dramatic realisation or eventual pcrfon-nance 
was concerned. In this sense, it was simply immaterial who composed the music, almost 
anything would suffice; indeed, Rousseau's decision to use the 'Air dcs Songcs' from Les Mmses 
Galantes as the basis for the middle section of the overture, merely adds weight to this 
conclusion. I suspect that Rousseau wanted, above an else, his Scine Lydque to appear real - he 
wished the art, the artifice to be invisible, transparent. In an ideal world, the passage from 
ritournello to declamation and back again would have been seamless, undetectable and indeed 
unnecessary, but then again in an ideal world there would be no distinction between music and 
. 
)' . The French language, in Rousseau's words speech - there would only have been 'dm vrai ridtaij 
devoid of all accent and unsuited to musical setting, made such aspirations unattainable and thus 
striving to achieve them seemed somewhat pointless and absurd. 
53. The recourse to Myth: the FiWon ouMorceauANgodquesurla lUvIlation 
That Rousseau selected a fashionable, even hackneyed, myth-56 as the subject for his 'Scine 
Lyrique', may seem, at first glance, surprising. In Chapter 4, we saw how Rousseau had 
condemned the Florentine inventors of opera for having abstracted theatrical representation to 
the realm of the supernatural and the mythical; how he had argued for a more naturalistic 
approach to -scenography and wise en sane, how he had railed against the seemingly insatiable 
appetite for le mmvilkux and spectacular &corr, and, as this sagittal jibe illustrates, how he viewed 
the abuse of the ubiquitous Deus exMacbina- 
... comme il ny avoit point dintrigue quon ne d6nouat facilement i raide de 
quelque dieu, le spectateur, qui connoissoit tout le pouvoir du poite, se reposoit 
tmnquillcment sur lui du soin dc drer ses h6ros des plus grands dangers. 57 
56 jL Carr, Tygmalion and the Philoso pbe.?, pp. 239-244, discusses about twenty eighteenth-century incarnations of the P aSom . RW 
myth, ranging from IA Motte's 1700 version, Desland's of 1740, Rousseau's of 1762, Voltaire's of 1770 and states that a comic 
tradition flourished during the century too. 
57 Rousseau, 'Op6d in DilFenndre, in CEmm, t. 13, p. 41 'As every plot could easily be resolvedwith the help of some god or 
other, the spectator, knowing the capabilities of the poet, put his faith in him to spare his hemes from situations of the gravest 
danger. ' 
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Rousseau! s apparent volte-face is, however, a mirage, and should not be regarded as an index of 
substantive change in his thinking. We know for example that mythology, and in particular 
pboses, constituted some of his earliest reading58 Ovid, s Metamor and that Rousseau was not merely 
an avid reader of mythology since a significant proportion of his dramatic works have myths or 
mythological characters for their subject matter. 59 We may, as a consequence, speculate that 
Rousseau had always been interested in the putative universality and the 'truth' of mythology just 
as much as he was enamoured with the quality of their intrigues and the dramatic potential of 
their plots. 
Rousseau's first 'artistic' foray into classical mythology was with Narzisse, ou 11amant de lui-mýme 
(written 1730; first performed in 1752; published 1753). Nardsse is very much an immature work 
and one which Rousseau himself found particularly embarrassing, though he did manage to find 
the courage to have it published later. When the work was performed, Rousseau was so 
disgusted with the result that he left the theatre before the end of the performance and publicly 
apologised for its medioCrity. 60 It was, however, with the more mature Ficfion ou Monrau 
AI, Ygorique sur 15 Ridlafion" that Rousseau would explore fully the dramatic possibilities myth or 
pseudo-myth provide. The Mon-eau AN , 
korique, though not a rendering or interpretation of a 
traditional myth, bears all the hallmarks of mythology: the characters are engineered to be 
archetypes; it is replete with religious symbolism and allusion, which, as jean Starobinski rather 
11,2 unsympathetically contends, is '... assez traditionnel ... si naive ct si peu originalep. and the 
main theme is the revelation of an absolute truth or, put in classical terms, of an imperceptible or 
abstract reality. My interest in the MorreauAlkg'rprique is, in the present context, three-fold. First, 
as Starobinski has shown, there are distinct similarities between the Mon-eau and Rousseau's 
58 CC Rousseau, Confesions, p. 20. 
59 Among the less well known works arc: Ijýhis andAffocarde.; Luaia-, Dqphne el CHU Also, as we saw in Chapter One, Ovid was 
subject of the second act of Rousseau's Opira-Ballet Des Mmses Gdantes (1743). 
60 CE Rousseau, Confedons, p. 68, 'I was so bored at the first performance that I could not stay to the end. On leaving the theatre, I 
went into the Cafi de Procope, where I found Boissy and a few Othefs, 'Who had probably been as bored as 1. There I said my 
fieccxi aloud, humbly or proudly confessing myself the author of the play and saying of it what everyone else was thinking., See 
Paul de Man. AAýSories qfRo&EmF FiguralLm" in Roxuezr4 Nietzsche, RAe &Prousf, (New I-laven: Yale University Press, 1979) 
for a discussion of the symbolic and allegorical nature of this work 
61 Rousseau, Omms Completes, (Paris: Bibliodi&pe de PlEmde, 1959-), VoL IV, pp. 1044-1054. 
62 jean StarobinsK LaTra"wdl'ObstaA p. 84,1... traditiong ... naive and of Me originality! 
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gma, Uon; on the most fundamental level they both, employ a veil as both theatrical rendering of PY 
sign and dramatic action. Second, in both works, Rousseau explores strikingly similar questions 
of perception and judgement, and indeed he examines the role played by the perceiver's 
,g of the statues. 
And tl-ýrd, both works arc resolved by the imagination, the perceiver's readin 
intervention of a divine presence: in the Morream by Christ and in Pjgmakon' by Venus. Beyond 
go. rique is essential in order to these reasons, I would suggest that a reading of the Morreau A& 
gma, ýon. Since y develop an understanding of the aesthetic concepts and logic at work in P 
Starobinski's commentary is, to my knowledge, the only critical assessment of the Mon-eau to 
date, I have, in what follows, assimilated it to my own reading, whilst developing and expanding 
upon it. 
The Morreau Alligorique ends with a philosophical reverie, 'un songe extraordinaire. '63 The 
philosopher finds himself in the middle of an enormous dome-shaped temple, a structure that is 
supported by seven colossal statues - the seven deadly sins representing the corruption of 
mankind: 
Seen from up close, these statues were deformed and horrible to look at, but 
through skilful artifice and the use of perspective looked different when viewed 
from the centre of the building, where they seemed to present a charming 
picture to the eye. 64 
Each statue is different, in both posture and symbolism. One holds a mirror and represents 
vanity, another greedily drinks molten gold; yet another is shameless and depraved: 
In the centre of the building is an altar, upon which stands an eighth statue, to 
which the whole edifice is consecrated. The statue is always concealed and 
wrapped in an impenetrable veil. She was perpetually served by the people but 
never seen. Her worshippers painted her in their own imaginations in 
accordance with their own characters and passions. The more imaginary the 
object of this worship, the more devoted the worshipper, who saw none other 
than his hearts idol behind the mysterious veil. The altar which stood in the 
middle of the temple, could barely be made out through thick clouds of incense 
that went straight to the head and clouded the mind. While the vulgar saw 
nothing but phantoms concocted by wild imagination, the more tranquil 
philosopher saw enough to judge what he could not make out. Around this 
63 Rousseau, Worceau, Oenns Completes, p. 1048. 
64 Rousseau, Loc. Ot., translated in jean StarobinskL jean-jacpar Roweaw Tmmxp=nqr and Obstmdon, English transl. Arthur 
Goldhammer, Chicago- University of Chicago Press, 1988), p. 65. 
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terrible altar were the instruments of a continuous carnage. He looked with 
horror upon the monstrous mixture of murder and prostitution. 
They first blindfolded anyone who wished to enter the temple. After taking their 
victims off into a corner of the sanctuary, the priests permitted them to use their 
eyes again, but only after all the objects in the temple had conspired to create an 
effect of fascination. If someone attempted to remove his blindfold while in 
transit, the priests pronounced some words over him to make him seem 
monstrous to the others, ung abhorred by all and a stranger even to his own 
kin, he was torn apart by the whole assembly. 65 
Rousseau introduces three characters, who, in turn, try to 'libcrate' the congregation, and thus 
put in end to the he: 
This man, whose demeanour was grave and serious, did not go on to the altar 
himself but by subtly shifting the blindfolds of those who were being led there, 
and without causing any obvious disturbance, he restored their sight66 
'Me first man is immediately seized by the ministers of the temple 'to the unanimous acclaim of 
the blinded herd. ' The second man, (clearly Socrates, for he will be forced to drink hemlock and 
before dying will contemplate immortality of the souý is more dating and actually unveils the 
statue: 
Bounding nimbly onto the altar, he boldly uncovered the statue and exposed it 
to general view. Painted on its face were expressions of ecstasy mixed with rage. 
It trampled on a figure representing mankind, but its eyes turned tenderly toward 
heaven ... This vision made the philosopher tremble, but the spectators, 
far 
from being repelled, saw not a look of cruelty but only heavenly ardour, and felt 
even more zealous toward the uncovered statue than they had before its true 
face was revealeC167 
The statue is unveiled and its face exposed, but the evil has not yet been abolished. Ibc third. 
character, labelled the'son of man'by Rousseau now enters: 
'0, my childrenl' he says, with a tenderness that penetrates the soul, 'I come to 
expiate and heal your errors. 1, ove Him who loves you and know hliný who 
exists! Iben, seizing the statue, he effortlessly topples it, and, calmly climbing 
onto the pedestal, he seems to be assuming his rightful place there rather than 
usurping that of another [ ... ] To hear him once was enough to admire him 
always. One sensed that the language of truth cost him nothing because he held 
its source within himself. 68 
6S INd, pp. 66-67. 
66 lbid, P. 68. 
67 lbid, P. 69. 
68 INd, P. 70. 
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The evil has now been completely abolished and the 'son of matf figure restored to his rightful, 
position atop the pedestal. 
The similarities between Pygmakon and the Morreau A&:, pique suggest that the underlying theme 
, connecting both - the act of unveiling - was an enduring and indeed dominant theme in 
Roussca&s imagination. 69 Without the Alonrau AlliSjotique there is a danger that the 
embellishment Rousseau adds to the Ovidian myth may pass unnoticed or perhaps appear 
insignificant. In the light of this fragment, however, the addition of a veil appears to be the 
hermeneutic passe]padout For Starobinskiý the similarity is strong enough to merit the 
formulation of a theory of unveiling in Rousseau's thought: 70 
Unveiling takes place in two stages [whose scope and value are very differcrit]. 71 
In each stage a truth (or a reality) is revealed, but the revelations arc of unequal 
importance. Ile first unveiling is a critical act: deceptively seductive appearances 
are dispelled, a pernicious spell is ended. This unveiling is a work of 
disillusionment and disenchantment. It does not alter the reality beneath the 
mask, but eradicates errors tooted in that reality [ ... ] Ile critical unveiling 
attacks the error that obscures the truth. Before attacking what is behind the 
veil, it denounces the veil's own presence. In the Alonrau ANT'jorique this stage is 
represented by the [intervention ofl72 the Philosopher who restores sight to the 
statue's victims and by the Socratic gesture of tearing away the Veil. 73 
The second stage is more significant it is when what is hidden is revealed as it is in itselfi In 
Starobinski's words, if the first stage is the denunciation of the "veil of illusion", the second will 
be the discovery and description of what remains hidden from our eyes. 3174 
69 Indeed the act of unveiling was a popular metaphor - and one with decidedly negative connotations - during the eighteenth 
century. Rousseau himself describes the act of veiling of of unveiling many times in his writings. Take, for example this passage 
from the Coeemions, p. 364. 'Sweet and holy illusion of friendshipl Gaffecourt was the first to lift your veil from my eyes. Ilow 
many cruel hands have prevented it from falling againl. ' Or this extract from Emile, p. 167: Varkness of human understandin& 
what reckless hand dared to touch your veil? VVhat abysses I see opened up around this young unfortunate by our vain 
sciencesl' Or this early one from the Discomrs jxr Jerrdexat et les aytr. p. 33. Tes soupgons, les ornbrages. les craintes, la froidew, la 
r6serve, ]a hainc, la trahison se cacheront sans cesse sous cc voile uniforme et perfide de politessc. ' 
70 StarobinsK Op. CA, p. 73, X)n the basis of these two texts it is Possible to formulate a theory of unveiling? 
71 In Goldbarnmees translation this clause is omitted: 'dont la port6e et la valcur sont tzis diffirentes. ' 
72 In Goldhu=e? s translation the substantive, 'intervention' is omitte& 
73 Starobinský Ofiý 04, p. 73. 
74 Bid, p. 74. 
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The limitations of Starobinski's theory of unveiling are perhaps not apparent at first glance. 
Adumbrated predominantly upon the similarities between the two texts - notably their treatment 
of the veil - it does not take into account the manifest functional differences which exist. The 
veil in the Morreau Alhgýoriqme patently generates illusion, its function being to obscure the source 
of supreme and absolute truth - the real image of God. The statue's ncfatious power, in this 
instance, is both created and sustained by the veil. Ibc veil also acts as an impenetrable 
mediative layer; like a silver screen, images concocted by the imagination are projected onto its 
surface and thus an additional barrier between the truth and the perceiver is involuntarily and 
somewhat inevitably erected. But in P ygma, #on, the eponymous artist will veil the statue in order 
to escape its mysterious and destructive influence; if he cannot see it, he cannot be affected by it, 
he ceases to be its victim. Pygmalion does not project anything onto the veil, nor does the veil 
act as a mediative layer, the veil is always penetrable, transparent. 
gorique it is It -is dear that whenever the theme of revelation appears in the Afonrau A1# 
counterbalanced by an enunciation of the impenetrability of perception and judgement, and the 
true image is always appears distorted. Here are just a few examples of this: 
When viewed closely, these statues seemed deformed and horrible, but through 
skilful ardfice and perspective they looked different when seen from the centre 
of the building, where they appeared to present a charn-ýing picture to the eye 
I ... I 
She was perpetually served by the people but never seen. Her worshippers 
painted her in their own imaginations in accordance with their own characters 
and passions. The more imaginary the object of this worship, the more devoted 
the worshipper, who saw none other than his heart's idol behind the mysterious 
veil [ ... ] 
the vulgar saw nothing but phantoms concocted by wild imagination. 
There are also the different stages of unveiling that jean Starobinski has identified. At each of 
these stages a layer is tom away, a layer upon which 'phantoms concocted by wild imaginationý 
are projected. The apotheosis of the allegory is provided, as we have seen, by the final stage - 
the revelation of absolute, unmediated truth. As StarobinsId argues, this revelation puts an end 
to the he and restores the Son of Man to his rightful position atop the alqr. However, I would 
suggest that the act itself also abolishes mediated perception: the additional bartier is thus 
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dismantled or rendered transparent bringing the perceiver ever closer to the truth, or at least to 
the sourre of the truth. And I think this point is crucially important here. In both texts, the statue 
is an object or a symbol of tyranny, and in each, as Starobinski's theory makes explicit, the veil 
obscures the truth or reality. But what Starobinski does not make clear is that the truth is 
obscured for entirely different purposes. 
Why did Rousseau not make dramatic use of the Alon-eau AugoHqUe? 75 One can only suggest that 
its scope was a little too limited for dramatic purposes, as it deals with one principal theme - the 
revelation of truth in a supernatural context. Moreover, its diinly veiled allusions to the 
manipulative practices of organised religion, or indeed the absolute state, were probably deemed 
too potent for a political regime intensely suspicious of art and indeed anything produced by a 
Pbilosopbe. We should not forget that this was a time during which a veritable army of censors - 
some one thousand men - sought to suppress all works that threatened to undermine, through 
criticism or ridicule, the absolute authority of the King or indeed the Church. From the 
beginning of the eighteenth-century, censorship had been taken out of the hands of the Church 
and became instead a fully-fledged political institution, an instrument of the absolute state and 
representing, in essence, a fiindamental constraint of liberty. 76 Py th gmaAon, on e other hand, 
would provide Rousseau with a traditional and extremely fasl-ýionable framework within which 
he could be censorious and indeed 'philosophicar but at the same time shelter under the aegis of 
mythology. 77 He may well have gambled too that the mythological setting would allow him to 
challenge prevailing aesthetic theories and articulate commentary of autobiographical 
significance in a relatively innocuous context, it was a setting which would have immediately 
thrown the army of censors off its scent. In the final analysis, however, we cannot rule out a far 
simpler explanation: that Rousseau believed PjgmaAon would make for much better drama. 
75 Starobinski suggests, p. 65, that 'the fragment was never finished, and Rousseau probably did not intend it to be published., 
76 Robert Damton, Rnvlmfien in Pyint, pp. 6 & 22 
77 The Wex qfProhibited BoAr tended not to include mythological works; it was overdy 'philosophicar ones which were the most 
likely to be burnt and cause the author or bookseller trouble. As Robert Damton, Retvlmdox in Pyint, pp. 29-3Z explains, the label 
Iphilosophicar was in reality a euphemism for a gamut of prolubited literature ranging from pornography to philosophy. 
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5.4. Reading Pygnwlion 
In broad terms, Rousseau's version is faithful to the Ovidian text. Ibc most salient differences 
arc, of course, the addition of a veil and the unconventional setting of Tyre. Where the latter is 
concerned, JL Carr remarks that Rousseaus choice of setting may well have been accidental, 
and speculates that Rousseau probably confused two very different Pýgma&n legends and 
traditions. 78 I would, however, concur with John Hummel's contention that the choice of Tyre, 
a city reputed for its decadence, immorality and harlotry, was wholly intentional, and indeed and 
part and parcel of Roussea&s sagacious game of vengeanCC. 79 Viewed in this fight, Rousseau's 
unusual setting makes perfect sense: where Ovid's character is disgusted with all the wanton 
immorality of the women who encircle him, Rousseau makes his Pygmalion disillusioned with 
the so-called intelligentsia of Tyre. It is not difficult to see that Tyre is a cover for Paris, and its 
intelligentsia a cover for the Parisian Salon or the Glede. 
Tyr, elegant and opulent city, I'm no longer attracted to your artistic 
achievements, I have lost my inclination to admire them. Tbc trade of artists and 
philosophers hold nothing for me, I find the conversations of painters and poets 
unappealing. My soul is no longer ennobled by praise and glory - those who 
build their posterity on such premises do not interest me. Even fiiendship has 
lost its chan7n. 80 
We find echoes of these somewhat bitter sentiments in Emile (also 1762), where Rousseau again 
mocks the celebrated city of Paris: 
*Adieu, then, Paris, celebrated city, city of noise, smoke and mud, where the 
women no longer believe in honour and the men no longer believe in virtue. 
Adieu, Paris. We are seeking love, happiness, innocence. We shall never be far 
enough away from you. 81 
There is one cruciaUy important distinction between Ovid's text and Rousseatfs libretto: in 
Rousseaxfs rendering, the relationship between the statue and the artist is more marked and 
78 CE JL Carr, Tygmalion and the PUbso 40 , 
phd, P-2 - 
79 CE John Hurnmel, 'Pismaion and the Confeaiex-?, P-275 
8o Rousseau, I)Vajon, in CENms, t 10, p. 366. All subsequent references to Nmaalox will direct the reader to my complete, and 
original, translation of the work that appears as Appendix One. 
81 Rousseau, Emik, tr. A. Bloom, glarmondsworth: Penguin, 1979), p. 355. There are simlu comments levelled at the Paris Op6ra 
in La Nompelk Hikhe. 
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more important; in fact they engage in a kind of dramatic dialectic. The veritable emotional 
'roller-coaster' that Pygmalion endures as the drama unfolds, facilitates an exploration of the 
psychological effect the finished work has upon the artist. Although in its pure form this is a 
secondary theme of the Ovidian text, Rousseau subtly sl-ffts the emphasis from the statue back 
on to Pygmalion; it becomes a theme of struggle -a struggle to regain control over his work and 
consequently recover his sanity. In this guise, the significancc of the struggle fies in its function 
as a focal point for the exposition and development of ideas. 
5.4.1. Myth as Aesthetic Doctrine: the oxymoronic conception of 'artistic creation' 
The scine jIiique begins with Pygmalion, as artist, having attained perfection; he has sculpted the 
perfect representation of woman (and thus achieved representational perfection) and, for him it 
is a tertifying prospect. He states into the abyss, the bottomless void that threatens to consume 
him. Art has been abolished, the artist silenced. Pygmalion is to live for ever more without his 
prodigious talent: 
Ibere's neither soul nor life in it; ies nothing but stone. I shall never be able to 
do such a thing. Oh my genius, where are you? My talent, what has become of 
you? All my creative fire has gone, my imagination is frozen; the marble comes 
cold out of my hands. Pygmalion, no longer carve gods, you are nothing but a 
common artistl ... Worthless tools, no longer those of my glory, be gone and do 
not soil my hands. [Pygmalion ý. 
Shierry Weber proposes that PvgmaAon can be Truiffiffly seen as a meditation on the nature of the 
relationship between the artist and his work. P82 Indeed, we have already provisionally seen that 
this relationship features prominently in both the Ovidian text and in Rousseau's libretto, 
although Rousseau attaches more sigýnificance and dynamism to it. The precise nature and focus 
of Rousseau's meditation seems, however, far removed from Weber's reading of it, for, in the 
same article, she asserts categorical1y that, TjgmaAon's aesthetics are a rejection of mimetic 
aesthetics. '" It is essential to note that although Weber devotes many pages of theory and 
hypothesis to her exegesis of Pjgma, 66n, she nevertheless all but ignores the fact that the statue is 
82 Shierry M Weber, Me aesthetics of Rousseau's Pmvaiox, Aledem 1"Smage Nota, 83, (1968), p. 900 
83 INd, P. 914. 
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brought to life by Venus, by a Dea ex Macbina, not by the artist himself. Weber, in fact, mentions 
the intervention of Venus only once and enpassant, as though it were somehow insignificant and 
inconsequential to the action. However, the Dea ex Afacbina is, evidently, a pivotal act in this 
drama, and is central to Rousseau's critique of the artistic enterprise. Morcovcr, Weber makes 
no mention of the function or the existence of the veil. 11cse, as we will discover, are 
somewhat fatal omissions and all the more surprising since she considers that: 
... both the Greek and Rousseauian versions of the story are concerned not with 
a movement to reunite art and nature but with the separation of art from nature. 
Both are prcmised on a distinction between the work and the natural objCCt. 84 
Shierry Weber then goes on to argue that 
[ ... I the animation of the statue is in some sense equivalent to the making of the 
statue by Pygmalion, which occurs before the beginning of the scene. Ibc 
animation is a recapitulation of the creation. In both senses Rousseau is saying 
that the artist gives life to the work. 85 
I would suggest, rather, that the making of the statue is equivalent to the animation only in the 
sense that it represents or imitates the creative act itself. One could say that artistic production, in 
this case Pygmalion's carving of the statue, is symbolic of the creative act; in a ritualistic kind of 
way it is a re-cnactment of the creative act. 
Philip Robinson's reading of Pjgmalion also highlights Rousseau, s apparent desire to abandon the 
aesthetic of Mimesis, a desire to 'efface the frozen image of art ... abolishing the 
idea of 
representation itself 186 Robinsorfs conclusion is that 'the ideal of art [P SmaUo at it in y, n] is th 
should become life. Y87 Clearly, both Robinson and Weber consider the animation of the statue as 
being symbolic of Rousseaus desire to abandon once and for all the prevailing eighteenth- 
century aesthetic and doctrine of Mimesis. Furthermore, Robinson and Weber's readings also 
imply that'Pýgma, &on is an oblique, autobiographical, commentary upon Rousseau's frustration 
with the entire artistic enterprise, especially with the inherent Istetility of the artist and is, 
84 Ibid, p. 906. 
85 Bid, p. 907. 
s6 phibp Robinson, jean-jacqmes Ramsseam's Dodýihe of theArts, (Frankfilrt Petef Lang, 1984), p 407. 
87 INd, p4O7. 
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ý moreover, indicative of his desire to see the artist transcend, hubristically, his mortal role of 
imitator and become demi-urge. For this is precisely what the effacement of representation, 
within the context of the myth, implies. 
It is my view, however, that with Pj gmakon Rousseau tries to breathe a certain rcalism into what it 
means to be an artist by using the Ovidian text to demarcate the scope and boundaries of art and 
redefine the role and ultimate purpose of the artist. What I mean by this is that Rousseau uses 
the Ovidian myth as a kind of allegory - over and above the myth's conventional allegotical 
function - to drive home one, all-encompassing, idea: the contention that art is representation 
and cannot be other than representation, however melancholy a recognition tl-ýs may turn out to 
be. What Rousseau actually wishes to reject, then, is the logical, final goal of Mimesis - 
representational perfection - rather than to abandon the aesthetic of representation altogether. 
The moral, as it were, of Pjgmafion warns against the effacement of representation by giving the 
reader a foretaste of the inevitable consequence of such an enterprise: the silence of the artist 
and, in the final term, the negation of art itselfi By not permitting his Pygmalion to transcend the 
role of imitator during the drama, (which of course he had been free to do), I would suggest that 
Rousseau is clearly setting out an aesthetic and doctrinal precept- the artist is imitator, not 
creator; his works must only represent and imitate. God alone creates ex nibilo, man produces 
and man invents; 88 man can only carve material which has already been created. Rousseau's 
Pýgmafion should be seen, therefore, as a meditation upon the concept of representational 
perfection, and, more importantly, as a direct challenge to the egocentric noti6n of artistic 
creation itself and the vanity of the artist. In this sense, then, Rousseau's aesthetics are 
surprisingly conventional. 
Rendering for a moment this meditation in fotmulaic terms, if the artistic object is such a perfect 
imitation or representation of the subject, it becomes, as a resultý indistinguishable from the 
subject and indistinguishable from reality. Thus, the representation itself ceases to be either 'are 
or the 'objece, and becomes instead the very subject that it sought initially to in-&ate. Crucially 
in PV=Uon, though the statue achieves the status of the perfect representation of the subject, the 
88 1 use the verb to invent in the sense of to dscover, from the lAtin In mim 
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metamorphosis from marble into living and breathing flesh can only be rcalised by a divinity 
possessing the life-principle', not even by the skilled hand of the artist; there is, as a result, an 
unbridgeable boundary that demarcates the ambit of the artist and that of the creator. In 
gmalion, what the stathe lacks is a soul - something wl-iich Pygmalion mistakenly believes he P Y 
can give, transfer or 'create'. As we shall see, however, it is a frontier which Pygmalion is unable 
to cross and a frontier which Rousseau is unwilling to let him breach. 
Ovid's text, too, explores the idea of representational perfection. This comes in the form of the 
remarkably economical locution: 'so cleverly did his art conceal its art. 189 The emphasis in the 
Ovidian text is shifted to the perceptual difficulties of representational perfection. This finds its 
parallel in Rousseau whose Pygmalion cannot cope with the Presence of representational 
perfection, and, in a desperate bid to continue his activity as artist and regain control over his 
work, he tries to alter the statue: 
0 Galatea receive my homage. Yes, I was wrong- I wanted you to be a nymph 
and instead I have made you a Goddess. Not even Venus is as beautiful as you 
are. Vanity, human weakness! I never tire of admiring my work. My pride [amour- 
pmpir] intoxicates me. I adore myself in what I have done. No, nothing as 
beautiful as this has ever appeared in nature; I have surpassed the work of the 
Gods. 
Whatl Such beauties made by my hands? So my hands have touched them? 
Maybe my mouth could ... I can see a flaw. This garment covers too much, I 
must reveal more; the charms it conceals should be more visible. 
(be takes bis mallet and cbiX Iben, slowly and besitantZ he to u y cfinbs Issp to zbe statue. It 
seems That be dves not dare ioucb it, butfinaýly, and zitb cbisel raised, be stops) 
What trembling, what turmoil. I wield the chisel with an unsure hand ... I 
cannot ... I dare not I will spoil everything. 
(be regains bir cot*osuir. Wilb bir cbisel be delivers a siqle blow, but tenified he dm ps it 
sboyfing lvudlý, ) 
My God ... I feel the statue's throbbing flesh repel my chisel. 
(be ste ps do", trrmbAq and confmsea) 
Vain terror, insane blindness. No I will not touch it. The Gods terrify me, she 
must already be one of them. 
89 Ovid, Melmooho* transL Mary Innes, (HarmondswOrth: Penguin Classics, 1955) pp-231-232 
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(be looks at ber qrgain) 
What do you want to change? Look; what new charms do you want to give her? 
.,. Ah! Her perfection is her flaw ... Divine Galatea ... if you were less perfect 
you would not lack anything. [Pjgmakon, III-IV] 
in the passage wl-iich immediately supervenes, Pygmalion reproaches himself for believing that 
his heightened desire has begun to animate the statue. He believes that he is violating the natural 
order by assuming the work of the Gods; he sees himself as a Prometheus figure who has stolen 
the life-principle fromjupiter. 
-ý But you lack a soul: your features cannot do without it. 
(morr tenderlý, ) 
How beautiful must the soul be that is capable of animating such a body. 
(be sto . 
psfor some time; then, jits down again, sgiq in a slow and &ffeirnt voice) 
What wishes do I dare to utter? What insane desiresl What am I feeline. Oh 
heavenI The veil of illusion has fallen, and I dare not look into my heat I win 
find too much to be ashamed of [Py gmalion IV] 
But Pygmalion momentarily regains his composure, and strives to comprehend, to rationalise 
this strange predicament in which he finds himself- 
So here is the noble passion that leads me astray. It is because of this inanimate 
object that I dare not leave this place. Marblel Stonel Shapeless and hard, 
wrought by this instrument ... you are mad, withdraw into yourself, lament 
yourself; look at your mistake, see your insanity. But no ... no I have not lost my 
senses; no, my mind is not wandering; no, I do not reproach myself for anything. 
It is not with this dead marble I am enchanted, but with a living being that 
resembles itý and with this figure which presents itself before my very eyes. 
Wherever is this adorable statue, whoever carries it, whosoever created it, it will 
receive all my heares sentiments. Yes, my only weakness is to perceive beauty, 
my only crime is my sensibility. There is nothing here to be ashamed of 
[Pygma, 6on VI 
The statue is too perfect to be 'merely' art: for Pygmalion she has become indistinguishable from 
the subject of imitation and indeed 'her perfection is her flaw., It is as though the statue e3dsted 
in a bizarre no-marfs land between art and reality, drifting unpredictably and imperceptibly from 
one dimension to the other. But this state of flux is solely the consequence of Pygmaliorfs 
interpretation or 'reading of the statue and is, as a result, entirely illusory. Pygmalion is merely 
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projecting the 'real image of the ideal woman which the statue represents back onto the statue's 
artistically fashioned marble surface - hence it is his perception enlivened by his imagination that 
appears to quicken the statue. But in fact the statue is not going to be animated by the artisrs 
desires. Pygmalion's reaction is one of utter confusion: his senses betray him to such an extent 
that he believes he is losing his sanity. Pygmalion has become the statue's victim - so cleverly 
did his art conceal its art. 
5.4.2. The Dew exMachina: a critique of the artist's vanity 
The supreme significance of the Ovidian text comes back into play at this point. There is still 
the question of 'fife', of 'souP and of 'creation' itself; the statue may appear to be a woman, it may 
be a perfect representation of the subject of in-iitation - Pygmalion's heatt's idol and desire - but 
it remains, nevertheless, a marble statue. It is still art, its corporeality is an illusion generated and 
sustained by Pygmalion's imagination and his desire. Art can only become 'life', and the 'frozen 
image,, in Robinson's terms, can only be effaced by the hand of a deity - in Pj gma&n by the hand 
of Venus. 
For the moment, however, PygmalioWs delirium persists unhampered and unchaUenged. He still. 
believes that he could, with his own essence, animate the statue and give Galatea precisely what 
she lacks: a soul. We are reminded, in fact, of the opening citation at the beginning of this 
chapter taken from the Confenions, where Rousseau ponders whether true beauty can exist 
without life or souL90 And there is of course also a curious, but in my view highly significant, 
paraUel with Rousseau's description of the concept of la Nii firom. the Essai sur 10r&ne des 
Langues and Emile. In book iv of Emile (also 1762), and in a passage which occurs verbatim in 
Chapter IX of the Essai, Rousseau describes lapilii in the following terms: 
To become sensitive and pitying, the child must know that there are beings like 
him who suffer what he has suffered, who feel the pains he has felt, and that 
90 Rousseau, Onfevions, p. 184. 'She was a grocer's daughter, Me Lard by name, the true model of a Greek statue and whom I 
should quote as the most beautifal gid I have ever seen if real beauty could exist without life and without soul. Her indolence, 
her coldness and her lack of feeling were quite incredible. ' 
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there are others whom he ought to conceive of as being able to feel them too. 
In fact, how do we let ourselves be moved by pity if not by fransporYiq ourselves 
ýy Vi g as a rr or own being to outjide ourselivs and idený64ng wib The suffering animal, lea n MV M 
take on its bdn g? We suffer only so much as we judge that it suffers. It is not in 
ourselves, it is in him that we suffer. Tbus no one becomes sensitive until his 
imagination is animated and begins to transport him out of himsclE91 
This concept is rendered dramatically and apostrophically in Pjgmakon: 
How hot these flames which seem to radiate from this statue and kindle my 
senses, and then, with my soul, return to their source. Alas, it remains still and 
cold. My heart, kindled by its charms, would like to leave my body and kindle its. 
I think that in my delirium I could throw myself out of this body; I think I could 
give life to it, yes, bring it to life with my soul. May Pygmalion die and five in 
Galatea. What am I saying? If I were her I would not be able to see her, and I 
would not be the one who loves her. No, may Galatea live, and may I not be her. 
Oh may I always be another so that I can always want to be her, see her, love hcr 
and be loved by her. [PyXmaAon V] 
Pygmalion is initially perplexed by the appearance of Galatea: she is such a perfect representation 
of a woman and yet she remains cold marble; he offers himself, but realises that in order to love 
the statue, he must be other than the statue. This is a problem of necessary distance, of 
separation and of individuality. Pygmalion's only hope of deliverance is to invoke divine 
assistance, and to confess and repent his vain and profane desires. Pygmalion no longer pays 
homage to the statue, but instead to Venus; his express wish is to restore the natural order of the 
universe: 
Torments, wishes, desires, rage, helplessness, terrible love ... Oh, all hell has taken 
over my restless heart. Almighty Gods, benevolent Gods, Gods of the people 
who used to understand man's passions, you have worked so many wonders for 
less important causes. Look at this object, look at my heart, be just and be 
worthy of your altars. 
(uithpathox) 
And you sublime essence who is hidden from the senses, but whose presence 
hearts can fccl. Soul of the universe, principles of all existence. You, through 
love, give harmony to the elements, life to matter, feeling to bodies, shape to all 
creatures; sacred fire, celestial Venus through whom everything is preserved and 
reproduced endlessly, where is your omnipotence, where is the law of nature in 
what I feel, where is your invigorating warmth in my inane and vain desires? All 
your fires are centred in my heart and yet the cold of death rests within this 
91 Rousseau, Emik, p. =-223. (my emphasis). 
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marble. I perish by the excess of life that it lacks. Alas, I'm not expecting a 
miracle, but it must disappear. The natural order has been disrupted, nature is 
gravely offended, give back its influence, re-establish a beneficial course and lend 
it your divine authority. Yes, all would be complete if the devouring ardour 
which consumes one without animating the other were shared equally between 
them. By my hand you have shaped these charms and features which only await 
feeling and life. Give the statue everything if necessary. It would be enough for 
me to live in her. You, who deign to sn-Ale upon homages paid by mere mortals, 
by those who cannot feel and cannot honour you; spread your glory with your 
work. Goddess of beauty, spare nature this offence, may such a perfect model be 
gma, Uon V-VI] the reflection of what it is not. [Pj 
The animation commences. Although Pygmalions psychological statc stabiliscs, this momcntary 
stability will be tempered by doubt and confusion; his culpability is A too evident: 
I have regained my feelings. What unexpected quietudel What unexpected 
courage inspires me. A mortal fever kindled by my blood; a feeling of confidence 
and hope is coursing through. my veins -I feel as if I were reborn. So the feeling 
of our dependence can sometimes be our consolation. However unhappy 
mortals may be whenever they call upon the Gods, they are always becalmed. 
But this unjust confidence deceives those who express insane wishes. Alas, the 
state I find myself in you can summon anyone, but no one ever listens to you. 
The hope which deceives us is more insane than desire. As I am guilty of so 
many aberrations, I dare not contemplate the cause of them. Whenever I wish to 
look upon this fatal object, a secret and forbidden fear stops me. Look poor 
wretch, be brave; dare to stare at the statue. 
(be sees The statue moting, and tums awgfý; gbtened His beart sinks uilbpaih) 
What have I seen, ye Gods? What do I think I saw? Reddening flesh, fire in its 
eyes, even gestures. As if it were not enough for a miracle to happen, I have it all 
at lastl 
(exceniveyl de prused) 
Wretched thing, that is it - your delirium is now complete. Your reason and your 
genius fail you. Oh Pygmalion do not miss it - the loss of it will bury you in 
opprobrium. 
(grrat in&gnafion) 
iestoo much for a stone's lover to have such pleasurable halludnations. 
(he turns and sees the statme walk down the try ste he Hefa to h ps be bimserbad cAw d Is is 
knees and xiih hands rdsed, Aooks to the sky. ) 
Immortal Godsl Venusl Galateal Oh prestigious and frenzied lovel [Pjgma, &on VI- 
vq 
The animation now is complete, but Pygmalion still believes that his senses betray him; for the 
artist, the ambulant statue is merely an illusion, even a hallucination. 
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5.4.3. Separation or reunion: Narcissism or Androgyny? 
The next passage, indeed the key passage of the libretto, contains without question the most 
enigmatic and problematic lines of Rousseaifs ScMe Ljrique- And we should not be surprised to 
discover that these lines have spawned a multitude of divergent, polarising interpretations: 
(Galatea foucbes berself and says) 
Me 
'Smalion, camýd awg, sgs) 
(Py 
Me 
gain toucbiiý (Galatea berse#5 
It is me 
(PJ gmalion) 
Ravishing illusion which I can even now hear. Never depart from my senses. 
(Galatea stepsforward and touebes a block ofmarble andsgs) 
It is no longer me 
(ýYgmalion, a gitated, can bardly contwn bimself, andfollows eveggesturr, Astens, obsenes ber 
so atidly That be can barrly, biralbe. Galatea walks towards bim and stairs, He quinqygets to 
birfeet, opens bir arms and stares at ber ecstaficall up m w; ces y. Sbe puts ber hand on bi , 
be n 
iben sbe takes ber otber band, puts it a , gainst 
bir beart, and be kisses it ardentl y Galatea, 
sl'ýbin& nys) 
Ah, me again. [ab, encore moi] 
(PJ gma, Uon npkes) 
Yes, dear and charn-ting object, yes worthy masterpiece of my hands, of my 
heart, of the Gods. lbere's you, only you. I have given you all my being- I shall 
Eve only through you. [Pjgmalion VII-VIII] 
Pygmalion mistakenly believes he has quickened the statue; that his essence has somehow been 
transferred, either entirely or partially, to the statue; and that he will live from this moment 
onwards through his putative 'creation'. It is, however, Galatea's words which are far more 
revelatory; and they completely betray Pygmalion conviction. Her first word carries no 
philosophical import as it does, for example, in many other contemporaneous renderings of the 
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myth, where, Galatea often represents the sensationalist tabula rasa and, beginning to employ her 
five senses', engages with her surroundings; quite the opposite is true in fact. In Rousseau's 
setting, Galatea's first utterance is a recognition of her own existence, her self, her individual 
consciousness; grammatically speaking, the 'moi' leaves no scope for doubt on this point. Upon 
touching the block of marble, she then marks a distinction betwccn what she was, and what she 
has become. And then, finally, by touching Pygmalion and sensing a beating heart, she idcndfics 
herself with another of her kind, another living, sentient being. Or does she? 
y jean Starobinski's reading of P gmakon focuses, not surprisingly, upon this key moment in the 
drama too. But whereas Shierry Weber asserts that the work, and fl-ýs particular moment, is 
premised on the distinction between art and the natural object and thus the statue and the artist, 
Starobinski contends that Galatea's words 'ah, me again' signify the abolition of such a 
separation: 
les deux parts d'un rnýme moi sont enfin reunies. La separation est abolie, qui 
divisait rartiste de ce qu'il avait produit. Le travail createur n'a lieu que pour Etre 
repris dans runite d'un Moi aimant. 92 
StarobinsWs exegesis turns upon a narcissistic interpretation of artistic production, and indeed a 
narcissistic reading of Pygma, #on itself. 93 In other words, Starobinski views the artistic enterprise 
as one in which something of the artist is projected onto or into his work, and, as a result, the 
artist and his work as being bound together, inextricably, by a cornmon self or consciousness. 
The artist is thus reflected in his work; like Narcissus, Pygmalion is obsessed by his own 
reflection. When Galatea touches Pygmalion, the (re)-union is accomplished; Pygmalion, for his 
part, acknowledges this, saying- 'Yes, dear and charming object, yes worthy masterpiece of my 
hands, of my heart, of the Gods. 1here's you, only you. I have given you all my being- I shall 
live only through you. ' ftma&n VII-VIII] 
92 StarobinsK La Trampmw et IlObstack, p. 92- Me two parts of the same 'mo? are finally reunited. Separation, that divided the 
udst fi-om what he had produced, is abolished. The creative act took place only to be reclaimed in the unity of a lovingmoV 
93 INd, p. 90, 'Amoureux de son visage comme A itait Narcisse, il veut 6teindre le reflet de lui-m6ne qu'A adore dans son ceuvre. ' 
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Ihe problem with this reading is that Galatea is no longer exclusive# Pygmalion's work and no 
longer bir object; she is, has and was given an independent consciousness, not by the artist but by 
Venus. Shictry Weber also latches onto Starobinskils assertion '... that Pygmalion wishes to 
obliterate this distinction [between the self and the other]. '94 She argues that 'what Rousseau 
shows .-. is that the self encompasses the polarities "subject' and 'object', 'scIP and 'other. '95 She 
concludes that. 
Pywnali0n's final recognition that he and Galatea share the same self is not the 
successful exclusion of otherness but the recognition that his desire for her is 
ideal rather than real. 96 
The difficulty I have with both readings is simply this: until the statue is animated, that is to say 
when she becomes Galatea the woman, her otherness remains illusory; for until that moment she 
has no consciousness, her existence is but the product of Pygmalion's fertile imagination. 
Indeed, until the act of animation, Pygmalion's desire is for an object, not a consciousness; 
following the act of animation, Pygmalion's desires are turned toward Galatea the woman, and at 
this point they are real, not ideal. I believe that Rousseau wanted his Pygmalion to be, and 
remain, convinced that he had, in some sense, participated in the act of animation in order for 
him to continue his work as artist. Or to put it another way, I think Rousseau is trying to suggest 
that although the artist, in producing the work of art, deludes himself into thinking he has 
created something ex nibilo, this delusion is absolutely necessary for without it the artist would 
find no reason to continue his productive enterprises. 
Building somewhat precariously upon the foundations of Starobinski's reading, Robert Ellrich 
contends that Rousseau is plagued by 'success/attack phases' and that, as a result, the 'minor' 
works (of which he identifies Py gmaAon as one) are 'created as reaction to, and defences against, 
psychic stress occasioned by a felt attack following a visible and successful display of power., 97 
Rousseaifs exile from Paris is identified as one such 'display of power' and to this we may add 
94 Weber, PTvaiom, p. 907 
95 Ibid, p. 907 
96 lbid, P. 907 
97 Robcrtj EUrich, Rousseau's Androgynous Drearn: p-320. 
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the I xs Muses Galanies episode and the debacle surrounding Rousseau's revisions to Les Files de 
Ramiir. It is Ellrich's belief that the abolition of separation and the subsequent reunification of 
-two halves - feminine and masculine - of one whole' symbolisc Rousseau's unconscious desire 
to achieve a state of androgyny. His argumentation appears to operate in this manner. if 
Pygmalion carved the statue in the Reness of the feminine half of his being, and if this half was 
projected onto or into the statue, Pygmalion would consequently love part of himself, and part 
of another. Evidently the physical presence, and sheer physicality, of the statue represents 
otherness in this formulation. The reunification, once accomplished, would signify the 
dissolution of the two halves into a single and androgynous whole, or indeed in Jungian parlance, 
the totality of the sclf 
As Ellrich is ultimately forced to concede, there is no mention of androgyny or any reference to 
androgynous beings in any of Rousscaus works. 98 In spite of this, Ellrich does not temper his 
enthusiasm for such a reading- he attempts to validate his argumentation by claiming that the 
lack of references to androgyny within Rousseaus oeum, 'betokens a shying away from a fantasy 
that ... lies too close for comfort to his emotional and psychic core'. 99 I would suggest, that 
Oltich's reading is perhaps a little too contingent upon there being an unconscious connection, 
on Rousseau's part, between Pj gmalion and Nanisse, oAr 1ýimanf de livi mime. What I mean by this is 
that I think EUrich has been swayed by Rousseau's subtle vatiation upon the Narcissus myth: 
Rousseau's Narcisse falls in love with a portrait of himself rather than his own reflection. The 
portrait is not, however, a straightforward imitation: it is a representation of Narcissus with 
feminine features and wearing women's clothes - and has an obvious equivalence to the jungian 
conception of the Anima, a cornerstone of the very methodological foundation upon which 
Ellrich's interpretation appears to be elaborated. The tacit implication here is, of course, that 
Pygmalion carved the statue in the image of himself but with, or accentuating, feminine features 
and that this represents another indication, another revelatory example, of Rousseau's 
unconscious desire to achieve a state of androgyny with the feminine half of his self 
98 lbid, P. 321. 
99 Ibid, p. 321. Mich (p. 322) also suggests that Tlato's Sj#podum would have been the standard source of Rousseau's notion of the 
andfogynel ... ] If Rousseau nowhere alludes specifically to Platos androgyne, Pierre Bayle does in a number of instances in the 
Didjonndre bislotique d ai6qwt, of which the young Rousseau was an avid reader! 
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5.4.4. A Contemporaneous view 
One contemporaneous reading of the work, which appears in Grimm's Cormpondance Jjttjrzzjrr, is 
of particular interest here, not least because it seems light years away from the interpretations 
discussed above. Moreover, the authoes evident bewilderment at Galatea's concluding lines 
demonstrates the extent to which Rousseau's aesthetic had torn itself away from that of his 
contemporaries: 
Le role de la statue est trýs-court- elle nc dit que trois; mots. Lorsqu'elle sc sent 
anim6e, elle se touche le coeur et dit: 'Cest moi. ' Elle s'approchc d'unc statue 
voisine, et, la sentent inanim6e, elle dit: 'Ce West plus moi. ' Portant ensuite la 
main sur le coeur de Pygmalion, et Ic sentent palpiter, elIc dit: 'Cest encore moL' 
Cela est peut-etre un peu entortiM, un peu m6taphysique: le moi est un terme 
bien abstrait pour une premiere pcnsec ou un premier sentiment. Comment 
une statue m6tamorphos6e trouverait-elle, dans le premier instant, un r6sultat si 
compliqu6, et qvd suppose tant de combiniisons et de rapports aperýus? Le 
premier mot d'un &rc subitement anime serait sans doute quelque expression 
passionnie, imp6tueuse, douloureuse; I'aspect de runivcrs le troublcrait; il s'en 
croirait menac6, sa propre 6nergic Iiii ferait peur. 100 
The author, whether it was Diderot, Grimm or Meister, considers the 'moi"a little twisted, a little 
metaphysical ... a very abstract term for a first thought or sentiment. ' The author cndeavours to 
imagine how the statue would feel having been freshly metamorphosed from marble into flesh, 
how she would engage with her new, unfamiliar environment and indeed what words she might 
utter as a reaction to it. The author anticipates expressions of passion, impetuousness or pain, 
feelings of vulnerability, fear and insecurity; instead Rousseau has his Galatea simply saT. Vest 
MOL, 
100 Grimm, Meister, Diderotý Comspondance LkIrdir, ed. Tourneux, (Pads: 1879), ix, pp. 22-24. qbe statues role is very short she 
utters but three words. )Nhen she comes to life, she puts her hand on her heart and says, 'it is me. She approaches another 
statue and perceiving it to be inanimate, says, 'it is no longer me. Then placing her hand on Pygmalion's heart, and feeling it 
beatý she says, 'ah, me again. Ibis is perhaps a little twisted, a little metaphysicah Moi is surely a very abstract term for a first 
thought or sentiment [ ... I flow is it possible that a statue would have, in the first instants following metamorphosis, such a 
complex reaction based on so much insight? The first word uttered by a being suddenly brought to life would be without doubt 
a passionate expression, impetuous, painful; the appearance of the universe would trouble him-, he would fed threatened, his 
own energy would make him afraid! 
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5.4.5. The 'moi' as expression of independence, self-existence and individuality 
The 'moi` is unquestionably intensely problematic and appears frustratingly impenetrable. And 
yet, there are some surprising and highly significant connections to be made between Galatea's 
reaction to her new environment and her new 'companion, ' and ideas expressed in the Essai sur 
1101iý, ine des Lan gues. In what follows, I offer a two-stage reading- the first stage engages with the 
general thrust of text itself, the second stage, builds upon this and then looks beyond the 
boundaries of the work to the Essai sur fOrigine des Langues to explore how Rousseau's 
conception of the ai de la naturr might come full circle and achieve closure in Galatea's words. 
My view is that Galatea's words signify 'me again', in the sense that she means the same as me, 
another living being as opposed to a statue or cold marble. Pygmalion may have carved the 
statue, but Venus alone gave the statue life; she alone Crrated the woman, the independent 
consciousness that is Galatea, but that is not Pygmalion. In order to be loved, Galatea must be 
other thin the artist, and Pygmalion has already realised, and articulated the fact that he must be 
other than the statue: 
If I were her I would not be able to see her, and I would not be the one who 
loves her. No, may Galathee live, and may I not be her. Oh may I always be 
another so that I can always want to be her, see her, love her and be loved by 
her. 
The utterance 'C'est mo? is an assertion of both Galatea's corporeality and her spiritual 
independence from the artist The artist and his work must remain separate; this is, so to speak, 
the condition jine qua non imposed by Venus. The %1oi' in PjgmaAon is, then, the expressionpar 
excellence of independence, of individuality and of the absolute recognition of sclf-existcnce. In 
P gma, #on the perfect representation is abolished, and wi it e bizarre state of flux between Y th , th art 
and reality that threatens to disrupt the natural order of the universe. The work of art is thus lost 
forever as it becomes an independent consciousness butý as a final compensation, its ruinous 
influence is no longer apparent. In becoming a living entity, Galatea tears herself away from 
Pygmaliorfs ideal image and will be, for ever more, other than the artist. The natural order is 
restored; Pygmalion's folly, unlike that of Prometheus, is forgiven. The artist is thus liberated 
and he is free to continue his artist activity. 
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5.4.6. The 'moi' as the dramatic equivalent of the'idyll of the well! 
In our discussion of the origin of expression in Chapter 3, we wiU remember that in the Essai sur 
, gine 
des Langues Rousseau argues that: l0ri 
[ ... I sitOt qu'un honune fut reconnu par un autre pout un &re sentant, pensant et 
semblable a lui, le d6sir ou le besoin dc lui communiquer ses scntimcnts [ ... ] lui 
en fit chercher les moyens. 10, 
If we now imagine Galatea to be such a figure, the desire and the need to communicate her 
sentiments make her search for the means to do so. Upon touching herself she recogl-ýises - and 
instinctively acknowledges and expresses in the 'moi' - her corporeality, but at the same time 
sees (and hears) her own humanity rcflected in the artist. She recognises Pygmalion, not as an 
artist or her putative creator, but rather as a living, breathing, sentient - and articulate - being 
like she has now become. Galatea thus desires to communicate with her semblant, and 
Pygmalion, without reflection, desires to respond. The sounds of their voices kindle this desire 
to commune, for both the artist and Galatea recognise that they are no longer alone in the world. 
As Rousseau again puts it in the Essai 
[ ... I sitOt que des signes vocaux frappent votre oreille, ils vous annoncent un &re 
semblable i vous. Ils sont, pour ainsi dire, les organes de I'Lne ... Les oiscaux 
siffient, rhomme seul chante, et l'on peut entendre ni chant, ni symphonie, sans 
se dire i linstant: un autre etre sensible est ici. 102 
This moment of pure presence is, in one sense, a reiteration of the first moment of the Fall-State 
when humans were first drawn together, it is then, I suggest, the dramatic equivalent of the 'idyll 
of the weT, where man and woman first cast their gaze upon one another and searched for the 
means to communicate their sentiments. Both Pygmalion and Galatea require nothing more and 
thus it is fitting that Pygmalionýs final words are the equivalent of 'aimez-moP rather than 'aidez- 
moiý. 
lot Rousseau, Hudswl'04xe des 1.4xgues, in TA=stl I, p. 155-156. 'As soon as a man was recognised by another as a sentient, 
thinking being similar to himself, the desire or need to communicate his feelings made him search for the means to do so. ' 
102 Did, pp. 232-233. 'I ... ] as soon as vocal signs strike your car, they announce the presence of another being similar to you; they 
are, so to speak, the organs of the soul ... Birds whistle, man alone sings, and one can hear neither song nor symphony without 
saying to oneself at that moment another sentient being is hem' 
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Conclusion 
I suggested at the very beginning of this thesis that Rousseau's thought is characterised by a 
pluralism and a diversity that transcend the ambit of the theorctical and everywhcre infJtratc 
his praxis: Rousseau moves freely and lithely between these two oftcn polarised and mutually 
exclusive domains. Such uninhibited mobility is one of the great strengths of his writings for 
he is able to consider, for example, a musical problematic - such as combining music and text 
within a unýified dramatic idiom - from an array of divergent perspectives: as music theorist, as 
composer, as aesthetician, as anthropologist, and as social and political philosopher. Indced, 
tracing the development of his eventual practical solution to this problem - in the Pjgmalion 
mechanism - reveals almost as much about the manner in which the individual elements or 
fragments of his philosophical system interlock and interface with one another, as it does 
about the evolutionary progress of the mechanism itself That the elaboration of this 
mechanism interfaces with and implicates such works as the First Discours (1749), 1. - Detin du 
Village (1752), the Lettre sur la Mmjique Franfoise (1753), the Second Discours (1754), the Essai sur 
1,01&ne des Langues, and the Dictionnaim de Mufiqme (1764), demonstrates how such a concept 
evolves diachronically, through a variety of different intellectual frames and forms, and yet still 
preserves the motivation and logic of its initial reformatory impulse more or less intact. 
For Rousseau such a protracted and seemingly convoluted evolutionary process did not 
appear unusual or epistemologically untenable; this evolutionary process merely follows the 
network of interconnected pathways and intersections that give overall coherence to his 
philosophy. As he was to succinctly put it in the Lefirr d CMsto pbe de Beaumont. 
J'ai 6ctit sur de divers sujets, mais toujours dans les rnýmes ptincipes; toujours 
la meme morale, la meme croyance, les rnýmes maximes, et, si l'on veut, les 
m6mes opinions. ' 
Rousseau's conviction was, then, that disparate and seemingly unrelated provinces of his 
writing and thought were bound together by a common ideological principle: a philosophy of 
Rousseau, Leffiv J Gbiistophe de Beammont, CEmms, t. 9, p-S. 'I have written on diverse subjects, but always according to the 
same principles; always the same ethics, the same beliefs, the same maxims and, if you like, the same opinions! 
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nature and history which is predicated upon the belief that in every domain of human 
existence, the process of history has not been one of progress, betterment and increasing 
civilisation, but an unstoppable slide -a downward-spiralling degenerative movement towards 
fragmentation, dispersal, immorality, corruption and, ultimately, damnation. 
In Chapter Two, I proposed that in order to facilitate the articulation of this historical model, 
Rousseau establishes a trinary structure, consisting of an Ideal-State, FaU-State and Actual- 
State. The process of history begins with the institution of the FaU-State and the second and 
third sectors of this trinary structure ate characterised by a relativism and a temporahty that 
enables Rousseau to assign a system of value to the process of history that unfolds between 
them. This historical process governs aU domains of his thought - history itself, art, music, 
anthropology, sociology, politics, fiction, autobiography, education - and also the 'objects' 
which these domains encompass. And it is upon this trinary structure that Rousseau overlays, 
interleaves and theorises about the nature and evolution of these 'objects' as they change and, 
little by little, degenerate across their respective historical horizons. Ibc opening gambit of 
Emile (1762) articulates this degenerative model of history with remarkable clarity: 
Everything is good as it leaves the hands of the Author of things; everything 
degenerates in the hands of man. He forces one soil to nourish the products 
of another, one tree to bear the fruit of another. He mixes and confuses the 
climates, the elements, the seasons ... he turns everything upside down; he disfigures everything... he wants nothing as nature made it, not even maný 
1he 'objects' which are referred to in this passage could be substituted with many other 
'objects' in his system of thought. If, for example, we superimpose his conception of the 
origin and subsequent degeneration of music, we can see that this passage would recount the 
slide from -the spontaneous, unmediated vocalisation of the passions at the moment of our 
'idyll of the well' to the contrived, codified, rhetorical artifice of contemporary music making. 
The implication would be that music has degenerated in the hands of man; that music has 
been disfigured by a variety of tuning systems and modes to which it has been subjected to; 
that harmony has usurped the place of melody as the principal and authentic source of 
Rousseau. Emile. TransI. Allan Bloom, (Harmondsworth: Penguin Classics, 1991), p. 37. 
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expression; that man has thus rejected music as nature had made it, even the voice - the cri de 
la naturr - which is part of his very being and consciousness. 
In the introduction, I suggested that one of the primary objectives of this thesis would be to 
interrogate and contest Roger Scruton's claim that Rousseau's writings on music do not 
constitute a philosophy of the subject. I speculated at that point that the motivating factor 
behind Scruton's assertion was the absence, in Rousseau's oeut7r, of a single, monolithic 
volume that overtly and expressly sets out a philosophy or aesthetic of music; one cannot 
simply pluck from the shelves of a library a volume that unveils the entire scale, form and 
nature of this object to the reader. Perhaps the closest equivalent we have to such a volume is 
the Dictionnairr de Mujique, but even then, as I discussed in Chapter 4, the work frustrates 
attempts to categorise it, consisting as it does of music theory, aesthetics, commentary on 
compositional and performance practice, and hundreds of definitions of musical terms, many 
of which are devoid of 'ideological' content. Not only then is there an absence of a unified 
and comprehensive text that sets out a philosophy of music, but this very absence begs the 
question that if there is a philosophy of music, how (and where) does this object manifest 
itself? 
The answer to this question is that we are not dealing with an independent, self-contained, 
autarkic object, but one that is fragmented, scattered across and embedded within political and 
philosophical discourse, fictional drama, autobiographical narrative, encyclop4edic entries, 
operatic compositions and diverse texts exploring music theory and aesthetics. Ibcse 
fragments, considered in wo, constitute an object - though this object is never consciously 
reassembled, rendered discrete or articulated as such by Rousseau himself, for he would 
probably never have viewed these fragments in this way. Nevertheless, they constitute an 
object in the sense that they are bound together by virtue of their relationship and intimate 
connection with the overarching philosophical vision of nature and history which we have just 
discussed above. The philosophy of music is perhaps best expressed, therefore, as a subset of 
this overarching philosophical vision: it subscribes and conforms to its laws, it assumes its 
characteristics and general shape, and is, then, an integral part of it. 
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Indeed, if a defining or prerequisite characteristic of a philosophy of music is that it should 
have its own systematic coherence, be self-sufficient, self-governing and self-contained, then 
on such a basis one might declare that Rousseau's does not qualify. However, I would 
strongly argue that Rousseau's thinking on music is philosophical precisely because of the 
extra-musical connections it makes beyond its own music-theoretical and musico-aesthetic 
horizons and frame of reference; and it assumes the scope of a complete philosophy in the 
sense that it is, itself, an integral part of an overarching philosophical system, and is 
inseparable from it. If we consider, for example, Rousseau's conception of harmonic 
generation, it is informed by a wider philosophical and scientific view that encompasses 
epistemology, ontology and acoustic theory. FEs hypostatisation of the voice, to take another 
example, is at its root informed by an anthropological view of the evolution of mankind. And 
the theory of the subsequent development of human communication in all its diversity is 
informed by a vision of the socio-political history of the individual as he assumes his role as 
citizen through the negotiation of contracts and compacts with the social collective. In all of 
these cases, we find that Rousseau is establishing these extra-musical connections because they 
necessarily interface with music. Music is not a law unto itself and, as I asserted in the 
Introduction, Rousseau never contemplates music other than with regard to its connection 
with society, and thus with the quotidian interaction and relationships of human beings. To 
state that there is no philosophy of music is, in many respects, to also say that there is no 
philosophy, for the philosophy of music is implicated in, and an integral part of, the 
philosophy of nature and history and cannot be separated from it. 
The implications of such an expansive, outward-looking and interconnected view of the 
position of music in society, and indeed in the process of history, gave rise to an aesthetic and 
associated reformatory programme that wholly embodied this view. If there is one false 
assumption that I have attempted to overturn in the course of this thesis it is the notion that 
Rousseau is merely contra harmony. To be sure, melody assumes a privileged position in his 
aesthetic, for it points directly to an idealised moment in his history of mankind - the 'Idyll of 
the Welr -a moment in which harmony had not yet been discovered. The reformatory 
impulse in his work is, then, almost to drive music back up the degenerative helix that we 
explored in Chapter Two towards a purer, more immediately expressive, more directly 
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affective condition. But with a healthy dose of pragmatism that was culled from his 
experiences as composer, Rousseau set about realigning and rc-cvaluating the roles of 
harmony and melody, rather than jettisoning the former altogether. In lae Detin dm Village, 
Rousseau thus proposed a vision of musical form in which melody and harmony would march 
together, striving for the same goal: ever more affective expression. But Rousseau would 
pursue this idea with more zeal and perhaps greater conviction and in doing so he sought 
allow melody greater latitude to be itself, to renegotiate an alliance with language, a language 
that in his view was M-suited to musical setting. In its final term, in the scýne lyriquc 
Pjgmalion, the reform is radical and brutal: music and language are not permitted to share the 
same signifying representational space. 
If, as I argued in the concluding lines of Chapter 5, Rousseau's philosophy of music achieves a 
gmalion, then it does so in two particular respects. First, through the sense of closure in Py 
words of Galatea, as a reiteration of the very first vocalisation. at the institution of the Fall- 
State; and second, the work itself can be seen as an embodiment -a musico-dramatic 
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I Rousseau, Dissedation sur la Alusique Moderne, in Oeums, t. 1 l, p. 144 
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SogrqjI? -Gmador: Pimmakone. Edited by Emilio Sala. Df&mmaturgia 
musicale veneta, 22. (Wan: Ricordi, 1996), p. Y- 
Appendix Item 5: 
A Complete Translation of Rousseau's Scene Lyrique, Pygmalion' 
,g 
is a semolots stm&o. On eacb side one can see hkcks of mar6k and qbed-omt statues. In the backgmmnd is anotbervatme The xetfin ro 
bidden ýy a deAcale, gistening veil decorated wXbfiiqes andgarlands 
I! Y IanchoA eel, be takes Smahm, siffin& kaning on bir elbow, is pensive 6ke someone wbo is anxioms and me y; them, smddenýgening to birf 
bir anirl's foolsfivm The fablegoes andgfves an occasional blow of the ckisel to some of his mnflthishtdpieces. He steps back and looks on 
discontented and discouragel 
Pygmalion: 
Ibere's neither soul nor life in it; it's nothing but stone. I shall never be able to do 
such a thing. Oh my genius, where are you? My talent, what has become of you? All 
my creative fire has gone, my imagination is frozen; the marble comes cold out of 
my hands. Pygmalion, no longer carve gods, you arc nothing but a common artistl 
Worthless tools, no longer those of my glory, be gone and do not soil my hands. 
(He tbmws down bis lools sith &sdaix, andpacesfor some lime, arms narsed, pensipe_4) 
What has become of me? What strange revolt has overcome me? Tyr, elegant and 
opulent city, I am no longer attracted to your artistic achievements. I have lost my 
inclination to admire them: the trade of artists and philosophers hold nothing for 
me, I find the conversations of painters and poets unappealing-, my soul is no longer 
ennobled by praise and glory. Those who build their posterity on such premises do 
not interest me; even friendship has lost its charm. 
And you, young objects, nature's masterpieces which my art has dared to imitate 
and whose pleasures kept attracting me, you, my charming models, which used to 
make me bum with the fire of both love and genius, since I have surpassed you, I 
am indifferent to you all. 
(he sits down and ontemplates all arvund bim ) 
Confined [reteflue] to this studio by a mysterious charm I cannot do anything and I 
cannot get away from it. I wander from statue to statue, figurine to figurine; my 
Rousseau, JýVakox in CEmvres, 00, (Paris: Tenre et Ledoux, 1819), pp. 365-374. 
chisel is weak and unsure. I have lost control over it. 'Mose rough works, rcmaining 
mere outlines,, no longer respond to the hand that would have once animated them. 
(be Seu to bisfeel impeluousA) 
Tbat's it. 1hat's it. I have lost my genius -I am still so young and yet must outlive 
my talent. What is this consurning ardour within me? What is it that sets my soul 
ablaze? Whad In the languor of extinguished genius can we feel such emotions, fccl 
the spirit of impetuous passions, the unconquerable restlessness, the secret agitation 
which torments me and for which I cannot find a cause? 
I feared that by admiring just one of my works, I have neglected everything else; I 
have hidden it beneath this veil. My profane hands have dared to cover this 
monument to their glory. Since I no longer see it, I am even more discontent and 
even less consdendous. 
How valuable and precious this immortal work will be to mel When my ailing spirit 
no longer produces anything great, beautiful, worthy of me, I will show my Galatea 
and I will say: 'that is my worV. Oh my Galateal When I have lost everything I will 
still have you, and I will be comforted. 
(be makesfor The kdge, but stops, them paces up and down, and sighing koki at the statue) 
0 
But why should I hide it? What have I got to gain by it? As I am reduced to 
idleness, why should I deprive myself of the pleasure of contemplating the most 
beautiful of my works? Ihcre may still be some unnoticed flavr, perhaps I could add 
further embellishments to her dress [Parure]; such a charn-iing object should not lack 
any conceivable adornment.... Perhaps this object may yet rekindle my listless 
imagination. I have to see it again, I must examine it once more. What am I saying? 
I have not examined it yet, thus far I have only admired it. 
(be begins to mnveil it, but stops as if be isff igbfened) 
I do not know which cmotion I feel upon touching this veil. I am paralysed with 
fear, it is as if I were touching the sanctuary [sanauairr] of a divinity. Pygmalionl It is 
stone; it is your work; what does it matter? In our temples we serve gods who are 
made of the same material and who were sculpted by the same hands. 
H 
(bek g do . 
fts the reil and tirmbAg befafis to his knees boxin xm before the statue. We see the statue of Galatea on a 
veg smallpedestal raised ly a marbleplaýorm conjisling of afew semi-drrular steps) 
0 Galatea receive my homage. Yes, I was wrong- I wanted you to be a nymph and 
instead I have made you a Goddess. Not even Venus is as beautiful as you are. 
Vanity, human weaknesst I never tire of admiring my work. My pride [amour-proprr] 
intoxicates me. I adore myself in what I have done. No, nothing as beautiful as this 
has ever appeared in nature; I have surpassed the work of the Gods. 
I 
Whatl Such beauties made by my hands? So my hands have touched them? Maybe 
my mouth could.... I can see a flaw. This garment covers too much, I must reveal 
more; the charms it conceals should be more visible. 
(be takes his mallet and chisel, theft, slow# and hejilantý chmbs the steps up to the slatme. It seems that he doesn't 
darr tomch it, buffinal#, sith chisel raised, he slops) 
What trembling, what turmoil. I wield the chisel with an unsure hand-I cannot I 
dare not... I will spoil everything. 
(be rrgains kis composm. With kis ckiselkt dehers a siqle blow, but lenified be dmps it shoutin ,g 
kudA) 
My God ... I feel the statue's throbbing flesh repel my chisel. 
(he steps down, I., rmbiq and con fmsed) 
... Vain terror, insane blindness ... No ... I will not touch it. The Gods terrify me. 
Without doubt, she must already be one of them [d! ýd consacrie d leur rang]. 
(be looks at ber a , gain) 
What do you want to change? Look, what new charms do you want to give her?... 
AM Her perfection is her flaw... Divine Galatea ... if you were less perfect you would 
not lack anything. 
(femdffb) 
But you lack a soul: your features [figure] cannot do without it. 
(moir lenderý) 
How beautiful must the soul be that is capable of animating such a body. 
III 
(he slopsfor some lime, then, jils down again, saying in a skw and differml voice) 
What wishes do I dare to utter? What insane desiresl What am I feeling? Oh hcavenI 
Ibc veil of illusion has fallen, and I dare not look into my heart: I will find too 
much to be ashamed of 
(iongpause, irigmakon is in deep contemplation) 
So here is the noble passion that leads me astray. It is because of this inanimate 
object that I dare not leave tl-ýs place. Marblel Stonel Shapeless and hard, wrought 
by this instrument... you are mad, withdraw into yourself, lament yourself; look at 
your mistake, see your insanity. But no 
(impeluOA(1_4) 
No I have not lost my senses; no, my mind is not wandering; no, I do not reproach 
myself for anything. It's not with this dead marble I am enchanted, but with a living 
being which resembles it, and with this figure which presents itself before my very 
eyes. In whatever place this adorable statue is, whoever carries it, whosoever created 
it, it will receive all my heart's sentiments. Ycs, my only weakness is to perceive 
beauty, my only crime is my sensibility. There is nothing here to be ashamed of. 
(still mi1hpassion) 
How hot these flames which seem to radiate from this statue and kindle my senses, 
and then, writh my soul, return to their source. Alas, it remains still and cold. My 
heart, kindled by its charms, would like to leave my body and kindle its. I think that 
in my delirium I could throw myself out of this body; I think I could give life to it, 
yes, bring it to life with my soul. May Pygmalion die and live in Galatea. What am I 
saying? If I were her I would not be able to see her, and I would not be the one 
who loves her. No, may Galatea live, and may I not be her. Oh may I always be 
another so that I can always want to be her, see her, love her and be loved by her. 
(mosingN 
Torments, wishes, desires, rage, helplessness, terrible love... Oh, all hell has taken 
over my restless heart. Alnighty Gods, benevolent Gods, Gods of the people who 
used to understand man's passions, you have worked so many wonders for less 
IV 
important causes. Iook at this object, look at my heart, be just and be worthy of 
your altars. 
(Aitbpathos) 
And you sublime essence who is hidden from the senses, but whose presence hearts 
can feel. Soul of the universe, principles of all existence. You, through love, give 
harmony to the elements, life to matter, feeling to bodies, shape to all creatures; 
sacred fire, celestial Venus through whom everything is preserved and reproduced 
endlessly, where is your equilibrium, where is your omnipotence, where is the law of 
nature in what I feel, where is your invigorating warmth in my inane and vain 
desires? All your fires arc centred in my heart and yet the cold of death rests within 
this marble. I perish by the excess of life that it lacks. Alas, I'm not. expecting a 
miracle, but it must disappear. The natural order has been disrupted, nature is 
gravely offended, give back its influence, re-establish a beneficial course and lend it 
your divine authority. Yes, all would be complete if the devouring ardour which 
consumes one without animating the other were shared equally between them. By 
my hand you have shaped these charms and features which only await feeling and 
life. Give the statue everything if necessary. It would be enough for me to live in 
her. You, who deign to smile upon homages paid by mere mortals, by those who 
cannot feel and cannot honour you; spread your glory with your work. Goddess of 
beauty, spare nature this offence, may such a perfect model be the rcflection of 
what it is not. 
(rkw#, hepmllr himsef to , gether, and assumer an air of arswrdness and contentment) 
I have regained my feelings. What unexpected quietudcl What unexpected courage 
inspires me. A mortal fever kindled by my blood, a feeling of confidence and hope 
is coursing through my veins -I feel as if I were reborn. So the feeling of our 
dependence can sometimes be our consolation. However unhappy mortals are 
when they invoke the Gods, they are always becalmed. But this unjust confidence 
deceives those who express insane wishes... Alas, the state I find myself in, you 
can call upon anyone, but no one ever listens to you. The hope which deceives us is 
more insane than desire. 
Ashamed of so many aberrations, I dare not contemplate their cause. Whenever I 




Look poor wretch, be brave; dare to stare at the statue. 
(be sees the statue moift and turns awqyfrigbfened. His beart sinkur sithpain) 
What have I seen? God[ What do I think I saw? Reddening flesh, fire in its eyes, 
even gestures. As if it were not enough for a miracle to happen, I have it all at lastl 
(excessipeý depirssed) 
Wretched thing, that's it - your delirium is now complete. Your reason and your 
genius fail you. Oh Pygmalion do not miss it - the loss of it will bury you in 
opprobrium. 
(giral indignation) 
It's too much for the lover of stone to become a man of visions. 
(be turns and sees The statue valk dovm The veg steps he himsefhad carmbed. Hefalls to his knees and xifh hands 
raised, looks to The sky. ) 
Immortal Godsl Venusl Galatea! Oh prestigious and frenzied lovel 
(Galatea tomcbes bersef and says) 
Me 
(Pygmahom, carried away, says) 
Me 
(Galatea again foucbing bene#) 
It is me 
(Pygmakon) 
Ravishing illusion which I can even now hear. Never depart from my senses. 
(Galatea sfe . 
psforward and lomcber a block of marble and says) 
It is no longer me 
vi 
gitaled, can han4 contain bimsef, andfollows eveg gestmv, Astens, obsenex her so atidly that bf can , gma, 
&on, a (Py 
barrly brvatbe. Galatea walks towards him and starrs. He quickiygets to bisfeet, opens his arms and stam at her 
ecstaficagy. She pmIs her hand upon him, he winces, then she takes her other hand, puts it against his heart, and he 
kisses it ardenfýv Galatea, sýýhin& sgs) 
Ah, me again. [ab, encore mot] 
(Pvpmakon rep#es) 
Yes, dear and charming object, yes worthy masterpiece of my hands, of my heart, of 
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